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Love, Liza: The Auction

We all have things that have accumulated through the years either by design or default, and with time they seem

to take on a life of their own. We can become potential prisoners to those shelves and storage repositories that we
maintain to preserve our past, or can be liberated by them. With a life and career as expansive and multi-layered as
Liza’s, she has accumulated many things. There is her stuff, her mother’s stuff, her father’s, things from her tours and
shows, memorabilia from fans, furniture, you name it. As for many, it is easier to put something in storage rather than
take the time to deal with it. Who has time, anyway?
For 20 years, Liza has talked about her storage, and we have gone to look at some of it through the years, collected
on both coasts in over a half dozen locations. I was put in charge of going through the film and video vaults, looking
through road cases and show props as well as looking over a lot of her dad’s stuff that was stored in Beverly Hills. On
it went. Every time amazing things would turn up. Liza would retrieve certain items that were meaningful and make
sure the rest was safe. But it became overwhelming, with so many storage areas, and the realization that it could take
a lifetime to get to it all.
In the last few years, she relocated to Los Angeles and made a conscious choice to simplify and relax for the first
time in her life. Her home is furnished beautifully with her Warhols, Halston furnishings, paintings by her father and
others, selective memorabilia and awards, and is done in clean, spare and elegant style. “Keep it simple” is her mantra.
She sometimes calls me and says, “I woke up this morning and thought, what do I have to do today? Nothing. Then I
relax and do whatever I want.” Then she sighs. After a lifetime of non-stop work, she is, from my view, happier than
I have ever seen her.
Typical of Liza, instead of being paralyzed by all those storage spaces, and being in a mindset of change and making
room for new things, she said, “Honey, it’s time for spring cleaning, and I mean purge with a capitol P.” It did not
come without much thought and soul searching. The conclusion was that she could sit on these things and they would
never see the light of day again, or could send them out in the world and share them now and see them live again
with others who would appreciate having them. Another important factor for her is that much of the proceeds will
eventually go to The Great American Songbook Foundation, an organization I started seven years ago with her help,
and thus the letting go of objects also serves a cause that is important to her.

Mind you, she has saved many things that are intimate and important to her and her family, and those will be kept
private. There were also so many photos and multiple images that only the most resonant were retained, with the
rest to go out in the world. What are some of the things has she kept? The Christening Bible from her Godmother
Kay Thompson, the stereo color slides taken of her by her father in costumes he reproduced from his films, her
mother’s music library, clothing and other trappings that have personal importance. And of course, her father’s Oscar,
an oversized Avedon photo of her mother, certain movie posters like The Clock which was the film her parents made
together and caused them to fall in love.
Liza is modest and deeply sensitive. She knows her place in show business history, mainly by looking at the continuum
of it, but lives for the moment. It is through the eyes of others that she might most appreciate herself, though if I find
and watch something of hers that I adore, she can look at it clear-eyed and without false modesty and say, “that was
good.” She is proud of her craft and the work she put into perfecting her art.
Halston. No one matters more to her than Halston. Sharing his work is her way of reminding people of his importance
to her life and the world of fashion, style and deep friendship. The vibrations in the clothes and drawings she is sharing
are damned powerful! She says that with Fred Ebb and Kay Thompson, Halston created her.
I called her and Liza just said the following that I transcribed:
“My life is a gift of flowing friendships and relationships all collected in these objects. It is with many emotions
I share them, knowing that they will create new bridges for others as they have for me. I woke up one day
and thought, ‘Honey, you ain’t gonna wait till you’ve bought the farm and leave your life on someone else’s
doorstep.’ So, it was time to go there, and I have, and it feels good.”
Michael Feinstein
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“CONDITIONS OF SALE” Love Liza the Auction
CONDITIONS OF SALE - AGREEMENT BETWEEN
PROFILES IN HISTORY AND BIDDER
Read This Part First
BY EITHER REGISTERING TO BID OR PLACING A
BID, THE BIDDER ACCEPTS THESE CONDITIONS
OF SALE AND ENTERS INTO A LEGALLY,
BINDING, ENFORCEABLE AGREEMENT WITH
PROFILES IN HISTORY.
The following terms and conditions constitute the sole
terms and conditions under which Profiles in History
(“Profiles”) will offer for sale and sell the property described
in the Catalog.These Conditions of Sale constitute a binding
agreement between the Bidder and Profiles with respect
to the auction. By bidding at auction, whether in person,
through an agent or representative, by telephone, facsimile,
on-line, absentee bid, or by any other form of bid or by
any other means, the Bidder acknowledges the thorough
reading and understanding of all of these Conditions of
Sale, all descriptions of items in the Catalog, and all matters
incorporated herein by reference, and agrees to be fully
bound thereby.
NO BID MAY BE PLACED IN ANY MANNER
UNLESS THE BIDDER HAS FULLY REVIEWED
AND AGREES TO ALL OF THE “CONDITIONS
OF SALE” EITHER PRINTED IN THE CATALOG
OR ON-LINE, AS WELL AS THE TERMS OF THE
REGISTRATION FORM. BY PLACING ANY BID,
THE BIDDER REPRESENTS AND WARRANTS
TO PROFILES THAT HE OR SHE HAS FULLY
REVIEWED AND AGREES TO BE BOUND
BY ALL OF THESE “CONDITIONS OF SALE”
AND THE TERMS OF THE REGISTRATION
FORM. WITHOUT SUCH REPRESENTATION,
WARRANTY AND AGREEMENT, PROFILES
WOULD NOT PERMIT THE BIDDER TO BID.
Bidder and Profiles agree that any agreements between
the Bidder and Profiles including but not limited to these
Conditions of Sale are entered into in Los Angeles County,
California, which is where the agreements are to be
performed and the auction to take place, no matter where
Bidder is situated and no matter by what means or where
Bidder was informed of the auction and regardless of
whether catalogs, materials, or other communications were
received by Bidder in another location. Both Profiles and
the Bidder agree that any disputes under these Conditions
of Sale, the subject matter hereof, the entering into, or
any aspect of the auction, shall be exclusively governed by
California law, and that any and all claims or actions shall
be brought and maintained only in Los Angeles County,
California in a State or Federal Court to the exclusion of
any other venue, locale or jurisdiction. All parties submit
to such jurisdiction. Both Bidder and Profiles agree that
these provisions are intended to be binding on all parties
and that they shall solely control choice-of-law, venue
and jurisdiction in the event of any dispute specifically
including third party claims and cross-actions brought by
either Profiles or Bidder, and that absent such agreement,
Profiles would not permit Bidder to bid hereunder. Any
violation of the terms of this Paragraph shall entitle the
affected party to reasonable attorney fees and litigation
costs in addition to all other available remedies, all of
which remain reserved. The parties agree that Profiles shall
be entitled to present these Conditions of Sale to a court
in any jurisdiction other than set forth in this paragraph
as conclusive evidence of the parties’ agreement, and the
parties further agree that the court shall immediately dismiss
any action filed in such jurisdiction. Notwithstanding any
other provision herein, the prevailing party in any claim,
dispute or litigation between the parties shall be entitled to
an award of reasonable attorney fees and costs of litigation.
Unless otherwise set forth in the Catalog, all property
will be offered by Profiles solely as agent for the seller or
consignor of the property (“Consignor”) and not on its
own behalf.
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Profiles is in compliance, to the fullest extent possible,
with California procedures regarding the bonding of
auctioneers.
1. Final Bid Price, Purchase Price and Payment. The term,
“Final Bid Price” means the amount of the highest bid
acknowledged and acceptable to Profiles. The term,
“Purchase Price” means the sum of (1) the Final Bid
Price; (2) a premium payable by the successful Bidder
(also referred to throughout these Conditions of Sale as
“Buyer”) equal to twenty five percent (25%) of the
Final Bid Price if paid in full in cash or by valid
check; or twenty eight percent (28%) of bid price
if paid by Credit Card; and twenty eight percent
(28%) of bid price and won through the internet;
(3) applicable taxes (including California and local sales
tax and/or compensating use tax based upon the purchase
price unless exempted by law and/or where Buyer presents
an original, valid resale certificate with a copy for Profiles’
records from the California State Board of Equalization);
(4) shipping, handling and insurance coverage if requested
by Buyer and agreed upon by Profiles. Profiles may
accept current and valid VISA, MasterCard, Discover and
American Express credit or debit cards for payment but
under the express condition that any property purchased by
credit or debit card shall not be refundable, returnable, or
exchangeable, and that no credit to Buyer’s credit or debit
card account will be issued under any circumstances. The
last sentence constitutes Profiles’ “official policy” regarding
returns, refunds, and exchanges where credit or debit cards
are used. For payment other than by cash, delivery will not
be made unless and until full payment has been actually
received by Profiles, i.e., check has fully cleared or credit
or debit card funds fully obtained. Internatioal buyers must
pay by bank wire transfer.
Profiles has been authorized by the seller or consignor to
retain, as partial remuneration, the premium set forth as
number (2) in this paragraph. Unless otherwise agreed in
a writing signed by Profiles, payment in full is due within
seven calendar days of the auction or within five calendar
days of the invoice date, whichever is later. PROFILES
SHALL HAVE THE RIGHT, AND THE SUCCESSFUL
BIDDER HEREBY UNCONDITIONALLY AND
IRREVOCABLY PRE-AUTHORIZES PROFILES,TO
CHARGE FROM AND COLLECT ALL AMOUNTS
OWED FROM ALL CREDIT AND/OR DEBIT
ACCOUNTS IDENTIFIED TO PROFILES BY THE
SUCCESSFUL BIDDER PRIOR TO BIDDING IN
THE EVENT THAT THE SUCCESSFUL BIDDER
DOES NOT MAKE TIMELY PAYMENT UNDER
THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE. IN SUCH EVENT,
THE SUCCESSFUL BIDDER AUTHORIZES
PROFILES TO COLLECT ALL AMOUNTS OWED
FROM ANY OF SAID ACCOUNTS, AND THE
SUCCESSFUL BIDDER SHALL NOT CONTEST
ANY SUCH CREDIT OR DEBIT ACCOUNT
CHARGE ON THE GROUND THAT PROFILES
WAS NOT SO AUTHORIZED.
2. Title. On the fall of the auctioneer’s hammer, title to the
offered lot will pass to the highest bidder acknowledged
by the auctioneer but fully subject to Buyer’s compliance
with all of the terms of the Conditions of Sale and the
Registration Form.
3. Rights Reserved. Profiles reserves the right to withdraw
any lot before or at the time of the auction, and/or to
postpone the auction of all or any lots or parts thereof,
for any reason. Profiles shall not be liable to any Bidder in
the event of such withdrawal or postponement under any
circumstances. Profiles reserves the right to refuse to accept
bids from anyone.
4. Auctioneer’s Discretion. Profiles shall determine opening
bids and bidding increments. The auctioneer has the right
in its absolute discretion to reject any bid in the event of
dispute between bidders or if the auctioneer has doubt as
to the validity of any bid, to advance the bidding at its
absolute discretion and to determine the successful bidder
in the event of a dispute between bidders, to continue the
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bidding or to reoffer and resell the lot in question. In the
event of a dispute after the sale, Profiles’ record of final
sale shall be conclusive. The auctioneer also may reject
any bid and withdraw the lot from sale if the auctioneer
decides either that any opening bid is below the reserve
(see paragraph 5 below) of the lot or article or that an
advance is insufficient. Unless otherwise announced by the
auctioneer at the time of sale, no lots may be divided for
the purpose of sale.
5. Reserves. Lots may be subject to a reserve which is the
confidential minimum price below which the lot will not
be sold. Although the auctioneer may open the bidding
on any lot below the reserve by placing a bid on behalf of
the seller, Profiles reserves the right to protect the reserve
by bidding through the auctioneer and continuing to bid
on behalf of the seller up to the reserve amount either
through consecutive bids or by placing bids in response to
other bidders. Consignors may not bid on their own lots or
property. If the consignor is indebted to or has a monetary
guarantee from Profiles in certain circumstances, Profiles
may have an interest in an offered lot and the proceeds
therefrom apart from Profiles’ commissions, and Profiles
may bid thereon to protect such interest. In such instance,
Profiles is entitled to its standard commission rate when a
lot is “bought-in” to protect its interest.
6. Risk and Responsibility; Agency. The buyer shall, once
deemed the highest bidder on the fall of the auctioneer’s
hammer, bear all risk and responsibility for the lot, and
neither Profiles, its agents nor employees, shall thereafter be
liable for any loss or damage to the property.The buyer will
also be required to sign a confirmation of purchase at such
time if requested by the auctioneer. All bidders are deemed
to be acting as principals unless Profiles acknowledges in
writing prior to the auction that the bidder is acting as
agent for another party. In the absence of such written
acknowledgment, the bidder guarantees payment of the
Purchase Price of a successful bid.
7. Possession and Removal; Charges. No portion of any
lot may be removed from the premises or possession
transferred to Buyer unless Buyer has fully complied with
these Conditions of Sale and the terms of the Registration
Form, and unless and until Profiles has received the
Purchase Price funds in full. Notwithstanding the above,
all property must be removed from the premises by Buyer
at his or her sole expense not later than seven (7) calendar
days from the invoice date. If all or any property has not
been so removed within that time, in addition to any other
remedies available to Profiles all of which are reserved,
a handling charge of one percent (1%) of the Purchase
Price per month will be assessed and payable to Profiles
by Buyer, with a minimum of five percent (5%) assessed
and payable to Profiles by Buyer for any property not
removed within sixty (60) days. Profiles shall additionally
have the option, in its sole discretion, of transferring any
of such property to a public warehouse at the full risk and
expense of Buyer. Profiles, in addition, reserves the right to
impose a late charge of fifteen percent (15%) per year on
the Purchase Price if Buyer does not make full payment in
accordance herewith. Profiles and Buyer acknowledge and
agree that these charges are reasonably imposed to partially
compensate Profiles for losses and expenses associated with
any such delays.
8. Off-Site Bidding. Bidding by telephone, facsimiletransmission (fax-in), on-line, or absentee bidding
(advance written bids submitted by mail) are offered
solely as a convenience and permitted subject to advance
arrangements, availability, and Profiles’ approval which shall
be exercised at Profiles’ sole discretion. Neither Profiles nor
its agents or employees shall be held liable for the failure
to execute bids or for errors relating to any transmission
or execution thereof. In order to be considered for off-site
bidding in any manner, Bidders must comply with all of
these Conditions of Sale and the terms contained on the
Registration Form.
9. Profiles’ Remedies. Failure of the Bidder/Buyer to
comply with any of these Conditions of Sale or the terms
of the Registration Form, is an event of default. In such
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event, Profiles may, in addition to any other available
remedies specifically including the right to hold the
defaulting Bidder/Buyer liable for the Purchase Price or
to charge and collect from the defaulting Bidder/Buyer’s
credit or debit accounts as provided for elsewhere herein:
(a) cancel the sale, retaining any payment made by the
Buyer as damages (the Bidder/Buyer understands and
acknowledges that Profiles will be substantially damaged
should such default occur, and that damages under subpart (a) are necessary to compensate Profiles for such
damages; (b) resell the property without reserve at public
auction or privately; (c) charge the Bidder/Buyer interest
on the Purchase Price at the rate of one and one-half per
cent (1.5%) per month or the highest allowable interest
rate; (d) take any other action that Profiles, in its sole
discretion, deems necessary or appropriate to preserve and
protect Profiles’ rights and remedies. Should Profiles resell
the property, the original defaulting buyer shall be liable
for the payment of any deficiency in the purchase price
and all costs and expenses associated therewith , including
but not limited to warehousing, sales-related expenses,
reasonable attorney fees and court costs, commissions,
incidental damages and any other charges due hereunder
which were not collected or collectable.
In the event that such buyer is the successful bidder on
more than one lot and pays less than the purchase price
for the total lots purchased, Profiles shall apply the
payment received to such lot or lots that Profiles, in its sole
discretion, deems appropriate. If Profiles does not exercise
such discretion, the lots to which the payment shall be
applied will be in descending order from the highest
purchase price to the lowest.
Any buyer failing to comply with these Conditions of Sale
shall be deemed to have granted Profiles a security interest
in, and Profiles may retain as collateral such security
for such buyer’s obligations to Profiles, any property in
Profiles’ possession owned by such buyer. Profiles shall
have the benefit of all rights of a secured party under the
Uniform Commercial Code (U.C.C.) as adopted by the
state of California.
10. Warranties. Profiles does not provide any warranties
to Bidders or Buyers, whether express or implied, beyond
those expressly provided for in these Conditions of Sale. All
property and lots are sold “as is” and “where is.” By way of
illustration rather than limitation, neither Profiles nor the
consignor makes any representation or warranty, expressed
or implied, as to merchantability or fitness for intended use,
condition of the property (including any condition report),
correctness of description, origin, measurement, quality,
rarity, importance, exhibition, relevance, attribution,
source, provenance, date, authorship, condition, culture,
genuineness, value, or period of the property.
Additionally, neither Profiles nor the consigner makes
any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to
whether the Buyer acquires rights in copyright or other
intellectual property (including exhibition or reproduction
rights) or whether the property is subject to any limitations
such as ‘droit morale’ (moral rights) or other rights affecting
works of art. Bidder/Buyer acknowledges and agrees
that if the property embodies any copyright, trademark,
or other intellectual property, by the purchase of such
property, Buyer/Bidder is not acquiring any interest
in any copyright, trademark or other intellectual property
that may be embodied or reflected in such property,
but is acquiring only such physical embodiment and/
or reflection. Profiles does not make any representation
or warranty as to title. All descriptions, photographs,
illustrations, and terminology including but not limited
to words describing condition (including any condition
reports requested by Bidder), authorship, period, culture,
source, origin, measurement, quality, rarity, provenance,
importance, exhibition, and relevance, used in the catalog,
bill of sale, invoice, or anywhere else, represent a good
faith effort made by Profiles to fairly represent the lots and
property offered for sale as to origin, date, condition, and
other information contained therein; they are statements

of opinion only. They are not representations or warranties
and Bidder agrees and acknowledges that he or she shall
not rely on them in determining whether or not to bid
or for what price. Price estimates (which are determined
well in advance of the auction and are therefore subject
to revision) and condition reports are provided solely as a
convenience to Bidders and are not intended nor shall they
be relied on by Bidders as statements, representations or
warranties of actual value or predictions of final bid prices.
Bidders are accorded the opportunity to inspect the lots
and to otherwise satisfy themselves as to the nature and
sufficiency of each lot prior to bidding, and Profiles urges
Bidders to avail themselves accordingly. Lots and property
are not returnable to Profiles for any reason except under
Buyer’s limited Remedies set forth in Section 13 below
and under the express terms and conditions of Section 13.
11. Limitation of Damages. In the event that Profiles is
prevented for any reason from delivering any property
to Buyer or Buyer is otherwise dissatisfied with the
performance of Profiles, the liability, if any, of Profiles,
shall be limited to, and shall not exceed, the amount
actually paid for the property by Buyer. In no event shall
Profiles be liable for incidental, special, indirect, exemplary
or consequential damages of any kind, including but
not limited to loss of profits, value of investment or
opportunity cost.
12. Unauthorized Statements. Under no circumstances
is any employee, agent or representative of Profiles
authorized by Profiles to modify, amend, waive or
contradict any of these Terms and Conditions, any term
or condition set forth on the Registration Form, any
warranty or limitation or exclusion of warranty, any term
or condition in either the Registration Form or these
Terms and Conditions regarding payment requirements,
including but not limited to due date, manner of payment,
and what constitutes payment in full, or any other term
or condition contained in any documents issued by
Profiles unless such modification, amendment, waiver or
contradiction is contained in a writing signed by all parties.
Any statements, oral or written, made by employees,
agents or representatives of Profiles to Bidder, including
statements regarding specific lots, even if such employee,
agent or representative represents that such statement
is authorized, unless reduced to a writing signed by all
parties, are statements of personal opinion only and are
not binding on Profiles, and under no circumstances shall
be relied on by Bidder as a statement, representation or
warranty of Profiles.
13. Buyer’s Remedies. This section sets forth the sole and
exclusive remedies of Buyer in conformity with Sections 10
(“Warranties”) and 11 (“Limitation of Damages”) herein,
and is expressly in lieu of any other rights or remedies
which might be available to Buyer by law. The Buyer
hereby accepts the benefit of the consignor’s warranty of
title and any other representations and warranties made
by the consignor for the Buyer’s benefit. In the event
that Buyer proves in writing to Profiles’ satisfaction that
there was a breach of the consignor’s warranty of title
concerning a lot purchased by Buyer, Profiles shall make
demand upon the consignor to pay to Buyer the Purchase
Price (including any premiums, taxes, or other amounts
paid or due to Profiles). Should the consignor not pay
the Purchase Price to Buyer within thirty days after such
demand, Profiles shall disclose the identity of the consignor
to Buyer and assign to Buyer all of Profiles’ rights against the
consignor with respect to such lot or property. Upon such
disclosure and assignment, all responsibility and liability, if
any, of Profiles with respect to said lot or property shall
automatically terminate. Profiles shall be entitled to retain
the premiums and other amounts paid to Profiles - this
remedy is as to the consignor only.The rights and remedies
provided herein are for the original Buyer only and they
may not be assigned or relied upon by any transferee or
assignee under any circumstances. Lots containing ten or
more items are not returnable under any circumstances.
The exercise of rights under this Section 13 must be made,
if at all, within thirty (30) days of the date of sale.
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14. Profiles’ Additional Services. For Buyers who do
not remove purchased property from Profiles’ premises,
Profiles, in its sole discretion and solely as a service and
accommodation to Buyers, may arrange to have purchased
lots packed, insured and forwarded at the sole request,
expense, and risk of Buyer. Profiles assumes no and
disclaims all responsibility and liability for acts or omissions
in such packing or shipping by Profiles or other packers and
carriers, whether or not recommended by Profiles. Profiles
assumes no and disclaims all responsibility and liability for
damage to frames, glass or other breakable items. Where
Profiles arranges and bills for such services via invoice or
credit card, Profiles will include an administration charge.
15. Headings. Headings are for convenience only and shall
not be used to interpret the substantive sections to which
they refer.
16. Entire Agreement. These Conditions of Sale constitute
the entire agreement between the parties together with
the terms and conditions contained in the Registration
Form. They may not be amended, modified or superseded
except in a signed writing executed by all parties. No oral
or written statement by anyone employed by Profiles or
acting as agent or representative of Profiles may amend,
modify, waive or supersede the terms herein unless such
amendment, waiver or modification is contained in a
writing signed by all parties. If any part of these Conditions
of Sale are for any reason deemed invalid or enforceable,
the remaining portions shall remain fully enforceable
without regard to the invalid or unenforceable provisions.
AUCTION GENERAL GUIDELINES
Conditions of Sale
Before you bid, you must read the Conditions of Sale,
immediately preceding these pages. They represent a
contract between Profiles and you, and they contain
important terms and conditions such as jurisdiction,
payment terms, warranties and remedies. The Conditions
of Sale are controlling over these general guidelines in the
event of any conflicts between their respective terms.
Estimate Prices
In addition to descriptive information, each entry in the
catalog includes a price range which reflects opinion as
to the price expected at auction. These are based upon
various factors including prices recently paid at auction
for comparable property, condition, rarity, quality, history,
provenance. Estimates are prepared well in advance of the
sale and subject to revision. Estimates do not include the
buyer’s premium or sales tax (see under separate heading).
See Paragraph 10 of the Conditions of Sale for important
restrictions as to reliance on estimated prices.
Reserves
The reserve is the minimum price the seller is willing
to accept and below which a lot will not be sold. This
amount is confidential and will not exceed the low presale estimate.
Owned or Guaranteed Property
Profiles in History generally offers property consigned
by others for sale at public auction; occasionally, lots are
offered that are the property of Profiles in History.
Buyer’s Premium and Sales Tax
The actual purchase price will be the sum of the final bid
price plus the buyer’s premium of twenty five percent
(25%) of the hammer price when full payment is made
in cash or by valid check; or twenty eight percent (28%) if
paid by Credit Card or (28%) if bid on and won through
the internet. California sales tax shall automatically be
added to the purchase price unless exempted.
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You may attend pre-sale viewing for all of our auctions at
no charge. All property to be auctioned is usually on view
for several days prior to the sale. You are encouraged to
examine lots thoroughly. You may also request condition
reports (see below). Profiles in History’s staff are available
at viewings and by appointment.
Hours of Business
Profiles in History is open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
weekdays. The viewing schedule for the auction is
published in the front of the auction catalog.
Condition Reports
If you wish to obtain additional information on a particular
lot, or cannot appear at the viewing, Profiles in History
may provide, upon request, a condition report. We remind
prospective buyers that descriptions of property are not
warranted and that each lot is sold “as is” in accordance
with the terms of the limited warranty. Condition reports,
as other descriptions of property, are not warranted; they
are only provided as a service to interested clients. Neither
Profiles in History nor the consignor make any express
or implied representation or warranty concerning the
condition of any lot offered for sale; any information
furnished does not modify or negate the limited warranty
contained in the Conditions of Sale. See Paragraph 10
of the Conditions of Sale for important restrictions as to
reliance on condition reports.
Registration
If you are planning to bid at auction, you will need to
register with us. Please arrive 30 or 45 minutes before
the sale to complete bidder registration and to receive a
numbered paddle to identify you if you are the successful
bidder. If you are a new client, or if you have not made a
recent purchase at Profiles in History, you may be asked
to supply bank and/or other credit references when you
register.To avoid any delay in the release of your purchases,
we suggest that you pre-arrange check or credit approval.
If so, please contact Profiles in History at (310) 859-7701
or by fax at (310) 859-3842.
You must acknowledge having read your agreement with
all of the Conditions of Sale prior to your registration and
prior to your bidding on any lot.
The Auction
All auctions are open to registered bidders only. You must
register to bid or otherwise participate.
Bidding
Property is auctioned in consecutive numerical order, as
it appears in the catalog. The auctioneer will accept bids
from those present in the salesroom or absentee bidders
participating by telephone, internet or by written bid
left with Profiles in History in advance of the auction.
The auctioneer may also execute bids on behalf of the
consignor to protect the reserve, either by entering bids
in response to salesroom, telephone, internet or absentee
bids. Under no circumstances will the auctioneer place any
bid on behalf of the consignor at or above the reserve.
The auctioneer will not specifically identify bids placed on
behalf of the consignor to protect the reserve.

Telephone Bids
It is also possible to bid by telephone if you cannot attend
an auction. Arrangements should be confirmed at least
one day in advance of the sale with Profiles in History
at (310) 859-7701. Profiles in History staff will execute
telephone bids from designated areas in the salesroom. See
Conditions of Sale and Registration Form for telephone
bid details.
Internet Bids
Profiles in History is pleased to offer live Internet
bidding at www.profilesinhistory.com. To ensure proper
registration, those Bidders intending to bid via the Internet
must visit this site and register accordingly at least one full
day prior to the actual auction. Please be aware that there
is a minimum 3-second delay in the audio and visual feeds,
which may confuse some bidders. If you have questions
about this feature, please call Profiles in History well in
advance of the auction. Winning bidders will be notified
by Profiles in History. Profiles in History is not and cannot
be responsible or liable for any problems, delays, or any
other issues or problems resulting out of use of the Internet
generally or specifically, including but not limited to
transmission, execution or processing of bids.
PLEASE NOTE: On some occasions beyond the control
of Profiles in History, the Internet bid software or the
Internet itself may not physically keep up with the pace of
the auction. In order to help avoid disappointment, Profiles
in History recommends placing a realistic absentee bid now.
Occasionally the auctioneer may eliminate or reject an
internet live bid, and the auctioneer may also reopen a lot
after the close of the internet live bidding (typically but not
always because a floor bid or a telephone bid was missed),
and your bid may be rejected even if you were shown to
be the winning bidder. By bidding via the internet, you
acknowledge and agree that Profiles in History may award
the lot to another bidder at its sole and final discretion
under the circumstances described above or under any
other reasonable circumstances. Since the internet bids are
not shown to Profiles in History until Profiles in History
opens the lot on the floor, Profiles in History treats those
bids the same as floor or telephone bids. In most cases,
however, the floor and/or telephone responds before the
internet bid is presented, due to live Internet bid software
or Internet lag time, so for consistency it is Profiles in
History’s policy that floor bids and telephone bids are
always considered first over internet bids with floor bids
being considered before telephone bids. Also please note
that all Profiles in History lots purchased through the
internet carry a 28% Buyer’s Premium. Profiles in History
strongly urges the bidder to resolve any questions about
these policies or their implementation PRIOR TO
BIDDING.
Successful Bids
The fall of the auctioneer’s hammer indicates the final bid.
Profiles in History will record the paddle number of the
buyer. If your salesroom or absentee bid is successful, you
will be notified after the sale by mailed or emailed invoice.
Unsold Lots
If a lot does not reach the reserve, it is bought-in. In other
words, it remains unsold and is returned to the consignor.

Bidding Increments
See registration page.
Absentee Bids
If you cannot attend an auction, it is possible to bid by other
means. The most common is the absentee bid, sometimes
called an “order bid.” Absentee bids are written instructions
from you directing Profiles in History to bid for you on
one or more lots up to a maximum amount you specify
for each lot. Profiles in History staff will execute your
absentee bid as reasonably as possible, taking into account
the reserve price and other bids. There is no charge for
this service. If identical bids are submitted by two or more
parties, the first bid received by Profiles in History will take
preference. The auctioneer may execute bids for absentee
bidders directly from the podium, clearly identifying these
as order bids. Absentee Bid Forms are available in the back
of every auction catalog and also may be obtained at any
Profiles in History location. See Conditions of Sale and
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Registration Form for absentee bid details.

AFTER THE AUCTION
Payment
You are expected to pay for your purchases in full within
seven calendar days of the sale or five calendar days from
the invoice date, whichever is later, and to remove the
property you have bought by that date.
Shipping
After payment has been made in full, Profiles in History
may, as a service to buyers, arrange to have property packed,
insured and shipped at your request and expense. For
shipping information, please contact Profiles in History
at (310) 859-7701. In circumstances in which Profiles in
History arranges and bills for such services via invoice or
credit card, we will also include an administration charge.
Packages shipped internationally will have full value
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declared on shipping form. Please remember that the
buyer is responsible for all shipping charges from Profiles
in History’s offices in California to the buyer’s door. Many
of the items in this auction are of unusual size and/or
weight; they will require special handling and will incur
an additional shipping premium as charged by the carrier.
After approximately 45 business days following completion
of the sale, pending payment by the purchaser, you will
be sent payment for your sold property and a settlement
statement itemizing the selling commission and other
damages.
Sales Results
Interested clients may obtain sale results for specific lots at
least three business days after the auction by calling Profiles
in History at (310) 859-7701.
THE SELLER
Auction Estimate
If you are considering selling your property, you can bring
items to our Calabasas, CA salesroom by appointment
only. If a visit is not practical, you may instead send a
clear photograph together with dimensions and any other
pertinent information you may have. Profiles in History
cannot be responsible or liable in any case for damage or
loss to photographs or other information sent.
Consignment Agreement
If you decide to sell your property at auction, the
procedures are simple and you should find Profiles in
History staff helpful to you throughout the process. After
discussions with our staff you will receive a contract
(Consignment Agreement) to sign, setting forth terms and
fees for services we can provide, such as insurance, shipping
and catalog illustrations. For all categories, Profiles in
History’s standard consignor commission rates are fifteen
percent (15%) of the final bid price. Profiles in History
generally charges a minimum commission of $100 for
each lot sold. Profiles in History will discuss with you a
suggested reserve price and our recommendations for
pre-sale estimates for each piece of property you consign
for sale. The terms and conditions contained in the actual
Consignment Agreement will govern our respective rights
and obligations; those terms and conditions are controlling
over these general guidelines.
Delivery of Property to Profiles in History
After you have consigned property to us for sale, you
can either bring your property to Profiles in History
yourself, arrange with your own shipper to deliver it to
us or Profiles in History can arrange for it to be shipped
through their shipping department.We are always happy to
assist you. For more information please contact us at (310)
859-7701. Property usually arrives at Profiles in History at
least three months before the sale in order to allow time
to research, catalog and photograph the items. Prior to
the auction your property is generally stored at Profiles in
History’s facilities.
Pre-Auction Notification
Several weeks before the scheduled sale, along with
thousands of Profiles in History’s worldwide subscribers,
you should be receiving a copy of the sale catalog in which
your property is offered.
CATALOG IMAGES:
Some of the images representing group lots may show
replicated photographs to illustrate count. Items are sold
“as is” no returns on group lots.
INTERNATIONAL PURCHASES MUST
PAID VIA BANK WIRE TRANSFER ONLY.

BE

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL ITEMS IN THIS
CATALOG ARE SOLD IN “AS IS” CONDITION.
NO RETURNS.

www.profilesinhistory.com

We

strongly encourage you to either preview the items before bidding, or call for a more specific condition report
on items of interest.

I mportant

note to prospective bidders and

D isclaimer :

Please note that all items in this catalog are sold in “as is” condition. We do our best to properly describe all materials herein,
but normal wear and tear is common due to the fragile nature of the items including their age and use in film and TV productions.
We are not responsible for a zipper not working, a piece missing from a prop, etc. Tears or alterations to the fabric or original design
of a costume, or broken/missing pieces to a prop are to be expected. While many of the props, costumes and other memorabilia are
currently displayable in their present condition, these items may require restoration to be returned to their pre-production/screenused state. Many of the items featured have been modified and altered for subsequent productions and may differ from the original
production usage.
The term “working prop” denotes that the prop was originally made to do something unlike a static prop. This does not mean that
the prop works today, although in many circumstances it may be possible to have the prop restored to its original configuration.
Catalog I mages:
Catalog images representing group lots (defined as any lot containing more than one item) may show replicated photographs to
illustrate count are sold “as is” and are not subject to return. Not all the items in a group lot are shown and some images in the catalog
are cropped for illustration purposes. We strongly encourage you to view the items before bidding or calling for a more specific
condition report.
P hotographs, I llustrations and Screen Shots:
Unless otherwise explicitly set forth in the catalog description for an individual item, all photographs, illustrations, and screen shots
are furnished solely for reference purposes and not as a statement, representation or warranty that the image depicted is the exact item
offered. Due to the fact that multiple props, costumes, and other items are customarily made for and used on or off screen in a motion
picture or other program, Profiles cannot and does not represent or warrant that the specific item depicted in the photograph, illustration or screen shot is the very same item offered at auction.
Trademarks:
In the catalog descriptions, Profiles takes steps to identify and provide provenance for an item offered at auction. In many cases, the
items offered were used in or in conjunction with motion pictures and are furnished in order to fully identify and describe the item
offered at auction, including photographs, illustrations, and screen shots. In all cases, the use of the titles or other elements of these
motion pictures is for informational purposes only.
Copyrights:
All items offered are original, and neither Profiles nor the Consignor make any statements, representation or warranty concerning
the copyright of such items. The depiction of the item in the catalog and other auction promotions are purely for informational and
reference purposes regarding the offering of the item at auction.
Shipping:
Please remember that the buyer is responsible for ALL shipping charges. Many of the items in this auction are of unusual size and/or
weight; they will require special handling and will incur an additional shipping premium as charged by the carrier. Please see Terms
& Conditions of Sale.
Bidders please note that some items might be located off-site, and are in other states or countries. Profiles has done its
best to notate each particular lot in which this applies. Please be reminded that in all purchases shipping is to be arranged
by the buyer using the shipper of their choice. For a list shippers local to our California offices, please contact us.

“SALE OF AUTOGRAPHED MEMORABILIA: AS REQUIRED BY LAW, A DEALER WHO SELLS TO A CONSUMER ANY MEMORABILIA DESCRIBED AS BEING AUTOGRAPHED MUST PROVIDE A WRITTEN CERTIFICATE OF AUTHENTICITY AT THE
TIME OF SALE. THIS DEALER MAY BE SURETY BONDED OR OTHERWISE INSURED TO ENSURE THE AUTHENTICITY OF
ANY COLLECTIBLE SOLD BY THIS DEALER.”
Accordingly, Profiles in History will provide a COA in compliance with section 1739.7 for all individual lots noted as “signed”/“autographed” pursuant to the “Terms of Guarantee” as stated in Section 10 in the Conditions of Sale. Conversely, group lots are strictly sold
AS IS, without implied or express representation or warranty of authenticity of any items in the lot, and no item in such group lot is being
described or has been described, expressly or implicitly, as being autographed. The bidder/buyer will have to determine on his or her own
the authenticity of any items in such group lot, without recourse to the auction house or consignor. By bidding and/or buying such group
lot the bidder/buyer acknowledges, represents, warrants and agrees that there has been no representation made that any part of the group
lot is autographed or is authentic. In order to bid/buy such lot, the bidder/buyer hereby agrees that no such representation has been made
to him or her, and he or she hereby waives any remedies available to him/her under section 1739.7 or any other law of any jurisdiction or
territory. If the buyer/bidder cannot freely make such acknowledgment, representation, warranty, agreement, and waiver of any rights as
set forth above, the buyer/bidder must not bid on/buy the group lot. The buyer agrees to sign a waiver/release upon placing a winning bid in
substantially similar form as to what is set forth herein."

310-859-7701
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The Personal Property of

Vincente Minnelli
1. Vincente Minnelli (4) vintage
childhood photographs. (ca. 1910)
Vintage original black and white
collection of (4) photographs, including
(3) childhood 3.25 x 5 in. photographic
postcards and (1) childhood 3.75 x 5.5
in. photographic portrait tipped to 6 x 9
in. embossed backing board. Large photo
exhibits minor staining and silvering,
while one of the three postcards exhibits
1.25 x .05 in. corner loss. In Overall, in
good to very good condition.
$200 - $300

2. Vincente Minnelli early childhood
photograph of he and his brother.
(ca. 1900s) Vintage original gelatin silver
portrait photograph measuring 3.75 x 5 in,
tipped to 6.5 x 10.5 in. embossed backing
board. Exhibiting minor silvering, and chip
to upper left edge. Backing board exhibits
toning and staining. In good to very good
condition. $100 - $200

4. Alfio Balzani; or extracts from the Diary of a
Proscribed Sicilian book from the collection
of Vincente Minnelli’s father. (1862)
Vintage original 555-page paper and board
custom-bound book detailing the history of
the Minnelli family. Inscribed on interior end
paper: “this book is a history of my father’s
family and belongs to me/ Vincente Minnelli”.
Published by Carlton Publisher, New York.
Measuring 4.75 x 7 x 2 in. Exhibiting heavy
age with covers detached, but present. Interior
pages show some staining and brittle edges. In
overall fair to good condition. $200 - $300

5. The Only Girl handwritten script by Mina Gennell. (1907) Vintage
original handwritten 45+page script for a stage play, with 2-loose pages inserted.
With cast of characters and many lines underlined in red ink. Bound in red cloth
and board, with title sticker affixed to front, and Townsend Theater production
clipping tipped to interior front cover. Measures 7.5 x 9.5 in. Covers are loose
and exhibit rubbing and loss to spine. Interior pages remain in good condition.
$100 - $200
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3. Vincente Minnelli
framed childhood
portrait real photo
postcard. (ca. 1900s)
Vintage original
gelatin silver 3.25
x 5.25 in. doubleweight real photo
postcard depicting the
future director riding
the nineteen aught
equivalent of a big
wheel. Presented in an
elaborate gold painted
metal frame measuring
8 x 9.5 in. In very
good condition.
$200 - $300

6. Vincente
Minnelli (100+)
personal and
career photos.
(ca. 1900-1950s)
Vintage and
contemporary
original large
collection (100+)
photographs
ranging in size
from 2.25 x
3.5 in. to 8 x
10 in. Includes
a few colored
photographs.
Condition ranges
widely, with the
majority good to
very good.
$200 - $300

10. Vincente Minnelli
poster for the musical
clown troupe Les Fratellini.
(ca.1947) Vintage original show
window poster measuring
approximately 11 x 15 in.
Exhibiting even toning, minor
edge tears along right edge,
vintage very good condition.
$100 - $200

7. “Little Old Lady in the Snow” framed sheet music. (1936)
Vintage original sheet music folio for Hoagy Carmichael and Stanley
Adams’ “Little Old Lady in the Snow” from Minnelli’s Broadway musical
The Show is On starring Beatrice Lillie and Bert Lahr. Measures 11.75 x
26.5 in. unfolded. Presented in a clear plexiglas 14.9 x 30 in. frame with
hanging hardware and wire on the verso. Folio exhibits light soiling and
wear at folds. In good condition. $200 - $300

8. Vincente Minnelli sheet music for his father’s composition,
“The White Tops”. (1910) Vintage original sheet music folio for “The
White Tops, March and Two-Step”. Measuring approx. 10.5 x 13.75 in.
Exhibiting signs of age, handling, minor toning, foxing, and edge wear.
Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300
9. Vincente
Minnelli (10)
songbooks from
the library of
his father, V.C.
Minnelli. (ca.
1900s) Collection
of (10) vintage
original songbooks
and programs,
some from the
elder Minnelli’s
own productions,
including (1) 35
Minutes to Broadway,
(1) The Lucky Jade,
(1) The Maid and
the Golden Slipper,
(1) The Smuggleman,
(1) Pickles, or In Old
Vienna (missing
covers), (1) Bits o’
Blarney, (1) Riding
Down the Sky, (1)
Five Waltzes by C.A.
Grimm, (1) Merry Widow, and (1) Harding’s All-Round Collection of Jigs,
Reels, and (1) Country Dances. Exhibiting some toning, corner creasing,
age, and wear. In good to very good condition. $100 - $200

11. Circus and clown related books and artwork from the collections
of Vincente and Liza Minnelli. (ca. 1940s – 1974) Collection of vintage
original French clown art. Includes (1) book folio entitled, “Panorama du
Cirque”, containing illustrated French story, “Panorama du Cirque”, and (80)
color lithographs with “Vincente Minnelli” embossed on corners of each page.
Also includes (4) color lithographic plates, (1) hardback book, “La Mervilleuese
Histoire du Cirque”, by Henry Thetard, (1) double-weight color poster for
the 20th Festival Internazionale Del Clown, and (1) matted marker drawing
by Nicole Fosse, daughter of Bob Fosse. Exhibits signs of age, handling, minor
toning, foxing. Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701

12. Vincente Minnelli (3) photo
prints of his store window designs
for Marshall Field’s. (ca. 1920s)
Collection of (3) black-and-white 8
x 10 in. inkjet photographs depicting
Art Deco window displays from
the flagship Marshall Field’s store in
Chicago where Minnelli worked as a
window designer. Each presented in
an 11 x 14 in. storybook-style mat. In
fine condition. $200 - $300
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13. Vincenete Minnelli original Art
Deco stage design sketch. (ca. 1930s)
Accomplished in graphite and gouache
on artists’ board with 10.25 x 21 in. visible
through mat. Presented in 24 x 33.75 in.
tiered black lacquered wood frame. With
cutout window at lower right featuring
United Scenic Artists guild inkstamp and
signed, “Vincente Minnelli”. Unexamined
out of frame. In very good condition.
$1,000 - $2,000

14. Vincente Minnelli (11) early career portrait
photographs. (ca. early 1900s - 1930s) Vintage original (8)
gelatin silver double-weight matte photographs printed on
tan, textured paper. Includes (1) single-weight photo of Lester
Minnelli in an early stage production, and (2) single-weight
early 1900s family portraits. Measures from 2 x 4 in. to 8.75
x 12 in. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, minor creasing and
edge wear. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300

15. Vincente Minnelli (2) career scrapbooks. (ca. 1950s-1980s) Collection
of (2) oversize scrapbooks ranging in size from 12 x 15.5 in. to 15.25 x 18
in. Featuring a collection of clippings on the versatile designer and director’s
exploits, and including (1) color portrait photograph. Larger scrapbook with
detached and distressed front cover. Small scrapbook with “Vincente Minnelli”
stamped in gold gilt on front cover and very few pages filled. In fair to good
condition. $100 - $200

16.Vincente Minnelli (30+) historical and art research materials.
(ca.1930s-1970s) Vintage original collection of (30+) documents,
including (2) of his own paintings, vintage art prints, cigar labels, premiere
program, a bound edition of The Illustrated London News, and other career
ephemera. Ranging in size from approx. 4.5 x 4.5 in. to 22 x 10 in.
Exhibits signs of age, handling, brittleness, toning, original transmittal
folds, and minor tears. Overall, in good to very good condition.
$200 - $300

17. Vincente Minnelli photograph constructing stage design
maquette by Alfred Eisenstaedt. (ca. 1930s) Vintage original gelatin silver
7.75 x 10 in. single-weight glossy by Alfred Eisenstaedt. Retaining credit
inkstamp on the verso. Exhibiting heavy wear to upper left corner, creasing,
spot emulsion loss, and handling. In fair to good condition. $200 - $300
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18. Vincente Minnelli
early portrait
photograph by Alfred
Eisenstaedt. (ca. 1930s)
Vintage original gelatin
silver single-weight
photograph measuring 7
x 10 in. Retaining Alfred
Eisenstaedt’s ink stamp
lower left verso. A pensive
Minnelli studies a sketch
from one of his Broadway
productions. Exhibiting
creasing and corner loss.
Overall, in good condition.
$200 - $300

19. Vincente Minnelli (5) early oversize portrait photographs by
Aermates. (ca. early 1930s) Vintage original (5) gelatin silver double-weight
matte photographs printed on tan, textured paper, measuring 10 x 13 in., all
signed lower right by photographer Aermates, featuring young Minnelli in
his office at Radio City Music Hall. Exhibiting some corner loss and wear,
generally good to very good condition. $200 - $300

20. Vincente Minnelli custom oversize photograph by
Aermates. (ca. 1930s) Vintage original gelatin silver 10.1 x
12.75 in. double-weight matte photograph on tan textured
paper. Signed at bottom right, “Aermates”. Exhibiting a stripe of
toning across bottom 1.5 in. and some handling creases. In good
condition. $200 - $300

22. Vincente Minnelli original
typescript for Broadway review
At Home Abroad. (1935) Vintage
original 27+onionskin page typed
script for a Broadway review.
Including cast list with Beatrice Lillie,
Ethel Waters, Reginald Gardiner,
Vera-Ellen, and others. Also includes
8+ pages of wardrobe, electrical and
carpentry department information.
Bound in black cardstock bradded
cover with title sticker affixed to front
cover. Exhibiting age, production use,
wear and even toning, in very good
condition. $200 - $300

23. Vincente Minnelli (3) original costume sketches including the “Emperor
Jones” number in At Home Abroad and others. (ca. 1930s) Vintage original (3)
mixed media costume concepts on artists’ leaf and artists’ board. Measuring approx. 10.75
x 14.75 in. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, some significant corner loss, edge loss, one
has paper loss partially obscuring the image, creasing and surface marring. Overall, in fair
to good condition. $300 - $500

21.Vincente Minnelli (8) portrait and set design photographs. (ca.
1930s) Vintage original collection of (4) photos of set design concepts,
two signed by Vincente. Includes (3) gelatin silver double-weight 8 x
10 in. portraits, two with notes and photographer stamps verso, and (1)
gelatin silver single-weight 8 x 10 in. portrait. Set shots measure 9.75 x
5.75 to 8 x 10 in. Exhibiting minor edge wear, age and handling. Overall,
in good to very good condition. $200 - $300

24. Vincente Minnelli original scene design painting for the “Blue
Beard in the West Indies” number of the Broadway review At Home
Abroad. (1935) Accomplished in mixed media on 15.75 x 10 in. artists’ board.
Twice signed at bottom right, “Vincente Minnelli” in brown ink and “Minnelli”
in pencil. Exhibiting some surface chipping to edges and corner bumping. The
first Broadway production staged as well as designed by Minnelli, At Home Abroad
was one of the most successful shows of 1935 and garnered much industry
attention for the young maestro’s unique combination of talents. In good to very
good condition. $200 - $300
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25. Vincente Minnelli (45+) photographs of his Broadway costume, set, and stage designs. (ca. 1930s/printed later) Collection of (45+) gelatin
silver single-weight glossy and RC photographs depicting Minnelli’s celebrated designs for At Home Abroad, Cassanova, Uncle Tom’s Cabin, Ziegfeld Follies, and
others. A few signed by the artist. Exhibiting some toning, soiling, creasing, and handling. In generally good to very good condition. $200 - $300

26. Vincente Minnelli (100+) slides from his Broadway theatre career. (ca. 1930s/created later) Collection of (100+) 35mm black-and-white and
color transparencies in plastic slide housings depicting Minnelli’s Broadway set-designs in full and detail, printed credits and vintage shots from his Broadway
career. Includes duplicate images. In generally very good condition. $200 - $300

27. Vincente Minnelli WWII-era US Army Honorable Discharge papers. (1943) Vintage original 8 x 10.5 in. record of Honorable Discharge from
the Armed Forces of the United States. Signed “Minnelli” on the verso, and with his right thumbprint in black ink. Minnelli was inducted into the Army as
a Private on December 2, 1942, at nearly 40 years old, and discharged a month later on January 24, 1943. Accompanied an 8.5 x 10 in. notice to register for
Selective Service. Notice toned and creased. Discharge retains original transmittal folds. Otherwise very good. $200 - $300

28. Vincente Minnelli early MGM employee ID card and personnel
record. (MGM, 1948) Vintage original personnel record measuring 8.5 x 11 in.
and containing Minnelli’s vital details including wife,“Frances Gumm Minnelli”.
Also, (1) 1942 MGM 3.9 x 2.5 in. Employee Identification Card featuring
Minnelli’s signature, his left and right index finger ink prints, and listing his
occupation as “Music Dept”. In generally very good condition. $200 - $300
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29. Vincente Minnelli early treatment for unrealized MGM
project Times Square. (ca. 1940s) Vintage original 10-page carbon
copy script for a “Musical Revue for Motion Pictures”. Includes title
page, synopsis, and other info. Upper right corner of each page retains
“Vincente Minnelli” embossed blindstamp. Bound in brown cardstock
bradded cover with title and agency stickers affixed to front cover.
Exhibiting age, wear and even toning. In very good condition.
$200 - $300

www.profilesinhistory.com

30. Vincente Minnelli 1-sheet Style C poster for his first film, Cabin in the Sky. (MGM, 1943) Extremely rare vintage original 27 x 41 in.
Style C 1-sheet poster for the landmark all-black cast musical. Featuring jazz-inflected artwork by Al Hirschfeld. Folded as issued. The unrestored
poster exhibits corner staple holes, edge chipping and wear, a tear above the “N” in Cabin, cross fold separation, surface marring in the female
dancer’s midriff, minor creasing, and handling wear. In Overall, in good condition. $6,000 - $8,000
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31. Vincente Minnelli
1-sheet poster for I Dood
It. (MGM, 1943) Vintage
original 27 x 41 in. 1-sheet
movie poster for the Red
Skelton vehicle. Folded as
issued. Exhibiting paper
loss in central top margin,
cross fold separation with
loss, and some shredding to
borders. In good condition.
$200 - $300

32. Vincente Minnelli (30) scene continuity photographs from
his films including The Bad and the Beautiful, Some Came Running,
and more. (1943-1958) Collection of (30) vintage original gelatin silver
single-weight photographs ranging in size from 2.5 x 2.5 in. to 4 x 5 in.
Depicting scene continuity images from movies such as The Courtship
of Eddie’s Father, I Dood It, and more. Also includes behind the scenes
shots of Minnelli directing. Some unevenly trimmed or with torn-off
corners. Exhibiting signs of toning, creasing and handling. Overall, in
good condition. $200 - $300

33. Vincente Minnelli directing (13) behind-the-scenes production photographs. (MGM, 1943-1962) Collection of (13) vintage original gelatin
silver single-weight glossy photographs ranging in size from 4 x 5 in. to 8 x 10 in. Featuring images of Minnelli, cast, and crew behind the scenes of Cabin in
the Sky, Yolanda and the Thief, The Bad and the Beautiful, Designing Woman, Home from the Hill, Some Came Running, and Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse. Exhibiting
some handling, corner creasing, and general wear. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

34. Vincente Minnelli (40+) sketches and notes for film projects including Cabin in the Sky. (1943) Vintage original (40+)
sketches and handwritten or typed notes for Cabin in the Sky and various other projects. Measures 3.5 x 4.75 in. to 8.5 x 11. in. Exhibits
signs of age, handling, some edge toning. Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300

35.Vincente Minnelli (100+) behind-the-scenes photographs from his films. Collection of (100+) vintage original gelatin silver single-weight glossy
photographs ranging in size from 4 x 5 in. to 8 x 10 in. Exhibiting some edge wear, corner bumping, creasing, and handling. In generally good to very good
condition. $200 - $300
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36.Vincente Minnelli (7) photographs at film premieres and with celebrities. (ca. 1940s-80s) Collection of (7) vintage original gelatin silver singleand double-weight glossy and semi-gloss photographs ranging in size from 4.75 x 7.5 in. to 8 x 10 in. Featuring Minnelli with heavyweight champ Joe Louis,
with wife Georgette at the premiere of Designing Woman, with Lee Minnelli, and others. Exhibiting some corner loss, edge wear, paper clip impressions, and
handling. Generally in good to very good condition. $200 - $300

39. Vincente Minneli
personal 1-sheet
poster for Ziegfeld
Follies. (MGM, 1945)
Vintage original 27 x 41
in. 1-sheet poster for the
variety musical. Linenbacked with original folds
visible and repaired paper
loss at upper left corner.
Presents in very good
condition. $300 - $500
37. Vincente Minnelli oversize exhibition photograph from
Meet Me in St. Louis. (MGM, 1944) Vintage original gelatin silver
9.5 x 12.5 in. double-weight matte photograph on tan textured paper
and mounted to board. Depicting a kid-height, head-and-shoulders
portrait of Margaret O’Brien and Joan Carroll costumed for the iconic
Halloween night sequence of the film. Exhibiting some light soiling to
edges. Otherwise in very good condition. $200 - $300

38. Vincente Minnelli behind-the-scenes photograph from
Meet Me in St. Louis. (MGM, 1944) Vintage original gelatin silver 8
x 10 in. single-weight glossy photograph. Minnelli directs child actors
Margaret O’Brien and Joan Carroll in the Halloween sequence of his
groundbreaking family musical where he met his future wife. Bearing
typed studio text and stamp on the verso. Exhibiting some corner
creasing and edge wear. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701

40. Vincente Minnelli
1-sheet poster for
Yolanda and the
Thief. (MGM, 1945)
Vintage original
27 x 41 in. 1-sheet
poster for Minnelli’s
first full-length film
collaboration with
Fred Astaire. Folded as
issued. Exhibiting color
softening, marginal
tears, corner pinholes,
lower right corner
loss, and cross fold
separation. In good
condition. $200 - $300
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42. Vincente Minnelli
Spanish 1-sheet poster
for Undercurrent. (MGM,
1946) Vintage original 27
x 39.5 Spanish-language
1-sheet poster. Linenbacked with expert
restoration to original
folds. In very good
condition. $100 - $200

41. Vincente Minnelli art deco Atmos clock gifted to him by Judy
Garland. (ca. 1940s) Vintage original Art Deco-style Atmos perpetual motion
clock measuring 8.25 x 9.25 x 6.26 in. With removable glass cloche cover.
Gifted to Vincente Minnelli by Judy Garland after the production of the MGM
film The Clock. Garland, unhappy with the work of the film’s original director,
requested that Minnelli replace him. This clock was a token of her gratitude for
his stellar work on the film. The two had become romantically involved during
production of Meet Me in St. Louis, and were engaged to be married by the time
The Clock was finished shooting. Mechanicals untested. Some age, wear, and
pitting to metal elements. In good condition. $600 - $800

43. Vincente Minnelli collection of
(10) pieces of correspondence and
documents relating to Judy Garland.
(ca. 1940s-1980s) Collection of (10) vintage
original autograph drafts and sender copies
of telegrams from Minnelly to Judy, as well
as typed and autograph correspondence
relating to Judy. Measuring approx. 5.5 x 4
in. to 8.5 x 11 in. Exhibiting signs of age,
handling, minor edge wear and toning.
Overall, in good to very good condition.
$200 - $300

44.Vincente Minnelli original charcoal portrait of Katharine Hepburn.
(ca. 1946) Accomplished in charcoal and ink on 16.90 x 13.8 artists’ leaf by
Minnelli. Signed at lower central image. Depicting a head-and-shoulders
portrait of the star of the famously versatile director’s sole film noir, Undercurrent.
Affixed with cello and fabric tape to a 21.75 x 18.75 taupe mat. Minor edge
wear. In very good condition. $200 - $300

45. Vincente Minnelli
1-sheet poster for
Undercurrent. (MGM, 1946)
Vintage original 27 x 41 in.
1-sheet movie poster for the
Minnelli film noir. Linenbacked with light retouching
to original folds. Presents in
very good condition.
$200 - $300

46.Vincente Minnelli collection of (35+) pieces of correspondence regarding The Pirate and other matters. (ca. 1946-1994) Collection of (35+)
typed and autograph letters and notes, including miscellaneous items like filled out/signed business reply mailers, honorary member card for Municipal
Motorcycle Officers of California, greeting cards, newspaper clippings, and more. Measuring from approx. 3.25 x 2 in. to 6.75 x 13 in. Exhibiting signs of age,
handling, edge toning, a few papers show signs of brittleness. Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300
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47. Vincente Minnelli (60+) continuity and behind-the-scenes photographs from his films including The Pirate, Lust for Life, Some Came
Running, and more. (ca. 1930s - 1950s) Vintage original collection of (60+) continuity stills and color transparencies from films including The Pirate, Meet
Me in St. Louis, Two Weeks in Another Town, Lust for Life, Some Came Running, and more. Measures approx. 2.25 x 2.25 in. to 5.25 x 10 in. Exhibiting signs of
age, handling. Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300

48. Judy Garland, Liza Minnelli, and Vincente Minnelli (5) oversize photographs. (ca. 1946-1970s) Collection of (5) vintage gelatin silver singleand double-weight glossy and matte photographs, 1-being an RC print, ranging in size from 10.3 x 9.9 in. (trimmed) to 11 x 14 in. Including candid shots
of Garland with baby and toddler Liza, 1-from a shoot for “Life,” and a portrait of Minnelli with Liza as a young star. Exhibiting creasing, edge and corner
wear, and handling. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

49. Vincente Minnelli, Judy Garland, and Liza Minnelli (12) family photographs. (ca. 1940s) Vintage original collection of (12) gelatin silver of
single-weight and double-weight glossy and matte photographs, ranging in size from 2.25 x 2.25 in. to 7.5 x 4.5 in. (trimmed), including a real photo
postcard of Minnelli and Garland on date, as well as shots of the couple at home with young Liza Minnelli. Exhibiting some toning, creasing, and handling.
In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

50. Vincent Minnelli
original costume
sketch from Madame
Bovary. (MGM, 1949)
Accomplished in
pencil and gouache
on 13.75 x 18 in.
artists’ board. Bold
plaid patterns recur
in Minnelli’s films,
seen prominently in
the Scottish tartans of
Brigadoon and Leslie
Caron’s iconic skirt
suit ensemble in Gigi.
Retaining pencil
notation in the left
margin. In very good
condition.
$200 - $300

310-859-7701

51. Vincente Minnelli
(2) Lion’s Roar and (2)
Stage magazines with
features on his work.
(1937-1946) Collection of
vintage original magazines
highlighting the work of
Minnelli including (2) Stage:
(1) April 1937 with feature
“That Felli Minnelli” and
(1) October 1937; and (2)
Lion’s Roar: (1) Vol. 5 No. 5
December 1946 with cover
feature on Undercurrent and
(1) Vol. 3, No. 4 July 1944.
Exhibiting some foxing,
paper loss and tearing to
spines, creasing, age, and
wear. In good condition.
$200 - $300
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52. Vincente Minnelli (3) 16mm prints of his films. (MGM, 1945-1952)
Collection of (3) vintage 16mm film prints of Minnelli’s films from his personal
collection. Reels for each stored in MGM stamped 14.5 x 14.75 in. sandwich
cases with canvas fabric belts. Including Ziegfeld Follies (3 reels), An American in
Paris (4 reels), and The Bad and the Beautiful (4 reels). Film uninspected and prints
untested. In good condition. $200 - $300

53. Vincente Minnelli massive archive of (50+) documents
and ephemera. (ca. 1954-1993) Collection (50+) of personal
correspondence and mementos, including typed letters, newsletters,
biography drafts, telegrams, programs, interviews, letters of introduction,
newspaper articles, and much more. Measuring approx. 5 x 3 in. to 12
x 14.75 in. Exhibiting signs of age and handling. Some surface marring,
toning, page brittleness, foxing and minor page tears. Overall, in good
condition. $200 - $300

54.Vincente Minnelli (90+) costume, set design, location and concept art photographs from his films. (ca. 1930s-1960s/printed later) Collection
of (90+) vintage original and primarily later color and gelatin silver single-, double-weight and RC glossy photographs ranging in size from 5.9 x 9.75
in. to 8 x 10 in. Including set continuity, set design, location scouting, concept art, and costume sketch material for stage and screen: The Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse, Some Came Running, Gigi, At Home Abroad, Casanova, Lust for Life, and more. Exhibiting some wear and handling. In very good condition.
$200 - $300

55. Vincente Minnelli (180+) later production photographs from his prolific film career. (ca. 1940s-1970s/printed later) Collection of (180+)
gelatin silver single-weight and double-weight photographs on RC and fiber-based paper ranging in size from 3.5 x 4.5 in. to 8 x 10 in. Featuring virtually
all of Minnelli’s legendary films, with many behind-the-scene images of the maestro and his stars. Titles include: The Sandpiper, Home from the Hill, Gigi, Lust
for Life, The Cobweb, Meet Me in St. Louis, Cabin in the Sky, The Long, Long, Trailer, Designing Woman, Some Came Running, The Reluctant Debutante, The Four
Horsemen of the Apocolypse, The Bad and the Beautiful, On a Clear DayYou Can See Forever, The Pirate, Two Weeks in Another Town, Madame Bovary, and Undercurrent.
Includes some duplicates. Exhibiting wear and handling. In generally very good to fine condition. $200 - $300
56. Vincente Minnelli (20+) “Showplace”
Radio City Music Hall film screening
programs. (ca. 1940s-1960s) Vintage original
collection of (20+) programs from films including
The Emperor Waltz, Howdy, Mister Ice, By the Light
of the Silvery Moon, Rhapsody, The Great Race, Song
Without End, Friendly Persuasion, and The Slipper
and the Rose. Measuring approx. 6 x 9 in. to 7 x 10
in. Exhibits signs of age, handling. Overall, in good
to very good condition.$200 - $300
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57. Vincente Minnelli archive of (75+) correspondence from celebrities and personages of note. (ca. 1940s-1980s)
Collection of (75+) vintage original typed and autograph notes, letters, and greeting cards from celebrities like Charlton Heston,
Elvis, John Wayne, George Burns, Kirk Douglas, and others, as well as receipts, newspaper clippings, inter-office communications
from MGM studios, telegrams and much more. Measuring approx. 2.5 x 1.75 in. to 8.5 x 11 in. Exhibiting signs of age, handling,
some edge toning, a few papers show signs of brittleness. Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300

58.Vincente Minnelli early personal desktop telephone directory.
(ca. 1950s) Vintage desktop directory consisting of a 9.8 x 5.75 in.
leather and board tray with tiered plastic sleeves, affixed to metal spindle
rods, containing 3 x 5 in. notecards handwritten with names and
phone numbers of show business organizations, associates, friends and
collaborators. Including Steve Allen, Jack Benny, Kirk Douglas, Tony
Duquette, Samuel Goldwyn, Edward G. Robinson, Billy Wilder, Rock
Hudson, Danny Kaye, and more. Exhibiting heavy scuffing and scratching.
In good condition. $200 - $300

59. Vincente Minnelli
costume sketch from
an unrealized film
production. (ca. 1950s)
Vintage original costume
sketch/painting on artists’
leaf and mounted to artists’
board. Measures 11 x 15
in. Exhibits signs of age,
handling, disintegrating
board, corner loss, tears
not obscuring image, and
creasing. Overall, in fair to
good condition.
$200 - $300

60. Katharine Hepburn autographed note card signed to
Vincente Minnelli. (ca. 1950s) Vintage original signed note from
Kathsrine Hepburn. Measuring approx.. 4 x 6 in. Exhibiting signs of age,
handling, overall good to very good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701

61. Vincente Minnelli 1-sheet
poster for Father of the Bride.
(MGM, 1950) Vintage original
27 x 41 in. 1-sheet poster for the
family comedy starring Elizabeth
Taylor, Joan Bennett, and Spencer
Tracy. Linen-backed with light
retouching to original folds. Some
spot soiling to blank borders. In
very good condition. $200 - $300

62. Vincente Minnelli
French grande poster for
Father of the Bride. (MGM,
1950) Vintage original French
grande approx. 47 x 63 in.
poster for the classic comedy
starring Elizabeth Taylor, Joan
Bennett, and Spencer Tracy.
Exhibiting some tearing at folds
and crossfolds, including a 3
in. tear at bottom, toning, and
handling. In good to very good
condition. $200 - $300
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64. Vincente Minnelli
“Best Director”
Academy Award
nomination plaque
for An American in
Paris. (MGM, 1951)
Vintage original 11.5
x 13 in. perma-plaque
Academy Award
nomination certificate
for “Direction of ‘An
American in Paris’”
presented to Vincente
Minnelli. With gold gilt
and red ribbon seal at
bottom left. Exhibiting
light wear to edges.
Otherwise in very good
condition. $400 - $600

63. Vincente Minnelli
1-sheet poster for
Father’s Little Dividend.
Vintage original 27 x
41 in. 1-sheet poster for
the sequel to his popular
family comedy starring
Elizabeth Taylor, Joan
Bennett, and Spencer
Tracy. Linen-backed
with retouching to
original folds. In very
good condition.
$100 - $200

65. Vincente Minnelli custom bound shooting script for An American in Paris. (MGM, 1951) Vintage original 85-mutli-color revision page shooting
script dated from June 6, 1950 - September 18, 1950. Bound in a custom textured board cover and stamped on the front in gold gilt, “An American in Paris
Vincente Minnelli”. Inscribed and signed on the front free endpaper by screenwriter Alan J. Lerner, “Christmas ’51 Vince – With love – Alan”. Front cover
detached but present. Contents clean. In good condition. $600 - $800

66.Vincente Minnelli (3) signed letters and cards from fellow filmakers including David Lean, Federico Fellini, and Roy Boulting. (ca. 1950s)
Collection of (3) signed letters cards. Measuring approx. 4 x 6 in. to 6 x 8 in. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, and original transmittal folds. Overall, in good
to very good condition. $200 - $300
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67. Vincente Minnelli (35+) costume
sketches with fabric swatches for
an unrealized film adaptation of
Huckleberry Finn. (ca. 1940s) Collection
of (35+) vintage original mixed media
costume sketches, many replete with fabric
swatches, created for Minnelli’s unrealized
project Huckleberry Finn. Most handinitialed by producer Arthur Freed in lower
left corners. Measuring approx. 15 x 22.25
in. Includes (8) pages handwritten notes.
Exhibiting signs of age, handling, some
toning, some edge wear and edge loss.
Overall, in good to very good condition.
$200 - $300

www.profilesinhistory.com

68. Vincente Minnelli
personal 1-sheet poster
for the The Bad and the
Beautiful. Vintage original
27 x 41 in. 1-sheet poster
for Minnelli’s brilliant
Hollywood insider
melodrama. Linen-backed
with original folds visible
and 3 in. crease to right of
title treatment. Otherwise,
in very good condition.
$200 - $300
69. Vincente Minnelli and Liza Minnelli oversize photograph with
Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz from The Long, Long Trailer. (1954) Vintage
original gelatin silver double-weight matte 13 x 10 in. production still. Exhibits
some edge wear, handling and creasing. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300
70. Vincente Minnelli (35+) pieces
of correspondence from celebrities,
digniatries and admirers. (ca. 1950s-1960s)
Vintage original collection of letters, postcards
and telegrams from known figures including
Arthur Freed, Kirk Douglas, Donfeld, and
others. Measures approx. 6 x 4 in. to 8.5 x 11 in.
Exhibiting signs of age, handling, some toning,
some edge wear and edge loss. Overall, in good
to very good condition. $200 - $300

72. Vincente Minnelli 1-sheet
poster for Lucille Ball in
The Long, Long Trailer. (MGM,
1954) Vintage original 27 x 41
in. 1-sheet poster for the Lucy
and Desi feature-length comedy
spectacular. Folded as issued.
Exhibiting verso tape repair with
paper reinforcement to split at
central fold along the length of the
poster, corner pinholes, edge tears,
wrinkling, and fold wear. In fair
condition. $100 - $200

71. Vincente Minnelli
1-sheet poster The Story
of Three Loves. (MGM,
1953) Vintage original 27 x
41 in. poster for the Minnelli
and Gottfried Reinhardt
directed anthology film.
Folded as issued. Exhibiting
minor tear to top central
edge and corner creasing
and wear. Generally very
good. $100 - $200

73. Vincente Minnelli premiere invitation and ephemera for
The Bandwagon. (1953) Vintage original (1) premiere invitation and (1)
MGM inter-office communication regarding the movie reviews. Also
includes (1) five-page packet of Xeroxed newspaper reviews. Measures
from 8.5 x 5.25 in. to 8.5 x 11 in. Exhibits signs of age, handling, some
edge toning, minor corner loss. Overall, in good condition.
$200 - $300

310-859-7701
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74. Vincente Minnelli (11) behind-the-scenes photographs from The Long, Long Trailer and Home from the Hill. (MGM, 1954-1960) Collection
of (11) vintage original 4 x 5.25 in. gelatin silver single-weight contact print photographs depicting behind-the-scenes shots of Minnelli directing and stars
Robert Mitchum, Lucille Ball, and Desi Arnaz. Including (4) The Long, Long Trailer and (7) Home from the Hill. Exhibiting some corner bumping and handling.
In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

77. Vincente Minnelli
1-sheet poster for Kismet.
(MGM, 1955) Vintage original
27 x 41 in. 1-sheet poster
for the Arabian adventurethemed musical. Folded as
issued. Exhibiting minor
chipping and light toning to
edges. Otherwise, in very good
condition. $200 - $300

75. Vincente Minnelli (2) original costume sketches by Irene Sharaff
from Brigadoon. (MGM, 1954) Vintage original (2) costume sketches
accomplished in watercolor, graphite, and gouache on approx. 15 x 20 in. artists’
board. Including 1-depicting Cyd Charisse and friend in identical bridesmaid
dresses (seen on the original release movie poster) with floral crowns and tartan
wraps, and 1- bagpiper signed and inscribed by Sharaff to Minnelli at lower
right, “For Vincente Love Irene”. Lassies exhibit some foxing at upper left.
Otherwise in very good condition. $200 - $300

79. Neo-classical portrait drawing
by Jean Negulesco. (ca. 1950s)
Accomplished in artists’ marker on board
with 19.25 x 29.5 visible through purple
fabric covered 23.5 x 33.5 in. frame. Signed
and dated by the artist/director at lower
right, “Negulesco 1960”. Exhibiting some
toning to board, softening of medium,
and fading to fabric, which is threadbare
at edges. Artwork in very good condition.
$300 - $500

76.Vincente Minnelli (3) typed letters signed from
Eddie Mannix. (1954-1959) Vintage original collection
of (3) typed letters signed “Eddie” from the notorious
fixer and head of physical production at MGM. Measure
7 x 10 in. Exhibiting signs of handling, original transmittal
folds. Overall very good condition. $200 - $300
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80. Vincente Minnelli (6) art prints from The Cobweb. (1955) Vintage original mixed media artwork created for the film as the work of volatile artist
Steven Holte (John Kerr), depicting stylized scenes of everyday life around the story’s mental hospital setting. Includes (1) original painting accomplished
in ink and watercolor with (1) corresponding print, hand water-colored and signed by Minnelli. Also includes (4) prints, hand-embellished with watercolor
and signed by Minnelli. Ranging in size from 22.5 x 17 in. to 30.5 x 22.25.Visible in the scene when Holte storms into the art studio and seizes his work
in a fit of rage, with some retaining signs of violent handling therein. Exhibiting age, handling, surface marring and foxing, toning, edge wear and tears. In
good to very good condition. $400 - $600

81. Vincente Minnelli
1-sheet poster from
The Cobweb. Vintage
original 27 x 41 in.
for the star-studded
psychological melodrama.
Folded as issued.
Exhibiting a 3 in. vertical
tear along top center fold,
repaired with Scotch
tape from the verso, fold
separation at edges, and
light toning to border.
In good to very good
condition. $100 - $200

83. Vincente Minnelli (3) prop “Vincent van Gogh” portrait sketches
from Lust for Life by Hugo Brouwer. (MGM, 1956) Collection of (3) vintage
original prop sketches accomplished in mixed media on artists’ leaf ranging in
size from 11 x 17.4 to 11.75 x 17.75 and signed at lower image by artist Hugo
Brouwer and dated 1955. All retaining paper snipes taped to verso stating that
the drawings are not van Gogh originals, but MGM copies for “motion picture
purposes”. Exhibiting unevenly trimmed borders, corner creasing, chipping, and
handling. In good to very good condition. $300 - $500

82. Vincente Minnelli (4) hand-annotated books
on the life of Vincent van Gogh used as research
for Lust for Life. (1947-1954) Vintage original
collection of (4) books on Vincent Van Gogh, including
Vincent van Gogh: A Biography by Elizabeth Ripley,
The Life and Work of van Gogh by Carl Nordenfalk,
Vincent van Gogh: Drawings, Pastels and Studies by W.
Muensterberger, and Vincent van Gogh from The Saturn
Press. Measurements range from approx. 7.25 x 9.5 x .25
in. to 8.25 x 10.25 x .25 in. Some tipped illustrations
and personal pencil notations from Minnelli. All exhibit age, handling, coverwear and staining. Edition by Ripley has dust jacket, which exhibits edge wear,
tearing, corner loss and toning. Some brittleness to pages. Overall, in fair to good
condition. $200 - $300

84. Vincente Minnelli personal Vincent van Gogh faux painting.
Vintage print depicting a van Gogh still life of flowers in a vase measuring
18.25 x 23.75 in. visible through 18.25 x 23.5 in. molded gold gilt frame.
Deceptively finished to give the illusion of texture built up in medium.
Exhibiting some spot surface loss. Otherwise in good to very good
condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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85.
Kirk
Douglas
oversize
exhibition
photograph from Lust
for Life signed and
inscribed to Vincente
Minnelli. (MGM, 1956)
Vintage original gelatin
silver approx. 15 x 19
in. double-weight semigloss portrait photograph
mounted to board of
Douglas as the legendary
painter. Signed
and
inscribed at lower right,
“To Vincent – the real
artist who gave me the
chance play in ‘Lust for
Life’ – my appreciation
for your talents and
friendship
–
Kirk”.
Minnelli and Douglas had previously worked together on The Bad and
the Beautiful, which had launched Douglas to the rarefied realm of “major
box office draw”. After reading Irving Stone’s novel, Douglas tried to
buy the rights to Van Gogh’s story for his own production company.
He learned MGM had already acquired them, but worked out a deal to
star in the picture with Minnelli as director. The resulting film, visually
stunning and emotionally potent, remains a classic, and Douglas earned a
Best Actor Academy Award for his efforts. Exhibiting a few long, heavy
creases and surface marring in the image, with corner and edge wear. In
fair condition, though the association and the quality of both the image
and the print itself make this an extraordinary artifact. $200 - $300

87. Vincente Minnelli
personal 1-sheet
poster for Lust for
Life. (MGM, 1956)
Vintage original 27 x
41 in. 1-sheet poster for
the acclaimed van Gogh
biopic with artwork in
the style of the master
himself. Linen-backed
with original light
retouching to original
folds. Exhibiting 1 x 1.5
in. area of paper loss in
lower border and some
cross fold separation.
In good to very good
condition. $200 - $300

86. Jack Benny
autograph letter
signed to Vincente
Minnelli. (1956)
Vintage original
handwritten
autograph letter on
Daniel Reeves & Co.
letterhead, praising
Vincente Minnelli for
his pleasant film set
environment. Measures
8.5 in. x 11 in. Exhibits
minor age, handling,
original transmittal
folds, and some toning
to extremities. Overall,
in good to very good
condition.
$200 - $300

88. Vincente Minnelli personal (2) Style A 1-sheet posters for Designing
Woman. (MGM, 1957) Vintage original (2) 27 x 41 in. posters for the Gregory
Peck and Lauren Bacall romcom. Including (1) linen-backed and (1) folded as
issued. Linen-backed poster in very good condition. Folded 1-sheet with some
staining in lower quarter. Otherwise good to very good condition. $200 - $300

89. Vincente Minnelli (20+) behind-the-scenes photographs from Designing Woman and The Reluctant Debutante. (ca. 1930s - 1940s) Vintage
original collection of (20+) gelatin silver of single-weight and double-weight glossy and matte photographs, measuring approx. 3.5 x 4.25 to 8 x 10 in. From
movies like Designing Woman, The Reluctant Debutante, Some Come Running, and Home From the Hill. Includes (7) copy negatives. Several have studio text on
the verso. All exhibit minor edge wear, age and handling, some creasing and toning. Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300
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90. Vincente Minnelli (40)
photographs of Cecil Beaton
costume sketches for Gigi. (1958)
Collection of (40) vintage gelatin silver
single-weight 8 x 10 in. photographs
depicting costume concept sketches for
the film Gigi. Exhibiting minor age, and
handling. Overall, in good to very good
condition. $200 - $300

92. Leslie Caron photograph from Gigi signed by Cecil
Beaton. (1958) Vintage original gelatin silver double-weight 8 x
10 in. portrait on tan paper of Leslie Caron in period wardrobe for
Gigi. Signed lower left by Cecil Beaton. Exhibits minor age and
handling. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300
91. Cecil Beaton original scenic design artwork for Gigi. (MGM, 1958)
Vintage original scenic sketch accomplished in gouache on 12 x 18 in. green
artists’ leaf. Signed at lower right image, “Beaton” and hand-titled “Gigi” below
image. Depciting an apartment interior with stars Leslie Caron as “Gigi” and
Louis Jourdan as “Gaston” with Hermione Gingold as “Madame Alvarez” in
her apartment. Exhibting small chip at upper left and wrinkling to blank lower
margin. In very good condition. $400 - $600

93. Leslie Caron
photograph from Gigi
signed by Cecil Beaton.
(1958) Vintage original
gelatin silver doubleweight 5.5 x 8 in. portrait
on tan paper of Leslie
Caron in gown wardrobe
for Gigi. Signed lower left
by Cecil Beaton. Exhibits
minor age and handling.
Overall, in good condition.
$200 - $300
94. Leslie Caron special character portrait from Gigi signed by
Cecil Beaton. (MGM, 1958) Vintage original gelatin silver 8 x 10 in.
double-weight matte photograph on tan textured paper by Cecil Beaton.
Signed at right below image. Only minimal handling. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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95. Leslie Caron photograph from Gigi signed by Cecil Beaton. (MGM,
1958) Vintage original gelatin silver double-weight 8 x 10 in. portrait on tan
paper featuring Leslie Caron as “Gigi” in her iconic bird-sleeved gown. Signed
lower right by Cecil Beaton. Exhibits minor age and handling. Overall, in good
condition. $200 - $300

96. Leslie Caron photograph from Gigi signed by Cecil Beaton. (MGM,
1958) Vintage original gelatin silver double-weight 9 x 10 in. photograph on
tan paper silhouette of Leslie Caron in period wardrobe for Gigi. Signed lower
right by Cecil Beaton. Exhibits minor age, handling. Overall, in good condition.
$200 - $300

97. Leslie Caron photograph from Gigi signed by Cecil
Beaton. (MGM, 1958) Vintage original gelatin silver double-weight
9.5 x 10 in. photograph on tan paper silhouette of Leslie Caron
in period wardrobe for, Gigi. Signed lower right by Cecil Beaton.
Exhibits minor age and handling. Overall, in good condition.
$200 - $300
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98. Leslie Caron and Maurice Chevalier photograph from Gigi
by Cecil Beaton. (MGM, 1958) Vintage original gelatin silver doubleweight 9.4 x 10 in. photograph on tan paper silhouette of Caron and
Chevalier in profile. Signed at lower right by Cecil Beaton. Exhibits
spot toning in image. Overall, in good condition $200 - $300

99. Cecil Beaton credit-stamped oversize photograph from Gigi.
(1958) Vintage original gelatin silver double-weight matte 11 x 11 in.
Cecil Beaton production portrait of an uncredited actress in period
wardrobe from the set of Gigi. Photographer credit stamp verso. Exhibits
minor age and handling, some upper corner creasing/wear. Overall, in
good to very good condition. $200 - $300

100. Gigi (2) oversize photographs by Cecil Beaton. (MGM, 1958) Collection
of (2) vintage original gelatin silver double-weight photographs on textured paper
ranging in size from 15.5 x 15.5 in. (tipped to board) to 16 x 16 in. Depicting
1-character portrait of Caron as “Gigi” and 1-beach scene after a painting by
Eugène Boudin. Beach photo with bumping to lower corners. Otherwise in very
good condition $200 - $300
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101. Gigi (4) oversize photographs by Cecil Beaton. (MGM, 1958) Collection of (4) vintage original gelatin silver double-weight matte photographs
ranging in size from 15.4 x 15.7 in. to 16 x 20 in., with 3-tipped to 20 x 23 in. backing board. Depicting (3) scene and scenic shots and (1) character portrait
of Leslie Caron. Character portrait signed by Vincente Minnelli at lower right and exhibiting heavy spot emulsion loss. Unbacked photo signed by Beaton
at bottom right and with corner loss and edge chipping. All else in very good condition. $200 - $300
102. Vicente Minnelli (2) tickets
to the premiere of Gigi. (1958)
Vintage original (2) golden-bordered
orchestra seating tickets for the Royal
Theater premier of Gigi. Measuring
7.25 x 3.75 in. Seat numbers 113
and 114. Both exhibit minor age and
handling. Overall, in good to very good
condition. $200 - $300

103. Leslie Caron
exhibition photograph
from Gigi by Cecil
Beaton. (MGM, 1958)
Vintage original gelatin
silver 15.5 x 19.5 in. doubleweight matte photograph
on textured paper and
tipped to backing board.
Featuring Caron as “Gigi”
in her iconic lace gown
from the film. With a 1.5 in.
surface abrasion in the upper
background. Otherwise very
good. $300 - $500

104. Embroidered table cloth from Gigi. (MGM, 1958) Vintage
original circular table cloth measuring approx. 100 in. in diameter.
Featuring elaborate period-style floral embroidery and silk backing.
Exhibiting staining to backing. Otherwise in very good condition.
$200 - $300

105. Vincente Minnelli
1-sheet poster for
Gigi. (MGM, 1958)
Vintage original 27 x
41 in. 1-sheet poster for
Minnelli’s second Best
Picture-winning film.
Linen-backed with light
retouching to original
folds. With small scuff at
upper right. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

106. Vincente Minnelli (2) military 1-sheet posters for Gigi. (MGM,
1958) Collection of (2) vintage original 27 x 41 in. duo-tone 1-sheet posters
used for theatrical exhibitions of Gigi on US military installations. Folded as
issued. Some light handling. Othewise, very good. $200 - $300
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107. Vincente Minnelli
French grande poster
for Gigi. (MGM, 1958)
Vintage original French
grande 47 x 63 in. poster
for Minnelli’s Best
Picture-winning musical.
The juxtaposition of
contemporary photorealism
with stylized period
illustration captures both
the visual feel and thematic
elements of the film.
Exhibiting some marginal
tears, fold and cross fold
separation, some significant
and repaired with paper
tape to verso, light toning,
and handling. In good
condition. $200 - $300

108. Vincente Minnelli
“Best Director”
Golden Globe
nomination certificate
for Gigi. (1959) Vintage
original “Best Director”
nomination certificate
for the Hollywood Press
Association’s Golden
Globes Award. Measures
8.5 x 11 in. Some
toning to edges, in good
condition. $200 - $300

109. Vincent Minnelli (3) Screen Directors Guild “Outstanding
Directorial Achievement” awards. (1951-1958) Collection of (3)
Screen Directors Guild (DGA) award medallions for Outstanding
Directorial Achievement presented to Vincente Minnelli for (1) Father’s
Little Dividend, (1) An American in Paris, and (1) Gigi. Each 4.5 in. medallion
features a central relief image of an eagle with raised and engraved text
around the border.Assembled in a black metal and felt frame measuring 20
x 8.25 in. Some age and wear to awards. Otherwise in very good condition.
$300 - $500
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110. Vincente Minnelli Screen Directors Guild “Most Outstanding
Achievement in Directing” award for Gigi. (1958) Vintage original Screen
Directors Guild (DGA) “Most Outstanding Directorial Achievement” award
presented to Vincente Minnelli for Gigi. Constructed of cast gold metal and
featuring central relief image of an eagle with raised and graved text around
the border. Measures 10.25 in. in diameter. Presented in a black pebbled wood
and felt 13.25 x 13.25 x 2 in. display case with plexiglass face. Some scratching
to plexiglass and wear to felt. Medallion in very good condition. $600 - $800

111. Vincente Minnelli (5) photographs from awards ceremonies
including the DGAs. (1952/1958) Collection of (5) vintage original gelatin
silver double-weight glossy photographs ranging in size from 5 x 10 in.
(trimmed) to 8 x 10 in. Depicting Minnelli with his 1952 Exhibitors Laurel
Award for The Bad and the Beautiful and at the 1959 DGA Awards with his prize
for Gigi. Includes 1-duplicate image. Exhibiting some corner wear and handling.
Generally in very good condition. $200 - $300
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112. Vincente Minnelli 1959 Best Director Oscar scrapbook filled
with celebrity congratulations. (1959) Vintage original approx. 14.25 x 18
in. board and stamped leather album with floral garland border and gold gilt
“Vincente Minnelli” at lower right of cover. Containing 10-pages of clippings
and mounted correspondence, as well as loose pieces, related to acclaim for Gigi
including letters and telegrams from Jack Warner, Swifty Lazar, Frank Capra, Fred
Astaire, Jack Warner, Kirk Douglas, Norma Shearer, and many more. Exhibiting
some toning, age, and creasing. Some separation of front cover. In overall good to
very good condition. $600 - $800

113. Vincente Minnelli (5) custom photographs from 1959 Academy
Awards ceremony. (1959) Collection of vintage original gelatin silver 8 x
10 in. double-weight glossy photographs depicting Minnelli, fresh off his
Oscar win, posing with his trophy, fellow winners, and well-wishers backstage
at the ceremony. Exhibiting only minimal handling. In very good condition.
$200 - $300

114. Vincente Minnelli collection of (25+) congratulatory notes
and telegrams regarding Gigi and his Academy Award triumph.
(1959) Collection of (25+) pieces of correspondence praising Minnelli’s
achievement. Includes typed and handwritten communications from
George Wells, Sammy Cahn, Johnny Green, and many more. Exhibiting
signs of age, handling, some toning. Overall, in good to very good
condition. $200 - $300
115. Gigi vintage
commemorative costume
sketch inscribed to
Vincente Minnelli.
(MGM, 1958/created later)
Accomplished in mixed
media on 15 x 20 in. artists’
board. Lettered in lower
image, “Beloved Vincente—
Hollywood Loves—!” and
depicting Leslie Caron as
“Gigi” in her iconic plaid
ensemble. Retaining punch
holes in upper corners and
exhibiting light toning. In
very good condition.
$200 - $300
116. Joan Crawford
typed letter
signed to Vincente
Minnelli regarding
his Academy
Award for Gigi.
(1959) Vintage
original typed
letter signed “Joan”
on Joan Crawford
personalized
stationery. Measuring
6.25 x 7 in.
(trimmed). Crawford
writes, “… We are so
happy for you that
you won the award. It
was so well deserved.
I’m sure other people
have told you this,
but we just have a quite little thing to say… If you had been cutting the
picture with your close-up, you would have cut out Millie Perkins over
your right shoulder…” With original transmittal fold and some toning
to extremities. In good condition. $200 - $300
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117. Vincente Minneli (40+) pieces of celebrity correspondence from Ingrid Bergman, Dore Schary, Deborah Kerr, and many more. (ca.
1940s-1960s) Vintage original (40+) collection of correspondence including postcards, telegrams, typed and autograph letters, clippings and more. Also, (1)
Russian woodcut print on brown paper and (1) memorial booklet for Bert Allenberg. Measures approx. 5.5 x 3.5 in. to 11 x 14 in. Exhibiting signs of age,
handling, minor edge wear, some toning. Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300

118. Mervyn LeRoy typed letter signed to Vincente Minnelli. (1952) Vintage
original typed letter signed “Mervyn” on Mervyn LeRoy personalized stationery.
Includes (1) film scene breakdown for “Adrienne Fashion Number” in Lovely to
Look At. Measuring 7.25 x 10.5 in. to 8.5 x 11 in. Exhibits signs of age, and
handling. Some toning, staining and edge wear. Original transmittal folds on the
letter. Overall good condition. $200 - $300

119. Vincente Minnelli 1-sheet poster for The Reluctant
Debutante. (MGM, 1958) Vintage original 27 x 41 in. poster for the
Minnelli romcom. Folded as issued. Exhibiting some separation to
folds and cross folds. In generally good to very good condition.
$200 - $300
120. William Wyler autograph
letter signed to Vincente
Minnelli. (1977) Vintage original
autograph letter signed “Willy”,
also included is (1) letter from
Brian Glanvill, referenced in the
letter from Wyler. Measuring
from approx. 3.5 x 5.5 in. to
5.25 x 7 in. Exhibits signs of age,
handling, and original transmittal
folds. Overall good to very good
condition. $200 - $300

121. Vincente Minnelli (4) pieces of correspondence regarding Maurice Chevalier. (1957 - 1972) Collection of vintage original correspondence
from Maurice Chevalier including (2) autograph letters pertaining to the film Gigi, (1) real photo postcard with personal annotations from Chevalier, and (1)
telegram from the French Press Agency requesting a statement from Minnelli regarding Chevalier’s death. Measuring from 4 x 5.5 in. to 7.25 x 10.5 in. All
exhibit minor age and handling. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300
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122.Vincente Minnelli eclectic collection of (45+) career artifacts. (ca. 1930s-1980s) Collection
of (45+) vintage ephemeral artifacts including a title lobby card for The Cobweb, several appointment
books, photos, film scenes, newspaper articles, signed photograph, Gigi premiere invitation, a French
Foreign Legion honor, wedding announcements, and more. Measuring approx. 4.5 x 6in. to 14 x
11 in. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, minor edge wear, some toning, surface marring and foxing.
Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300

123. Vincente Minnelli (100+) studio wardrobe department research photographs for Gigi
and On a Clear DayYou Can See Forever. (1958-1970) Vintage original (100+) 8 x 10 in. gelatin silver
single-weight costume design reference photos for the films. Many feature snipes and studio stamps verso.
Exhibiting signs of age, handling, minor edge wear, and creasing. Overall, in good to very good condition.
$200 - $300

124. Vincente Minnelli 1-sheet poster for
Home from the Hill. (MGM, 1960) Vintage
original 27 x 41 in. 1-sheet poster. Folded as issued.
Exhibiting 1 in. vertical fold separation at top,
minor paper loss at cross folds, and light wrinkling.
In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

125. Vincente Minnelli (3) DGA Award
nomination plaques for Gigi, Home from the
Hill, and Bells Are Ringing. (1958-1960) Vintage
original collection of (3) Director’s Guild of America
nomination plaques for directing The Bells Are Ringing,
Home From the Hill, and Gigi. Measures approx. 10.25 x
12.25 x .25 in. Each features sawtooth hangers on the
backs. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

126. Vincente Minnelli (5) Boxoffice “Blue Ribbon Award” certificates
for The Clock, Father of the Bride, and others. (1945-1958) Vintage original
collection of (5) Boxoffice blue ribbon awards for Directorial Achievement
directing The Clock, Father of the Bride, Father’s Little Dividend, The Long, Long
Trailer, and The Reluctant Debutante. Measures approx. 8.5 x 11 in. Features (4)
dark blue ribbons and (1) light blue ribbon, with stickers affixed to the front,
(3) have original leatherette backing. Exhibits minor edge wear and handling.
Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300

127. Vincente Minnelli (3) Boxoffice “Blue Ribbon Award”
certificates for An American in Paris, Gigi, and Brigadoon. (19511958) Vintage original collection of (3) Boxoffice blue ribbon awards for
directing Gigi, Brigadoon, and An American in Paris. Measures approx. 8.5 x
11 in. Features (3) dark blue ribbons with stickers affixed to the front (2)
have original leatherette backing. Exhibits minor edge wear and handling.
Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300
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128. Vincente Minnelli (5) “Champion Director”
award certificates from the Motion Picture Herald.
(1950-1965) Collection of (5) “Champion Director”
award certificates ranging in size from 7 x 9 in. to 9 x 12
in. All with embossed gold seal at lower right. Honoring
Minnelli for outstanding box office returns for the years
(1) 1950-51, (1) 1951-52, (1) 1952-53, (1) 1954-55, and
(1) Champion of Champions Director Award 1965.
Exhibiting some staining and toning to edges. In good
to very good condition. $200 - $300
129. Vincente Minnelli (7) award certificates
including 5-Motion Picture Herald and 2-Wisdom
Magazine. (1955 - 1966) Vintage original collection
of (7) award certificates, including (5) Motion Picture
Herald achievement certificates featuring gold
embossed seals, (2) Wisdom Awards of Honor featuring
gold embossed seals, and (1) letter of congratulations
from Leon Gutterman, president and publisher of
Wisdom magazine. Measures 7 x 9 in. to 8.5 x 11 in.
All exhibit signs of age, handling, minor edge wear and
toning. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300

130. Vincente Minnelli
Laurel Award for
Father’s Little Dividend
and An American in
Paris. (1951) Vintage
original Laurel Award
trophy presented to
Minnelli by Exhibitor
magazine for “Best
Comedy Feature”
and “2nd Best Musical
Feature”. Exhibiting
some staining to wood
and rubbing to name
plate. In good condition.
$200 - $300

131.Vincente Minnelli (2) Exhibitor Laurel Award plaques. (19591960) Collection of (2) Laurel Award plaques presented by Exhibitor
magazine to Vincente Minnelli including (1) “Best Filmusical Award”
for Gigi and (1) “Best Director 1960”. Each measures 8 x 12 in. and
retains hanging hardware on the verso. Best Director award nameplate
detatched bt present. Exhibiting some finish scuffing to wood and wear
to metal components. In good condition. $200 - $300
132. Vincente Minnelli (5) Exhibitor Laurel Award
certificates for his films including Father’s Little
Dividend and The Bad and the Beautiful. (1951-1957)
Collection of (5) vintage original Exhibitor Laurel
Awards, each measuring 9.9 x 14 in. and featuring
gold gilt border and embossed gold seal at lower right.
Including (1) Father’s Little Dividend, (1) The Bad and the
Beautiful, (1) The Band Wagon, (1) The Long, Long Trailer,
and (1) Designing Woman. With 2-exhibiting heavy
toning over all, and edge toning to others. In generally
good condition. $200 - $300

133. Vincente Minnelli (7) vintage small-format photographs of costume sketches, set designs, and personal snapshots. (ca. 1930s) Vintage
original collection of (7) gelatin silver single-weight glossy photographs ranging in size from 4.5 x 3.5 in. to 6.5 x 4.5 in. (trim), depicting costume sketches,
scenic designs, and Minnelli’s personal vacation photos from his time as a Broadway stage designer. Exhibiting some toning, surface impressions, and handling.
Generally vintage good to very good. $200 - $300
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134. Vincente Minnelli (4) songbooks and
sheet music from collaborators George
Gershwin and Jerome Kern. (1927-1939)
Collection of (4) songbooks and sheet music
folios measuring 9 x 12 in., including “Rhapsody
in Blue Piano Solo”, “Embraceable You”, “All
The Things You Are”, and “Judy Garland Album
of George Gershwin Song Hits”. Exhibiting age,
wear, toning, and corner loss. In good condition.
$200 - $300
135. Vincente Minnelli
(4) Exhibitor Laurel
Award plaques. (19531964) Collection of (4)
Laurel Award “Top Ten
Director” plaques for
the years (1) 1952-53,
(1) 1962, (1) 1963, and
(1) 1964 presented by
Exhibitor magazine to
Vincente Minnelli in
acknowledgement of the
outstanding box office
returns earned by his films.
Measuring 6.75 x 9.25 in.
All retaining integral metal
hanging ring on the verso.
Exhibiting some scratching
to metal elements, scuffs
and scratches to wood, and
missing hardware fastening
metal plates to wood
plaque. In good condition.
$300 - $500

136. Vincente
Minnelli archive
of (20+) internal
MGM studio
documentation
regarding his
films.
(ca. 1930s-1980s)
Collection of
(20+) vintage
original studio
material including
correspondence in
original envelopes,
distribution
stats, income
breakdowns, call
sheets, scenes,
synopsis, scene breakdowns, song lyrics, publicity reviews, inter-office
communications, shot lists, and more. Measuring from approx. 8.5 x 2.25
in. to 8.5 x 13 in. Exhibiting signs of handling and age, some brittleness,
toning, edge wear and corner loss. Overall, in good to very good
condition. $200 - $300

137. Vincente Minnelli at work (25+) photographs. (ca. 1940s- 1970s) Vintage original collection of (25+) production stills and (11) color camera
transparencies from films including Brigadoon,Tea and Sympathy,The Flight of the Sandpiper,The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse, Some Came Running, and more.
Includes (1) 8 x 10 in. negative from The Bad and the Beautiful. Exhibiting minor age and wear. Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300

138.Vincente Minnelli (100+) original and later photographs from his films. (ca. 1900s) Collection (100+) vintage original personal and professional
photos in three ring binder. Features iconic celebrities including Fred Astaire, The Minnellis, Judy Garland, Katharine Hepburn, Rex Harrison, Kay Kendall,
Cary Grant, Gene Kelly, and many more. Measuring approx. 3.5 x 2.25 to 8 x 10 in. Exhibiting minor age and handling. Overall, in good to very good
condition. $200 - $300
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139. Vincente Minnelli (100+) production photographs from his films. (Various Studios, 1940s-1970s/some printed later) Collection of (100+)
gelatin silver single- and double-weight glossy and matte primarily 8 x 10 in. photographs. Featuring scenes and production images from nearly all of
Minnelli’s films. Titles include. The Long, Long,Trailer, On a Clear Day You Can See Forever, Cabin in the Sky, Ziegfeld Follies, The Pirate, Madame Bovary, Father of
the Bride, Father’s Little Dividend, An American in Paris, The Bad and the Beautiful, The Band Wagon, Brigadoon, Lust for Life, The Cobweb, The Reluctant Debutante,
Kismet, Tea and Sympathy, Designing Woman, Gigi, Home from the Hill, Bells Are Ringing, Some Came Running, Two Weeks in Another Town, The Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse, The Courtship of Eddie’s Father, The Sandpiper, Mademoiselle. Includes some duplicates. Exhibiting toning, creasing, marginal tears, and handling.
In generally good to very good condition. $200 - $300

140.Vincente Minnelli (35+) oversize photographs and negatives from his films and family. (ca. 1930s-1970s) Collection of (35+) vintage original
gelatin silver single- and double-weight matte and glossy production photographs, ranging in size from 12 x 10 in. to 12 x 15 in. Several retaining stamps on
verso. Some tipped to backing board. Exhibiting some toning, surface impressions, handling, and corner loss. Generally good to very good.
$300 - $500
141. Vincente
Minnelli
(225+)
photographs and negatives of reference
and historical research images for
film projects. (ca. 1910s-1960s/printed
later) Collection of (225+) vintage gelatin
silver single- and double-weight, glossy
and matte photographs ranging in size
from 4 x 5 in. to 8 x 10 in. and black-andwhite negatives ranging in size from 35mm
to 8 x 10 in. Consisting of later generation
photographs of architectural exteriors
and interiors, ethnography, urban scenes,
advertisements, book and magazine text
excerpts, public rituals, fashion, interior design, and more serving as a bank of inspiration for film projects. A unique and unparalleled insight into the director’s
creative process. Exhibting some wear and handling. In generally very good condition. $200 - $300

142.Vincente Minnelli (17) reference photographs and sketches for his films. (ca. 1950s) Collection of (12) vintage reference photographs ranging in
size from 3.5 x 6.5 in. to 8 x 10 in. and (5) original architectural sketches accomplished in artists’ marker and colored pencil on 8.25 x 4.25 artists’ leaf. Much
of the material pertains to Lust for Life, focusing on various draw bridges around the French countryside traversed by van Gogh. Also includes the Le Musée
des Chefs-D’ouvre 1948 exhibition catalog Le Pont de ‘Anglois. Exhibiting some creasing, tearing, and handling. In generally good condition. $200 - $300

143. Lindsay Anderson autograph letter signed to Vincente Minnelli.
(1950) Vintage original 2-page autograph letter on one leaf of Sequence magazine
letterhead stationery, measuring 7 x 5.5 in., signed “Lindsay Anderson”.The future
British New Wave director invites Minnelli to a screening of The Pirate at the
London Film Club.With central vertical fold, in very good condition. $200 - $300
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144. Vincente Minnelli (9) portrait photographs by Cecil Beaton, Andre Da Miano, and others. (1930s-1980s) Collection of (9) color RC and
gelatin silver single- and double-weight, glossy and matte photographs ranging in size from 7 x 7.5 in. to 11 x 14 in. by Beaton (signed), da Miano (stamped),
Hauser (signed), Ford (signed) and others, spanning Minnelli’s career. With 3-mounted to board. Exhibiting some tearing, uneven trimming, creasing, edge
wear, and handling. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300
145. Vincente Minnelli (70+) telegrams,
letters, notes, and other career ephemera.
(ca. 1950s-1970s) Vintage original collection
of personal correspondence and memorabilia
including telegrams, typed letters, newspaper
clippings, employee stubs, handwritten notes
of Vincente, and much more. Measures
approx. 3.5 x 5 in. to 9 x 12 in. Exhibits signs
of age, handling, brittleness, toning, original
transmittal folds, and minor tears. Overall, in
good condition. $200 - $300

146. Vincente Minnelli personal engraved telephone. (ca. 1950s)
Vintage original Western Electric for Bell Systems rotary telephone with
crimson plastic housing and chrome plated receiver engraved, “Vincent
Minnelli”. This phone was a fixture in Minnelli’s home office at his
Beverly Hills residence. Measures approx. 8.25 x 9.1 x 4.6 in. Retaining
receiver cord and power cord. Some soiling and deterioration to cords,
scratching to housing, and scuffing to receiver. In good condition.
$200 - $300

147. Ira Gershwin
autograph letter
signed to Vincente
Minnelli. (ca. 1950s)
Vintage original
autograph letter
on Ira Gershwin
personalized
stationery,
measuring 8.5 x
11 in. and signed
“Ira”. Gershwin
recommends a Punch
magazine article to
his friend. Retaining
original transmittal
folds, light age and
handling, in good
condition.
$400 - $600

148. Vincente Minnelli collection of (20+) significant letters, telegrams, and personal documents. (ca. 1936-1980) Collection of (20+) vintage
original documents including telegrams, personal checks, letters, museum receipts, itineraries, from celebrities and VIPs including Fred Zinnemann, Robert
Mitchum, George Peppard and more. Includes one juicy gossip letter detailing President Nixon’s alleged threat of pulling out of the 1972 John Ford dinner
if the showing of State of Seige at the AFI theater in Washington wasn’t cancelled. Measuring from 4.25 x 5.25 in. to 8.5 x 11 in. Exhibiting signs of age,
handling, toning, and edge wear. Overall good to very good condition. $200 - $300
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149. Gene Kelly typed
letter signed to Vincente
Minnelli. (1952) Vintage
original typed letter signed
“Gene”. Measures 5 x
8 in. Retaining original
transmittal folds. Minor
corner wear. Overall, in
very good condition.
$200 - $300

151. Richard Zanuck typed letter signed to Vincente Minnelli.
(1964) Vintage original typed letter signed “Dick”, praising Vincente for
his work on Goodbye, Charlie. Measures 8.5 x 11 in. Exhibits signs of age,
handling, some edge toning and original transmittal folds. Overall, in good
condition. $200 - $300

150. William Saroyan typed letter signed to Vincente Minnelli. (1939)
Vintage original typed letter signed “Bill”, discussing various pleasantries.
Mentions include Frank Lloyd Wright, Al Jolson, [Alice] Faye, Tyrone [Power]
and more. Measures 8.5 x 11 in. Exhibits signs of age, handling, brittleness,
toning, original transmittal folds, and minor tears. Overall, in good condition.
$200 - $300
152. Gene Kelly autograph letter signed to Vincente Minnelli. (ca.
1950s) Vintage original autograph letter signed “Gene”. Measures 8.5 x
11 in. Exhibits signs of age, handling. Some toning. Overall good to very
good condition. $200 - $300

153. Lena Horne autograph
letter signed to Vincente
Minnelli.
(1953) Vintage
original
autograph
letter
thank you note, signed “Lena”.
Measures approx. 5 x 4 in.
Exhibits signs of age, handling,
minor edge toning. Envelope is
ripped from opening. Overall,
in good to very good condition.
$200 - $300
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154. Vincente Minnelli (90+) telegrams, letters and notes pertaining to his film career. (1945-1980) Vintage original collection of (90+) papers
including telegrams, personal letters, published clippings and more, from colleagues, collaborators, and show business luminaries such as George Sidney,Walter
Wanger, Spyros Skouras, Kirk Douglas, Samuel Goldwyn, and others. Measuring approx. 4.75 x 3.5 in. to 8.5 x 11 in. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, folds,
tears and minor wear. Overall good to very good condition. $200 - $300
155. Vincente Minnelli (10)
signed letters and cards from
Deborah Kerr, Glenn Ford,
Walter Pidgeon, and more. (ca.
1950s-1970s) Collection of (10)
signed letters and cards, almost all on
personalized stationery, ranging in size
from 2.75 x 3.6 in. to 8.25 x 10.6 in.
Including Lauren Bacall, Lucille Ball,
Walter Pidgeon, Ira Gershwin, Cecil
Beaton, Helen Rose, Glenn Ford,
and Deborah Kerr. Exhibiting some
toning and handling. In good to very
good condition. $200 - $300

156. Fred Astaire (3) letters signed to Vincente
Minnelli. (ca. 1974) Vintage original collection of
(1) typed and (2) autograph letters signed, “Fred”.
Measure approx. 5.75 x 7.75 in. to 7 x 10 in.
Exhibits signs of age, handling, some toning, and
original transmittal folds. Overall, in good to very
good condition. $200 - $300

157. Vincente Minnelli (5) signed
letters and documents. (1981-1983)
Vintage original collection of (3)
typed letters from Vincente Minnelli to
Francis Coppola, a Hollywood reporter
journalist,TVOntario, and (2) typed letter
to Vincent from TVOntario and Michael
MacMillan, president of Atlantis Films.
Measures 7.25 x 10.5 in. to 8.5 x 11 in.
All exhibit signs of age, handling and
original transmittal folds. Overall, in good
to very good condition. $200 - $300

158. Vincente Minnelli (9) letters and notes from noted filmmakers. (ca. 1943-1963) Collection of (9) vintage original pieces of correspondence
from noted filmmakers including Joseph L. Mankiewicz, King Vidor, Dore Schary, Jacques Rivette, and more. Measuring 8.5 x 5.5 in to 8.5 x 11 in.
Exhibiting signs of age, handling, toning, one letter is brittle. Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300
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159. Mae Murray extraordinary autograph letter signed to Vincente Minnelli asking the director for a loan. (1949) Vintage original autograph
letter signed from Murray requesting $5,000. Measures 10 x 8 in. Exhibiting signs of age and handling. Overall, in very good condition. $200 - $300
160. Julius Shulman (40+) photographs
of Mid-Century Modern and Hollywood
Regency interiors. (ca. 1950s) Vintage
original collection of (40+) single-weight
black and white 8 x 10 glossy photos
featuring architectural interior shots by famed
photographer Julius Shulman. Also includes
(7) color camera transparencies measuring
approx. 5 x 4 in. Some feature photographer
stamp and or description on verso. Overall, in
very good condition. $200 - $300

161. Vincente Minnelli (100+) photographs from his film career. (ca. 1930s-1970s/many printed later) Collection of (100+) vintage gelatin silver
single-, double-weight and RC glossy and matte photographs ranging in size from 5 x 6.25 in. to 8 x 10 in. Featuring Minnelli at the Oscars, Golden Globes,
and DGA Awards, with daughter Liza, and behind-the-scenes with stars Judy Garland, Katharine Hepburn, Lana Turner, Kirk Douglas, Spencer Tracy, Robert
Mitchum, Gene Kelley, Fred Astaire, Maurice Chevalier, Leslie Caron, Glenn Ford, Gregory Peck, Lauren Bacall, Dean Martin, Frank Sinatra, and many more.
Exhibiting some toning, handling, and edge wear. In generally very good condition. $200 - $300

162. Vincente Minnelli
leather desk caddy
with correspondence.
(ca. 1960s-1970s) Vintage
original black leather desk
caddy measuring 19 x 11
in. Consisting of a fold-over
portfolio of tiered leather
trimmed flaps, with paper
category tabs at edges.
Includes a collection of
(20+) pieces of vintage
original correspondence
including telegrams and
signed letters from Diana
Vreeland, Joel Siegel, Gene
Kelly, Robert Aldrich,
Liza Minnelli, and more.
Exhibiting minor age and
wear. In generally very good
condition. $200 - $300
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163. Vincente Minnelli directing (3) oversize
photographs by Pierluigi Praturlon. (ca. 1970s)
Collection of (3) vintage original gelatin silver 9.25 x
11.6. in. double-weight matte full-bleed photographs.
With 1-reatining Pierluigi credit stamp on the verso. All
depict the same image of Minnelli framing a shot. With
1-exhibiting soiling in upper central image. Others with
corner creasing, edge wear, and handling. In good condition.
$200 - $300
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164. Vincente Minnelli (8) monogrammed plates and (2)
pedestal compotes. Collection of (8) vintage original Julienne china
plates with maroon and gold accents and “VM” monogram with crown.
Measuring 8.75 in. in diameter. Retaining maker’s stamp on the verso.
Also includes (2) matching footed pedestal compotes measuring 8 in.
diameter x 4.5 in. tall. Exhibiting some wear to accent colors, 1-cracked
and repaired compote, minor chipping, age, and wear. In good condition.
$200 - $300

165. Vincente Minnelli monogrammed Hermès leather portfolio. (ca.
1960s) Vintage black leather fold-over portfolio with textured leather belt and
brass locking hardware marked, “Hermès - Paris”. Stamped at lower right cover
of front cover in gold gilt, “VM”. Featuring interior accordion and slit pockets.
Contents (or lack thereof) unknown, as the portfolio is locked and the key
absent. Some scuffing, discoloration, and age to cover. Otherwise in very good
condition. $200 - $300
166. Vincente Minnelli
personal collection of
(30+) Cecil Beaton
costume sketch prints.
(MGM, 1958/printed later)
Collection of (30+) blackand-white 8.5 x 11 in.
prints of Beaton costume
design sketches for Gigi
and other films. Exhibiting
light handling and wear.
Otherwise in very good
condition. $200 - $300

167. Vincente
Minnelli 1-sheet
poster for Bells Are
Ringing. (MGM, 1960)
Vintage original 27 x
41 in. 1-sheet movie
poster. Folded as
issued. Exhibiting an
extra diagonal at top,
corner staple holes, spot
paper loss below title
treatment, and edge
tears. In good to very
good condition.
$200 - $300

168. Vincente Minnelli (4) oversize behind-the-scenes photographs
from Some Came Running. (MGM, 1958) Collection of (4) vintage original
gelatin silver double-weight matte and glossy photographs ranging in size
from 10.25 x 13.25 in. to 11 x 14 in. Exhibiting some corner creasing, edge
wear, staple holes, and handling. Also includes (1) vintage original gelatin silver
single-weight glossy scene still with heavy toning. In generally good condition.
$200 - $300
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170. Vincente
Minnelli window
card for Mata Hari.
(1967) Vintage original
14 x 22 in. theatre
window card. Early
performances sparked
controversy, as the
play’s strong antiwar themes failed to
resonate with audiences
during the escalation of
hostilities in Vietnam.
Out-of-town tryouts
lost upwards of half
a million dollars and
the production was
abandoned. Light
toning, handling, and
edge wear. Otherwise
fine. $200 - $300

169. Vincente Minnelli original stage set design artwork for the
unproduced musical Serena Blandish. (ca. 1939) Accomplished in mixed
media on 18.75 x 13 in. artists’ board. Twice signed in block letters at lower
right. Featuring indigenous African and surrealist imagery with a rendering of a
partially nude Josephine Baker as a sphinx. Exhibiting adhesive residue to blank
border from previous framing. $200 - $300

171.Vincente Minnelli (15+) stage design blueprints for a stage production of Mata Hari. (1967) Collection of (15+) vintage 10.5 x 15.75 in. blue
line and Xerox stage design blueprints with inset images of design sketches for Minnelli’s controversial stage production. Exhibiting some toning and handling.
In good to very good condition. $200 - $300
172. Vincente Minnelli archive of
costume research for a stage production
of Mata Hari, including a signed letter
from Cecil Beaton. (1967) Vintage
original collection of (30+) lithographs
of sketches for Mata Hari. Includes (3)
typed letters from Hugh Beaumont, David
Merrick, and another. Also includes (1)
autograph letter from Cecil Beaton, signed
“Cecil”. Measures approx. 6 x 8 in. to 8.5 x
11 in. Exhibits signs of age, handling, minor
toning and edge wear. Overall, in good to
very good condition. $200 - $300

173. 14-year-old Liza Minnelli
autograph letter signed to Vincente
Minnelli. (1960) Vintage original
autograph 2-page letter signed “Farewell
Your friend and mine, me (the stupid one)
Liza”. Measures 8.5 x 11 in. Exhibits signs
of age, handling, original transmittal folds,
some edge toning. Overall, in good to
very good condition. $200 - $300
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174. Vincente Minnelli (3) posters for his films. (Various
Studios, 1949-1964) Collection of (2) vintage original 27 x 41 in.
1-sheet posters including (1) Madame Bovary and (1) Goodbye Charlie
and (1) 39 x 55 in. Italian duo fogli 1964 reissue poster for Some
Came Running. All linen-backed with restoration to original folds.
Bovary poster with retouching to long central tear that travels into
image. Exhibiting some fold separation and minor soiling to borders.
In generally good to very good condition. $200 - $300

175. Vincente Minnelli (50+) phone
message sheets including numerous
celebrity entries. (1962-1963) Vintage
original (50+) pages of telephone call records
on lined yellow paper. Features notations for
calls. Measures 7.5 x 11 in. Exhibits minor
signs of handling. Overall, in very good
condition. $200 - $300

176. Vincente
Minnelli 1-sheet
poster for Two
Weeks in Another
Town. (MGM, 1962)
Vintage original 27 x
41 in. 1-sheet poster
for the reteaming
of Minnelli with
his The Bad and the
Beautiful collaborators
Kirk Douglas, John
Houseman, Charles
Schnee, and David
Raskin. Exhibiting
some crossfold
separation, edge wear,
and handing. In good
condition.
$100 - $200

177. Vincente Minnelli novelty oversize birthday card from the cast
and crew of The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse. (1960) Vintage original
oversized birthday card with 3D bottle embellishment and interactive
pouring sand effect. Measures 8 x 15 in. Signed, “From The Four Horsemen
Gang”. Exhibits signs of age, handling, minor staining, edge wear. Overall, in
good to very good condition. $200 - $300

178. Vincente Minnelli (7) premiere programs and ephemera for The
Four Horsemen of the Apocolypse, The Godfather, The Sound of Music and
others. (1956-1973) Vintage original collection of (7) programs including
Woodstock, War and Peace, The Sound of Music, The Agony and the Ecstasy, The
Godfather,The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse, and Goodbye Mister Chips. Includes
(2) invitations to a screening of Two Weeks in Another Town, and (1) Director’s
Guild of America award program for David Lean. Measuring approx. 7.75 x 5.25
in. to 9.25 x 12.5 in. All exhibiting signs of age, handling, toning, minor foxing,
surface marring, edge and corner wear. Overall, in good to very good condition.
$200 - $300
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179. Vincente Minnelli reclining female nude painting from The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse. (MGM, 1962) Accomplished in oils
on 24 x 48 in. canvas. Created for the film as the work of Julio Desnoyers
(Glenn Ford) and visible in his Parisian apartment/studio.The medium is
unsealed and exhibits paint chipping at left edge and a puncture at right
above subject’s calf. In good condition. $200 - $300
182. Vincente Minnelli seated female nude painting on blue field from
The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse. (MGM, 1962) Accomplished in oils on
22 x 28 in. masonite board. Created for the film as the work of Julio Desnoyers
(Glenn Ford) and visible in his Parisian apartment/studio. Exhibiting some age
and wear. In very good condition. $200 - $300

180. Vincente Minnelli
standing nude painting
on green field from
The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse. (MGM, 1962)
Accomplished in oils on
24 x 48 in. canvas. Created
for the film as the work
of Julio Desnoyers (Glenn
Ford) and visible in his
Parisian apartment/studio.
Exhibiting age and wear.
In very good condition.
$200 - $300

183. Vincente Minnelli
double female nude
painting on green
field from The Four
Horsemen of the
Apocalypse. (MGM,
1962) Accomplished
in oils on 24 x 36 in.
canvas. Created for the
film as the work of
Julio Desnoyers (Glenn
Ford) and visible in his
Parisian apartment/studio.
Exhibiting some age
and wear. In very good
condition. $200 - $300
181. Vincente Minnelli female nude painting on red field from
The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse. (MGM, 1962) Accomplished in
oils on 29.5 x 36 in. canvas. Created for the film as the work of Julio
Desnoyers (Glenn Ford) and visible in his Parisian apartment/studio.
Exhibiting some layered dust to medium. In very good condition.
$200 - $300
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184. Vincente Minnelli Fang-style
African reliquary figure from Goodbye
Charlie. (TCF, 1964) Vintage figure in
the style of the Fang people of Gabon.
Constructed of wood and metal. Measures
23.5 x 6.5 in. Originally from Minnelli’s
personal collection, and later used as
set décor.Visible in “Charlie’s” (Debbie
Reynolds) bachelor pad in the film.
Exhibiting loss to phallus and tips of feet.
Accompanied by a wooden block display
base. $400 - $600

185. Vincente Minnelli Gurostyle African antelope mask
from Goodbye Charlie. (TCF,
1964) Vintage mask in the style of
the Guro people of Côte d’Ivoire.
Constructed of wood. Measures 23
in. tall. Originally from Minnelli’s
personal collection, and later used
as set décor.Visible handled by “Sir
Leopold Sartori” (Walter Matthau)
during sequences at “Charlie’s”
(Debbie Reynolds) bachelor pad in
the film. With opening at bottom
which threads onto a wooden
block display base. Exhibiting
some wear and pigment loss to
extremities. $200 - $300

186. Vincente Minnelli Fang-style African janus mask seen in
Goodbye Charlie. (TCF, 1964) Vintage mask in the style of the Fang
people of Gabon. Constructed of wood and metal. Measures 26.5 in.
tall. Originally from Minnelli’s personal collection, and later used as set
décor.Visible in “Charlie’s” (Debbie Reynolds) bachelor pad in the film.
With pedestal display base. Exhibiting some wear and pigment loss to
extremities. $200 - $300

310-859-7701

187. Vincente Minnelli Danstyle African mask from
Goodbye Charlie. (TCF, 1964)
Vintage mask in the style of the
Dan people of Libera and Côte
d’Ivoire. Constructed of wood
and metal. Measures 9.5 x 5.75
in. Originally from Minnelli’s
personal collection, and later used
as set décor.Visible in “Charlie’s”
(Debbie Reynolds) bachelor
pad in the film. With opening
at bottom which threads onto a
wooden block base. Exhibiting
some wear and pigment loss to
extremities. $200 - $300
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188. Vincente Minnelli (2) humorous autograph compositions from
Tony Curtis. (ca. 1960s) Vintage original (2) arts and craft presentations by
Tony Curtis, featuring Debbie Reynolds and Yul Brynner. Remnants of gold
wax seal remain on top and verso of Debbie poster, and red wax seal on Yul’s.
Both feature clippings taped recto. Measures 11 x 14 in. Exhibiting age, handling,
toning, and edge wear and tear. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300

189. Dalton Trumbo brown line memo concerning social themes in
the script for The Sandpiper. (1964) Vintage original typed character notes
featuring incisive analysis from the one-time blacklisted writer concerning the
prospect of adding an African American character to the film (unheeded by
Minnelli), and systemic problems of racism in contemporary society. Measures
8.5 x 11 in. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, some edge toning. Overall, in good
to very good condition. $200 - $300

190. Vincente
Minnelli 1-sheet
poster from The
Sandpiper. (MGM,
1964) Vintage original
27 x 41 in. 1-sheet
poster. Folded as issued.
Exhibiting some
wrinkling, and minor
paper loss at upper cross
fold. In generally good
to very good condition.
$200 - $300
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191. Vincente Minnelli producer’s royalty statements for
The Sandpiper and The Courtship of Eddie’s Father. (1977-1978)
Vintage original collection of distribution and royalty statements
from the movies. Signed by Charles Crouse of MGM. Measures
approx. 8.5 x 11 in. Exhibits signs of age, handling. Overall, in very
good condition. $200 - $300

192. Rosalind Russell and Freddie Bresson 25th Wedding
Anniversary commemorative sterling silver cigarette box by
Poole. (1966) Vintage original sterling silver plated footed box with
cedar lined interior and hinged lid engraved “25th Roz and Freddie
October 22nd, 1966”. Measures 6.5 x 1.75 x 3.5 in. Marked on the
bottom, “Sterling by Poole 78”. Exhibiting heavy tarnishing. In good
condition. $200 - $300

193. Vincente and Lee Minnelli collection of (5) framed photos including
Merle Oberon, Cesar Romero, and Gerald Ford. (ca. 1960s-1980s) Collection
of (5) framed photographs including (1) Merle Oberon gelatin silver 6.5 x 8.25 in.
portrait inscribed and signed (faded) to Denise and Vincente Minnelli and presented
in a sterling silver frame marked “Raimond Sterling”, (1) Cesar Romero gelatin silver
portrait with 7.5 x 9.5 in. visible through silver metal frame, inscribed and singed to Lee
Minnelli, (1) Lee and Liza Minnelli color portrait with 4.5 x 6.5 in. visible through gold
and silver metal frame, (1) Gerald Ford, Betty Ford, Lee and Liza Minnelli color portrait
with 3.75 x 5.7 5in. visible through silver metal frame, and (1) Frank and Barabara
Sinatra gelatin silver portrait with 3.75 x 5.75 in. visible through silver metal frame.
Photos unexamined out of frames, which exhibit tarnishing, scratching, and scuffing. In
good to very good condition. $200 - $300
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194. Vincente Minnelli (30+) contact
sheets from parties featuring celebrities
including Eva Gabor, George Burns,
Buddy Hackett, and others. (ca. 1970s)
Vintage original collection of (30+) gelatin
silver single-weight 8 x 10 in. contact
sheets featuring Hollywood elite, including
Eva Gabor, George Burns, Buddy Hackett,
and others. Features some ink annotations
and some with photographer stamp verso.
Exhibits minor handling. Overall, in good
condition. $200 - $300

195. Lee Minnelli (40+) photographs, negatives, and ephemera from her 1960s art and culture expedition to the Middle East. (ca. 1960s)
Vintage original collection of (40+) photos, travel documents, photo releases for Harper’s Bazaar, drafts for the travel article she was preparing, as well
as (2) cut articles from the magazines in which she was published, Kuwaiti travel route guide and magazine page, (2) TWA polaroid snaps in jackets,
and more. Also includes typed travel itineraries. Some photos feature photographer stamp verso. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, some edge wear, and
original transmittal folds on the letters. Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300

196. Vincente Minnelli (4) personal effects. (ca. 1960s-1985) Collection of Vincente Minnelli vintage original important personal effects
including (1) paper 3.25 x 4.7 Social Security card (never folded at central perforation), (1) paper 2.4 x 3.5 in. 1968 Medicare card signed by
Minnelli, (1) plastic 3.4 x 2.1 in. UCLA Medical Center card and (1) plastic 3.4 x 2.1 in. 1985 Saint John’s Hospital Health Services card signed
by Minnelli on the verso. All in very good condition. $200 - $300

197. Vincente Minnelli (4) behind-the-scenes portrait photographs by Roddy McDowall. (ca. 1960s) Collection of (4) vintage original gelatin
silver RC photographs featuring Minnelli on set. Retaining McDowall’s credit sticker on verso. Measuring from approx. 6 x 8.5 in. to 9.25 x 13.75 in.
Exhibiting minor handling, minor edge wear, and minor edge toning on the large print. Overall, in very good condition. $200 - $300
198. Vincent Minnelli
(17) behind-the-scenes
photographs from his
films. (MGM, 1958-1965,
2-printed later) Collection of
(17) vintage original gelatin
silver single- and doubleweight, glossy and matte
photographs ranging in size
from 3.5 x 5 in. to 8 x 10 in.
Including candid snapshots,
set view contact prints,
and behind-the-scenes publicity photographs from The Reluctant Debutante, Home from the Hill, Some Came Running, The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,
The Sandpiper, and a later print of an Alfred Eisenstaedt portrait of Minnelli building a stage set maquette. Exhibiting some edge wear and handling. In
generally very good condition. $200 - $300
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199. Vincente Minnelli personal collection of (12) playbills and
programs. (ca. 1950s-1970s) Collection of (12) vintage original Playbills, dance,
film premiere, and event programs ranging in size from 6 x 9 in. to 8 x 12.75 in.
Broadway: Cabaret, A Delicate Balance, The Apple Tree, The Cool World; LA Stage:
The Trial of Abraham Lincoln; Lorelei with Carol Channing; Dance: Ballets de Paris
de Roland Petit (1958); Film: Some Came Running, La Lupa, (2) Lust for Life; and
Other: A Tribute to Vincente Minnelli at the Palm Springs Desert Museum.
Some light handling, tears, and creasing. Generally in very good condition.
$200 - $300

200. Vincente Minnelli archive of notes and reviews of his films. (ca.
1950s-1970s) Vintage original collection of Minnelli’s personal notes about his
films, collected song lyrics, newspaper articles, and more. Measuring from approx.
5 x 8 in. to 8.5 x 11 in. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, some toning, edge wear,
corner loss, and some brittleness to some pages. Overall, in fair to very good
condition. $200 - $300
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201. Vincente Minnelli (100+) autograph notes concerning his
films and other projects. (ca. 1960s-80s) Collection of (100+) pages
of autograph notes, some composed on Vincente Minnelli personalized
stationery. Measuring from approx. 5 x 8 in. to 8.5 x 11 in. Including
notes on produced and unproduced film projects. Exhibiting signs of
age, handling, toning, foxing, edge wear, corner loss, and brittleness to
some pages. Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300

202. Vincente Minnelli extensive archive of articles and notes.
(ca. 1950s-1980s) Vintage original collection of type notes, biographies,
tributes, short stories, and much more. Measures approx. 7.25 x 11 in. to
10.5 x 14 in. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, some toning, edge wear,
corner loss, and brittleness to some pages. Overall, in good to very good
condition. $200 - $300
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203. Vincente Minnelli collection of (10) personal documents. (1903-1986/some printed later) Collection of vintage original and later official
documents ranging in size from 2.5 x 3.5 in. to 8.5 x 11 in. Including Minnelli’s WWII-era Red Cross blood donor certificate, certified birth certificate, first
aid test with autograph answers, MGM Studios paperwork related to his honorable discharge, and more. Some age and wear. In good condition. $200 - $300

205. Vincente Minnelli and Barbra Streisand
oversize photograph from On a Clear Day
You Can See Forever. (1970) Vintage original
gelatin silver single-weigh behind the scenes
photograph featuring Barbra Streisand, Vincente
Minnelli and Yves Montand on the set of On a
Clear Day... Measures 10.25 x 10.5 in. Exhibits
204.Vincente Minnelli signed French grande
minor edge wear, scratching and creasing,
film festival poster. (ca. ?) Vintage original generally in good condition. $200 - $300
French grande movie poster measuring approx. 46
x 62 in. advertising a 1964 festival of Minnelli’s
films. Signed in an unknown hand at upper right.
Exhibiting some shredding to edges with paper
loss, toning, tears at folds, handling, and wear. In
fair to good condition. $200 - $300

206. Vincente Minnelli hand-annotated
typed letter signed to Barbra Streisand.
(1986) Vintage original typed draft letter to
Barbra Streisand, annotated and signed by
Vincente Minnelli. Measures 7 x 10.5 in.
Lighting handling, in very good condition.
$200 - $300

207. Vincente Minnelli and Barbra Streisand (8) behind the scenes photographs custom printed for Streisand by Lee Minnelli. (ca. 19701995) Vintage original collection of (8) custom prints for Streisand by Lee Minnelli. Includes (1) camera transparency, and (1) typed letter from Lee to Barbra,
signed “Lee”. Measures 4 x 4.75 in. to 8 x 10 in. Lighting handling, in very good condition. $200 - $300
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209. Vincente
Minnelli (2) halfsheet posters
for Some Came
Running and On a
Clear Day You Can
See Forever. (MGM/
Paramount, 19591970) Collection
of (2) vintage
original 22 x 28 in.
half-sheet posters
including (1) Some
Came Running and
(1) On A Clear
Day You Can See
Forever. Exhibiting
some edge toning
and credit block
redaction to On
A Clear Day.. In
good to very good
condition.
$200 - $300

208. Vincente Minnelli (2) board mounted 1-sheet movie posters for
The Godfather and Apocalypse Now. (Paramount, 1972-1979) Collection of
(2) 1-sheet movie posters for 1970s New Hollywood classics including (1) The
Godfather 27 x 41 in. 1-sheet poster and(1) Apocalypse Now 26.8 x 40 in. 1-sheet
poster. Both mounted to board. Godfather with scattered scuffing and surface
marring. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

210. Vincente Minnelli personal
collection of (14) event, exhibition,
film, and performance programs.
(1950s-1980s) Collection of (14) programs
ranging in size from 5.25 x 7 in. to 8.5 x
12.5 in. Including Lust for Life, Cent Tableaux
de Modigliani, Photography in the Fine
Arts Exhibit 2 at the Met, Bernard Buffet,
Yves Montand at the Théatre de L’Étoile,
and more. Exhibiting some foxing, creasing,
toning, and handling. In generally good
condition. $200 - $300

211.Vincente Minnelli (225+) original and vintage
reprint photographs and negatives spanning his
filmmaking career. (ca. 1930s-1970s) Vintage original
huge collection of photos and negatives featuring the
Minnelli’s, Liz Taylor, Frank Sinatra, Shirley MacLaine,
Lana Turner, Leslie Caron, Glenn Ford, Ron Howard,
Shirley Jones, Lee Anderson, Judy Garland, Gene Kelly,
Van Johnson, Cyd Charisse, Fred Astaire, Kirk Douglass,
Maurice Chevalier, and many more. Some feature
photographer or studio stamp verso. Measuring approx.
2.25 x 2.25 in. to 8 x 10 in. All exhibit minor age,
handling. Some minor toning, foxing and corner wear.
Overall, in good to very good condition. $400 - $600

212. Vincente and Liza Minnelli (13) candid photographs. (ca. 1970s to 1980s) Vintage original collection of (13) gelatin silver single and doubleweight glossy photographs ranging in size from 6.5 x 8.5 in. to 8 x 10 in. Featuring Vincent and Liza Minnelli, Mark Gero, and other friends/family. Some
include photographer credit stamps and or snipes affixed or typed verso. All exhibit minor age, handling, minor toning, foxing and corner wear. Overall, in
good to very good condition. $200 - $300
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213. Vincente Minnelli (3) color contact sheets of Barbra Streisand from On A Clear Day You Can See Forever. (1970) Vintage original (3) color
photographic contact sheets with (2) sheets of 2.25 x 2.25 in. frames, and (1) sheet of 35mm frames, (55+ total images). Featuring portraits of Barbra, studio
and location shots, including some with Minnelli directing. Exhibiting minor handling, very good condition. $200 - $300

214.Vincente Minnelli location scouting photographs from Venice Beach, CA. (ca. 1970s) Collection of vintage original color snapshots ranging in
size from 3.5 x 5 in. to 5 x 5 in. assembled in album pages and (3) color 7.75 x 10.25 in. contact sheets. Depicting places and landmarks around Venice, CA
taken on a location scouting exhibition for a Minnelli film project. A few depict the director with collaborations. In generally good to very good condition.
$200 - $300
215. Vincente Minnelli archive
of (40+) notes, correspondence,
and
documents
regarding
A Matter of Time. (ca. 1970s)
Collection of (40+) personal typed
and autograph notes, telegrams,
newspaper articles, excerpt from
books and scripts, shooting schedules
and much more. Measuring from
approx. 4 x 5.25 in. to 11 x 16 in.
Clipping exhibits toning, edge tears
and edge loss. Overall good to very
good condition. $200 - $300

216. Diana
Vreeland (4)
typed letters
signed to
Vincente
Minnelli.
(1965–1972)
Collection of (4)
vintage original
typed letters on
8.5 x 11 in.Vogue
letterhead all
signed “Diana”
or “D.V.” by
the famed
fashion editor.
Featuring fashion
related content,
1-mentioning
a meeting with
Minnelli and
Merle Oberon,
with some hand
corrections and
additional jottings
by Vreeland. All
exhibit age, handling, toning, foxing and corner wear. Overall, in good
condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701

217. Vincente Minnelli (15) pieces of
correspondence from celebrities. (ca.
1960s-1970s) Collection of (15) vintage
original telegrams and letters from celebrities
including Anthony Quinn, Gregory Peck,
Leonard Bernstein, and others. Ranging in
size from 2 x 4 in. to 8.5 x 11 in. In good to
very good condition. $200 - $300
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221. Vincente Minnelli
treatment and script
for Santa Claus each
with cover art by
Picasso. (1980) Vintage
original unrealized
treatment and screenplay,
for Santa Claus, owned
by David Niven Jr.,
Includes (3) pages of
Picasso Santas. Measures
8.5 x 11 in. Treatment
exhibits heavy toning,
age and handling, as
well as minor foxing
and surface marring.
Both exhibit signs of
age, handling. Overall,
in good to very good
condition. $200 - $300
218. Vincente Minnelli (14) congratulatory telegrams and notes from
celebrities and dignitaries. Collection of (14) vintage original telegrams and
lettesr from celebrities including Elizabeth Taylor, Barara Streisand, Liza Minnelli
and others congratulating Minnelli on his Legion of Honor. Ranging in size
from 2 x 4 in. to 8.5 x 11 in. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

219.Vincente Minnelli (15) signed checks. (1981-1982) Collection of (15)
Security Pacific National bank checks signed by Vincente Minnelli. 6 x 2.75 in.
Includes various recipients like Lee Minnelli and Minnelli himself. (6) checks
endorsed by Minnelli on the verso. All retain bank cancellation stamps recto and
verso.Very good condition. $200 - $300

222.Vincente Minnelli and Liza Minnelli (15) snapshots. (ca. 1940s
- 1970s) Vintage original collection of (15) photos featuring Vincente
and Liza Minnelli, Fred Astaire, Alfred Hitchcock, Lauren Bacall, Gregory
Peck and more. Measuring from 3.5 in. x 3.5 in. to 5 in. x 7 in. Exhibiting
minor age, handling, some handwritten notes on backs. Overall, in good
to very good condition. $200 - $300

220. Vincente Minnelli (14) signed checks. (1980-1982) Collection of (14)
Security Pacific National bank checks signed by Vincente Minnelli. 6 x 2.75 in.
(1) check endorsed by Minnelli on the verso. All retain bank cancellation stamps
recto and verso.Very good condition. $200 - $300

223. Vincente Minnelli personal US passport. (1973-1976) Vintage
original official US passport with (1) loose photo and (1) registration
form. Measures approx. 3.5 x 6 in. Exhibits signs of age and handling.
Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300
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224. Vincente and Liza Minnelli
(60+) publicity photographs.
(ca. 1970s to 1980s) Vintage original
collection of (60+) publicity
photos from parties and companies
represented by Lee Minnelli. Includes
(7) contact sheets, and (17) 35mm
color transparencies in slide housings,
and (1) 8 x 10 photo of Merle
Oberon with corresponding copy
negative. Measures approx. 1.5 x 1
in. to 8 x 10 in. Exhibiting minor
age and handling. Overall, in good to
very good condition. $200 - $300

225. Patty Hearst trial (5) courtroom sketches by Walt Stewart. (1976) Collection of (5) original courtroom sketches accomplished in mixed media
on 17 x 14 in. artists’ leaf. Hand captioned, dated, and signed at bottom, “Walt Stewart NBC News”. Retaining breeched spiral sketchbook perforations at
upper edge. With 4-mounted to board. Some general handling. In very good condition. $200 - $300

226. Pearl Bailey signed photograph inscribed to Vincente
Minnelli. (ca. 1970) Vintage original gelatin silver single-weight glossy
8 x 10 in. photograph inscribed, “Dear Vincente, I thought you’d love to
have ‘Our Baby Girl’ – From her No# Mama Pearl”. Verso inscription
reads, “To My Vincent Minnelli”. Exhibiting minor age, and handling.
Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300

227. Cecil Beaton signed oversize photograph of Vincente Minnelli.
(ca. 1970s) Vintage original, artistic gelatin silver double-weight, double
exposed portrait of Minnelli, signed “Cecil Beaton” recto upper right corner
and credit stamped verso. Measures approx. 9.25 x 9.25 in. Exhibits signs of age,
handling, some edge wear, corner wear/corner loss. Overall, in good to very
good condition. $200 - $300

228. Vincente Minnelli personal fraternity plaque and framed
family coat of arms. (1977) Vintage original Delta Kappa Alpha
certification plaque and framed Minnelli family coat of arms. Measures
approx. 11.5 x 9.5 x .5 in. to 14 x 11.5 x .5 in. Exhibiting signs of age,
handling. Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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229. Vincente Minnelli Chicago
Film Festival trophy. (1974)
Vintage original award trophy
measuring 14 in. tall. Exhibiting
some scuffing, handling, and pitting.
In very good condition.
$200 - $300

230. Vincente Minnelli
Rome SIAR award trophy.
(1976) Vintage original award
trophy measuring 6 in. tall.
Exhibiting some scuffing,
handling, and pitting. In very
good condition. $200 - $300

231. Vincente Minnelli (3) tribute exhibition posters.
(ca. 1970s-1980s) Collection of (3) tribute exhibition posters
ranging in size from 21.75 x 31 in. to 28.75 x 41.5 in. Including
(1) Palm Springs Desert Museum, (1) Los Angeles County
Museum of Art on board, and (1) poster print of Minnelli
surrounded by 1-sheets from his acclaimed films mounted to
board. Poster print with scratches and scuffs. Others exhibiting
some edge wear. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

232. Vincente Minnelli (30+) photographs at home and events.
(ca. 1950s-1980s) Vintage original collection of photographs at home and
events. Also includes (2) color camera transparencies, (1) 8 x 10 in. negative
with corresponding photo, (9) contact sheets, and (1) 8 x 10 in. caricature of
Vincente with corresponding copy negative. Featuring Shirley McClain, Gina
Lollobrigida, Josephine Baker, Akira Kurosawa, and many more. All exhibit
minor age, handling and toning. Overall, in good to very good condition.
$200 - $300
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233. Vincente Minnelli (5) pieces of correspondence from the
Academy including 3-Oscar ballots. (1978-1986) Collection of (5)
vintage original pieces of correspondence to Vincente Minnelli from
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. Including Academy
Awards voting ballots and official notices. Ranging in size from 3.75 x
9 in. to 8.5 x 11 in. Retaining original transmittal envelopes. Exhibiting
original folds, handling, some toning, surface marring and foxing. Overall,
in good to very good condition. $200 - $300

www.profilesinhistory.com

234. Vincente Minnelli (3) civic and professional honors. (19731986) Collection of (3) awards certificates ranging in size from 9.75 x
7.75 in., to 9 x 11.5 in. Includes (1) city of New York Distinguished and
Exceptional Service, presented by Mayor John V. Lindsay, (1) Gold Leaf
International Painter’s Brotherhood Life Member Certificate, (1) City of
Los Angeles In Tribute Award. New York award exhibits water damage to
lower edge, others are in very good condition. $200 - $300
236. Vincente Minnelli (6) signed cards with printed images. (ca.
1940s) Collection of (6) cards signed by Minnelli with printed behind-thescenes images from his films and event candids. Measuring approx. 4 x 6 in. All
exhibit minor handling and toning. Overall, in good to very good condition.
$200 - $300

235. Vincente Minnelli (6) unproduced scripts and treatments.
(ca. 1960s-1970s) Vintage original collection of (6) unproduced scripts
and treatments including, Follies by Jay Kamen, Blood on the Wind by
Margaret Armen, Say It with Music, by George Wells (marked property of
MGM), Muchado, by Franco Zeffirelli, and more. Measuring approx. 8.5 x
11 in. to 9 x 11 in. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, some toning, some
brittleness to onionskin papers, minor corner and edge loss. Overall, in
good to very good condition. $200 - $300

237. Vincente Minnelli personalized stationery and (2) personalized
notepads. (ca. 1960s) Collection of (40+) leafs of personalized deckled edge
stationery with Art Deco typeface “Vincente Minnelli” printed at top, and (2)
pads of (30+) notepaper pages each with “From:Vincente Minnelli” at upper left
corner. Notepaper exhibiting minor edge toning. In very good condition.
$200 - $300
238. Vincente Minnelli (30+)
photographs and (17) color
transparencies with dignitaries
and celebrities at formal events.
(ca. 1970s) Vintage original collection
of (30+) photographs and (17) 35mm
color transparencies in slide housings.
Features Tony Martin, Cyd Charisse,
Eva Gabor, Henry Fonda, Joan Collins,
Richard Harris, Caesar Romero, Steve
McQueen and more. Measures approx.
1.5 x 1 in. to 8 x 10 in. (trim). Exhibits
signs of age, handling. Overall very
good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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239. Vincente Minnelli (100+) copy negatives. (ca. 1930s-1980s) Collection of (100+) primarily black-and-white copy negatives ranging in size from
4 x 5 in. to 8 x 10 in. Featuring personal and production images with portraits of Minnelli, formal events with show business lumaries and other dignitaries,
awards ceremonies, parties, and more. Includes a few duplicate images. Exhibiting some handling and tape masking to borders. Overall, in good to very good
condition. $200 - $300

240. Vincente Minnelli (30+) negatives and transparencies and (50+) photographs and contact sheets from his wedding to Lee Minnelli.
(1980) Collection of (24) vintage original wedding photos and (30) 35mm color transparencies in slide housings. Includes (28) contact sheets, (3) 4 x 5 in.
color negatives with corresponding photos, and (2) 8 x 10 in. negatives with corresponding photos. Exhibits signs of aging and handing, minor edge wear.
Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300
241. Vincente Minnelli
personal
nightstand
photograph with Liza
Minnelli in an engraved
sterling silver frame. (ca.
1970s) Vintage Tiffany &
Co. sterling silver picture
frame measuring 3.25 x
4.5 in. Engraved at top
and bottom of frame, “To
My Daddy Your Liza”, and
marked on verso, “Tiffany
& Co. Sterling”. Featuring
a 2.5 x 3.5 in. (trimmed)
gelatin silver photograph
of Minnelli with Liza at a
black tie event. Exhibiting
tarnishing to silver and
emulsion
breaks
to
photo. In good condition.
$200 - $300

242. Vincente Minnelli (25+) pages of handwritten notes for
film projects and his autobiography. Collection of (25+) vintage
original autograph notes on Vincente Minnelli personalized stationery.
Measuring 8.5 x 11 in. Some age and wear. In very good condition.
$200 - $300

243. Vincente Minnelli (2) autograph notes signed
from his daughter Liza Minnelli. (1979) Vintage original
(1) affectionate autograph letter signed “Liza Minnelli”, and
(1) autograph gift note signed “Liza + Jack”. Exhibiting signs
of age, handling, moderate toning on the letter, mild on the
note. Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300
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244. Don Bachardy (5) photographs of
celebrity portrait illustrations signed by
Bachardy, including Leslie Caron, Salvador
Dali, and Ken Russell. (ca. 1970s) Vintage original
collection of (5) gelatin silver single-weight 8 x 10 in.
photographs of celebrity portrait sketches, including
Leslie Caron, Salvador Dali, and Ken Russell. (4)
of the photos are signed, recto, lower corners. Also
includes (1) notecard invitation to the New York
Cultural Center exhibit for the artist. Exhibiting
minor age, handling, minor edge wear. Overall, in
good to very good condition. $200 - $300

245. Vincente Minnelli later portraits (40+) color and black and
white photographs. (ca. 1970s-1980s) Vintage original collection
of (40+) photographs and color camera transparencies from later in
Vincente’s life. Also includes several versions and the “perfect” draft of
his typed biography. Measures approx. 4 x 5 in. to 8.5 x 11 in. Exhibits
signs of age and handling. Overall, in good to very good condition.
$200 - $300

246. Vincente Minnelli personal Hollywood Walk of Fame star
plaque. (1960) Vintage original Walk of Fame ceremonial plaque.
Measures approx. 10.5 x 16.75 in. Exhibits signs of age and handling.
Overall, in very good condition. $400 - $600

247. Vincente and Lee Minnelli (50+) pages of celebrity addresses and
event guest lists. (ca. 1980s) Collection of (50+) pages containing handwritten
and typed celebrity and noteworthy addresses and guest lists. Measuring from
8.5 x 11 in. to 8.5 x 14 in. Exhibiting minor age, handling, and edge toning to
some sheets. Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300

248.Vincente Minnelli tribute event program with (10) celebrity letters.
(ca. 1960s-1980s) Vintage original program for a USC tribute to Vincente
Minnelli measuring 10 x 9.5 in. Includes (10) typed and autograph letters signed
and telegrams regarding the event from Minnelli’s collaborators Gene Kelly, Fred
Astaire, Leslie Caron, Richard Widmark, and more. Ranging in size from 5.5
x 8.5 in. to 8.5 x 11 in. Exhibiting some age and handling. Most in very good
condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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249. Vincente Minnelli
(3) portrait photographs
including 1-signed to Liza
Minnelli and Michael Jackson.
(ca. 1960s-1980s) Vintage original
collection of (3) photos measuring
9.25 x 7.5 in. to 10 x 7.5 in.
Exhibits age, handling, toning,
surface marring, foxing and edge
wear. Overall, in fair to good
condition. $200 - $300
250. Vincente Minnelli official certifcate
of baptism and certified death certificate.
(1942/1986) Collection of (3) personal documents
including (1) Certificate of Baptism issued in 1942
recording Minnelli’s christening at the Church of
Notre Dame in Chicago on March 6th, 1903. With
embossed Eglise Notre Jame de Chicago at lower
left and measuring 9.25 x 7 in. Also (2) copies of
Minnelli’s State of California Certificate of Death
with official Los Angeles County inkstamp in lower
margin dated Jul 29, 1986 and measuring 8.5 x 11 in.
Certificate of Baptism retains original vertical trifold.
Otherwise in very good condition. $200 - $300

251. Vincente Minnelli (2) French Legion of Honor award certificates.
(1976/1986) Collection of (2) vintage original “Ordre National de la
Légion D’Honneur” certificates awarded to Vincente Minnelli. Including (1)
“Commandeur de L’Ordre des Arts et des Lettres” measuring 14.5 x 10.75 in.
visible through 20.25 x 16.5 in. gold painted wood frame and (1) “Commandeur
de la Légion D’Honneur” measuring 13.25 x 18 in. Both retaining embossed
stamp at lower left. Latter honor exhibits some light foxing. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

253. Steven Spielberg typed letter signed regarding Vincente
Minnelli. (1996) Original 1-paged typed letter signed “Steven Spielberg”
on 7.25 x 10.5 in. personal letterhead stationery. Spielberg responds to
Lee Minnelli’s admonishment regarding the fact that in his speech at the
1996 AFI Tribute to Clint Eastwood, he compared Eastwood to John Ford
rather than Vincente Minnell. He writes in part, “I’m an ardent fan of
your husband and his collection of Great American Masterpieces. I’ve sat
at the feet of his work to listen and learn, to absorb, retain, and benefit. He
is in my thoughts whenvener I make a motion picture…” With original
typed envelope. Retaining transmittal folds. Includes a copy of Spielberg’s
AFI tribute speech. Otherwise, in very good condition. $200 - $300

252. Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis typed letter signed to Lee Minnelli.
(1988) Vintage original 1-page typed letter signed “Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis”
on 8.5 x 11 in. linen-textured Doubleday letterhead stationery. Responding
to an inquiry from Lee Minnelli in her capacity as an editor, Onassis politely
declines to take on her proposed biography of Vincente. Also includes a handannotated draft of Minnelli’s letter to the former first lady. Exhibiting central
transmittal folds, diagonal crease at lower right, and paperclip impression at top.
In good to very good condition. $200 - $300
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254. Nigger Heaven by Carl Van
Vechten first edition. (Alfred
A. Knopf, 1926) Vintage original
hardcover first edition of Carl Van
Vechten’s controversial novel of
Renaissance-era Harlem; 286 pp.
Measures approx. 5 x 7.5 x 1.5
in. No dust jacket. Exhibits age,
handling, cover-wear, toning, and
brittleness to some pages. Overall
good condition. $200 - $300

255. Verve bound Volume
1; Numbers 2, 3, and 4.
(1938-1939) Vintage original
red cloth and board-bound
anthology with stamped logo
on front cover and spine.
Consisting of issues 2-4 of
Verve: An Artistic and Literary
Quarterly. Features color and
black and white lithographs of
art and photographs spanning
three separate issues. Measures
approx. 10.5 x 14 in. Retaining
“Vincente Minnelli” embossed
blindstamp
on
endpapers
and occasionally throughout.
Exhibits some age, handling,
minor edge wear to cover, and
some toning to pages. Overall,
in good condition. $200 - $300

256. The Glass Menagerie by
Tennessee Williams first
edition. (Random House, 1945)
Vintage original hardcover
first edition of the author’s
breakout Broadway smash; 124
pp. Measures 5.25 x 7.25 in.
Retaining original dust jacket.
Exhibiting some light toning
to endpapers. In very good
condition. Jacket with clipped
corners ($2.00 price remains),
edge wear, splits, and tears. In
good condition. $200 - $300

258. The Secret Word is Groucho by Groucho Marx with Hector Acre
signed by Groucho Marx. (Putnam, 1976) Vintage original hardcover
compendium of highlights from You Bet Your Life; 217 pp. Signed on the halftitle page, “from Groucho”. Measures approx. 5.75 x 8.5 in. Exhibits minor age,
handling, spotting to head, edge tears, soiling, and toning to dust jacket spine. In
very good condition. $200 - $300

259. Something Wicked This Way Comes second printing signed by Ray
Bradbury. (Simon and Schuster, 1962) Vintage original hardcover second
edition of classic genre novel; 317 pp. Signed on the front free endpaper, “Ray
Bradbury”. Measures approx. 5.75 x 8.25 in. Retaining original dust jacket.
Book exhibits age, handling and fading to head. Dust jacket with toning to
interior edges, surface wear at folds, soiling at spine, and small tears to corners.
Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300

257. Painting with Light inscribed and signed by John Alton to
Vincente Minnelli. (Macmillan, 1949) Vintage original hardcover
treatise on cinematography; 191 pp. Inscribed and signed in purple ink
on the front free endpaper to Minnelli by his frequent collaborator, “To
Vince Minnelli, So modern in his art and technique, yet a real ‘Gentleman’
of the old school from John Alton Father of the Bride Hollywood 1950”.
Measures approx. 7.5 x 10.25 in. No dust jacket. Exhibits foxing to head,
fore-edge, and foot, toning to end papers, and soiling to back cover. In
overall good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701

260. The Crying of Lot 49 by
Thomas Pynchon first edition.
(J.P. Lippincott, 1966) Vintage original
hardcover first edition of Pynchon’s
landmark post-modernist novel; 183
pp. Measures 5.25 x 8.25 in. Retaining
original dust jacket. Exhibiting light
soiling to interior edge of boards,
toning to lower verso panel of dust
jacket, and minor wear to bottom of
dust jacket spine. In overall very good
condition. $200 - $300
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261. Lyrics on Several Occasions inscribed and
signed by Ira Gershwin to Vincente Minnelli.
(Alfred A. Knopf, 1959) Vintage original collection of
song lyrics from stage and screen; 362 pp. Inscribed and
signed by Gershwin to his friend, “For Vincente – With
affection and admiration. And – Why don’t we see you
more often? Ira”. Measures approx. 6.25 x 8.75 in.
Retaining original dust jacket. Scribbled notes on dust
jacket verso and rear free endpaper. Exhibiting tearing
to dust jacket with losses at spine and toning to edges
of book and jacket. In good condition. $400 - $600

262. Vincente Minnelli extensive personal library of (200+) art, literature, culture, and history books. (19th century-1980s) Massive collection
of (200+) hardcover and softcover books from the personal library of Vincente Minnelli, primarily pertaining to art, literature, culture, and history featuring
rare titles and first editions, with many volumes on subjects serving as research materials and inspiration for the prolific director’s films. Subjects and titles
include: The Fashion Makers by Walter Vecchio, Popular Art in the United States, Ingres: 24 Drawings, La Femme Nue Par Les Peintres, Slim Aarons, Canaletto, Allan
Houser (signed), The Art and Technique of Color Photography, Giorgio De Cirico, Household Furniture and Interior Decoration by Thomas Hope, Observations by
Richard Avedon and Truman Capote, The Encyclopedia of Art, Naissances D’Aphrodite by Lucien Clergue, Heironomous Bosch, Art Treasures of the Metropolitan,
Art Treasures of the Louvre, Dans les Rues de Paris, 122 Color Photographs by K. Helmer-Petersen, Rouault, The Grand Eccentrics 32nd Art News Annual, La France de
Profil by Paul Strand and Claude Roy, Annual of American Illustration 1965, Eugene Berman, Illustrators 10, The Art of Living by Saul Steinberg, Tamayo, Van
Gogh: 50 Reproductions in Full Color, Verve: Le Livre des Tournois du Roi Rene, and more; Exhibition catalogs: Braque at MOMA, Abstract Painting and Sculpture
in America MOMA, Inventive Clothes 1909-1939 by the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Leonor Fieninger by MOMA, Tony Duquette by Hollywood
Municipal Art Gallery, Gant Gaither (signed), Leonardo Da Vinci, Lautrec by Lautrec, Picasso’s Picassos, Picasso at Work, Great Houses of Europe, Sirka editions
on Toulouse Latrec, Matisse, Miro, Rousseau, French Primatives, Modigliani, Dufy, Vlaminck, Klee, Hans Erni, Les Chefs-D’Ouvre Du Nu, 50 Secrets of
Magic Craftsmanship by Salvador Dali, Edward Burra, Pascin editions des chroniques du jour, Doomsday’s Cue by Robert Tallman, Pieter Brueghel the
Elder, Robert Peak: People, Places & Things, The Joker is Wild: The Story of Joe E. Brown (signed), Bonjour Tristesse by Francoise Sagan, Comedia Illustre 19121913, Goodbye Picasso by David Douglas Duncan, Duven by S.N. Behrman, Raoul Dufy L’Amouf de L’Art, Montparnasse Vivant, Artistry in Ink by Seiroku
Noma, Dunoyer de Segonzac, Rene Magritte, Botticelli, Modern Art: Yesterday and Tomorrow, Caravaggio by Bernard Berenson, Petit Musee de la Curiosite
Photographique, Musee Du Louvre Les Dessins de Delacroix, A Paris Sous la Botte Des Nazis, London by Night, Who’s in Charge Here? by George Price, Palais et
Jardins du Grand Siecle, Fahrt nach Portugal, Language of Vision by Gyorgy Kepes, Henri Matisse Retrospective 1966, This is Paris by Miroslav Sasek, Old Art in New
Rooms, Cent Merveilles by Sacha Guitry, Looking at Photographers, Picasso 75th Anniversary Exhibition, Ben Shahn, Rousseau, Art Nouveau by Robert Schmutzler,
Vlaminck: Savie et son message by Marcel Sauvage, Silhouette: Notes and Dictionary by E. Nevill Jackson, The Complete Van Gogh by Jan Hulsker, Ben Shahn,
Gavarni: La Vie et l’Art Romantiques, Leon Bakst by Charles Spencer, Jean Dubuffet: Drawings by MOMA, Elsworth Kelly by E.C. Goossen (MOMA), My
Life in Art by Ludwig Bemelmans, Dans Les Rues de Paris au temps des fiacres, Paris mon cæur, Portfolio graphic arts annual, Gertrude Stein on Picasso, Images
de Louis Jouvet, Harrison Fischer’s American Beauties, Textiles and Ornaments of India (MOMA), Italian Painters of Today by Lionello Venturi, Filmgegner
von huete-filmfreunde von morgen by Von Hans Richter, Les Facheux, Gallery of Ghosts by James Reynolds, The New Ballet: Kurt Jooss and His Work by A.V.
Coton, Augustus John by John Rothstein, Abstract and Surrealist Art in America by Sidney Janis, Psychedelic Art by Robert E.L. Masters & Jean Houson, Walker
Evans (MOMA), Yasuo Kuniyoshi (National Museum of Modern Art, Tokyo), Ecce Homo by George Groz, Paris by Night, The Ceiling of the Paris Opera
by Marc Chagall, Raoul Dufy by Pierre Courthion, Delta West, Fouquet, Toulouse-Lautrec and Steinlen, Eugene Berman Retrospective, Four Americans
in Paris (MOMA), Les Femmes by J.H. Lartigue, Le Costume chez les peuples anciens et modernes, Erte Fashions by Erte, New York with text by Francoise Sagan,
Rouault (MOMA), by Francoise Sagan, Americans 1942 (MOMA). Condition ranges widely, with most fair to very good. Interested bidders are encouraged
to preview by appointment. $200 - $300
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266. Vincente Minnelli
(2) ceramic Kwan
Yin lamps. (ca. Early
20th Century) Set of
(2) vintage Kwan Yin
figural lamps consisting
of
ceramic
figures
affixed to round bases
constructed of wood
and metal elements.
Measuring 40.5 in. tall x
9.5 in. in diameter. Each
accompanied by a silk
over metal frame shade.
With 1-Kwan Yin figure
missing a hand, scuffing,
age, and wear. Electronics
untested.
In
good
condition. $200 - $300

263. Vincente Minnelli small
floriform lamp. (ca. Early 20th
Century) Vintage gold metal
floriform lamp with bronze base.
Measures 28.25 x 4.25 x 4.25 in.
Accompanied by a silk over metal
frame shade. Some age and wear
with tears and soiling to shade.
Electronics untested. In good
condition. $200 - $300

264. Vincente Minnelli floriform
lamp. (ca. Early 20th Century) Vintage
gold metal lamp in the form of a flower
arrangement in an amphora, doubling as
an 8-light candelabra. Missing fixture at
face, revealing wiring in central cavity.
Measures 48 x 13 x 9.25 in. Accompanied
by a black paper shade. Electronics
untested. In good condition.
$200 - $300
267. Vincente Minnelli (2) amphora lamps with swan-form handles.
(ca. Early 20th Century) Set of (2) ceramic amphora lamps with swan-form
handles. Measuring 31.5 x 6.75 x 9.75 in. With 1-lamp missing upper lid.
Both accompanied by a tan fabric shade. Exhibiting age and wear. Electronics
untested. In good condition. $200 - $300

265. Vincente Minnelli alabaster
urn lamp. (ca. Early 20th Century)
Vintage alabaster urn-form 2-light
lamp on a square metal base. Measures
24.25 x 5 x 5 in. Accompanied by a
ribbed silk shade. Exhibiting age and
wear. Electronics untested. In good
condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701

268. Vincente Minnelli
(2) figural floor lamps.
(ca. Early 20th Century)
Set of (2) vintage floor
lamps each composed of a
carved wooden figure of
a female youth adorned
in a flowing, draped dress
and carrying a torch
on a block base with
rounded edges. Measuring
65.25 x 12 x 14 in. Both
accompanied by large
fabric shades. Lamps
exhibit age and wear
with cracks and splits to
figure. Shades bearing
staining and signs of age.
Electronics untested. In
good condition.
$200 - $300
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272. Vincente
Minnelli antique
hand-carved
French armchair.
(ca. 19th Century)
Antique handcarved armchair
with grooved
wooden elements.
Back, armrests, and
seat padded and
upholstered in fabric
featuring profuse
floral embroidery.
Exhibiting soiling
to armrests, and
threadbare areas with
splits at seat. In fair to
good condition.
$200 - $300

269. Vincente Minnelli
Chinese polychromatic
drum table.(ca. Early 20th
Century) Vintage ceramic
drum table with cutouts and
stud texture accents handpainted in a peacock and
floral motif. Measures 12.75
x 18.75 in. Exhibiting age
and wear. In good condition.
$200 - $300

270. Vincente Minnelli (2) Delft Royal Sphinx Maastricht lidded
vases with foo dog finials. (ca. Early-Mid 20th Century) Vintage Delft
Royal Spnix Maastricht 14.5 x 7.5 in. lidded vase with foo dog finials.
Retaining maker’s stamp on the bottom. Exhibiting repaired breakage to
finial of 1-lid, age, and wear. In fair to very good condition condition.
$200 - $300

273. Vincente Minnelli antique parlor table. (ca. 19th Century) Antique
parlor table constructed of wood with fabric and leather panels, metal studs,
turned legs and rails, and hinged lid. Measures 56 x 15.5 x 24.5 in. Exhibiting
scratching, scuffs, and wear. In generally good condition. $200 - $300

271. Vincente Minnelli Chinese polychromatic dragon figure. (ca. Early
20th Century) Vintage Chinese glazed ceramic hand-painted dragon figure
measuring 17 x 16 x 7.5 in. Exhibiting breakage some spike details and crazing
over all. In good condition. $200 - $300
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274. Vincente Minnelli Mexican wood lath table and (3) painted
leather chairs. (ca. Early 20th Century) Vintage latticed wood lath table
with glass top (added later). Measures approx. 26.5 x 34 in. in diameter.
Together with (3) lattice wood chairs covered in leather hand-painted
with floral accents. Each measures 20.75 x 28.25 x 20 in. Exhibiting some
missing slats, staining, soiling, age and wear. In fair to good condition.
$200 - $300
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278. Bob Dorsey
(2) fan art prints of
Vincente Minnelli.
(ca. 1983s) Collection
of (2) photographic
prints mounted to board
of an original graphite
triple portrait drawing
of Minnelli with 15.5 x
18.75 in. visible through
double mat measuring
21.5 x 25 in.Virtually
unhandled. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

275. Vincente Minnelli antique hand-painted Japanese screen.
(ca. 19th Century) Antique wood with paper panels consisting of (2)
segments, each with 5-panels each measuring 25 x 99.5 x .85 in. The
lavishly hand-painted paper panels feature tableaux of life in feudal
Japan including geisha, samurai, and daily life on opulent rural estates.
Exhibiting some repair and retouching to artwork, paper loss to some
panels, the largest instance measuring 6 x 5 in., and some scratches and
scuffing to wood. In generally good condition. $800 - $1,200

276. Vincente
Minnelli French
giltwood mirror.
(ca. 19th Century)
Constructed of a 60
x 43.5 in. gessoed,
hand-carved fruit
and floriform
giltwood frame
housing a 34 x 45
in. glass mirror.
Exhibiting loss of
gilt pigment, gesso
loss, and some
chipping and loss
to hand carved
elements. Overall,
in good condition.
$400 - $600

277. Bob Dorsey triple
portrait drawing of
Vincente Minnelli. (1983)
Accomplished in graphite on
artists’ leaf with 18 x 21.75 in.
visible through mat. Signed and
dated at central lower image,
“Bob Dorsey ‘83”. Presented
under glass in a tiered metallic
painted wood 27.25 x 31.75 in.
frame, exhibiting a few knicks.
Art unexamined out of frame.
In very good condition.
$200 - $300

310-859-7701

279. Vincente Minnelli bronze
bust by Gulaberto Rocchi.
(1981) Vintage original cast
bronze bust by renowned sculptor
Gulaberto Rocchi. Measuring 13
x 23.25 x 10 in. Signed on verso
of left shoulder, “Rocchi 1981”.
Affixed to a 7.75 x 8 in. marble
base with metal name plaque
(added later) engraved, “Academy
Award Winning Director
Vincente Minnelli 1903-1986”
In addition to commissioned
portraits of royalty, popes, and
the entertainment elite, Rocchi
was the creator of the original
sculpture for the Academy’s Irving
Thalberg award. Exhibiting some
cracking to base. Otherwise in
very good condition.
$400 - $600

280. Vincente
Minnelli portrait
painting by
Sascha Lautman.
(ca. 1980)
Accomplished
in oils on 24 x
30.25 in. stretched
canvas. Signed
at lower right,
“Sascha Lautman”.
Presented in
a ornate gold
painted 32.5 x
38.25 in. molded
wood frame.
Exhibiting 6 in.
scratch to right of
subject. In good
condition.
$200 - $300
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281. Vincente Minnelli portrait
bust of Marie Antoinette.
(ca. Early 20th Century) Vintage
terracotta bust on a wooden pedestal
base. Measures 17.5 x 14.25 x 10.25
in. Exhibiting spot finish loss and
crack to right shoulder of figure at
verso. In generally good condition.
$200 - $300

284. Vincente Minnelli Dutch floral still life painting. (ca. Early
19th Century) Accomplished in oils on stretched linen with 19.75 x
21.25 in. visible through 20.25 x 22 in. gold painted wood frame. The
painting has been re-stretched and reframed. Exhibiting some light
soiling and crazing to medium. In generally very good condition.
$200 - $300

282. Vincente Minnelli portrait
bust of a male youth. (ca. Early 20th
Century)Vintage terracotta bust on a
ceramic base. Measures 15.5 x 8 x 4.75
in. Retaining gallery sticker remnants
on bottom of the base. Exhibiting scuffs
to finish over all. In good condition.
$200 - $300

285.Vincente Minnelli Beach scene painting after Eugène Boudin.
(ca. Late 19th Century) Accomplished in oils on artists’ board with 10 x
4.5 in. visible through linen mat. Presented in an elaborately molded
19.25 x 13.75 in. wooden frame. Retaining handwritten attribution to
Boudin and Bowinkle’s Art Store & Gallery label on the verso.This piece
does not appear in the artist’s catalog raisonné and is almost certainly a
work in the style of the master by a capable copyist. However, Minnelli
was a fervent admirer of Boudin’s compositions, and this style of beach
tableaux directly influenced the mise-en-scène of sequences in Gigi.
Exhibiting some soiling to painting (tobacco smoke exposure) and mat
with age and wear to frame. In good condition. $200 - $300

283. Vincente Minnelli portrait
bust of a classical male subject.
(ca. 20th Century) Accomplished in
marble with integral pedestal base.
Signed in medium on the verso,
“C. Olivier”. Measures 11 x 18
in. Exhibiting some age, wear, and
soiling. In very good condition.
$200 - $300
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286. Vincente Minnelli portrait bust
of a female youth. (ca. 1970s) Vintage
original bust constructed of bronze
finished cast plaster on a marble block
base. Measures 17 x 6.5 x 6 in. Marked
on the verso, “Alva Studios”. Exhibiting
finish loss at bangs and to locks above each
shoulder. Minor chipping to upper corner
of base. In good condition. $200 - $300

www.profilesinhistory.com

287. Vincente Minnelli (7) neo-classical paintings by Elizabeth Duquette. (ca. 1960s) Set of (7) paintings of female subjects in neo-classical settings
accomplished in mixed media on artists’ board ranging in size from 15.75 x 14 to 16 x 14 in. Duquette collaborated with Minnelli on The Sandpiper, creating
all the original artwork attributed to “Laura Reynolds” (Elizabeth Taylor). Exhibiting only minor age and wear. In generally very good condition.
$400 - $600

288. Vincente Minnelli Burmese female bathers watercolor by
Saya Saung. (ca. 1940s) Accomplished in graphite and watercolor on
13.25 x 10 in. artists’ leaf. Signed at bottom left, “Saya Saung”. Presented
under glass, floated in a faux bamboo 19.25 x 16.25 in. frame. Exhibiting
small damp stain to bottom right of backing paper. Unexamined out of
mat. In very good condition. $200 - $300

289.Vincente Minnelli scenic design sketch by Garison. (ca. 1960s)
Accomplished in ink and gouache on artists’ board with 7.2 x 8.75 in.
visible through mat. Signed at bottom right, “R. Garison”. Unexamined
out of mat. In very good condition. $200 - $300

290. Vincente Minnelli “La Cascade” abstract painting by Ronald
Mattony. (1962) Accomplished in oils on 39.5 x 39.5 in. stretched canvas.
Signed at bottom right, “Ronald Mattony 1962”. Hand titled and additionally
signed on the verso,“‘La Cascade’ Ronald Mattony”. Presented in a gold painted
wood 40.5 x 40.5 in. frame. Exhibiting minor age and wear. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

291. Vincente Minnelli monumental abstract painting by Joe TestaSecca. (ca. 1950s) Accomplished in oils on 60 x 60 in. stretched canvas. Signed
at lower right. Presented gold painted wood 61 x 61 in. frame. Exhibiting minor
age and wear. In very good condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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292. Vincente Minnelli “Boat
House” print by Sam Richardson.
(1957) Vintage original lithographic
print on artist’s board with 13.25 x
21.75 in. fabric covered 16.3 x 25 in.
frame. Hand-dated, numbered, titled,
and signed in lower margin, “2/57
5/15 ‘Boat House’ Sam Richardson”.
Exhibiting some pilling to frame
fabric. Otherwise in very good
condition. $200 - $300

295. Vincente
Minnelli male
figure and
schoolgirls
sketch.
(ca. 1950s)
Accomplished in
ink and inkwash
on artists’ leaf
with 13.5 x 16.5
in. visible through
mat. Presented
under glass in
a gold painted
and varnished
18.25 x 21.25 in.
molded wood
frame. Sketch
exhibits handling
impressions.
Unexamined out
of frame. Frame with chips to molding and crazing to varnish. In good
to very good condition. $200 - $300

293. Vincente Minnelli
female youth portrait
painting signed Oscar.
(ca. 1950s) Accomplished
in acrylic on stretched
canvas with 13 x 17 in.
visible through gold and
ochre painted 20 x 24 in.
wooden frame. Signed
at lower right, “Oscar”.
Some light surface
impressions. Otherwise
in very good condition.
$200 - $300
296.Vincente Minnelli character sketches. (ca. 1960s) Accomplished
in ink on artists’ leaf with 16.25 x 13.25 in. visible through mat. Signed
at lower right, “Vincente Minnelli”. Presented under glass in a black and
gold painted wood 22 x 19.25 in. frame. Exhibiting light wrinkling to
lower leaf. Unexamined out of frame. In good to very good condition.
$200 - $300
294. Vincente
Minnelli
character sketch
sheet. (ca. 1950s)
Accomplished in
ink and watercolor
on artists’ leaf with
13.25 x 16.25 in.
visible through
mat. Signed lower
center, “Vincente
Minnelli”. Presented
under glass in a 19.5
x 22.5 in. molded
wood frame.
Unexamined out of
frame. Exhibiting
some chipping to
molding and light
handling. In very
good condition
$200 - $300
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297. Vincente Minnelli classical figure ink sketch. (ca. 1960s)
Accomplished in ink on artists’ leaf with 16.25 x 13.25 in. visible through
mat. Signed at lower right, “Vincente Minnelli”. Presented under glass in
a gold painted molded wood 21 x 18 in. frame. Light wrinkling to leaf.
Otherwise in very good condition $200 - $300

www.profilesinhistory.com

298. Danica “Denise” Radosavljevic Minnelli (2) original
portrait sketches. (ca. 1960s) Set of (2) vintage original portrait
sketches accomplished in graphite on 19 x 24 in. artists’ leaf of Vincente
Minnelli’s third wife. Signed boldly at lower right (illegible). Exhibiting
some spot paper loss in image, corner pinholes, unobtrusive tears, and
handling. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

300. Vincente Minnelli female character study drawing. (ca.
1950s) Accomplished in graphite and watercolor on artists’ leaf with 16.5
x 13.25 in. visible through mat. Signed at lower right, “Vincente Minnelli”.
Presented under glass in a gold metal 22 x 18.75 in. frame. Unexamined out
of frame. In very good condition. $200 - $300

299. Vincente Minnelli male character study drawing. (ca. 1950s)
Accomplished in ink on artists’ leaf with 15.5 x 13.25 in. visible through
double mat. Signed at lower right, “Vincente Minnelli”. Presented under
glass in a dark brown wood 22.75 x 20.75 in. wood frame. Unexamined
out of frame. Some surface loss to frame. In generally very good
condition. $200 - $300

301. Vincente Minnelli rooster and horse animal study drawing. (ca.
1950s) Accomplished in ink on artists’ leaf with 16.25 x 13.25 in. visible through
mat. Signed at lower right, “Vincente Minnelli”. Presented under glass in a gold
painted 22.75 x 20 in. molded wood frame. Unexamined out of frame. Exhibiting
some minor chipping to molding. Otherwise, in very good condition.
$200 - $300
302. Vincente Minnelli (3) concept and
character study sketches. (ca. 1960s-1970s)
Collection of (3) concept sketches accomplished
in mixed media on approx. 17 x 14 in. artists’
leaf. All signed, “Vicente Minnelli”. With
1-bearing central vertical fold. Some age and
handling. In generally very good condition.
$200 - $300

303. Vincente Minnelli (3) sketches. (ca.
1960s) Collection of (3) vintage original mixed
media sketches on 11 x 13.75 in. artists’ leaf. All
pages hole punched at left. Exhibiting minor
edge wear, age and handling. Overall, in good
to very good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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306. Vincente
Minnelli after
the bath female
nude drawing. (ca.
1950s) Accomplished
in graphite and
watercolor on artists’
leaf with 9.75 x 13.5
in. visible trough black
lacquer wood with
gold trim 11.25 x
15 in. frame. Signed
at bottom right,
“Vincente Minnelli”.
Exhibiting some
toning. Unexamined
out of frame.
Otherwise in very
good condition.
$200 - $300

304. Vincente Minnelli
original kneeling
female nude drawing.
(ca. 1950s) Accomplished
in graphite and
watercolor on artists’ leaf
with 10 x 13.5 in. visible
through mat. Signed at
lower right, “Vincente
Minnelli”. Presented
under glass in a black
lacquer wood with
gold trim 15.25 x 19 in.
frame. Exhibiting age
and wear. Unexamined
out of frame. In very
good condition.
$200 - $300

305. Vincente
Minnelli seated
female nude
drawing. (ca. 1950s)
Accomplished
in graphite and
watercolor on artists’
leaf with 10 x 13.5 in.
visible through mat.
Signed at lower right,
“Vincente Minnelli”.
Presented under glass
in a black lacquer
wood with gold trim
15.25 x 19 in. frame.
Exhibiting age and
wear. Unexamined
out of frame. In very
good condition.
$200 - $300

307. Vincente
Minnelli female
nude study
drawing. (ca. 1950s)
Accomplished
in graphite and
watercolor on artists
leaf with 13.5 x 16.5
in. visible through
black lacquer wood
frame with gold
trim. Signed in lower
image, “Vincente
Minnelli”. Exhibiting
light handling.
Unexamined out of
frame. In very good
condition.
$200 - $300

308. Vincente Minnelli (3) nude female form study drawings. (ca. 1950s) Vintage original (3) drawings accomplished in mixed media measuring 11 x
14 in. on artists’ leaf, all signed, “Vincente Minnelli”. All with punch holes at edges, (1) exhibits small tear at lower left edge, in generally very good condition.
$200 - $300
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309. Vincente Minnelli (3) nude female form
study drawings. (ca. 1950s) Vintage original (3)
drawings accomplished in colored pencil measuring 11
x 14 in. on artists’ leaf, all signed, “Vincente Minnelli”.
All with punch holes at edges, minor edge wear on one
piece. Overall, in very good condition. $200 - $300

310. Vincente Minnelli (3) nude female
form study drawings. (ca. 1950s) Vintage
original (3) drawings accomplished in graphite
measuring 11 x 14 in. on artists’ leaf, all signed,
“Vincente Minnelli”. All with punch holes at
edges. In very good condition. $200 - $300

311. Vincente Minnelli (3) nude
female form study drawings. (ca.
1950s) Vintage original (3) drawings
accomplished in mixed media measuring
11 x 14 in. on artists’ leaf, all signed,
“Vincente Minnelli”. All with punch
holes at edges. In very good condition.
$200 - $300

312. Vincente Minnelli
(3) nude female form
study drawings. (ca.
1950s) Vintage original (3)
drawings accomplished in
mixed media on 11 x 14
in. artists’ leaf, all signed,
“Vincente Minnelli”. All
with punch holes at edges.
In very good condition.
$200 - $300

310-859-7701
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313. Vincente Minnelli (3) nude female form study
drawings. (ca. 1950s) Vintage original (3) drawings
accomplished in mixed media on 11 x 14 in. artist’s leaf,
all signed, “Vincente Minnelli”. All with punch holes at
edges. In very good condition. $200 - $300

314. Vincente Minnelli (3) nude female form
study drawings. (ca. 1950s) Vintage original (3)
drawings accomplished in colored pencil measuring
11 x 14 in. on artist’s leaf, all signed bottom right,
“Vincente Minnelli”. All with punch holes at edges,
some breached. In generally very good condition.
$200 - $300

315. Vincente Minnelli
(4) nude female form
study drawings. (ca.
1950s) Vintage original (4)
drawings accomplished in
mixed media measuring
11 x 14 in. on artist’s
leaf, all signed, “Vincente
Minnelli”. All with punch
holes at edges, minor wear
to punch holes. In generally
very good condition.
$200 - $300
316. Vincente
Minnelli (4) nude
female form study
drawings. (ca. 1950s)
Vintage original (4)
drawings accomplished
in mixed media
measuring 11 x 14
in. on artist’s leaf, all
signed, “Vincente
Minnelli”. All with
punch holes at edges.
In very good condition.
$200 - $300
317. Vincente Minnelli
(5) nude female form
study
drawings. (ca.
1950s) Vintage original (5)
drawings accomplished in
mixed media measuring
11 x 14 in. on artist’s
leaf, all signed, “Vincente
Minnelli”. All with punch
holes at edges, 1-has
minor lower left cover loss.
In generally very good
condition. $200 - $300
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318. Vincente Minnelli
(5)
nude
female
form study drawings.
(ca. 1950s) Vintage
original (5) drawings
accomplished in mixed
media measuring 11
x 14 in. on artist’s leaf,
all signed, “Vincent
eMinnelli”. All with
punch holes at edges,
some age and handling.
In generally very good
condition. $200 - $300
319. Vincente Minnelli
(5) nude female form
study drawings. (ca.
1950s)Vintage original (5)
drawings accomplished in
mixed media measuring
11 x 14 in. on artist’s
leaf, all signed, “Vincente
Minnelli”. All with punch
holes at edges, 1-with
minor edge toning. In
generally very good
condition. $200 - $300

320.Vincente Minnelli (7) sketches. (ca. 1950s-1960s) Collection of (7) sketches accomplished in mixed media on 13.75 x 16.75 in. artists’ leaf. All signed
in lower image, “Vincente Minnelli”. Each presented in an approx. 18.5 x 21.75 in. mat. Exhibiting some light even toning, creasing, wrinkling and spot
staining. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

321. Vincente Minnelli and young Liza Minnelli (10) illustrated
artist’s sketch leaves in Minnelli’s hand. (ca. 1950) Collection of (10)
vintage original sketches accomplished in mixed media on 14 x 17 in.
artists’ leaf by Minnell and a few by Liza as a child. Exhibiting some age,
handling, with toning, edge wear and loss, tears, corner loss, and surface
marring. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300

322. Vincent Minnelli original charcoal portrait of a 18th century
aristocrat. (ca. 1950s) Vintage original charcoal portrait of an 18th century
aristocrat on artist’s leaf, measuring 11 x 14 in. Signed “Vincente Minnelli”.
Exhibits edge wear and tearing on bottom and upper right edges, minor corner
loss. In fair to good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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323. Vincente Minnelli (5) original drawings in his
monogrammed album. (ca. 1960s) Collection of (5)
vintage original drawings accomplished in mixed media on
11 x 14 in. artists’ leaf. All signed at lower right, “Vincente
Minnelli”. All 4-hole punched at edge. Presented in a
black leather 12.5 x 14.5 in. 4-ring album with gold gilt
stamped “V.M.” at bottom right corner of front cover.
Drawings exhibit some age and wear. Album with surface
impressions, scuffs, surface loss to covers, and toning to
lining. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

324. Vincente Minnelli
original portrait drawing
of Mars. (ca. 1960s)
Accomplished in mixed
media on artists leaf with
16.5 x 13.25 in. visible
through mat. Signed at
lower right, “Vincente
Minnelli”. Presented in a
22.5 x 19.5 in. gold painted
molded wood frame.
Exhibiting some lifting
with minor creases to leaf.
Unexamined out of frame.
In good condition.
$200 - $300

326. “Paesaggio con vento castello di
stabia” watercolor by Arturo Antonio. (ca.
Early 20th Century) Accomplished in watercolor
on artists’ board measuring 11.75 x 5.25 in.
visible through mat. Presented under glass in
a 21 x 14.5 in. elaborate molded wood frame.
Titled in graphite on the verso. Unexamined
out of frame. Exhibiting wear, cracking, and age
to frame. In good condition. $200 - $300

327.Vincente Minnelli reclining female goddess pastel. (ca. 1960s)
Accomplished in ink and pastel on artist’s leaf with 16.25 x 13.25 in.
visible through mat. Signed at lower right,“Vincente Minnelli”. Presented
in a gold painted molded wood 21.25 x 18.5 in. frame. Exhibiting some
light wrinkling and tiny tear to extremities. Unexamined out of frame. In
good to very good condition. $200 - $300

328.
Vincente
Minnelli wooden
artist’s easel. (ca.
1960s)
Wooden
artist’s easel with
collapsible
legs.
Measuring 74.25 x
21.75 in. Exhibiting
age, use, and wear. In
very good condition.
$200 - $300
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325.Vincente Minnelli
original
watercolor
of a girl. (ca. 1950s)
Accomplished
in
watercolor on 13.1 x
15.9 in. artists’ leaf with
13.1 x 15.9 in. visible
through 21 x 29 in. mat.
Exhibiting faint surface
marring to left of figure’s
face. Mat with foxing to
verso. In good condition.
$200 - $300

329. Vincente Minnelli
painting of an African
mother and child. (ca.
1950s) Accomplished in
acrylic on artsits’ board
with 19 x 11 in. visible
through gold painted
molded wood frame.
Exhibiting only minimal
age and wear. In very good
condition. $200 - $300
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330. Vincente Minnelli cock
fight painting. (ca. 1960s)
Accomplished in acrylic on 16 x
20 in. masonite board. Exhibiting
spot loss of medium at left, surface
loss to upper right corner and
general age. In good to very good
condition. $200 - $300

332.Vincente Minnelli original recumbent female nude study painting.
(ca. 1960s) Accomplished in acrylic on 20 x 16 in. stretched canvas. Exhibiting
some wear to extremities. Otherwise in very good condition. $200 - $300

333. Vincente Minnelli original female nude study painting. (ca. 1960s)
Accomplished in acrylic on 21.5 x 13 in. stretched canvas. Exhibiting light wear
to extremities. Otherwise in very good condition. $200 - $300

331. Vincente Minnelli painting of a female model strongly
resembling Judy Garland. (ca. 1940s) Accomplished in acrylic on
20 x 24 in. stretched canvas. Exhibiting light paint splatter at top right.
Otherwise in very good condition. $200 - $300

334. Vincente
Minnelli painter’s
palette and (2)
brushes. (ca.
1960s-1970s)
Vintage
original
wooden painter’s
palette measuring 12 x
16 in. with surface retaining
cutout for user’s thumb and dried
patches of mixed acrylic paint in a variety
of earth, sky, and water hues. Also includes (1) red
sable #2 brush and (1) white sable #12 brush. Exhibiting some light
foxing and use to brushes. In good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701

335.
Vincente
Minnelli original
head-and-torso
female
nude
study painting.
(ca.
1960s)
Accomplished in
acrylic on 16 x 20
in. stretched canvas.
Exhibiting
wear
to pigment at left
and spot loss of
medium at bottom
center. In very
good
condition.
$200 - $300
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336. Vincente Minnelli reclining female nude study painting. (ca. 1960s)
Accomplished in acrylic and oils on 16 x 20 in. stretched canvas. Exhibiting spot
chipping at lower left below figure, and around edges. In good to very good
condition. $200 - $300

339. Vincente
Minnelli
(2) original
nude female
form study
paintings.
(ca. 1960s)
Collection
of (2) female
nude paintings
accomplished
in mixed media
on (1) 14 x 17
in. artist’s board
and (1) 13.75
x 17 in. artists’
leaf tipped to
board. Painting
on leaf with loss
and rippling
at center, as
the board was
bent in half
backwards.
Also exhibits foxing to verso. The other painting with only minor
handling. In fair to very good condition. $200 - $300
340. Vincente
Minnelli portrait
drawing of Liza
Minnelli. (ca. 1970s)
Accomplished in
graphite on 14 x
17 in. artists’ leaf.
Signed in block
letters at bottom
right, “Vincente
Minnelli”. Exhibiting
some light handling
impressions. In very
good condition.
$200 - $300

337. Vincente Minnelli original painting of a female nude in repose.
(ca. 1950s) Accomplished in acrylic on 21.5 x 13 in. stretched canvas. Signed at
lower right, “Minnelli”. Exhibiting light wear to edges. In very good condition.
$200 - $300

338.Vincente Minnelli
original three-quarter
female nude study
painting. (ca. 1960s)
Accomplished in acrylic
on stretched canvas with
approx. 22 x 29 in. visible
through 28.5 x 34.75 in.
gold painted molded
wooden frame. Canvas
exhibits a few scattered
puncture holes and slits.
In very good condition.
$200 - $300
341. Vincente Minnelli portrait painting of Liza Minnelli. (ca.
1970s) Accomplished in acrylic on stretched canvas with 17.5 x 21.75
in. visible through elaborate molded wood 31 x 27 in. frame. Signed at
bottom right, “Minnelli”. Exhibiting minor scuff to Liza’s upper lip. In
very good condition. $200 - $300
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The Personal Property of

Judy Garland
344. Judy Garland extremely rare Gumm Sisters portrait
from an early performance. (ca. 1930-1988) Vintage original
playbill page featuring a group shot of the Gumm Sisters, Frances
“Baby” Gumm (Judy) and her sisters, Mary Jane and Virginia.
Measures 6.25 x 9.5 in. Exhibiting light age toning and corner
wear. In very good condition. $100 - $200

342. Judy Garland portrait photograph as a toddler. (ca. 1926)
Vintage original gelatin silver 8 x 10 in. double-weight matte photograph
of Judy. Exhibits minor corner wear, and toning. Overall, in good
condition. $200 - $300
345. Judy Garland childhood snapshot with her neighbor’s dog. (ca.
1920s) Vintage original gelatin silver 4.5 x 2.5 in. single-weight glossy photo
with inscription on verso, “Judy – who loved our dog”. Exhibiting signs of age,
handling, even toning, light edge wear. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300

343. The Gumm Sisters early publicity photograph. (ca. 1930)
Vintage original Art Deco 8 x 10 in. double-weight matte custom
photograph on tan textured paper of Frances “Baby” Gumm (Judy) and
her sisters, Mary Jane and Virginia, and mother Ethel. Exhibits heavy
creasing through the image and in upper right corner, and tape repair to
verso. In fair condition. $200 - $300

346. Judy Garland (3) early family photographs. (ca. late 1920s) Collection
of (3) rare vintage original gelatin silver single-weight glossy snapshot
photographs ranging in size from approx. 2.25 x 4.5 in. to 3 x 4.5 in. Including
2-depicting a very young Judy with her relatives. Exhibiting light toning and
corner creasing. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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347. Judy Garland early performance
program for a Meglin Kiddies Recital. (1928)
Vintage original “Famous” Meglin Kiddies Recital
performance program featuring “Baby Frances
Gumm” (the future Judy Garland) and “The
Gumm Sisters”. Measures approx. 11. 5 x 9.25 in.
Exhibiting signs of age, handling, toning, creasing,
edge tears, corner loss and folds. Overall, in fair to
good condition. $200 - $300

348. 13-year-old Judy Garland early Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio paycheck. (1936) Vintage Bank of America bank check typed payable to “France
Gumm [sic]” for “99.55”. With printed “Exactly $99 & 55 Cts.” at center and a bank perforated cancellation stamp dated “4-2-36” at lower right. Endorsed
by hand in black ink on the verso by Garland’s mother, Ethel Gumm “Garland”, “Frances Gumm Ethel M. Garland as trustee for Frances Garland Ethel M.
Garland”. Frances Gumm, stage name Judy Garland, signed her first professional contract with MGM in 1935, for a salary of $100 per week. At the time
this check was written, Garland had yet to appear in her first feature film. Exhibiting even toning over all, chipping to top corners, and darkening at edges.
In good condition. $200 - $300
349. Judy Garland (17) 16mm film prints of her early MGM films.
(MGM, 1936-1945) Collection of (17) vintage 16mm film prints of Judy’s
MGM films. Including Everybody Sing (3 reels), Little Nellie Kelly (3 reels),
Strike Up the Band (3 reels), Life Begins for Andy Hardy (3 reels), Babes
on Broadway (3 reels), Andy Hardy Meets the Debutante (3 reels), Broadway
Melody of 1938 (3 reels), Thousands Cheer (3 reels), Listen, Darling (2 reels),
Ziegfeld Girl (4 reels), Babes in Arms (3 reels), Love Finds Andy Hardy (3
reels), Thoroughbreds Don’t Cry (2 reels), Girl Crazy (2 reels), For Me and
My Gal (3 reels), Presenting Lily Mars (3 reels), and The Clock (3 reels).
Reels for each stored in MGM stamped 14.5 x 14.75 in. sandwich cases
with web canvas belts. Film uninspected and prints untested. Cases In
good condition. $200 - $300

350. Judy Garland custom 16th birthday presentation collage. (1938/
printed later) Vintage original (5) gelatin silver RC photos (trimmed) tipped in
collage form to an 11 x 14 in. artists’ board.With hand-calligraphy reading,“Judy
Garland 16th Birthday June 1938 Ohio Theatre Columbus Photos by Bob File”.
Exhibiting light handling. In very good condition. $200 - $300
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351. Judy Garland personal sheet music for Broadway Melody
of 1938. (1938) Vintage original sheet music for “Everybody Sing”.
Measures approx. 9.25 x 12 in. Cover exhibits corner wear, age,
handling, minor water staining and ink transfer to verso. Overall, in
good to very good condition. $200 - $300

www.profilesinhistory.com

352. Judy Garland paperdoll set. (ca. 1940s) Vintage original Judy
Garland paper doll set. With printed color Judy figure mounted to
a wooden cutout and measuring 5.25 x 11.75 in. Printed color (25)
clothing pieces including (4) skirts, (1) pants, (2) rompers [1-with long
pants], (5) dresses, (1) lederhosen, (5) shirts, (4) sweaters, (1) shrug, (1) bed
jacket, and (1) fur jacket. Exhibiting some creasing and general use. In
good condition. $200 - $300

353. Judy Garland “Dorothy Gale” wig from the first week of
shooting on The Wizard of Oz. (MGM, 1938) Vintage original blonde
human hair lace wig with long, curly tresses. Retaining MGM Studio
bias label marked, “99”, and Max Factor Studio bias label marked, “3474”.
Worn by Judy Garland as Dorothy Gale during the first week of shooting
on the musical masterpiece, under the direction of Richard Thorpe.
Initially, the filmmakers envisioned a glamorous Dorothy, outfitting her
with a flowing blonde wig and fashion model makeup to match the
fantastical splendor of the film’s setting. Producer Mervyn LeRoy, upon
seeing the rushes, recognized this as a misstep and dismissed Thorpe
from the picture (the first of many directorial changes). The character
of Dorothy, under the guidance of replacement director George Cukor,
was reconceived as a Middle American every-girl, and the long blonde
wig was replaced by simple chestnut brown braided pigtails to emphasize
her fish-out-of-water circumstances. In 1970, the wig was gifted to Liza
Minnelli by legendary studio hairstylist Sydney Guilaroff around the time
of the David Weisz Co. auction of MGM Studio property. Exhibiting
minor age and wear. Otherwise in very good condition. $800 - $1,200

354. Judy Garland CBS file copy contact print photograph from
The Wizard of Oz. (1939) Vintage gelatin silver single-weight matte 8
x 10 in. contact print portrait photograph of Judy Garland as Dorothy
by Clarence Sinclair Bull. Retaining CBS Photo Dept. inkstamp on the
verso. Some handling, but in generally very good condition. $200 - $300

355. Judy Garland as “Dorothy Gale” portrait photograph from The
Wizard of Oz. (MGM, 1939/1962) Vintage gelatin silver 7 x 9 in. single-weight
glossy photograph. Retaining CBS paper snipe on the verso promoting a 1962
television presentation of the classic musical. Exhibiting light toning and edge
wear. In very good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701

356. Judy Garland
oversize
publicity
portrait
for
The
Wizard of Oz. (1939)
Vintage original gelatin
silver
single-weight
publicity 13 x 10 in.
publicity photo with
stamp date and snipe
affixed verso. Exhibits
minor handling. Overall
very good condition.
$200 - $300
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357. Judy Garland personal McCalls magazine feature
on The Wizard of Oz. (1939) Vintage original (3) page
spread from “McCalls” magazine, featuring photos and
production information. Measuring approx. 10 x 13.5 in.
Exhibiting signs of age, handling, edge and corner wear, edge
amd corner loss, tears, toning, surface marring and creasing.
Overall, in vintage fair to good condition. $200 - $300

358. Judy Garland personal sheet music for “Over the Rainbow” from
The Wizard of Oz. (1939) Vintage original shee folio music for “Over the
Rainbow”. Measures approx. 9.25 x 12 in. Cover exhibits corner wear, age,
handling, minor corner and edge wear, minor surface marring. Overall, in good
to very good condition. $200 - $300

359. Judy Garland (2) 16mm film prints of Meet Me in St. Louis
and The Wizard of Oz. (MGM, 1938/1944) Collection of (2) vintage
16mm film prints. Reels for each stored in MGM stamped 14.5 x 14.75
in. sandwich cases with web canvas belts. Including The Wizard of Oz
(3 reels) and Meet Me in St. Louis (3 reels). Film uninspected and prints
untested. Cases in good condition. $200 - $300

360. Judy Garland (8) English 1955 rerelease lobby cards for The Wizard of Oz. (MGM, 1938/R-1955) Collection of (8) vintage color 8 x 10 in.
lobby cards, featuring Judy Garland, Frank Morgan, Ray Bolger, Bert Lahr and more. Exhibiting signs of age and handling, some toning, minor edge wear.
Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300

361. Judy Garland (14) production and portrait photographs. (MGM, 1938-1948/most printed later) Collection of vintage gelatin silver singleweight and RC photographs ranging in size from 8.25 x 9 in. to 8 x 10 in. Includes special publicity and character portraits, scenes, and behind-the-scenes
shots from The Wizard of Oz, Presenting Lily Mars, and others. Exhibiting some toning and soiling. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300
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362. Judy Garland minstrel lobby card from Babes in Arms.
(MGM, 1939) Vintage original 11 x 14 in. color lobby card depicting
Judy and Mickey Rooney performing a musical number in black face.
Exhibiting damp staining along 2-margins, and 1-pinhole to top border.
Also, surface abrasions to Rooney’s pants. In very good condition.
$200 - $300

363. Judy Garland lobby card from Babes in Arms. (MGM, 1939) Vintage
original 11 x 14 in. color lobby card depicting Judy and Mickey Rooney in
medium closeup. Exhibiting moderate damp staining along 2-margins, and
1-pinhole to top border. In very good condition. $200 - $300

364. Judy Garland (5) pieces of sheet music from her films with Mickey Rooney. (MGM, 1939-1943) Collection of (5) sheet music folios
measuring approx. 9 x 12.25 in. Including (1) “Hoe Down” from Babes on Broadway, (1) “Could You Use Me” from Girl Crazy, (1) “Good Morning”
from Babes in Arms, (1) “Our Love Affair” from Strike up the Band, and (1) “I’m Nobody’s Baby” from Andy Hardy Meets Debutante. Exhibiting some
corner wear, soiling, surface marring, spidering, and wear. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300
365. Judy Garland and the
Hoodoo Costume by Kathryn
Heisenfelt adventure novel.
(Whitman, 1945) Vintage
original hardcover adventure
novel based on Judy’s MGM
film persona; 248 pp. Featuring
numerous illustrations.
Exhibiting heavy toning to text
block, slight internal separation
of covers, age, wear, and
handling. In good condition.
$200 - $300

366. Judy Garland (5) production photographs. (MGM, 1938-1948) Collection of (5) vintage original gelatin silver 8 x 10 in. single-weight glossy
photographs from films including Everybody Sing, Meet Me in St. Louis, The Clock, and The Priate. Exhibiting some light toning and edge and corner wear.
Otherwise in very good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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367. Judy Garland (35+) photographs spanning her
career. (ca. 1930s-1960s/some printed later) Collection of
vintage gelatin silver single- and double-weight glossy and
matte photographs ranging in size from 6 x 7.5 in. to 8 x 10 in.
Including MGM films such as For Me and My Gal and Babes on
Broadway, later films A Star is Born, I Could Go on Singing and
Judgment at Nuremberg, TV publicity, stage performances, and
later press photos. Exhibiting some uneven trimming, toning,
warping from mounting, creasing, and edge wear. In fair to
very good condition. $400 - $600

368. Judy Garland lobby card from Andy Hardy Meets Debutante. (MGM,
1940) Vintage original 11 x 14 in. color lobby card depicting Judy and Mickey
Rooney in closeup. Very minor damp staining to 2-margins and pinholes in all
4-corners of image. In very good condition. $200 - $300

369. Judy Garland lobby card from Strike up the Band. (MGM,
1940) Vintage original 11 x 14 in. color lobby card depicting Mickey
Rooney on drums and Judy belting a tune. Exhibiting marginal
chips with corner loss and general edge wear. In good condition.
$200 - $300

370. Judy Garland (2) glamour
portrait photographs. (ca. 1940s)
Vintage original (1) gelatin silver
double-weight matte 8 x 10 in. and (1)
single-weight glossy 8 x 10 in. Exhibits
minor age, handling. Overall, in very
good condition. $200 - $300

371. Judy Garland personal (4)
vintage fan magazines and (2) tear
sheets. (ca. 1940s-1950s)Vintage original
collection of (4) magazines featuring Judy
on the covers, Movie-Radio Guide, Screen
Guide, and Look. Also includes (2) loose
tear sheets from magazines. Measuring
approx. 10.75 x 13.75 in. Exhibiting
signs of age, handling, edge and corner
wear, edge and corner loss, tears, toning,
surface marring and creasing. Overall, in
vintage fair to good condition.
$200 - $300
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372. Judy Garland (2) lobby cards from Life
Begins for Andy Hardy. (MGM, 1941) Vintage
original (2) 11 x 14 in. color lobby cards all
depicting Judy, 2-with Lewis Stone, and 1-with
Mickey “Andy Hardy” Rooney. Both exhibit
aggravated tack holes and some corner wear. In
Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300

373. Judy Garland personal (2) special Lion’s Roar inserts for Babes on Broadway and Presenting Lily Mars by Jacques Kapralik. (MGM,
1941/1943) Vintage original (2) lithographic inserts for “Babes on Broadway” and “Presenting Lily Mars”. Also included on the verso of one of the inserts is a
pin-up by A.Varoa, Esq. Measures 9 x 12 in. Exhibiting light signs of age, minor edge toning, one tiny edge tear. Overall, in very good condition. $200 - $300

374. Judy Garland personal (3) pieces of sheet music from films with Mickey Rooney. (MGM, 19401941) Collection of (3) vintage original sheet music booklets for “I’m Nobody’s Baby” from Andy Hardy Meets
Debutant,e “Our Love Affair” from Strike up the Band, and “How About You?” from Babes on Broadway. Measuring
approx. 9.25 x 12 in. Covers exhibit corner wear, age, handling, creasing, and edge wear. Cover of “I’m Nobody’s
Baby” exhibits corner loss, edge tears, and mostly split spine fold. Overall, in vintage fair to very good condition.
$200 - $300

375. Judy Garland (7) photographs from Babes on Broadway and Strike up the Band. (MGM, 1940-1941)
Collection of (7) vintage original gelatin silver single-weight 8 x 10 in. photos. Features some snipes and or
photographer stamps verso. Exhibits minor handling, toning, corner creasing, wear, corner loss, and edge wear.
Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701

376. Judy Garland rare 3-sheet
poster for Babes on Broadway.
(MGM, 1941) Vintage original 41.5
x 79 in. 3-sheet poster. Originally
printed in 2-sections, the poster has
been linen-backed but otherwise
unrestored. Exhibiting paper loss at
folds and some edges, scattered tape
stains, and general handling. Presents
in fair to good condition, but issues
could easily be addressed by a restorer.
$400 - $600
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377. Judy Garland concert portrait photograph by Walkowicz.
(1941) Vintage original gelatin silver 7 x 9 in. single-weight glossy
press photograph. Retaining credit inkstamp on the verso. Depicting
Judy onstage singing in Chicago Stadium during a June 6, 1941
concert. Exhibiting jagged 1.5 in. tear to upper image and a tear to
lower image repaired with tape to verso, emulsion cracks, and surface
impressions. In fair condition. $100 - $200

378. Judy Garland personal (3) pieces of sheet music from The Harvey Girls
and For Me and My Gal. (1932-1945) Vintage original collection of (3) sheet
music folios including (1) for the title song from For Me and My Gal and (2) “On the
Atchison, Topeka, and the Sante Fe” from The Harvey Girls. Measures approx. 9.25
x 12 in. Covers exhibit corner wear, age, handling, creasing, and edge wear. Color
cover of “On the Atchinson...” exhibits corner loss, edge tears, and split fold; has been
stapled. Overall, in vintage fair to very good condition. $200 - $300

379. Judy Garland (2) oversize
photographs from For Me and My
Gal. (MGM, 1942) Collection of (2)
vintage original gelatin silver 13 x 10
in. double-weight photographs. Both
retaining studio text and publication
stamps on the verso. Featuring
Garland as “Jo Hayden”. With
1-retaining cropping notation on
recto border. Exhibiting light toning
and edge and corner wear. In good
to very good condition. $200 - $300

380. Judy Garland lobby card from Presenting Lily Mars. (MGM, 1943)
Vintage original 11 x 14 in. color lobby card with a romantic image of Judy and
Van Heflin embracing. Some light corner creasing and wear. In generally vintage
very good condition. $200 - $300
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381. Judy Garland lobby card from Presenting Lily Mars. (MGM,
1943) Vintage original 11 x 14 in. color lobby card depicting Judy and
Bob Crosby on stage. Light crease to lower right corner. Otherwise in
very good condition. $200 - $300

www.profilesinhistory.com

382. Judy Garland lobby card from Presenting Lily Mars. (MGM,
1943) Vintage original 11 x 14 in. color lobby card depicting Judy with
Van Heflin. In very fine condition. $200 - $300
383. Judy Garland oversize behind the scenes photograph from Meet
Me in St. Louis. (1944) Vintage original gelatin silver double-weight semi-gloss
9.75 x 12.75 in. behind the scenes shot for the film, Meet Me in St. Louis. Snipe
verso. Exhibits minor age, handling, minor surface scratching and corner wear.
Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300

384. Judy Garland 1-sheet poster for Girl Crazy. (MGM, 1943)
Vintage original 27 x 41 in. 1-sheet movie poster. Exhibiting extra
vertical fold on either side, breeched corner pinholes, cross fold separation,
marginal toning, and handling. In good condition. $200 - $300

385. Judy Garland lobby card from Meet Me in St. Louis. (MGM, 1944)
Vintage original 11 x 14 in. color lobby card depicting Judy performing “Under
the Bamboo Tree”. Exhibiting various marginal staple holes and wrinkling to
upper left corner. In good condition. $200 - $300

386. Judy Garland (2) lobby cards from Meet Me
in St. Louis. (MGM, 1944) Vintage original (2) 11 x
14 in. color lobby cards, both featuring Judy. 1-card
exhibits minor lower edge trim and various tack
holes. The other with ink staining in lower border.
Both in overall good to very condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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387. Judy Garland (4) pieces of
ephemera from Meet Me in St.
Louis. (ca. 1940s) Vintage original
collection of (2) sheet music folios for
“The Trolley Song” and “Meet Me in
St. Louis, Louis”, (1) MGM publicity
booklet, and (1) French newsprint
publication featuring photos from the
movie. Measuring from approx. 9.25 x
12 in. to 9.75 x 14.5 in. Exhibiting signs
of age, handling, edge and corner wear,
minor tears, toning, surface marring and
creasing. Overall, in vintage fair to good
condition. $200 - $300

388. Commemorative brick from the residence of Sally Smith Benson, writer of Meet Me in St. Louis. (ca. 1900s) Vintage original red clay brick
from 5135 Kensington Avenue in St. Louis, Missouri, the home of Sally Smith Benson, who wrote the original novel on which the classic Minnelli-Garland
musical was based. With engraved metal commemorative plaque at face. Measures 8.5 x 4 x 2.5 in. Exhibiting age and wear. In good condition. $200 - $300

389. Judy Garland (3) pieces of sheet music for Meet
Me in St. Louis. (1944) Vintage original collection of (3)
sheet music for “Skip To My Lou” and (2) “The Trolley
Song”. Measures approx. 9.25 x 12 in. Covers exhibit corner
wear, age, handling, creasing, and edge wear. Covers of “The
Trolley Song” exhibit surface marring and splitting spine
folds. Overall, in vintage fair to very good condition.
$200 - $300

390. Judy Garland
rerelease 1-sheet
poster for Meet Me
in St. Louis. (MGM,
1944/R-1962) Vintage
rerelease 27 x 41 in.
1-sheet poster featuring
Garland, Margaret
O’Brian, and Tom
Drake. Exhibiting some
cross fold separation,
edge wear, and
handling. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

391. Judy Garland custom glamour photograph. (ca. 1940s) Vintage
original gelatin silver double-weight matte 8 x 10 in. photograph.
Exhibits minor age, handling, and toning. Overall, in good condition.
$200 - $300
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392. Judy Garland (4) publicity photographs for a concert at Radio City Music Hall. (1945) Collection of (4) vintage original gelatin silver approx.
7.75 x 9.75 in. single-weight glossy photographs, 3-of which are mounted to muslin, the other retaining Cosmo-Sileo credit stamp on the verso. Depicting
Garland with then-husband Vincente Minnelli and RCMH exec. Gus Eysell signing a contract for a concert engagement at the legendary New York City
venue. Exhibiting some cropping notation to borders, codes written in lower margin, creasing, soiling, and handling. In fair to very good condition. $200 - $300

393. Judy Garland (3) wedding day portrait photographs.
(1945) Vintage original (3) gelatin silver double-weight matte 7 x
10 in. portraits of Judy on her wedding day. Exhibits minor corner
wear, toning and waving. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300

394. Judy Garland and Vincente Minnelli (4) wedding photographs with Ira Gershwin and Louis B. Mayer. (1945) Collection of (4) vintage
original gelatin silver 7 x 10 in. double-weight matte portraits of Judy and Minnelli on their wedding day with Louis B. Mayer and best man Ira Gershwin.
Exhibits minor corner wear, toning and waving. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300

395. Judy Garland (5) photographs at home and abroad with Vincente Minnelli. (ca. 1940s) Vintage original (3) gelatin silver double-weight matte
10 x 8 in. photos of Judy and Vincente at home, and (2) single-weight glossy photos of the pair out and about. Exhibits minor corner wear, toning and
waving. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300

396. Judy Garland and Vincente
Minnelli (4) wedding photographs.
(1945) Collection of (4) vintage
original gelatin silver 7 x 10 in. doubleweight matte photographs. Featuring
portraits of Judy and Minnelli on their
wedding day. Exhibits minor corner
wear, toning and waving. Overall, in
good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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397. Judy Garland, Vincente Minnelli and Louis B. Mayer oversize
wedding photograph. (1945) Vintage original gelatin silver double-weight
glossy 13 x 10 in. wedding photograph of Judy and Vincente cutting the cake.
Partial remnants of snipe affixed verso, as well as dated publishing stamp. Exhibits
minor corner wear. Overall, in very good condition. $200 - $300

398. Judy Garland and Vincente Minnelli out on the town (2)
candid photographs. (1944) Vintage original (1) gelatin silver singleweight 8 x 10 in. photo of Judy and Vincent at the Stork club, presented
in a Stork Club folio, with publicity snipe on tissue inside. Also includes
(1) gelatin silver single-weight 4.75 x 3.75 in. photo of Judy and Vincent
out to dinner. Folio measures 11.25 x 9 in. Exhibits signs of age, handling,
minor edge wear and creasing. Overall, in good to very good condition.
$200 - $300

399. Judy Garland on the town (4) photographs. (ca. 1940s) Vintage original (4) gelatin silver single-weight matte 10 x 8 in. photos of Judy out on the
town with various folk. One photo has stamps and handwriting verso. Exhibits minor corner wear, toning and corner creasing. Overall, in good condition.
$200 - $300

400. Judy Garland (10) 16mm prints of her films. (Various Studios, 1946-1963)
Collection of (10) vintage 16mm film prints of Judy’s films. Reels for each stored in MGM
stamped 14.5 x 14.75 in. sandwich cases with web canvas belts, blank belted sandwich cases,
or cardboard boxes. Including Till the Clouds Roll By (4 reels), The Harvey Girls (3 reels), Easter
Parade (3 reels), Words and Music (4 reels), The Pirate (3 reels), In the Good Old Summertime (3
reels), Summer Stock (3 reels), A Star Is Born (6 reels), Judgment at Nuremberg (unopened in
original transmittal box), and I Could Go On Singing (3 reels). Film uninspected and prints
untested. Cases in generally good condition. $200 - $300
401. Judy Garland (6) lobby
cards from Till the Clouds Roll
By, The Pirate, and Summer
Stock. (MGM, 1946-1950) Vintage
original (6) 11 x 14 in. color lobby
cards from classic MGM musicals,
including (1) Till the Clouds Roll
By, (1) The Pirate, and (4) Summer
Stock. All depict Judy. Exhibiting
occasional
pinholes, marginal
handling, and rust stains to border.
In generally good to very good
condition. $200 - $300
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402. Judy Garland and Katharine Hepburn intimate behind-thescenes photograph. (1946) Vintage original (1) gelatin silver doubleweight matte 8 x 10 in. behind the scenes photograph of Judy and
Katharine on the set of the film, Undercurrent. Exhibits minor age and
handling. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300

403. Judy
Garland oversize
publicity portrait
photograph for
The Harvey Girls.
(1946) Vintage
original (1) gelatin
silver doubleweight glossy 10
x 13 in. publicity
photograph for the
film, The Harvey
Girls. Snipe verso.
Exhibits age,
handling, minor
surface scratching
and corner wear.
Overall, in good
condition.
$200 - $300

404. Judy Garland personal real photo postcards of Vincente
Minnelli as a child in a sterling silver frame. (ca. 1910) Vintage
original heart-shaped sterling silver photo frame with faux-wood
backing, featuring childhood photos of Vincente. Measures approx. 5.25
x 5.5 in. Light handling. In very good condition. $200 - $300

405. Judy Garland
autograph note to
Vincente Minnelli
(ca. late 1940s)
Autograph letter
signed, “me”, 1-page
4.5 x 5.5 in. “Judy
Garland” embossed
personal stationery
to her then husband
Vincene Minnelli.
Garland writes in full,
“My Darling Vincente:
I hope the reviews this
morning make you as
proud of you as I am.
Perhaps they’ll help
to prove to you what
I’ve told you so many,
many times -- You
are truly a great artist!
Congratulations my
angel, - I love you -me-”. Retaining horizontal fold. In fine condition. $200 - $300

406. Judy Garland autograph note signed to Vincente Minnelli. (ca.
1940s) Vintage original autograph gift card reads “My darling: At last! Here is
your anniversary present. It comes to you with all of my deepest love. Always,
your Judy.” Measures 3.25 x 2.25 in. In fine condition. $200 - $300

407. Judy Garland autograph Valentine’s Day note signed to
Vincente Minnelli. (ca.1940s) Vintage original single-page note from
Judy to Minnelli asking him to ask “Jenny” to wake her for her morning
dental appointment, and wishing him Happy Valentine’s Day. “I love you
so much – and I miss you. Judy”. Measuring 8 x 6 in. on lined paper, the
note exhibits age, handling, toning, minor creasing and has a piece of toned
taped affixed to recto. Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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408. Judy Garland autograph letter signed toVincente
Minnelli with extraordinary lipstick kissed envelope.
(ca. 1940s) Vintage original 2-page autograph letter on a
4.5 x 5.5 in. bifolded leaf of embossed “Judy Minnelli”
staionery to Garland’s then-husband Vincente Minnelli. In
full: “Darling: I love you so very much!!! Couldn’t sleep for
a long time and my sweet momma got up out of bed and
came up, - by taxi yet - to keep me company. She’s sleeping
on the living room couch - so don’t let it shock you when
you see her there in the morning. It’s very late and I love
you very much. Will probably sleep late tomorrow. Will
call you when I get up. Goodnight my darling.Your Judy”.
With original envelope handwritten by Garland, “Vincente” and retaining the actress’ lip print in red lipstick at upper left where she kissed the envelope.
Letter exhibits additional horizontal fold, envelope with vertical fold. Some light soiling to envelope. In very good condition. $400 - $600

409. Judy Garland (2) autograph notes to Vincente Minnelli (ca. 1940s)
Vintage original (2) autograph notecards from Judy Garland to then-husband
Vincente Minnelli. Including (1) 3.5 x 2.5 in. foil embossed Bullock’s Wilshire
notecard inscribed and signed by Garland, “My darling Vincente - I hope you
enjoy your new coat - to keep your pretty self warm. Judy”. Also, (1) bifolded
3.5 x 2.5 in. notecard printed “Miss Judy Garland” on cover leaf and inscribed
by Garland on interior leaf, “My dear darling: This one is going to be your best
one - and that’s a big statement.Thank you for having such great talent and even
more for having such a great heart. I love you”. Retaining original envelope
which exhibits some toning. Cards in very good condition. $400 - $600

410. Judy Garland typed letter signed from songwriter Hugh
Martin. (1946-1974) Vintage original (1) typed letter from Hugh to
Judy, congratulating her on her marriage, praising her recording, “Love”,
and telling a funny story about how and where he heard it, closing with
praise for her new movie, The Clock. Also included is (1) autograph letter
to Vincente praising his new book, TV special, and stating his desire for
Minnelli to direct High Spirits with Liza starring. Exhibiting signs of age
toning, and handling. Retaining original transmittal folds. Overall, in good
to very good condition. $200 - $300

411. Judy Garland
autograph note
signed to Vincente
Minnelli. (ca. late
1940s) Autograph
note signed, 1-page
8.5 x 11 in. letter
paper. Garland pens
a heartfelt note to
her then husband,
in full: “Darling, I
adore you Your Judy”.
Retaining central
horizontal fold. In
fine condition.
$200 - $300
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412. Judy
Garland
autograph
note signed
to Vincente
Minnelli. (ca. late
1940s) Autograph
note signed,
1-page 6 x 9.5
in. 3-hole punch
notebook paper.
Garland writes in
full, “My Vincente
- I’ll love you for
ever & ever.Your
Judy”. Originally
quarter-folded.
In fine condition.
$200 - $300

413. Judy Garland autograph note signed to Vincente Minnelli.
(ca. late 1940s) Autograph note signed, 1-page 4.5 x 5.5 in. “Judy
Minnelli” embossed personal stationery. Garland writes in full, “My own
dear husband - I love you I’ll miss you every second. God bless and you
and keep you for Liza and me. always your own Judy”. Some light soiling
near monogram. In very good condition. $200 - $300

415. Judy Garland autograph note signed to Vincente Minnelli.
(ca. late 1940s) Autograph note signed, “Judy”, 1-page 4 x 6 in. “Mr.
and Mrs.Vincente Minnelli” folded notecard. Garland writes in full, “My
darling: a very late happy anniversary. I love you so much - Judy”. In fine
condition. $200 - $300

414. Judy Garland typed letter signed to Vincente Minnelli. (ca. late
1940s) Typed note signed, “Judy”, 1-page 4.5 x 5.5 in. “Judy Minnelli” embossed
personal stationery. Garland writes in full, “Vincent dear: When I got your roses
this morning I was so touched. Thank you, darling, and I love you very much”.
Exhibiting trace handling. In very good condition. $200 - $300

416. Judy Garland (2) pieces of sheet music from Meet Me in St. Louis.
(1935-1944) Vintage original (2) sheet music booklets for “The Trolley Song”
and “Meet Me in St. Louis, Louis”. Measures approx. 9 x 12 in. Covers exhibit
corner wear, age, handling, toning, minor corner and edge wear, minor surface
marring, an writing to covers. Overall, in good to very good condition.
$200 - $300

417. Judy Garland (6) photographs with newborn Liza Minnelli. (1946) Vintage original (6) gelatin silver double-weight matte 8 x 10 in. photographs.
Exhibits minor age, handling, toning and waving. Overall, in very good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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418. Judy Garland,
Vincente Minnelli, and
baby Liza Minnelli (4)
photographs. (1946)
Vintage original (4)
gelatin silver doubleweight matte 8 x 10 in.
photographs. Exhibits
minor age, handling,
toning and waving.
Overall, in good
condition. $200 - $300

419. Baby Liza Minnelli (35) photographs by John Engstead and others (1946) Vintage original (35) gelatin silver double-weight glossy and matte
photographs. Including (4) 8 x 10 in. prints by John Engstead retaining verso credit stamp and (30+) 4 x 5 in. prints. All depict the adorable young Liza
engaged in typical infant activites. Larger prints with some soiling edge wear, and corner loss. Small prints with some handling, a few tears, but in generally
very good condition. $300 - $500
420. Judy Garland with
newborn Liza (5) vintage
photographs. (1946) Vintage
original (5) gelatin silver
double-weight matte 8 x 10 in.
photographs of Judy Garland
and baby Liza. Exhibiting signs
of age, handling, some edge
wear, minor corner creasing,
one photo exhibits minor
waving. Overall, in good to
very good condition.
$300 - $500

421. Judy Garland and baby Liza Minnelli photograph by John Engstead.
(1946) Vintage original gelatin silver double-weight matte 8 x 10 in. photograph
of Judy Garland and baby Liza, by John Engstead, retaining verso credit stamp.
Some handling, but in generally very good condition. $200 - $300
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422. Judy Garland and baby Liza Minnelli photograph by John
Engstead. (1946) Vintage original gelatin silver double-weight matte 8
x 10 in. photograph of Judy Garland and baby Liza, by John Engstead,
retaining verso credit stamp. Some handling and edge wear, but in
generally vintage very good condition. $200 - $300
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423. Judy Garland (4) photographs from Liza Minnelli’s christening. (1946) Vintage original (4) gelatin silver double-weight matte 8 x 10 in.
photographs. Exhibits minor age, handling, toning and waving. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300
424. Judy Garland
(3) photographs
from Liza Minnelli’s
christening. (1946)
Vintage original (3)
gelatin silver doubleweight matte 8 x 10 in.
photographs. Exhibits
minor age, handling,
toning and waving.
Overall, in good
condition. $200 - $300

426. Judy Garland
1-sheet poster for
Words and Music.
(MGM, 1948) Vintage
original 27 x 41
in. 1-sheet poster.
Mounted to board
with original folds
visible. Exhibiting 4
in. tear at top, corner
pinholes, soiling at
lower left corner.
Presents in good
condition.
$200 - $300
425. Judy Garland with infant Liza Minnelli mounted oversize
exhibition photograph signed by Lette Valeska. (1946) Vintage
original gelatin silver single-weight 10 x 8 in. photograph tipped to
mounting board featuring Judy and baby Liza. Graphite signature
lower right recto. Measures approx. 13.25 x 11.5 in. Exhibits minor
age, handling, toning and edge wear. Overall, in good condition.
$200 - $300

427. Judy Garland (2) lobby cards from
Easter Parade. (MGM 1948) Vintage original
(2) 11 x 14 in. color lobby cards. Both feature
Judy and Fred Astaire. Exhibiting only marginal
handling to 1-card. In very good to fine condition.
$200 - $300
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428. Judy
Garland candid
photograph
with Vincente
Minnelli on the
set of The Pirate.
(1946) Vintage
original gelatin
silver doubleweight matte 8 x
10 in. photograph.
Exhibits minor age,
handling, waving
and toning. Overall,
in good condition.
$200 - $300

429. Judy Garland and baby Liza Minnelli framed photograph
from The Pirate. (MGM, 1948) Vintage original gelatin silver
photograph with 6.25 x 8 in. visible through ornate gold painted 12.25
x 14.25 in. molded wood frame. Unexamined out of frame. Exhibiting
some toning. In good condition. $200 - $300
430. Judy
Garland
(3) photographs on
the set of The Pirate.
(1948) Vintage original
(3) gelatin silver doubleweight matte 10 x 8 in.
production photographs
from The Pirate. Exhibits
minor corner wear, toning
and waving. Overall, in
good condition.
$200 - $300

431. Judy Garland and Vincente
Minnelli (3) behind the scenes
photographs from The Pirate. (1948)
Vintage original (3) gelatin silver doubleweight matte 10 x 8 in. production stills
from The Pirate. Exhibits minor corner
wear, toning and waving. Overall, in
good condition. $200 - $300

432. Judy Garland
(3) photographs
on the set of The
Pirate. (1948) Vintage
original (3) gelatin silver
double-weight matte
10 x 8 in. production
stills from The Pirate.
Exhibits minor corner
wear, toning and
waving. Overall, in good
condition. $200 - $300
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433. Judy Garland (2) photographs with Vincente and Liza Minnelli on the
set of The Pirate. (1948) Vintage original (2) gelatin silver double-weight matte 8
x 10 in. photographs. Exhibits minor age, handling, toning and waving. Overall, in
good condition. $200 - $300
436. Judy Garland, Vincente Minnelli and Walter Slezak
oversize photograph from Slezak’s birthday party on the set
of The Pirate. (1948) Vintage original gelatin silver double-weight
glossy 13 x 10 in. photographs, in which Judy and Minnelli celebrate
Slezak’s birthday with a cake. Snipe typed verso. Exhibits minor corner
wear. Overall, in very good condition. $200 - $300

434. Judy Garland vintage photograph with toddler Liza and
husband Vincente Minnelli on set of The Pirate. (1948) Vintage
original gelatin silver single-weight glossy 8 x 10 in. photograph.
Publication snipe in Spanish verso. Exhibits minor age, handling, toning
and creasing. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300

435. Judy Garland (4) photographs on-set with Vincente
Minnelli and baby Liza. (ca. 1940s) Vintage original (4) gelatin
silver double-weight matte 8 x 10 in. photographs. Exhibits minor age,
handling, toning and waving, minor edge wear, corner creasing. Overall,
in good condition. $200 - $300

437. Judy Garland and Liza Minnelli (3) oversize photographs. (ca.
1948) Vintage original (3) gelatin silver double-weight matte 10.5 x 10.75 in.
photographs. All depict same image. Exhibits minor age, handling, toning and
waving. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300

438. Judy Garland and Vincente Minnelli (2) photgraphs on-set with
little Liza Minnelli. (ca. 1950) Vintage original (2) gelatin silver double-weight
matte 8 x 10 in. photographs. Exhibits minor age, handling, toning and waving.
Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300
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439. Judy Garland and Vincente Minnelli (2) oversize
photographs from The Pirate. (1948) Vintage original collection
of (2) gelatin silver single-weight glossy 10 x 13 in. photographs,
featuring Judy, Liza,Vincente and Gene Kelly behind the scenes on
set of The Pirate. Exhibits handling and age, minor creasing, toning
and edge wear. Generally in good to very good condition.
$200 - $300

440. Judy Garland (4) behind the
scenes photographs with Vincente
Minnelli and Gene Kelly from The
Pirate. (1948-1950) Vintage original
collection of (4) gelatin silver doubleweight matte 8 x 10 in. photographs
on set of The Pirate. Includes (2) gelatin
silver double-weight matte 8 x 10 in.
contact sheet photographs from Summer
Stock. Exhibiting signs of age, handling,
and minor waving. Overall, in good
condition. $200 - $300
441. Judy Garland and baby
Liza Minnelli (8) photographs
on the set of The Pirate. (1948)
Vintage original collection of (8)
gelatin silver single-weight glossy
8 x 10 in. photographs, featuring
Judy Garland and Liza Minnelli
behind the scenes on set of The
Pirate. Exhibits handling and age,
minor creasing. Generally in good
condition. $200 - $300

442. Judy Garland with baby
Liza (8) vintage photographs
on the set of The Pirate.
(1948) Collection of (8) vintage
original 8 x 10 in. gelatin
silver double-weight matte
photographs of Judy and Liza
on set. Exhibiting signs of age,
handling, some edge and corner
wear, and minor waving. Overall,
in good condition. $400 - $600

443. Judy Garland with baby Liza (6) vintage photographs on set of The Pirate. (1948) Vintage original collection of (6) gelatin silver double-weight
matte 8 x 10 in. photographs of Judy and Liza on set. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, some edge and corner wear, and minor waving. Overall, in good
condition. $300 - $500
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444. Judy Garland (13) vintage photographs in Vincente Minnelli films. (ca. 1930s - 1940s) Vintage original collection of (13) gelatin silver singleweight and double-weight glossy and matte photographs measuring 5.25 x 10 in. to 8 x 10 in. Includes (1) 8 x 10 color glos photo. From movies/productions
like The Pirate, The Clock, Ziegfeld Girl, Harvey Girls, The Good Old Summertime, and Annie Get Your Gun. (5) have snipes typed verso. All exhibit minor edge
wear, age and handling, some creasing. Overall, in good to very good condition. $400 - $600

447. Liza Minnelli and Van
Johnson (3) behind the
scenes photographs from
In the Good Old Summertime.
(ca. 1949) Vintage original (3)
gelatin silver double-weight
matte 10 x 13 in. photographs.
Featuring Van Johnson and Liza
looking at a folio of some sort.
All photos depict same image.
Exhibits minor age, handling,
toning, edge and corner wear,
and minor edge loss on one.
Overall, in good condition.
$200 - $300

445. Judy Garland, Liza Minnelli, and Van Johnson (3) oversize
behind the scenes photographs from In the Good Old Summertime.
(ca. 1949) Vintage original (3) gelatin silver double-weight matte 10 x
13 in. photographs. Featuring Van Johnson and Liza looking at a folio of
some sort. All photos depict same image. Exhibits minor age, handling,
toning, edge and corner wear, and minor edge loss on one. Overall, in
good condition. $200 - $300

446. Judy Garland, Liza Minnelli, and Van Johnson (3) oversize
photographs. (ca. 1949) Vintage original (3) gelatin silver doubleweight matte 13 x 10 in. photographs. Featuring Van Johnson and Judy
looking at a bracelet Liza is showing off. All photos depict same image.
Exhibits minor age, handling, toning, edge and corner wear. Overall, in
good condition. $200 - $300

448. Judy Garland with toddler Liza (8) vintage photographs. (ca.
1948) Vintage original collection of (8) gelatin silver double-weight matte 8 x
10 in. photographs of Judy and Liza on set. Exhibiting signs of age, handling,
some edge and corner wear, and a few exhibit minor waving. Overall, in good
condition. $400 - $600
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449. Judy Garland and Liza Minnelli oversize photograph from Summer
Stock. (MGM, 1950) (ca. 1948) Vintage original gelatin silver approx. 10 x 13 in.
double-weight matte photograph. Exhibiting corner creasing, age, and wear. In
generally good condition. $200 - $300

450. Judy Garland and Liza Minnelli oversize photograph. (ca.
1948) Vintage original gelatin silver approx. 10 x 13 in. double-weight
matte photograph. Exhibiting corner creasing, age, and wear. In generally
good condition. $200 - $300

451. Judy Garland (200+)
career
image
archive.
(1920s-1969/many
printed
later) Collection of (200+)
vintage color and gelatin silver
single-weight, double-weight,
and RC photographs, as well as
post cards and printed material
ranging in size from 2.25 x
3.5 in. to 8 x 10 in. Featuring
images spanning Garland’s
career, with childhood family
photographs, publicity with
the Gumm Sisters, special studio portraits, scene stills, candids and portraits with her children, concert performance shots, and much, much more. Condition
ranges somewhat, though most remain good to very good. $400 - $600
452. Judy Garland and
toddler Liza Minnelli (4)
portrait and behind-thescenes photographs. (ca.
1948) Collection of (4) vintage
original photographs including
(2) gelatin silver double-weight
matte and (2) single-weight
glossy ranging in size from
approx. 7.25 x 6.5 in. to 11 x 11
in. Depicting Judy and young
Liza, with 1-featuring Mickey Rooney. Exhibiting minor age, handling, minor surface scratching, edge and corner wear, minor creasing on larger shots.
Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300

453. Judy Garland with Liza Minnelli (5) vintage photographs. (1948-1963) Collection of (5) vintage original gelatin silver photographs ranging in
size from 5 x 7 in. (mounted to board) to 8 x 10 in.With 4-retaining credit or agency inkstamps on the verso. Depicting candid shots of mother and daughter
throughout Liza’s childhood and adolescence. Exhibiting some handling, light soiling, and general wear. In very good condition. $300 - $500
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454. Judy Garland (4) photographs from Liza Minnelli’s birthday party. (1950) Vintage original (4) gelatin silver double-weight matte 8 x 10 in.
photographs. Exhibits minor age, handling, toning and waving. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300

455. Judy Garland and toddler Liza Minnelli (250+) negatives. (ca. 1940s) Collection of (250+) vintage original 2.25 x 2.25 in. camera negatives and
(20+) vintage original gelatin silver 2.5 x 2.5 in. single-weight photographs. Featuring many candid lifestyle shots of young Liza at home, some with her
mother. Exhibiting light age and handling. Overall, in very good condition. $200 - $300

456. Judy Garland and Liza Minnelli oversize behind the scenes
photograph. (ca. 1949) Vintage original gelatin silver double-weight
glossy 10 x 13 in. photograph. Exhibits minor age, handling, surface
scratching, edge and corner wear. Overall, in good condition.
$200 - $300

457. Judy Garland lobby card from Words and Music. (MGM, 1949) Vintage
original 11 x 14 in. color lobby card featuring Judy and young Janet Leigh. In
fine condition. $200 - $300

458. Judy Garland (4) lobby cards from In the Good Old Summertime. (MGM, 1949) Collection of (4) vintage original 11 x 14 in. color lobby cards.
All feature Judy and 2-depict Buster Keaton. Exhibiting 1-with 1.5 in. tear repaired with tape to recto, marginal tears, surface scuffs, corner pinholes, edge
chipping, and corner creasing. In fair to good condition. $200 - $300
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459. Judy Garland (3) hospital release press
photographs. (1949) Vintage original (3) gelatin silver
10 x 8 in. single-weight matte photographs of Judy
coming home after an extended hospital stay. Exhibiting
minor corner wear, toning, and foxing. Overall, in good
condition. $200 - $300

460. Judy Garland (5) pieces of sheet music from her
films. (MGM, 1942-1948) Collection of (5) sheet music
booklets measuring approx. 9 x 12 in. Inlcuding (1) “For
Me and My Gal” from For Me and My Gal, (1) “I Won’t
Dance” from Till the Clouds Roll By, (2) “On the Atchison,
Topeka and The Santa Fe” from The Harvey Girls, and (1)
“Blue Room” from Words and Music. Exhibiting light soiling,
spidering, creasing, corner and edge wear, and handling. In
generally good condition. $200 - $300

461. Judy Garland collection of (8)
fan magazines and memorabilia. (ca.
1930s-1940s) Vintage original collection
of (2) magazines featuring Judy on the
covers, “Look” and “Movie Stars Parade”,
(1) lined paper notepad with Judy on its
cover, (3) loose tear sheets from magazines,
(1) German publicity booklet for Broadway
Melody, and more. Measuring from approx.
8 x 10 in. to 11 x 15 in. Exhibiting signs
of age, handling, edge and corner wear,
edge and corner loss, tears, toning, surface
marring and creasing. Overall, in vintage
fair to good condition. $200 - $300

462. Judy Garland (2) heralds and (1) program from her films. (ca. 1940s) Vintage original collection of (2) heralds for Babes in Arms and Little Nellie
Kelly, and (1) program from Easter Parade. Ranging in size from 5.75 x 6.75 in. to 8 x 10 in. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, toning, minor edge wear, minor
corner loss on Little Nellie lower left corner, heralds are hole punched along spine. Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300

463. Judy Garland and young Liza Minnelli (2) custom
oversize photographs. (1950) Vintage original collection of (2)
gelatin silver double-weight matte 10.75 x 10.75 in. photographs of
Judy and Liza. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, some toning, edge
wear and corner wear. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300
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464. Judy Garland and Vincente Minnelli (2) oversize
photographs. (ca. 1947-1962) Vintage original (1) gelatin silver singleweight glossy featuring Minnelli directing, with Yvette Mimieux, Glenn
Ford and others, and (1) gelatin silver single-weight matte photo of Judy
and toddler Liza on set. Both tipped on boards. Measuring approx. 9.5 x
13.5 x .05 in. to 13.5 x 10.25 x .08 in. Exhibiting signs of age, handling,
some toning, surface scratching, surface marring, edge wear and corner 465. Judy Garland (2) September 13, 1954 issues of Life Magazine.
(1954) Vintage original (2) issues of Life featuring an image of Garland on the
wear. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300
cover and a feature article on the making of A Star is Born. Measuring 10 x
14 in. Exhibiting some wear, toning, spidering and soiling. In generally good
condition. $200 - $300

466. Judy Garland (4) lobby cards from A Star is Born. (Warner Bros., 1954) Collection of (4) vintage original color 11 x 14 in. color lobby cards all
depicting Judy. 1-card exhibits heavy creasing and some loss to lower edge. All others in fine condition. $200 - $300

467. Judy Garland complete set of (8) English lobby cards for A Star is Born. (Warner Bros., 1954) Complete set of (8) color 8 x 10 in. lobby cards
for the classic Garland musical. Exhibiting some corner creasing and handling. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

468. Judy Garland (3) typed letters
signed to a fan. (1955-1960s) Collection
of (3) vintage original letters signed by Judy
Garland to a fan. Including (1) 1-page typed
on white 6.25 x 9 in. stationery, undated and
signed, “Judy Garland”, (1) 1-page typed on
white 6.25 x 9 in. stationery, dated Feburary
26, 1962, signed, “Judy Garland”, and retaining
original transmittal envelope. Also, (1) 1-page
typed on Warner Bros. Pictures Inc. letterhead
stationery, dated April 14, 1955 and signed
“Judy”. Garland writes in part, “I cannot let
another day pass without taking the time to
tell you how touched and pleased I was to get
your gift for Little Joey...Whenever something
like this happens I have a great feeling of guilt, - as though an unknown friend had done something for me that I cannot hope to repay”. Letters retain
original transmital folds and exhibit toning, soiling, handling, and light corner creasing. In good to very good conditon. $400 - $600
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469. Judy Garland (2) 1957 concert performance programs. (1957)
Collection of (2) vintage original “The Story of Judy Garland” concert programs.
Measures 9 x 12 in. Exhibiting minor creasing and edge wear, surface marring. In
Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300
472. Judy Garland (4) oversize production, stage, and portrait
photographs. (ca. 1960s) Vintage original collection of (4) gelatin
silver double-weight oversized photos of Judy performing, posing by
herself, and with a friend. One is mounted to board. Measures from
approx. 10 x 13.5 in. to 11 x 14 in. Two have notes verso, one has stamp.
Exhibits minor creasing and edge wear, surface marring. Overall, in good
condition. $200 - $300
473. Judy Garland
candid backstage
exhibition photograph
with her children
by John Bryson. (ca.
1957) Vintage original
approx. 9.4 x 13.4 in.
double-weight semigloss borderless custom
photograph by John
Byson mounted to 10.4 x
14.5 in. board. Retaining
credit inkstamp on the
verso. Depicting Judy
with Liza, Lorna Luft, and
Joey Luft backstage before
a concert performance.
Exhibiting light toning
and spot emulsion loss
at upper right. In good
to very good condition.
$200 - $300

470. Judy Garland (2) 1960s concert programs. (ca. 1960s) Collection of
(2) vintage original concert programs from Judy Garland live performances in
the 1960s. Measuring 9 x 12 in. With 1-hand-annotated on the inside cover,
“Sept. 29, 67”. Exhibiting some fading, toning, creasing, and spidering. In good
to very good condition. $200 - $300

471. Judy Garland (3) 1950s concert programs. (1959) Collection of (3)
vintage original concert programs from the Chicago Opera House, the War
Memorial Opera House, and the Shrine Auditorium. Measuring approx. 6.5
x 9.5 in. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, a couple of minor tears, minor edge
wear, and minor surface marring on the Chicago program. Overall, in good to
very good condition. $200 - $300
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474. Judy Garland signed and inscribed panoramic photograph
for a Christmas card. (ca. 1956) Vintage original panoramic gelatin
silver double-weight photo, taped to matting, inscribed and signed by
Judy. Features Liza and the Lufts. Measures approx. 22.25 x 10 in. Light
age, handling, photo exhibits very minor waving. Overall, in very good
condition. $200 - $300
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475. Judy Garland oversize portrait photograph by Milton
Greene. (ca. 1960s) Vintage original oversize gelatin silver doubleweight semi-gloss oversized photo of Judy posing. Photographer stamp
and writing verso. Measures 14 x 10.75 in. Exhibits minor age, handling,
creasing and edge wear. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300

476. Judy Garland (2) personal concert performance programs.
(1960-1961) Vintage original (1) program from her legendary
performance at Carnegie Hall in 1961, and (1) concert program from a
1960 show at the O’Keefe Centre. Measures 9 x 12 in. to 8.5 x 10.75 in.
Exhibits minor creasing and edge wear, surface marring. Overall, in good
condition. $400 - $600

477. Judy Garland custom bound book The Beginnings of
Philadelphia presented to her by mayor Richard Dilworth. (Grant
Miles Simon, 1957) Vintage original hardcover book presented to Judy
Garland by the mayor of Philadelphia and other city officials; 54 pp.
Signed on the title page by Richardson Dilworth and others with gold
metallic sticker city seal. Presented in a blue cloth and board clamshell
case with gold gilt stamped “Judy Garland” at bottom of cover recto.
Measures 10.5 x 14.5. in. Exhibiting some wear and scuffs to case and
book cover. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

478. Judy Garland tramp clown tailcoat from a portrait sitting with
Richard Avedon. (ca. 1956) Vintage emerald green wool blend fabric oversize
tailcoat with notched lapels, padded shoulders, and 4-pearlescent plastic buttons
at abdomen, 2-at sleeves, and 2-above split tails at verso. Featuring gold fabric
daisy sewn to left lapel, and retaining internal Brooks Costume Company New
York bias label handwritten, “Garland”. Worn by Judy in an iconic portrait
sitting with Richard Avedon for the November 25, 1956 issue of This Week
magazine, this tramp clown tailcoat is similar to costumes for the popular “Be a
Clown” number in her touring stage show. $800 - $1,200

479. Judy Garland (5) lobby cards from Judgment at Nuremberg, Gay
Purr-ee, and A Child is Waiting. (Various Studios, 1961-63) Vintage original
(5) color and monochromatic lobby cards. Including (3) A Child is Waiting, (1)
Judgment at Nuremberg, and (1) Gay Purr-ee. Exhibiting occasional soiling and
toning. Condition ranges from good to fine. $200 - $300
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480. Judy Garland
(4) glamour
photographs. (1962)
Vintage original
collection of (4)
glamour gelatin silver
single and doubleweight glossy and matte
8 x 10 in. photographs.
Exhibits handling and
age, minor soiling.
Generally in good
condition. $200 - $300

481. The Judy Garland
Special (19) contact
sheets for 1962
television variety show.
(1963) Vintage original
collection of (19) gelatin
silver single-weight 8
x 10 in. contact sheets
featuring photographs of
Judy Garland and friends,
including Frank Sinatra and Dean Martin, on set of The Judy Garland Show. Some frames with stickers affixed to lower bottom edge. Exhibits age, handling,
edge wear, and some toning to a few of the sheets. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300

482. Judy Garland (2) sheet music arrangements. (ca. 19621963) Collection of (2) sheet music arrangements for TV variety show
performances including (1) printed 11.5 x 14 in. tape-bound 10-page
arrangement by Kay Thompson for “Just You - Just Me” performed by
Judy, Frank Sinatra, and Dean Martin, and (1) printed 10.25 x 13 in.
24-page heavily hand-annotated “Born In A Trunk Medley” conductor’s
score for an episode of The Judy Garland Show. In generally good to very
good condition. $200 - $300

483. The Judy Garland Show (2) contact sheets. (1963) Vintage original
collection of (2) gelatin silver single-weight 8 x 10 in. contact sheets featuring
photographs of Judy Garland and friends, including Jerry Van Dyke, Mickey
Rooney and others, on set of The Judy Garland Show. Photos measuring from 2.25
x 2.25 in. to 4 x 5 in. (1) sheet has sticker affixed to lower bottom edge. Exhibits
age, handling and edge wear. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300

484. The Judy Garland Show (22) behind-the-scenes contact sheets for the pilot of her TV series. (1963) Collection of (22) vintage original gelatin
silver 8 x 10 in. single-weight glossy contact sheets, with 7-12- 2.25 x 2.25 in. frames per sheet, dated from June 2-4. Some bearing near-margin punch
holes, others with grease pencil notation. Depicting Garland, guests Mickey Rooney and Jerry Van Dyke, Dick Van Dyke, other cast, crew, and production
staff in behind-the-scenes candid shots, and during the rehearsal and filming of the pilot episode of The Judy Garland Show. Exhibiting edge wear, surface loss,
production wear, and handling. In generally good to very good condition. $300 - $500
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485. The Judy Garland Show (8) contact sheets. (1963) Vintage original collection of (8) gelatin silver single-weight 8 x 10 in. contact sheets featuring
photographs of Judy Garland and friends, including Mel Torme, Judy Henske and others, on set of The Judy Garland Show. Photos measuring 2.25 x 2.25 in.
(1) sheet has sticker affixed to lower bottom edge. Exhibits age, handling and edge wear. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300

486. The Judy Garland Show (9) contact sheets. (1963) Vintage original collection of (9) gelatin silver single-weight 8 x 10 in. contact sheets featuring
photographs of Judy Garland and friends, including Liza Minnelli, Jerry Van Dyke and others, on set of The Judy Garland Show. Photos measuring from 2.25
x 2.25 in. to 8 x 10 in. (2) sheets have stickers affixed to lower bottom edge. Exhibits age, handling and edge wear. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300
487. The Judy Garland Show (10)
contact sheets. (1963) Vintage original
collection of (10) gelatin silver-single
weight 8 x 10 in. contact sheets featuring
photographs of Judy Garland and friends
on set of The Judy Garland Show. Photos
measuring from 2.25 x 2.25 in. to 4 x 5
in. (1) sheet has sticker affixed to lower
bottom edge. Exhibits age, handling and
edge wear. Overall, in good condition.
$200 - $300

488. The Judy Garland Show (16) contact sheets. (1963) Vintage original collection of (16) gelatin silver single-weight 8 x 10 in. contact sheets featuring
photographs of Judy Garland and other celebrities, including Jerry Van Dyke, Dick Shawn, Tony Bennett and others. Photos measuring from 2.25 x 2.25 in.
to 4 x 5 in. (1) sheet has sticker affixed to lower bottom edge. Exhibits age, handling and edge wear. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300

489. The Judy Garland Show (3) contact
sheets. (1963) Vintage original collection
of (3) gelatin silver single weight 8 x 10
in. contact sheets featuring photographs of
Judy Garland and friends on set of The Judy
Garland Show, and Judy traveling. Measuring
from 2.25 x 2.25 to 4 x 5 in. (1) sheet
has sticker affixed to lower bottom edge.
Exhibits minor creasing and edge wear.
Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300
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490. Judy Garland and Liza Minnelli (4) color photographs from The Judy Garland Show by Roddy McDowall. (July 16, 1963/printed later)
Collection of (4) color 8 x 10 in. photographs by Roddy McDowall from the third episode of her television show. All retain McDowall’s credit sticker on the
verso. Including 3-Judy and Liza in hobo drag performing “Two Lost Souls” and 1-behind-the-scenes shot of Judy. Virtually unhandled. In fine condition.
$200 - $300

491. The Judy Garland Show (33) behind-the-scenes contact sheets. (1963) Collection of (33) vintage original gelatin silver 8 x 10 in. single-weight
glossy contact sheets, with 8-12- 2.25 x 2.25 in. frames per sheet, dated September 20. Featuring behind-the-scenes, rehearsal, and set shots of Garland
with guests Henry Fonda, Jerry Van Dyke, and Donald O’Connor. Exhibiting some edge wear and handling. Otherwise in good to very good condition.
$300 - $500
492. The Judy Garland Show
(21)
behind-the-scenes
contact
sheets. (1963)
Collection of (21) vintage
original gelatin silver 8 x 10 in.
single-weight glossy contact
sheets including 1-with 23
35mm frames, 2-with 6 total
4 x 5 in. frames, and 18-with
7-12- 2.25 x 2.25 in. frames,
all dated September 27.
Featuring behind-the-scenes
and production shots of Garland and guests George Maharis, Jack Carter, The Dillards, Leo Durocher, and Jerry Van Dyke. Exhibiting some corner loss,
handling, and production wear. In good to very good condition. $300 - $500
494. The Judy
Garland Show
(26) contact
sheets for
her 1963
Christmas
special
with Liza
Minnelli,
Lorna Luft,
and Joey
Luft. (1963)
Vintage
original
collection of
(26) gelatin
silver single
weight 8
x 10 in.
contact sheets
featuring photographs of Judy Garland and friends, including Liza Minnelli,
Jack Jones, Mel Torme, Lorna and Joey Luft and more, on set of The Judy
Garland Show. Photos measuring from 2.25 x 2.25 in. Exhibits age, handling
and edge wear, some toning and surface marring to a few of the sheets.
Overall, in good condition. $300 - $500

493. Judy Garland
and Liza Minnelli
(8) oversize color
photographs from
The Judy Garland
Show by Roddy
McDowall. (CBS,
1963/printed later)
Collection of (8) color
RC photographs with
8.75 x 13.4 in. visible
through 10.5 x 15 in.
black velvet over wood
frames. Depicting Judy
and Liza singing a
medley duet and Judy
from a host segment.
Photos unexamined
out of frames. Some
wear and rubbing to
velvet. In good to very
good condition.
$200 - $300
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495. Judy Garland (23) contact sheets for television variety specials and series episodes. (1963) Vintage original collection of (23) gelatin silver
single-weight 8 x 10 in. contact sheets featuring photographs of Judy Garland and friends, including Mickey Rooney,Vic Damone and more, on set of The
Judy Garland Show. Photos measuring from 2.25 x 2.25 in. to 4.75 x 3.75 in. (2) sheets have stickers affixed to lower bottom edge. Exhibits age, handling and
edge wear, some toning to a few of the sheets. Overall, in good condition. $300 - $500
496. Judy Garland,
Vincente Minnelli
and Liza Minnelli (5)
award certificates.
(1963-1981) Collection
of (5) award certificates
ranging in size from
6.6 x 7.75 in. to 9 x 12
in. Including (1) Judy
Garland Woman of the
Year award from Radio
Television Daily, (1) Liza
Minnelli for Circus of the Stars, (3) Vincente Minnelli: 1-Champion Director for 1965 from Motion Picture Herald, 1-Achievement Award from the City of
Los Angeles, and 1-recognition from The Society for the Preservation of Tent, Folk and Repertoire Theatre. Exhibiting light handling and wear. In good
condition. $200 - $300

497. Judy Garland and Liza Minnelli (8) oversize photographs from their 1963 performance at the London Palladium by T.O. Neill. (1963)
Vintage original collection of (8) gelatin silver double-weight photographs featuring Liza and Judy performing. All stamped with photographer mark verso.
Measures approx. 11 x 8 in. to 14 x 9 in. Exhibiting minor edge wear, age and handling. Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300
498. Judy Garland (4) oversize
photographs from her 1963
performance at the London
Palladium by T.O. Neill. (1963)
Vintage original collection of (4) gelatin
silver double-weight photographs
featuring Judy performing. All stamped
with photographer mark on the verso
verso. Measures approx. 11 x 13.75 in.
Exhibiting minor edge wear, age and
handling. Overall, in good to very good
condition. $200 - $300
499. Judy Garland (17) photographs
from TV appearances. (1963-1966)
Collection of (17) vintage gelatin silver
approx. 7.5 x 9.5 in. (trimmed) singleweight glossy production photographs.
All but 1-stapled front and back to loose
black construction paper scrapbook
leafs. Depicting Garland from The Judy
Garland Show and The Sammy Davis
Jr. Show. Exhibiting some age and
handling. In generally good condition.
$200 - $300
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500. Judy Garland and
Liza Minnelli (3) oversize
photographs. (ca. 1968) Vintage
original (3) gelatin silver doubleweight photographs featuring
Judy with Liza. Measures approx.
13.75 x 9.5 in. to 10.75 x 13.5 in.
Exhibiting edge wear, age, handling,
creasing, corner wear and edge tears.
Overall, in fair to good condition.
$200 - $300

501. Judy Garland (3) press books for her later films. (19621963) Vintage original collection of (3) press books including A
Child is Waiting, I Could Go On Singing, and Gay Purr-ee. Measuring
12.75 x 18 in. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, minor edge wear,
edge tears, surface marring, spidering, and edge toning. 2-have been
folded. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300

502. Judy Garland (7) lobby cards from I Could Go on Singing. (United Artists, 1963) Collection of (7) vintage original 11 x 14 in. monochromatic
lobby cards. All depict Judy. Some light marginal toning and wear. In generally very good to fine condition. $200 - $300

503. Judy Garland
personal 1-sheet
poster for A
Child is Waiting.
(UA, 1963) Vintage
original 27 x 41 in.
1-sheet poster. Folded
as issued. With light
edge toning and
wear, and chip to top
central fold. In very
good condition.
$200 - $300
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504. Judy
Garland personal
1-sheet poster
for I Could Go
on Singing. (UA,
1963) Vintage
original 27 x 41
in. 1-sheet poster.
Folded as issued.
Exhibiting light
wear to corners.
Otherwise in very
good condition.
$200 - $300

505.
Judy
Garland
(200+)
snapshot and fan photographs.
(ca. 1940s-1960s) Vintage original
collection of (200+) personal and
professional photos in three-ring photo
album with expandable page. Features
iconic celebrities like Sammy Davis
Jr., Andy Williams, Eartha Kitt, John F.
Kennedy, and many more. Measuring
approx. 1.25 x 2.25 in. to 5 x 3.5 in.
Exhibiting minor age, handling, some
toning. Overall, in good to very good
condition. $200 - $300
506. Judy Garland
(50+) snapshots and
fan photographs. (ca.
1940s-1960s) Vintage original
collection of (200+) personal
and professional photos in
three-ring photo album with
expandable page. Measuring
approx. 2.25 x 3.5 in. to 5
x 3.5 in. Exhibiting minor
age, handling, some toning.
Overall, in good to very good
condition. $200 - $300

507. Judy Garland signed
Christmas card to Vincente
Minnelli. (ca. 1966) Vintage printed
8 x 6 in. Christmas card with cover
graphic depicting a snowy small town
scene. Inscribed and signed by Garland,
“Dear Denise and Vincent - with our
love, Judy and Mark”. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

508. Judy Garland (2) coral brooches. (ca. 1960s) Collection of (2) hand
carved coral brooches in gold pin-back settings. Including (1) neo-classic cameo
portrait of a woman measuring 1.1 in. (unmarked) and (1) flowers in a breeze
with setting stamped “14k” measuring 2 in. long. Exhibiting 2-small spots of
pigment loss to floral brooch, and black residue to cameo. In good to very good
condition. $200 - $300

509. Judy Garland (3) fan letters includng 1-with Garland’s handwritten
reply. (1968) Vintage original collection of (4) letters to Judy, (3) autograph, (1)
typed, one of the handwritten features a handwritten note to “Angel” someone
added possibly after receiving the letter. Two of the letters are still in their
original envelopes. Measures from approx. 5 x 4 in. to 7 x 8 in. Exhibiting signs
of age, handling, original transmittal folds, some surface marring. Overall, in
good to very good condition. $200 - $300
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513. Judy Garland
contemplative
backstage portrait
photograph. (ca.
1960) Vintage gelatin
silver single-weight
8 x 10 in. candid
photograph of Judy
Garland on a stage,
pausing for moment
to enjoy her cigarette
(smoke wafting behind
her). Exhibiting minor
edge wear, creasing, age
and handling. Minor
tear top middle edge
was mended with tape.
Overall, in good to
very good condition.
$200 - $300

510. Judy Garland collection of ephemera including court summons
and performance contracts. (ca. 1960-1968) Vintage original and copies
of assorted court documents pertaining to payment disputes, (1) production
contract for “The Judy Garland Show”, (1) doctor’s house call invoice, and
more. Measuring from approx. 5.25 x 7.75 in. Exhibiting signs of age, handling,
original transmittal folds, some surface marring, storage receipt exhibits corner
loss and edge wear. Overall, in very good condition. $200 - $300

511. Judy Garland contract signing photo plaque. (ca. 1950s) Vintage
original gelatin silver 9.5 x 7.5 in. photograph with gold edges depicting a
smiling Judy signing a contract affixed to 12 x 10 in. blond wood permaplaque.
Retaining saw tooth hanging hardware on the verso. In very good condition.
$200 - $300

514. Judy Garland (20+) fan letters and ephemera. (ca. 1960s)
Collection of (20+) letters and ephemera ranging in size from 3.25 x
5.25. From the touching to the humorous and the bizarre, this collection
of greeting cards, letters, and assorted material demonstrates the
degree of devotion Garland inspired in her fans, and also serves as an
interesting insight into what Judy herself felt important to preserve. Some
retaining original transmittal envelopes. Exhibiting some creases, toning,
staining, tears, and handling. Generally in good to very good condition.
$200 - $300

512. Judy Garland
(4) press kits for
live performances.
(ca. 1960s) Collection
of (4) Judy Garland
press kits in 9.25 x
12.5 in. linen-textured
paper folders with
printed David Stone
Martin portrait art on
the front cover. Each
contains: (1) packets
of press clippings, (1)
packet of biographical
information, (1) concert
program measuring 9 x
12 in., and (4) printed
black-and-white 8 x 10
in. portraits of Garland.
With 1-kit missing
2-portraits. Exhibiting some wear and tattering to edges of folders with some
foxing and/or toning to contents. Also includes a collection of newspaper
clippings in original transmittal envelope addressed to Garland. In generally
good condition. $200 - $300
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515. Judy Garland
(8) performance
portrait
photographs by
Roddy McDowall.
(ca. 1963/printed
later) Collection
of (8) gelatin silver
RC photographs
measuring 10.25 x
13.75 in., taped to
14 x 18 in. mats. All
retaining McDowall’s
credit sticker on the
verso. In very good
condition.
$200 - $300

516. Judy Garland award proclamation from New York City
mayor Robert F. Wagner in custom presentation folder. (1959)
Vintage original certificate for “distinguished and exceptional service”,
in presentation folder, signed by Mayor Wagner. Measures approx. 9.5 x
12.25 x .25 in. Exhibiting age, handling, surface marring and edge wear.
Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300

517. Judy Garland
iconic photograph
for Blackglama Furs
by Richard Avedon.
(ca. 1968) gelatin silver
single-weight 8 x 10
in. photograph of
Judy modeling in fur.
Exhibiting minor edge
wear, age and handling.
Minor surface marring
and foxing along edges.
Overall, in good to very
good condition.
$200 - $300

518. Judy Garland (85+) live performance and candid contact sheet images. (ca. 1960s) Vintage original collection of (15+) contact sheet strips
pieced together with tape, featuring Judy performing, as well as behind the scenes. Measures from approx. 3.5 x 21.75 in. to 16.5 x 11.5 in. Exhibiting signs
of age, handling, minor tears, corner creasing, yellowed tape, and edge wear. Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300

The Personal Property of

Liza Minnelli
519. Judy Garland (8) fan
publications.
(ca. 1960s-2010)
Collection of (8) fan publications
related to Judy Garland, ranging in
size from 8.5 x 10.8 in. to 9 x 11.8
in.Titles include: Songs of Judy Garland,
Judy Garland and Mickey Rooney, The
Immortal Judy Garland, Judy Garland
Album of George and Ira Gershwin Song
Hits, and more. Exhibiting some tape
repair to covers, toning, edge wear,
handling, and age. Most in good to
very good condition. $200 - $300
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520. Judy Garland fan-made scrapbook with (200+) photographs. (ca. 1930s-1960s) Vintage original collection of (200+) photos featuring Judy and
many notable celebrities spanning her entire career. Features (2) autographed photos, one from Liza Minnelli, one from Lorna Luft. Album measures 14 x 11
in. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, edge and corner wear, edge and corner loss, tears, toning, surface marring and creasing. A couple of pages have photos
which stuck to one another and were torn apart. Overall, in vintage fair to very good condition. $200 - $300
521. Judy Garland (27) vintage
reprint photographs with
baby Liza and others. (ca.
1948) Vintage reprint (27) gelatin
silver single-weight 8 x 10 in.
photographs of Judy Garland and
baby Liza Minnelli, and other
friends and family. Exhibiting
minor edge wear, age and handling.
Overall, in good to very good
condition. $200 - $300

522. Liza Minnelli’s reference binder of (250+) vintage and reprint snapshot photographs of her mother Judy Garland. (ca. 1930s-1960s/
many printed later) Collection of (250+) personal and professional gelatin silver and color, fiber-based and RC photographs ranging in size from 1.25 x
2.25 in. to 5 x 3.5 in. Featuring posed and candid shots of Judy from her film career, with her family, performing on stage, and with friends and collaborators
including Sammy Davis Jr., Andy Williams, Eartha Kitt, Mark Herron, and many more.Exhibiting minor age, handling, and toning. Overall, in good to very
good condition. $300 - $500

523. Judy Garland and Vincente Minnelli (40+) negatives from their film careers. Collection of (40+) vintage black-and-white copy negatives
ranging in size from 5.25 x 7 in. to 8 x 10 in. Featuring Judy Garland and baby Liza Minnelli, friends, family and production images from Judy, Minnelli, and
Liza’s films. Some tape masking to borders. Exhibiting minor edge wear, age and handling. Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300

524. Judy Garland and Vincente Minnelli (240+) black & white slides chronicling the history of MGM. (ca. 1920s-1960s/created later) Collection
of (240+) black & white 35mm transparencies in plastic slide housings. Featuring images from the history of MGM, including many important productions
and significant stars, including especially attentive coverage to Judy Garland and Vincente Minnelli. Some multiples of the same image. In generally very good
condition. $200 - $300
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525. Judy Garland Epcot Person of the Century award certificate.
(1990) Original Epcot Poll “Person of the Century” award nomination.
Garland was nominated along with figures like The Beatles, Thomas
Edison, Albert Einstein, John F. Kennedy, Martin Luther King and Henry
Ford. The voting for this award was to be determined by visitors to the
Epcot Center in Orlando, Florida, but four months after the booths were
installed in the park, they were unceremoniously removed, and the entire
program was scrapped, allegedly due to the employees in the park writing
in joke names and overloading the system. Light handling. Overall, in
very good condition. $200 - $300

526. Judy Garland Entertainment Hall of Fame Award medallion.
(1974) Vintage original 3.5 in. round gold metal award medallion
featuring the “’Entertainment Hall of Fame” logo embossed on the front
and, “Honoring Creators and Performers of the Twentieth Century not
for what they last did, but what they did that will last’ to Judy Garland
1974” engraved on the verso. The medallion is housed in a custom 5 x 5
x 1.5 in. hinged wooden presentation box with engraved brass plaque on
the top of the lid reading,“Entertainment Hall of Fame to Judy Garland”.
In very good to fine condition. $200 - $300

527. Judy Garland (1) portrait drawing and (1) lithographic print.
(1977-2003) Vintage original (1) chalk and charcoal portrait of Judy
Garland, measuring 22 x 28 in., signed lower right, and (1) lithographic
print of Dean Martin, Judy Garland and Frank Sinatra, measuring 24
x 24.5 in., signed “John C. Broomfield”, also with artist stamp verso.
Exhibit signs of age, handling, and minor lower right corner tear on Judy
portrait. Overall, in good very good condition. $200 - $300

528. Judy Garland first day covers and ephemera for The Wizard Oz.
(1990) Original (2) first day “March 23rd, 1990” hand-canceled covers of Judy
Garland Wizard of Oz postage stamps Including (1) printed envelope with
“Classic Films of 1939” envelope featuring a full set of stamps including 1-Judy
Garland “Oz” stamp, 1-Gone With the Wind, 1-Beau Geste and 1-Stagecoach stamps,
(1) Judy Garland postcard with 1-“Oz” stamp and (1) slide featuring the “Oz”
stamp art. All in very good to fine condition.$200 - $300

529. Judy Garland US Postage Stamp first day of issue plaque and
(200+) first day covers. (2006) Original collection of Judy Garland 39-cent
postage stamp ephemera including (1) 14 x 21 in. First Day of issue plaque
featuring double-cut mat and framed items including 1-oversize Judy Garland
stamp, 1- set of 4-Judy Garland “Legends of Hollywood” stamps and 1-engraved
brass plate reading, “Judy Garland Legends of Hollywood First Day of Issue
United States Postal Service New York, New York June 10, 2006”. Also includes
(10) sets of Judy Garland postage stamps with each packaged with a stamped card
and (200+) Garland-stamped 9 x 6 in. commemorative envelopes. All in fine
condition. $200 - $300

530. Judy Garland and Liza Minnelli “The Original Make Believe
Ballroom Hall of Fame” award plaques. (ca. 1960s) Vintage original (2) glass
award plaques, in original boxes with acrylic stands included. Awards measure
approx. 5 x 7 x .04 in. Lightly handled, in very good condition. $200 - $300
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531. Judy Garland
special oversize portrait
print commissioned by
Liza Minnelli. (ca. 2000s)
Original oversize 18.25 x
22.25 in. sepia tone print,
visible through 25 x 26.75
in. mat, of a young Judy
Garland as commissioned
by Liza Minnelli. The print
is tipped to foam core
backing and retains its
original white board cut
mat. Unexamined out of
mat. In very good to fine
condition. $200 - $300

534. Judy Garland (9) career scrapbooks and albums. (ca.
1930s-1960s/many printed later) Collection of (9) scrapbooks, most fan
made, containing extensive printed clippings and portraiture as well as
100+ color and gelatin silver RC and fiber-based paper photographs,
most printed later, covering Judy Garland’s youth and entire career in
show business. Featuring vintage fan magazine portraits and covers,
candid snapshots of Judy throughout her life with co-stars, family, and
cultural luminaries (many reprint fan photos), press photographs, studio
publicity (many reprints) and more. Photos range in size from 2.5 x 3.5
in. to 8 x 10 in. Albums range from 9.75 x 11.5 in. to 10.75 x 11.6 in.
Some degradation to plastic sleeves. Contents exhibit toning and age. In
generally good to very good condition. $200 - $300

532. The Wizard of Oz “Grand Finale” collector plate by Knowles. (1979)
Vintage original 10 in. china collector’s plate with artwork by James Auckland.
Retaining maker’s and series information on the verso, with plate number
“14543E”. Comes with COA and original box. Exhibiting light age and wear.
In very good condition. $200 - $300

533. Judy Garland award trophy from the Audrey Hepburn Hollywood
for Children “Hall of Fame”. (1996) Vintage abstract glass award trophy
posthumously awarded to Judy Garland by Audrey Hepburn’s Children’s Fund
organization. Featuring a laser etched portrait of Judy and the legend, “Every
Child is a Reminder that God has not Lost Faith in Man”. Light age and wear.
Otherwise in very good condition. $200 - $300
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535. Liza Minnelli collection (70+) photographs of the films of
Judy Garland and her own career. (ca. 1940s-1980s/printed later)
Collection of (70+) gelatin silver and color RC photographs, as well
as inkjet photo prints ranging in size from 4 x 6 in. to 8.25 to 11.4
in. Covering Judy’s films and concert career, as well as Liza’s films and
landmark concert performances and tours. Exhibiting light handling and
a few creases. Most in very good condition. $200 - $300

www.profilesinhistory.com

536. Liza Minnelli reference file of (30+) photographs and print images of her parents, Judy Garland and Vincente Minnelli. (ca. 1940s-1970s)
Collection of (30+) vintage photographic and printed images of Garland and Minnelli, some with Liza, ranging in size from 2.5 x 3.5 in. to 8 x 10 in.
Including candid snap shots, behind-the-scenes images from films, stage performances, special occasion portraits, and more. Exhibiting age, handling, and
wear. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300
537. Liza Minnelli (7) baby and
childhood photographs with one
or both of her parents. (ca. 19461950) Vintage original (4) gelatin
silver single- and (3) double-weight 8
x 10 in. photographs of Liza with her
mother and father. Exhibiting signs of
age, handling, corner wear, waving, and
even toning. Overall, in good to very
good condition. $200 - $300
538. Collection of (125+)
high quality copy negatives
and prints of Judy Garland,
Vincente Minnelli, and Liza.
(ca. 1940s-1980s) Collection
of (125+) acetate negatives
of Minnelli,
Judy and Liza.
Measuring from approx. 3.5 x
3.75 in. to 8 x 10 in. Exhibiting
minor edge wear, age and
handling. Overall, in good to very
good condition. $200 - $300

539. Liza Minnelli (60+) baby and childhood photos and inter-negatives. (1940s-1950s/some printed later) Collection of (60+) acetate internegatives and vintage and later gelatin silver and inkjet RC and fiber-based photographs ranging in size from 5 x 7 in. to 8 x 10 in. Featuring Liza from
infancy through adolescence. Exhibiting some creasing, toning, handling, corner loss, edge wear, and age. In generally good to very good condition.
$200 - $300
540. Liza Minnelli (4)
baby photographs by John
Engstead. (ca. 1948) Vintage
original gelatin silver doubleweight 8 x 10 in. photographs
of baby Liza. Photographer
stamp verso. Exhibiting signs
of age, handling, minor tears
not obscuring images, minor
edge and corner wear, and
even toning. Overall, in good
to very good condition.
$200 - $300
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541. Liza Minnelli (4) baby photographs
on set with her mother. (ca. 1948-1950)
Vintage original (3) gelatin silver single- and
(1) double-weight 8 x 10 in. photographs of
Liza with her mother on the sets of Summer
Stock and The Pirate. Exhibiting signs of age,
handling, minor edge and corner wear, and
even toning. Overall, in good to very good
condition. $300 - $500

542. Liza Minnelli baby photograph on set of The Pirate with Judy Garland
and Vincente Minnelli. (1948) Vintage original gelatin silver single-weight 8
x 10 in. publicity production still featuring baby Liza in her father’s arms as she
looks at her momma. Features publicity snipe and MGM stamp verso. Exhibits
minor age, handling, and minor corner wear. Overall, in very good condition.
$200 - $300

543. Liza Minnelli sterling silver
baby christening cup gifted to
her by Kay Thompson.(1946)
Vintage original sterling silver baby
christening cup. The 2 x 2.5 in. cup
features a Deco-style handle and
is inscribed, “Liza” on the front.
Retaining the sterling stamp on the
bottom. Exhibiting minor wear and
age. In very good condition.
$300 - $500
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544. Liza Minnelli
(2) childhood
photographs sitting
in her mother’s
directors chair. (ca.
1948) Vintage original
gelatin silver singleand double-weight
8 x 10 in. duplicate
photographs of baby
Liza gleefully grinning
from Judy’s chair.
Exhibiting signs of
age, handling, minor
edge and corner wear,
even toning, and a
couple of creased
corners. Overall, in
good to very good
condition.
$300 - $500

545. Liza
Minnelli (2)
early color
process baby
photographs
with Judy
Garland. (ca.
1947) Collection
of (2) early color
photographs
with approx. 6.8
x 9.25 in. visible
through mat. Each
presented in a 10.5
x 14 in. cardstock
fold-over portfolio.
Exhibiting age and
color softening to
photo, with some
toning to folder.
In good condition.
$200 - $300

546. Liza
Minnelli (2)
early color
process baby
photographs
with Judy
Garland. (ca.
1947) Collection
of (2) early color
photographs
with approx. 6.8
x 9.25 in. visible
through mat. Each
presented in a 10.5
x 14 in. cardstock
fold-over portfolio.
Exhibiting age and
color softening to
photo, with some
toning to folder.
In good condition.
$200 - $300

547. Liza Minnelli (2) early color process baby photographs with
Judy Garland. (ca. 1947) Collection of (2) early color photographs with
approx. 6.8 x 9.25 in. visible through mat. Each presented in a 10.5 x 14
in. cardstock fold-over portfolio. Exhibiting age and color softening to
photo, with some toning to folder. In good condition. $200 - $300
550. Liza Minnelli (3) childhood books including Madeline. (1939-1962)
Collection of (3) vintage children’s books including (1) Madeline (1939) with
dust jacket and “Vincente Minnelli” embossed stamp on interior pages, (1)
History Can Be Fun (1950) and (1) Une Adventure d’Asterix Le Gavlois (1962). All
exhibit age and wear. In overall good condition. $200 - $300

548. Liza Minnelli collection of hers and Vincente Minnelli’s
baby clothes.(ca. 1946) Vintage original collection of (28) infant and
toddler garments from infancy to toddler age including (8) linen and
lace baby dresses, (6) baby sweaters, (6) baby caps, hats and bonnets, (3)
accessories including a “His Majesty” bib, plaid scarf and a satin bow,
(4) pairs of gloves and booties (including 2-orphaned pieces) and (1)
pink baby blanket. All exhibit age and minor wear. In very good to fine
condition. $200 - $300
551. Liza Minnelli (2) childhood oversize photographs. (ca. 1948)
Collection of (2) vintage original gelatin silver double-weight matte oversized
photographs. Measuring approx. 10.5 x 10.5 in. (1-trimmed). Exhibiting signs
of age, minor waving, handling, and edge and corner wear. Overall, in good
condition. $200 - $300

549. Liza Minnelli The Golden Mother Goose storybook inscribed
and signed to her by Vincente Minnelli. (Simon and Schuster,
1948) Vintage original children’s The Golden Mother Goose storybook; 96
pp. Measures 9.75 x 13 in. Inscribed and signed by Vincente Minnelli,
“Liza, Happy birthday darling baby, from Daddy with love, March 12th,
1953”. Exhibiting age, wear and soiling from use. In good condition.
$200 - $300
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552. Liza Minnelli (2)
childhood oversize
portrait photographs.
(ca. 1948) Vintage original
collection of (2) gelatin
silver double-weight matte
oversized photographs.
Measuring approx. 10.5
x 14 in. (trimmed).
Exhibiting signs of age,
handling, minor edge and
corner wear, and mild
waving. Overall, in very
good condition.
$200 - $300
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556. Liza Minnelli (5)
oversize childhood
photographs. (ca. 1948)
Vintage original collection
of (5) gelatin silver doubleweight matte oversized
photos with trims. Measures
approx. 10.5 x 10.75 in.
Exhibiting signs of age,
handling, minor edge and
corner wear, some spotting a
couple of the prints, and mild
waving. Overall, in very good
condition. $200 - $300

553. Liza Minnelli as a toddler (3) oversize custom photographs.
(ca. 1948) Vintage original collection of (3) gelatin silver double-weight
oversized photos mounted to boards, two are the same photo. Measures
approx. 9.25 x 10.75 in. Exhibits minor creasing and edge wear, surface
marring, one has reddish stains along lower edges. Overall, in good condition.
$200 - $300

554. Liza Minnelli (3) childhood oversize photographs. (ca. 1948) Vintage
original collection of (3) gelatin silver double-weight matte oversized photos
with trims. Two are the same photo. Measures approx. 10.5 x 10.5 in. Exhibiting
signs of age, handling, minor edge and corner wear. One exhibits mild waving
and toning. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300

555. Liza Minnelli (4) childhood
oversize photographs. (ca. 1948)
Vintage original collection of (4)
gelatin silver double-weight matte
oversized photos with trims. Two
are the same photo and one was
removed from a black scrapbook
page. Measures approx. 10.5 x 10.5
in. Exhibiting signs of age, handling,
minor edge and corner wear, mild
waving and toning. Overall, in good
condition. $200 - $300
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557. Liza Minnelli (4) childhood oversize photographs. (ca. 1948)
Vintage original collection of (4) gelatin silver double-weight matte
oversized photos with trims. Measures approx. 10.5 x 10.75 in. Exhibiting
signs of age, handling, minor edge and corner wear, and mild waving.
Overall, in very good condition. $200 - $300

558. Liza Minnelli (2) oversize childhood photographs. (ca. 1950)
Vintage original (2) gelatin silver double-weight photographs of Liza in
a sweet nightdress. Measures from approx. 10.75 x 10.75 in. to 10.5 x 14
in. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, minor edge and corner wear, even
toning and waving. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300
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559. Liza Minnelli (4) oversize childhood
photographs. (ca. 1948) Vintage original (4)
gelatin silver double-weight matte 10.5 x 10.75 in.
photographs of Liza. (2) photos depict same image
and have interesting double-exposure. Exhibits minor
age, handling, toning and waving, and edge and corner
wear. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300

560. Liza Minnelli (40+) reprint childhood
photographs. (ca. 1940s-1960s) Vintage original
(40+) photographs of childhood photos featuring
Liza with Vincente Minnelli, Judy Garland, Desi
Arnaz, Lucille Ball, Gene Kelly, Van Johnson and
more. Measures from approx. 4.75 x 3.25 in. to 8 x 10
in. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, minor edge and
corner wear, and a few creased corners. Overall, in
good to very good condition. $200 - $300

561. Liza Minnelli
framed oversize
childhood portrait.
(1950) Vintage
original gelatin silver
double-weight matte
photograph of Liza
with 10 x 13.5 in.
visible through mat.
Presented in a 19 x 23.5
in. gold painted molded
wood frame. Minor age
and wear. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

562. Liza Minnelli (2) framed oversize childhood portraits. (1950)
Collection of (2) vintage original gelatin silver double-weight matte photographs
with 9.25 x 10.25 in. visible through red velvet mats. Each presented in a 12 x 13
in. dark wood frame. Exhibiting some age and silvering. In very good condition.
$200 - $300

563. Liza Minnelli (20+) childhood photographs with Judy Garland, Vincente Minnelli, George Hamilton, and more. (ca. 1940s-1950s)
Vintage original collection of (27) gelatin silver single-weight and color photos featuring Liza, family and friends, including Judy Garland, Vincente
Minnelli, George Hamilton, and more. Measuring from approx. 2.5 x 2.5 in. to 6 x 4.5 in. (trimmed). Light handling, minor edge and corner wear. Overall,
in good to very good condition. $200 - $300

564. Liza Minnelli (16) childhood photographs of the future star at home. Vintage original collection of (16) gelatin silver single-weight photos
featuring Liza, family and friends. Measures from approx. 4 x 4.5 in. to 5 x 7 in. Light handling, a few exhibit mottled spot toning. Overall, in good to very
good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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565. Liza Minnelli (5) oversize childhood dress-up photographs. (ca.
1948) Vintage original collection of (5) gelatin silver double-weight matte
oversized photos with trims. Measures approx. 10.5 x 10.75 in. Exhibiting signs
of age, handling, minor edge and corner wear. Overall, in very good condition.
$200 - $300

566. Liza Minnelli (7) childhood oversize photographs. (ca.
1948) Vintage original collection of (7) gelatin silver double-weight
matte oversized photos with trims. Measures approx. 10.5 x 10.75 in.
Exhibiting signs of age, handling, minor edge and corner wear, and mild
waving. Overall, in very good condition. $200 - $300
567. Liza Minnelli (20) childhood
photographs including a birthday party
at the home of Humphrey Bogart and
Lauren Bacall. (ca. 1952) Vintage original
collection of (20) gelatin silver single-weight
photos featuring Liza, family and friends.
Measures from approx. 4 x 4.5 in. to 5 x
7 in. Light handling, a few exhibit mottled
spot toning. Overall, in good to very good
condition. $200 - $300
568. Liza Minnelli (14) childhood ballet
photographs. (early 1950s) Vintage original
(14) gelatin silver single and double-weight,
glossy and matte photographs ranging in size
from 4.25 x 4.5 in. to 8 x 10 in. Including
a series of 6-ballet studio portraits of young
Liza Minnelli dressed in a frilly tutu by
Robert Nelson, all retaining credit stamp
on the verso. Exhibiting some light corner
creasing, toning, and edge wear. In good to
fine condition. $200 - $300

569. Liza Minnelli negative at the piano. (ca. 1947) Vintage 8 x 10 in. acetate
negative featuring a portrait of a young Liza playing the piano. This image was
featured in Vincente Minnelli’s memoir I Remember it Well as well as Liza’s own
concert programs. In very good condition. $200 - $300
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570. Liza Minnelli oversize childhood photograph. (ca.
1950) Vintage original gelatin silver double-weight 10.75 x 10.75
in. photograph of Liza. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, minor
edge and corner wear, and waving. Overall, in good condition
$200 - $300

www.profilesinhistory.com

571. Liza Minnelli (15) snapshots from
her childhood. (ca. 1940s-1950s) Vintage
original collection of (15) gelatin silver
single- and double-weight photographs
featuring Liza as a child. Measures from
approx. 2.5 x 2.5 in. to 5 x 7 in. Exhibiting
signs of age, handling, creasing, toning, and
edge wear. Overall, in good to very good
condition. $200 - $300

572. Liza Minnelli (2) childhood Santa Fe Railway publicity
photographs. (ca. 1950) Vintage original (2) gelatin silver single-weight
glossy 8 x 10 in. publicity photos from the Santa Fe Railway. Photographer
credit stamps and snipes verso. Exhibits minor age and handling, toning,
some upper corner creasing and wear, and minor emulsion breaks.
Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300
574. Liza Minnelli (2) childhood dress-up photographs. (ca. 1950)
Vintage original (2) gelatin silver double-weight 10.75 x 10.75 in. duplicate
photographs of cowgirl Liza. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, minor edge
and corner wear, and even toning. One photo has tears not obscuring images.
Overall, in vintage fair to very good condition. $200 - $300

573. Liza Minnelli (3) custom childhood cowgirl portrait
photographs by Harold Davis. (ca. 1950) Vintage original collection
of (3) gelatin silver double-weight matte 8 x 10 in. photos. Two are set
in matting, on which is signed “Harold Davis” recto. All three prints
are embossed with photographer’s mark lower right corners. Includes
(1) colorized camera transparency. Measures 8 x 10 in. x 10.5 x 14 in.
Exhibiting signs of age, handling, matting/framing has edge and corner
wear, one photo has come loose from its framing. Overall, in good to
very good condition. $200 - $300

575. Liza Minnelli (6) childhood tea party oversize photographs. (ca.
1948) Vintage original collection of (6) gelatin silver double-weight matte
oversized photos with trims. Three each of the same photos. Measures approx.
7.75 x 9.75 in. to 10.5 x 10.5 in. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, minor edge
and corner wear, mild waving and toning. Overall, in good condition.
$200 - $300

576. Liza Minnelli (7) childhood
photographs. (ca. 1950) Vintage
original (7) gelatin silver doubleweight lifestyle photographs of Liza.
Some feature photographer stamp
verso. Measures from 4.25 x 4.25 in.
to 8 x 10 in. Exhibiting signs of age,
handling, creasing, toning, and edge
and corner wear. Overall, in good
to very good condition.
$200 - $300

310-859-7701
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577. Liza Minnelli 4th birthday party (3) photographs.
(1950) Vintage original (2) gelatin silver double-weight matte
and (1) single-weight glossy 10 x 8 in. photographs. Exhibits
minor corner wear, toning and waving. Overall, in good
condition. $200 - $300

578. Liza Minnelli (3) childhood photographs with Judy Garland
and Mickey Rooney. (ca. 1950) Vintage original (3) gelatin silver doubleweight 8 x 10 in. photographs of Liza with her mother visiting Mickey
Rooney on set. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, minor edge and corner
wear, and even toning. 1-photo with major corner loss and spidering, not
obscuring the image. Overall, in good to very good condition.
$200 - $300

579. Liza Minnelli (10) childhood photographs
on set with actors including Lucille Ball, Fred
Astaire, Gene Kelly and more. (ca. 1940s–1950s)
Vintage original (6) gelatin silver single- and (4)
double-weight 8 x 10 in. photographs of Liza with
celebrities like Fred Astaire, Gene Kelly, Lucille Ball,
Van Johnson and more. Exhibiting signs of age,
handling, minor edge and corner wear, mild waving,
minor foxing, creasing, and even toning. Overall, in
good to very good condition. $200 - $300

580. Liza Minnelli (20+) photographs from childhood birthday parties. (ca. 1940s-1950s) Vintage original collection of (20+) gelatin silver singleand double-weight photographs featuring Liza as a child, with clowns, kids and cake. Measures from 7 x 9 in. to 8 x 10 in. Exhibiting signs of age, handling,
creasing, toning, and edge and corner wear. Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300
581. Liza Minnelli (4) oversize childhood
photographs. (ca. 1949) Vintage original (4)
gelatin silver double-weight lifestyle photographs
of Liza. Includes (1) camera transparency.
Measures from 8 x 10 in. to 10.5 x 10.5 in.
Exhibiting signs of age, handling, creasing,
toning, mild waving, and edge and corner wear.
One has a slight tear along lower right edge, not
obscuring the image. Overall, in good to very
good condition. $200 - $300

582. Liza Minnelli (3) early color process baby photographs,
including (2) with Judy Garland. (ca. 1947) Collection of (3) early
color photographs. Including (2) measuring approx. 7.75 x 9.75 in. and (1)
presented in a 10.5 x 14 in. cardstock fold-over portfolio with approx. 6.8
x 9.25 in. visible through mat. Exhibiting age and color softening to photo,
with some toning to folder. In good condition. $200 - $300
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583. Liza Minnelli oversize
childhood
photograph
on set with Van Johnson.
(ca. 1949) Vintage original
gelatin silver double-weight
matte 10 x 13 in. photograph.
Featuring Van Johnson and Liza
looking at a folio of some sort.
Exhibits minor age, handling,
even toning, minor edge and
corner wear. Overall, in good
condition. $100 - $200

584. Liza Minnelli (6) childhood photographs with 1950 portrait
painting. (1950) Vintage original (6) gelatin silver double-weight 8 x
10 in. photograph of Liza posing with her portrait, and (1) photograph
of the portrait. (6) photos feature “LIZA 1950” in gold, lower middle
recto. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, minor edge and corner wear, and
minor tear at ower right of 1-photo, not obscuring the image. Overall, in
good to very good condition. $200 - $300
585. Liza Minnelli signed
childhood photograph. (ca.
1950/signed later) Vintage
original 8 x 10 in. gelatin
silver double-weight matte
photograph on textured paper.
Signed and inscribed by Liza at
upper left, “To Tim with love
+ respect forever Liza May
Minnelli”. Exhibiting faint
creasing to upper corners, and
light corner bumping. In good
to very good condition.
$200 - $300

587. Liza Minnelli childhood portrait painting by Eileen Chandler
commissioned by Judy Garland and Vincente Minnelli. (1949)
Accomplished in watercolors and graphite on watercolor paper with 22.25
x 29.5 in. visible through the original 30 x 37 in. ornate gessoed frame in
which it hung in the Minnelli-Garland Beverly Hills estate. Signed at lower
right and dated, “Eileen Chandler” and dated, “1949”. An exceptionally
rendered portrait of a cheerful, 3-year-old Liza. Unexamined out of frame.
$600 - $800

588. Liza Minnelli antique cast iron day bed. (ca. Late 19th
Century) Vintage original antique cast iron day bed with ornate
garlanded legs, side rails, and grills at head and foot. Measures approx
60 x 40 x 27 in. This was Liza’s childhood bed and later, a featured
element of decor in Vincente Minnelli’s Beverly Hills estate. Exhibits
cracking to arch at right, paint chipping and loss, age, and wear. In fair
to good condition. $200 - $300

END OF
DAY ONE
586. Liza Minnelli (2) childhood passport photographs and (2) certified 1952 copies of
her birth certificate (ca. 1951) Vintage original (2) gelatin silver passport photos of Liza, and (2)
certified copies of her birth certificate. Measures from approx. 3 x 3 in. to 7.5 x 7 in. Exhibiting
signs of age, handling, moderate toning on one of the certificate copies. Mild waving on edges of
photos. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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589. Liza Minnelli and Vincente Minnelli on set oversize photograph
by Bob Willoughby. (ca. 1950s) Vintage original gelatin silver double-weight
matte 11.5 x 11 in. Bob Willoughby production portrait. Photographer credit
stamp verso. Exhibits minor age and handling, some upper corner creasing, wear,
and minor emulsion break. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300

590. Liza Minnelli childhood photograph riding a pony with
friends. (ca. 1950s) Vintage original gelatin silver single-weight glossy
8 x 10 in. photograph. Light wear and handling. In very good condition
$200 - $300
591. Liza Minnelli (12) childhood photographs
on the sets of Vincente Minnelli and Judy
Garland’s films. (ca. 1940s-1950s) Vintage original
collection of (12) gelatin silver single- and doubleweight photographs featuring Liza as a child on the
sets of her mother and father’s movies. Measures 8
x 10 in. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, creasing,
toning, and edge and corner wear. Overall, in good
to very good condition. $200 - $300
592. Liza Minnelli (7) childhood snapshots.
(ca. 1946-1960s) Vintage original collection of
(7) gelatin silver single-weight matte, semi-gloss
and glossy photos from Liza’s early years. Also
includes (5) copy negatives from Liza’s teen
years. Measures from approx. 2.25 x 2.25 in. to
4.5 x 5.25 in. Exhibiting signs of handling, age,
corner and edge wear. With 1-bearing minor
edge loss not obscuring the image. Overall, in
good to fine condition. $200 - $300

593. Liza Minnelli (7)
childhood snapshots
from summer camp.
(1953) Vintage original
collection of (7) gelatin
silver single-weight glossy
ruffle-edged photos from
Liza’s summer camp
adventure. Featuring
dress-up day and playing
in the mud. Measuring
approx. 3.5 x 3.5 in. to
3.5 x 5.75 in. Exhibiting
signs of age, handling, minor edge wear, minor spidering. Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300
594. Liza Minnelli (14)
photographs and (7)
contact sheets. Collection
of (14) vintage original
gelatin silver single- and
double-weight, glossy and
matte photographs ranging
in size form 4.5 x 3.25 in.
to 8 x 10 in. Depicting Liza
with her father, many on the
sets of his films, throughout her childhood as well as later portraits and performance photographs from her own career. Also includes (7) gelatin silver 8 x 10
in. contact sheets with 35mm frames depicting a star-studded event hosted by Liza. Some handling and edgewear. Good to very good. $200 - $300
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595. Liza Minnelli with Lorna
and Joey Luft (100+) family
and career photographs and
transparencies. (ca. 1940s-1990s)
Collection of (100+) color and
gelatin silver fiber-based and RC
photographs ranging in size from
2.5 x 3.5 in. to 8 x 10 in. Featuring
portraits, candids, and performance
photographs of Liza with her
siblings from earliest childhood through adulthood. Some including Judy Garland. Condition ranges somewhat, with most good to very good. $300 - $500

596. Liza Minnelli
adolescent
portrait
photograph. (ca.
1960) Vintage
original gelatin
silver photograph
tipped to mounting
board. Measures 11
x 15 in. Exhibiting
minor age, handling,
and surface marring.
Overall, in very
good condition.
$200 - $300

597. Liza Minnelli
childhood
photograph on a
riding lawnmower.
(ca. 1953) Vintage
original gelatin
silver 8 x 10 in.
single-weight
glossy photograph
depicting Liza posing
on a riding lawn
mower. Exhibiting
corner creases. In
good condition.
$200 - $300

598. Liza Minnelli (7) studio snapshots
from the set of her father’s film The
Courtship of Eddie’s Father. (1963) Vintage
original collection of (7) gelatin silver 4 x
5 in. single-weight glossy behind the scene
photos proofs of a teen Liza teaching a little
girl a dance routine. Lightly handled, some
edge wear and red foxing on upper edges.
Overall, in very good condition.
$200 - $300

599. Liza Minnelli high school French class
notebook. (ca. 1960s) Vintage original spiral graph
paper notebook with 20+pages containing Liza’s
autopgraph notes, excersizes, assignments, doodles,
and jottings to school fellows from a French language
class. Signed at upper right front cover. Measures 6.75
x 8.75 in. Also includes 2-loose autograph notes to
Liza signed by Sid Luft. Creasing, wear, and toning
from age and daily use. Good condition. $200 - $300

600. Liza Minnelli (3) teenage
photographs performing with
Judy Garland. (1960s) Collection
of (3) vintage gelatin silver singleand double-weight, glossy and matte
photographs ranging in size from 7 x
10 in. to 8 x 10 in. Including (2) from
The Ed Sullivan Show and (1) The Judy
Garland Show. With 1-retaining snipe
to recto. Some wear and handling. In
very good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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601. Liza
Minnelli personal
nightstand
snapshot
photograph with
her mother. (ca.
1960) Vintage
original gelatin
silver black and
white photo of
Liza with Judy,
permanently
mounted into a
brown velvet frame.
Photo measures
approx. 2 x 3.25
in. Frame measures
approx. 4.75 x 6
x .75 in. Lightly
handled. Overall, in
good to very good
condition.
$200 - $300

602. Liza Minnelli
sheet music for
“Cheer Up, Liza”,
gifted by her
father Vincente
Minnelli. (1917)
Vintage original
10.75 x 13.25 in.
sheet music folio of
“Cheer Up, Liza”,
by John Golden and
Raymond Hubble.
Exhibiting signs
of age, handling,
spinal degradation
and separation,
edge wear and tear,
corner loss, and
toning. Overall, in
vintage fair to good
condition.
$200 - $300
603. Liza
Minnelli (10)
color snapshots
from her youth.
(ca. 1940s-1960s)
Collection of
(10) RC color
photographs
ranging in size from
3.5 x 3.5 in. to 5 x
7 in. Light handling.
In very good
condition
$200 - $300
604. Liza Minnelli (2) oversize photographs and (1)
proof print. (ca. 1960s-1970s) Vintage original (1) gelatin
silver photographic proof and (1) corresponding photo
by Victor Skrebneski, and (1) gelatin silver photograph
by Francesco Scavullo, mounted to board, with personal
inscription lower recto and signature verso. Measuring from 8
x 10 in. (mounted) to 11 x 14 in. Exhibiting handling, minor
creasing, and tear on the proof board,. Overall, in good to very
good condition. $200 - $300

605. Liza Minnelli
(7) custom oversize
photographs from
Liza, her first solo
TV variety special.
(1970) Vintage original
collection of (7)
oversized photographs
tipped to boards, of
Liza filming her TV special, Liza. Measures 14 x 11 in. Lightly handled, minor edge wear. Overall, in very good to fine condition. $200 - $300
606. Liza Minnelli (175+)
snapshots. (ca. 1950s-1960s)
Collection of (175+) vintage
original color RC and gelatin
silver single-weight glossy
snapshot photographs ranging
in size from 2.5 x 2.5 in. to
4 x 5 in. Depicting Liza as a
teenager through her rise to
stardom, featuring the young
triple threat performer with Vincente Minnelli and Judy Garland, industry friends and mentors such as Gregory Peck and Cary Grant, romantic interests,
fans, on stage, and more. Exhibiting some toning, age, and handling. In very good condition. $200 - $300
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607. Judy Garland, Liza Minnelli, and
friends (15+) oversize photographs. (ca.
1940s-1960s) Vintage original collection of
(15+) assorted finish/weight photos, featuring
Judy, Liza, Sophia Loren, Lucille Ball, Desi Arnaz,
Frank Sinatra, Mickey Rooney, and Federico
Fellini. Measuring from approx. 11 x 11 in. to
11 x 14 in. Exhibits minor age, handling, toning
and waving, and edge and corner wear. Overall,
in good condition. $200 - $300

608. Liza Minnelli personal scrapbook of (80+)
photographs and ephemera spanning the 1940s-1960s.
(1940s-1960s) Collection of (80+) vintage original approx. 4
x 5 in. to 8 x 10 in. gelatin silver and color glossy and matte,
single- and double-weight photographs. Including portraits,
scenes and behind-the-scenes images from Liza’s early films.
Exhibiting some handling, creasing, toning, age, and wear. In
generally good to very good condition. $200 - $300

609. Liza Minnelli mimeo file copy of 1963 legal documents
relating to her first recording contract with Capitol Records.
(1963) Liza’s personal vintage copies of (2) mimeo multi-page 8.5 x
14 in. court petitions, (1) 4 pp. and (1) 2 pp., filed on behalf of Capitol
Records requesting immediate approval of her record contract, signed
in 1963 at age 17. Being that Liza was a minor at the time of signing,
approval from Judy Garland, Vincente Minnelli and the state superior
court was necessary to effectuate the agreement. Both exhibit central
horizontal fold and staple holes at upper left. In very good condition.
$200 - $300
610. Liza Minnelli (155+)
photographs and transparencies
for television appearances.
(1960s-1990s) Collection of (155+)
gelatin silver fiber-based and RC
photographs and contact sheets,
ranging in size from 6.5 x 10 in. to
8 x 10 in. and color transparencies
ranging in size from 35mm to 8 x
10 in. Depicting Liza in a variety of
television appearances, from talkshow
guest, to singer, to actress. Some age
and handling. Good to very good.
$200 - $300
611. Liza Minnelli personal career-long press
clippings archive in (3) binders. (ca. 1970s-1990s)
Vintage original (3) 3-ring binder scrapbooks with
acetate sleeves containing 300+ pieces of Liza
ephemera including photos, magazine covers and
clippings, theater programs, notices, etc. including
images of Liza with Sammy Davis Jr., Lorna Luft,
Jack Haley Jr., Desi Arnaz Jr., Judy Garland,Vincente
Minnelli and many, many others. All in very good to
fine condition. $200 - $300
612. Liza Minnelli (5) early stage
programs including Judy and Liza at
the Palladium. (1964-1999) Collection
of (5) early theater programs including
(1) Judy & Liza at the Palladium, (1) The
Fantasticks, (1) Best Foot Forward, (1)
Flora the Red Menace and (1) Minnelli on
Minnelli. All exhibit age, handling and
some toning. In very good condition.
$200 - $300

310-859-7701
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613. Liza Minnelli (600+) choreography
and song rehearsal photographs and
transparencies. (ca. 1970s) Collection of (600+)
vintage original approx. 8 x 10 in. gelatin silver and
color glossy and matte, single- and double-weight
photographs and 35mm color transparencies in
slide housings. Including dance studio rehearsals,
concert sound checks, and recording studio shots
during the incredibly prolific decade of her rise to
superstardom. Exhibiting some handling, creasing, toning, age, and wear. In generally good to very good condition. $600 - $800
616. Liza
Minnelli stage
photograph
from opening
night of Flora
the Red Menace.
(1965) Vintage
original gelatin
silver 8 x 10 in.
performance
photo of Liza
as “Flora”.
Photographer
stamp and
handwritten
description verso.
Minor handling
and edge wear.
Overall, in very
good condition.
$200 - $300

614. Liza Minnelli final working script for Flora, the Red Menace.(1965)
Vintage original studio bound and bradded 100+page Final Working Script.
Dated July 12, 1965. Printed title page states the script is “Property of Harold
Prince” who directed the production. Handwritten on the title page, “#11”.
Purple covers exhibit edge chipping and wear. Interior pages in very good
condition. $200 - $300

615. Liza Minnelli personal book
bound score from the Kander
and Ebb stage musical Flora, the
Red Menace. (1965) Vintage original
large 12 x 15 in. book bound printed
240-page musical score from the stage
show, which earned Liza her first
Tony Award. Includes a handwritten
memo from music supervisor Mathilde
Pincus to John Kander and Fred Ebb
asking them to let Liza know that this
copy of the score is for her. With title
in gold gilt on front cover and spine.
Exhibiting some wear and paperclips
on interior. In very good condition.
$400 - $600

617. Liza Minnelli (3) commemorative from the Kander and Ebb
stage musical Flora the Red Menace. (1965) Vintage original items and
ephemera from the production, which earned Liza her first Tony Award
including (1) 14 x 22 in. window card, (1) glass candy jar engraved, “Liza
Minnelli, Flora the Red Menace, 5-11-65”, (1) 10 x 12 in. promotional
“Flora” doll and (1) printed 9-page MGM promotional coverage for the
show. All exhibit age, toning, some staining and wear. In good condition.
$200 - $300
618. Liza Minnelli (25+) oversize photographs from a Life
magazine feature on Flora the Red Menace.(1965) Vintage
original Life magazine presentation book of (25+) oversize 10
x 15 in. gelatin silver double-weight photographs of Liza in
the Kander and Ebb stage musical as well as backstage portraits
and candid shots of Liza with mother Judy Garland and father
Vincente Minnelli at an after party following a performance.
The interior title page of the book is printed with, “From the
Editors and Photographers of Life”. Exhibiting minor edge wear
to photos and overall wear and handling to the book covers. In
very good condition. $200 - $300
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619. Liza Minnelli
framed window
card poster from the
Kander and Ebb stage
musical Flora the Red
Menace. (1965) Vintage
original framed 14 x 22
in. window card from
the production, which
earned Liza her first Tony
Award. Retaining hanging
hardware on the verso.
Unexamined out of frame.
In very good to fine
condition. $200 - $300

620. Flora the Red
Menace original
window card art
recreation by Douglas
Maida. Vintage
silkscreen on 15.75
x 19.75 in. canvas
with sequin appliqué.
Presented in a plexiglas
and cardboard frame.
Inscribed and signed to
Liza by artist Douglas
Maida on the verso and
retaining signed artist’s
label. Some scuffing to
frame. Artwork in very
good condition.
$200 - $300

621. Liza Minnelli theatrical stage (3) binder archive
with (500+) photographs, transparencies, and negatives
including Flora the Red Menace, The Act, The Fantasticks
and more. (ca. 1970s-1990s) Vintage original (3) 3-ring
binders with acetate sleeves containing black and white and
color photographs, proof sheets and a few negatives including
(1) marked “Theater 1” featuring images highlighting Liza’s
performances in The Fantasticks, Best Foot Forward, Flora the
Red Menace and The Act, (1) “Theater 2” featuring images
highlighting Liza’s performances in The Rink, Chicago and Victor/
Victoria and (1) general folder ca. 1994 of behind the scenes images of Liza and friends including Halston, Martha Graham, Roddy McDowall, George
Hamilton and others. Photos measure from approx. 4 x 6 in. to 8 x 10 in. All in very good to fine condition. $400 - $600
622. Liza Minnelli
personal Al
Hirschfeld proof
print for the
television musical
Dangerous Christmas
of Little Red Riding
Hood. (ABC TV, 1965)
Vintage original 22.5
x 30 in. artist’s proof
print by the legendary
theatrical caricaturist Al
Hirschfeld. Featuring
Liza as “Red Riding
Hood” and Cyril
Richard as “Big Bad
Wolf ” in the made for
TV movie musical.
Exhibiting some
wrinkling to the bottom
edge not approaching
the art. In very good
condition.
$200 - $300

623. Liza Minnelli (6) oversize portrait
photographs by Jeanloup Sieff. (ca. 1969)Vintage
original collection of (6) gelatin silver doubleweight oversized photographs. Measuring 15.5 x
11.75 in. Photographer stamp verso. Exhibiting signs
of age, handling, edge and corner wear. Overall, in
good condition. $200 - $300

624. Liza Minnelli (4) oversize custom photographs
from New York in the 1960s. (ca. 1960s) Vintage
original (4) gelatin silver double-weight matte 11 x 14
in. portraits of Liza in New York City. Exhibiting minor
age and handling, minor waving, and minor smudging.
Overall, in good to very good condition.
$200 - $300

310-859-7701
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625. Liza Minnelli (5) oversize custom photographs
from New York in the 1960s. (ca. 1960s) Vintage
original (5) gelatin silver double-weight matte 14 x 11
in. photographs. Exhibits minor age and handling, minor
waving, and minor smudging. Overall, in good to very
good condition. $200 - $300

626. Liza Minnelli (6) oversize
custom photographs with Peter
Allen from 1960s New York. (ca.
1960s) Vintage original (6) gelatin silver
double-weight matte 14 x 11 in. New
York based portraits of Liza with Peter.
Exhibits minor age and handling, minor
waving, and minor smudging. Overall, in
good to very good condition.
$200 - $300

627. Liza Minnelli (60+) photographs from her
wedding to Peter Allen, featuring Judy Garland,
Vincente Minnelli, and Yul Brynner. (1967) Vintage
original collection of (60+) black and white and color
photos from Liza and Peter’s wedding nuptials and
reception. Also included (1) sentimental wedding
anniversary card from Peter to Liza. Measures approx.
5.25 x 7.35 in. to 8 x 10 in. Lightly handled. Overall, in
very good to fine condition. $200 - $300

628. Liza Minnelli (6) oversize
custom
photographs
from
London in the 1960s by Jacques
Bonnet. (ca. 1960s) Collection of
(6) vintage original gelatin silver
10 x 13 in. double-weight matte
photographs. Retaining credit stamp
on the verso. Exhibiting some edge
wear and minor creases. In good to
very good condition. $200 - $300
629. Liza Minnelli (4) oversize
custom photographs from
London in the 1960s by
Jacques Bonnet. (ca. 1960s)
Collection of (4) vintage original
gelatin silver 10 x 13 in. doubleweight
matte
photographs.
Retaining credit stamp on the
verso. Exhibiting some edge wear
and minor creases. In good to very
good condition. $200 - $300
630. Liza Minnelli album of (100+)
snapshot photographs from her early
films. (Various Studios, 1966-1975) Collection
of (100+) vintage color RC and gelatin silver
single-weight glossy photographs ranging in
size from 2.5 x 3.5 in. to 4 x 5 in. Featuring
behind-the-scenes and set shots of Liza and
cast from The Sterile Cuckoo, Tell Me That
You Love Me, Junie Moon, Cabaret and more.
Exhibiting some wear and handling. Generally
in good to very good condition. $200 - $300
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631. Peanuts original daily comic strip art inscribed and signed by Charles M. Schulz to Liza Minnelli. (1968) Vintage original daily comic strip
accomplished in graphite and India ink on 28.5 x 7.5 in. artists’ board. Retaining press syndicate paste-up in first panel. Signed and dated, “5-25 Schulz” in
the last panel. Inscribed and signed in the top margin, “For Liza with every best wish Charles M. Schulz”. Exhibiting edge toning, corner pinholes, tiny spot
surface loss, central vertical fold and minor warping from exposure to moisture with some staining at bottom right edge recto and verso. $4,000 - $6,000
632. Liza Minnelli (40+) photographs
from Charlie Bubbles. (Universal, 1968)
Collection of (40+) vintage original gelatin
silver single- and double-weight glossy and
matte production stills featuring Liza, Albert
Finney, Colin Blakely, and various other cast
and crew. Also includes (1) newspaper clipping.
Measures from approx. 4.5 x 5 in. to 8 x 10
in. Lightly handled, some edge wear and tear.
Overall, in very good condition. $200 - $300

633. Liza Minnelli (40+) vintage photographs
from her early career. (1960s-1970s) Collection
of (40+) vintage original approx. 8 x 10 in. gelatin
silver and color glossy and matte, single- and
double-weight photographs. Including portraits,
scenes and behind-the-scenes images from Liza’s
early films. Exhibiting some handling, creasing,
toning, age, and wear. In generally good to very
good condition. $200 - $300

634. Liza Minnelli personal study copy of The Sterile Cuckoo by
John Nichols gifted to her by director Alan J. Pakula. (Danny
McKay, 1965) Vintage original second edition of John Nichols’ novel;
210 pp. With director Alan J. Pakula’s hand annotations concerning shots
for the film written throughout. Measures approx. 5.75 x 8.25 x 1 in.
Exhibits age, handling, cover wear and loss, toning, and page brittleness.
Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701

635. Liza Minnelli personal
paperback edition of The
Sterile Cuckoo by John
Nichols in personalized
board binding. (Avon, 1966)
Vintage thirteenth printing
mass market paperback edition
of the source novel for her
first starring film roll, in a
personalized blue cloth and
board binding stamped in
gold gilt on front cover “From
the Library of Liza Minnelli”.
Inscribed and signed to Liza by
a fan on the front free endpaper.
Measures approx. 7.25 x 4.25
in. Book exhibits toning to
content. Boards with faint
scuffing. In good condition.
$200 - $300
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636. Liza Minnelli
personal 1st draft
screenplay for
The Sterile Cuckoo.
(Paramount, 1969)
Vintage original studio
bound and bradded 167page First Draft script
written by Alvin Sargent.
Dated June 28, 1967.
Exhibiting soiling, age
and handling. Some edge
toning and minor foxing.
In good condition.
$200 - $300

638. Liza Minnelli
2nd draft script for
The Sterile Cuckoo in a
custom hardcover folder.
(Paramount, 1969) Vintage
original studio bound and
bradded 148-multi-color
revision page 2nd Draft script
hardcover bound. Written
by Alvin Sargent based on
the novel by John Nichols.
Dated July 29, 1968. With
red Dymo embossed tape
labels reading, “The Sterile
Cuckoo” and “Miss Liza
Minnelli” affixed to the
front cover. Exhibiting age
and handling with some
paperclips on interior pages.
In very good condition.
$200 - $300

637. Liza Minnelli personal
book bound shooting
script for The Sterile Cuckoo.
(Paramount, 1969) Vintage
original hardcover bound
148-multi-color revision page
2nd Draft Shooting Script.
Written by Alvin Sargent based
on the novel by John Nichols.
Dated July 29, 1968. With gold
gilt text on the exterior front
cover “The Sterile Cuckoo” and
“Liza Minnelli” and with title
and date on spine. Exhibiting
minor age and handling. In very
good condition.
$200 - $300

639. Liza Minnelli
1-sheet poster for
The Sterile Cuckoo.
(Paramount, 1969)
Vintage original 26 x
39.5 in. 1-sheet poster
for Liza’s breakout
film. Folded as issued.
Exhibiting border
trimming tear along
roughly half of the
central fold repaired
with tape to vero,
staining at upper right
and lower left, cross
fold separation, pin
holes to corners and
borders, creasing, and
general wrinkling. In
fair condition.
$100 - $200

640. Liza Minnelli (60+)
photographs from The Sterile
Cuckoo. (1969) Vintage original
collection of (60+) gelatin silver
single-weight glossy publicity and
production stills featuring Liza,
Wendell Burton, director Alan
Pakula, and various other cast and
crew. Also includes (1) color photo.
Measures from approx. 5 x 7 in. to
8 x 10 in. Lightly handled, some edge wear and tear, minor corner loss on a few. Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300
641. Liza Minnelli
(30+)
lobby
cards for Cabaret,
Arthur, The Sterile
Cuckoo and more.
(ca.
1960s-1970s)
Collection of (30+)
vintage
original
lobby cards ranging
in size from 8 x 10 in. to 11 x 14 in. for some of Liza’s most iconic movies. Including (5) Charlie Bubbles, (8) The Sterile Cuckoo and (1) mini, (6) Cabaret, (1)
Tell Me That You Love Me, Junie Moon and (1) mini, (3) Lucky Lady, (6) New York, New York, (2) Arthur. Measures Exhibiting signs of age and handling, some
toning, minor edge wear and creasing. Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300
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642. Liza Minnelli personal album of
(120+) photographs from The Sterile
Cuckoo, Tell Me That You Love Me, Junie
Moon and more. (Various Studios, 19681975) Collection of (120+) vintage original
approx. 8 x 10 in. gelatin silver and color
glossy and matte, single- and double-weight
photographs. Including portraits, scenes and
behind-the-scenes images from Liza’s early
films. Exhibiting some handling, creasing, toning, age, and wear. In generally good to very good condition. $200 - $300

643. Liza Minnelli “Best Actress” Academy Award nomination
plaque for The Sterile Cuckoo. (Paramount, 1969) Vintage original 10
x 11.75 in. certificate laminated to a 14 x 12 in. wooden plaque. The
certificate features a picture of an Oscar statue and information pertaining
to Liza’s nomination for “Best Actress in The Sterile Cuckoo.” Signed by
both, President and Secretary of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences. The certificate shows some minor age and wear. Retaining
hanging hardware mounted on the verso. In very good condition.
$400 - $600

644. Liza Minnelli brown mini dress with gold and turquoise trim
by Kikis. (ca. 1960s) Brown wool knit pullover mini dress with v-neck, bell
sleeves and gold bullion threaded applique and faux turquoise stone trim at
collar and cuffs. Retaining the Kikis internal bias label. Worn in a photo shoot
with Francesco Scavullo. Exhibiting minor wear and moth hole to upper right
shoulder. In very good condition. $300 - $500

645. Liza Minnelli (21) photographs, (7) contact sheets,
(15) negatives attributed to Francesco Scavullo. (ca.
1970s) Collection of (21) vintage approx. 8 x 10 in. gelatin
silver and color glossy and matte, single- and double-weight
photographs; (7) approx. 8 x 10 in. gelatin silver contact sheets
with 11-12-frames per sheet all retaining photographer’s grease
pencil notation; (3) strips of 2.25 x 2.25 in. camera negatives
with 4-frames per strip; and (3) second generation 8 x 10 in.
negatives created for printing. All attributed to renowned
fashion photographer and portratist Francesco Scavullo. Some
toning, edge wear, handling, and photographer’s notation to photographs. In generally very good condition. $200 - $300
646. Liza Minnelli (30+) proof photographs
attributed to Francesco Scavullo. (ca.
1960s-1970s) Vintage original (30+) gelatin
silver single- and double weight, glossy and matte
studio portrait photographs ranging in size from
7.6 x 9.5 in. to 8 x 10 in. attributed to renowned
fashion photographer and celebrity portraitist
Francesco Scavullo. Most retain “Unretouched
Proof ” or “Epreuve” inkstamps on the recto.
Some edgewear and handling. Otherwise in
good to very good condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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647. Liza Minnelli
(24) early portrait
negatives. (ca. 1960s)
Vintage original (24)
2.25 x 2.25 in. camera
negatives consisting of
6-strips with 4-frames
per strip. All depicting
Minnelli in Mod
fashions of the day.
Attributed to “RAMA”.
In very good to fine
condition. $200 - $300
648. Liza Minnelli “A Martha Graham Dancer” black t-shirt.
(1960s) Black crew neck, short sleeve t-shirt with white heat transfer
lettering spelling, “A Martha Graham Dancer”.Worn by Liza Minnelli at
rehearsals with the legendary choreographer, Graham. Exhibiting heavy
wear. In good condition. $200 - $300

649. Liza Minnelli (3) early glamour photographs.
(ca. 1960s) Vintage original (3) gelatin silver double weight
semi-gloss photographs, 2-mounted to board, depicting
head shots and a 3/4 seated portrait of the young performer.
Board versos retaining “Chapman and Jonali Adv. Inc.” agency
stamp. Some minor toning and wear. In very good condition.
$200 - $300

650. Liza Minnelli (17)
color transparencies
credited to RAMA.
Vintage original (17) 2.25
x 2.25 in. camera color
transparencies in paper
housings. All depicting
Minnelli in Mod fashions
of the day. Attributed to
“RAMA”. In very good to
fine condition. $200 - $300
651. Liza Minnelli (12) studio
portrait color transparencies
by RAMA. Vintage original
(12) 2.25 x 2.25 in. camera color
transparencies in paper housings.
All depicting Minnelli in Mod
fashions of the day. Attributed to
“RAMA”. In very good to fine
condition. $200 - $300

652. Liza Minnelli (23) studio portrait negatives, (10) contact
sheets, and (5) photographs. Vintage original (23) 2.25 x 2.25 in.
camera negatives, (10) gelatin silver 8 x 10 in. single-weight glossy
contact sheets, and (5) gelatin silver 8 x 10 in. single-weight glossy
photographs. Depicting early professional headshots of young Liza.
Contact sheets exhibit some grease pencil selection and notation. Some
toning, handling, waving, and wear. In good to very good condition.
$200 - $300
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653. Liza Minnelli custom dance rehearsal
album with (22) photographs. (ca. 1960s)
Collection of (22) vintage original gelatin
silver 7.5 x 9.5 in. double weight semi-gloss
photographs printed front and back on 11-leaves
with tab punches in upper margin and assembled
into a spiral-bound album. Depicting Liza and
others in a dance class led by jazz dance innovator
Eugene Louis “Luigi” Faccuito. Light handling.
Otherwise in very good condition. $200 - $300

654. Martha Graham collection of correspondence to Liza
Minnelli and related ephemera. (ca. 1988) Vintage original collection
of (1) autograph note “May you be blessed, Martha”, (1) hand-penned
one-sheet of Martha’s most famously quoted note to Agnes DeMille,
“There is a vitality, a life force, a quickening that is translated through
action, and because there is only one of you in all time, this expression is
unique. And if you block it, it will never exist through any other medium;
and be lost.The world will not have it. It is not your business to determine
how good it is, nor how it compares with other expressions. It is your
business to keep it yours clearly and directly, to keep the channel open.
You do not even have to believe in yourself or your work. You have to
keep open and aware directly to the urges that motivate you. Keep the
channel open. No artist is pleased. There is no satisfaction whatever at
any time. There is only a queer, divine dissatisfaction, a blessed unrest
that keeps us marching and makes us more alive than the others”. Also
includes (1) invitation and (1) program for “Liza to Martha”, a benefit by
Liza and Ivana Trump for the Martha Graham Center, and (1) typed and
signed letter from Martha to Liza, inviting her to be on the committee for
her opening night at the Metropolitan Opera House. Measures approx.
6.5 x 5 in. to 6.5 x 10 in. Lightly handled. Overall, in very good to fine
condition. $200 - $300

655. Liza Minnelli collection of (30+) magazines, clippings, and
ephemera from her early career. Collection of (30+) newspapers,
magazines, press releases, and other periodicals covering Liza’s early films
including Cabaret and New York, New York. Ranging in size from 4.75 x
5.5 in. to 14.5 x 23 in. Exhibiting some toning, creasing, spidering, and
general wear. Condition ranges widely, with most good to very good.
$200 - $300

656. Liza Minnelli personal career scrapbook covering 6/69-2/70.
(1969-1970) Vintage scrapbook containing 50+pages of clippings, photographs,
programs, keepsakes, and assorted ephemera tipped to scrapbook leafs pertaining
to Liza’s fledgling movie and singing careers in the months after Judy’s tragic
death. Measures 12 x 14 in. Exhibiting some toning, tears, creasing, age, and
wear. In generally very good condition. $200 - $300

657. Liza Minnelli vintage personal hand-annotated address book,
including Richard Avedon, Ann-Margret, Ursula Andress and many
more. (ca. 1970s-1980s) Vintage original T. Anthony Ltd. brand maroon leather
and board bound 3-ring binder address book with snapping belt closure. The
100+ page book features cardstock dividers and alphabetic tabs. Handwritten
pencil entries include Billy Crystal, Cher, Lucille Ball, Mikhail Barishnikov,
Carl Bernstein, Faye Dunaway, Barry Diller, Roberta Flack, Shirley MacLaine,
Madonna, Barry Manilow, Rex Reid, Yves St. Laurent, Franco Zeffirelli and
many, many more. Exhibiting age, use and wear with a few pages detached but
present. In good condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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658. Liza Minnelli (4) signed pieces of correspondence
from Lucille Ball. (ca. 1960s-1970s) Vintage original
collection of (2) typed letters on personal stationery, signed
“Love, Lucy”, (1) Christmas card, and (1) gift card, signed
“Love Lucy , Gary”. Measures approx. 4 x 2.25 in. to 6 x
8 in. Lightly handled, exhibiting original transmittal folds,
and some toning. One of the letters exhibits minor water
staining. Christmas card exhibits minor paper loss top left
recto. Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300

659. Liza Minnelli (280+) performance and behind the scenes snapshots from her
early 1970s stage show. Collection of (280+) vintage original color RC 4 x 5 in. snapshot
photographs. Depicting Liza with friends in the green room before a show, backstage
preparing to perform, clowning around in hotel rooms, parties, and more. A unique glimpse
behind-the-scenes of the Liza phenomenon in the 1970s. Exhibiting some toning, age, and
handling. In very good condition. $200 - $300

660. Liza Minnelli (4) color photographs and (2) color
separation transparencies. (ca. 1970s-1980s) Vintage original
collection of (2) gorgeous color separation transparencies, and
(4) color photographs, featuring Liza performing and modeling.
Measures from approx. 8 x 10 in. to 11 x 14 in. Portrait exhibits
moderate handling, edge loss, spot emulsion loss, and overall wear.
All other photos/transparencies lightly handled, in overall vintage
very good condition. $200 - $300

661. Liza Minnelli personal hand-annotated book bound shooting script for Cabaret. (Allied Artists, 1972) Vintage original hardcover bound
136-multi-color revision page Final Draft Shooting Script. Written by J. Presson Allen and Hugh Wheeler. Dated 15 February, 1971. With gold gilt text on
the exterior front cover “Cabaret” and “Liza Minnelli” and title with date on spine. With light annotation throughout in the form of crossed out lines and
some additional dialogue written on page backs. Exhibiting minor age and handling. In very good to fine condition. $1,000 - $2,000
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662. Liza Minnelli personal 1971 Rolls-Royce Silver Shadow sedan. (1971) Vintage original maroon 1971
Rolls-Royce Silver Shadow four-door sedan (VIN: SRX9340). Gifted new to Liza Minnelli by casino mogul William
F. Harrah and used for decades as the legendary performer’s personal car. The 1971 Silver Shadow is outfitted with a
189 horsepower 6.75L V8 engine mated to aTurbo Hydramatic 400 automatic gearbox.With crème leather interior, and
gold monogram “LM” painted on the exterior of the driver’s side door. Car is operational.The vehicle exhibits expected
interior and exterior wear for its age, and remains in very good cosmetic condition. Mechanicals untested and sold with
no warranties. Currently registered in the state of California to Liza Minnelli. $10,000 - $15,000

663. Liza Minnelli archive of documents pertaining to Cabaret.
(1973-1977) Vintage original large archive of 100+pages of Cabaretrelated legal paperwork including production audits, payment statements,
residual information, payment negotiations. With correspondence
between production, studio legal and Liza’s management representatives.
With some mention of foreign distribution, Bob Fosse and Joel Grey. In
very good to fine condition. $200 - $300

664. Liza Minnelli vintage studio copy script for Cabaret. (Allied Artists,
1972) Vintage original studio bound and bradded 130+ page Final Draft copy
script. Written by Jay Presson Allen and Hugh Wheeler. Retaining the ABC
Pictures Corp. covers. Exhibiting age and even toning. In very good condition.
$200 - $300
665. Liza Minnelli (15+) color
and black and white production
photographs from Cabaret. (Allied
Artists, 1972) Collection of (15+)
gelatin silver and color RC and fiberbased photographs ranging in size from
8 x 10 in. to 9.5 x 12 in. Exhibiting signs
of age, handling, minor edge and corner
wear, and some creasing. Overall, in
good to very good condition.
$200 - $300

666. Liza Minnelli (75+) color transparencies and
negatives from Cabaret. (Allied Artists, 1972) Collection
of (75+) black-and-white negatives and color transparencies
ranging in size from 35mm to 8 x 10 in. Depicting scenes,
portraits, and behind-the-scenes shots from the Kander and
Ebb-Bob Fosse German Expressionism-inspired musical.
Exhibiting some handling and wear. In generally very good
condition. $200 - $300

667. Liza Minnelli (40+) photographs
from Cabaret. (Allied Artists, 1972)
Collection of (40+) vintage original
gelatin silver 8 x 10 in. single-weight glossy
photographs. Depicting scenes and special
character portraits from the multiple Oscarwinning German Expressionism-inspired
musical. Exhibiting some creasing, edge and
corner wear, handling, and age. In generally
very good condition. $200 - $300
668. Liza Minnelli (13)
photographs from the
premiere party for Cabaret.
(Allied Artists, 1972) Vintage
original (13) gelatin silver
single-weight glossy press
photographs of a movie
premiere party. Photos feature
cast including Liza, Joel Grey
and Marisa Berenson posing for
paparazzi, cutting a Cabaret-themed cake and watching a stage show. Photos measure 9.5 x 7 in. to 8.5 x 11.5 in. All in very good to fine condition.
$200 - $300
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669. Liza Minnelli
personal invitation
to the premiere
of Cabaret. (1972)
Vintage original
invitation to the
premiere of Cabaret
at ABC City
Theater, plus original
transmittal envelope.
Includes (1) blank
response card with
envelope. Measures
from approx. 4 x 2
in. to 7.25 x 5.25
in. Lightly handled,
minor age, surface
marring, and some
toning. Overall, in
good to very good
condition.
$200 - $300

672. Liza Minnelli Belgian
window card poster for
Cabaret. (Allied Artists, 1972)
Vintage original 11 x 24 in.
Belgian window card for the
Oscar-winning film. Exhibiting
light toning over all and breached
pinholes and tape staining to
corners with some tears and
tattering at extreme upper and
lower edges. In good condition.
$200 - $300

673. Liza Minnelli Italian
duo fogli posster for
Cabaret. (Allied Artists,
1972) Vintage
original
39.25 x 54.5 in. Italian duo
fogli poster for the Oscarwinning film. Folded as
issued. Exhibiting some
minor crossfold separation,
handling, and light tattering
to top edge. $200 - $300

670. Liza Minnelli Italian locandina
poster for Cabaret. (Allied Artists,
1972) Vintage original 13 x 26 in.
Italian locandina poster for the Oscarwinning film. Exhibiting corner
pinholes, age and handling. In good
condition. $200 - $300

674. No Lot

671. Liza Minnelli
Italian duo fogli
poster for Cabaret.
(Allied Artists, 1972)
Vintage original 39.25
x 54.5 in. Italian duo
fogli poster for the
Oscar-winning film.
Folded as issued.
Exhibiting light toning
over all and breached
pinholes and staining
to upper left corner
with some tears and
tattering at extreme
upper and lower edges.
In good condition.
$200 - $300

675. Liza Minnelli collection of publicity materials and ephemera for
Cabaret. (Allied Artists, 1972) Collection of (8) Cabaret-related items including
(1) press kit with bios, production materials and photo captions (photos not
included), (1) show program, (5) copies of sheet music for the song, “Cabaret”
and (1) oversize Oscar Award publicity book. All items in good to fine condition.
$200 - $300

310-859-7701
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676. Liza Minnelli (7) special
oversize photographs from
Cabaret. (Allied Artists, 1972)
Vintage original collection of (7)
gelatin silver double-weight matte
photographs. Measures approx.
13 x 10.5 in. Exhibiting signs of
age, handling, minor edge and
corner wear, and corner creasing.
Overall, in good to very good
condition.$200 - $300

677. Liza Minnelli
“Best Motion Picture
Actress” Golden
Globe nomination
certificate. (1972)
Vintage original
Hollywood Foreign
Press Association “Best
Motion Picture Actress”
nomination certificate
presented to Liza for her
performance in Cabaret.
Vellum leaf measures 8.5
x 11 in. Liza would go
on to win the award for
her portrayal of “Sally
Bowles”. Exhibiting
some toning and edge
chipping. In good
condition. $200 - $300

678. Liza Minnelli “Best
Actress” Academy Award
nomination
plaque
for
Cabaret.
(1972)
Vintage
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences award nomination
plaque for “Best Actress”
presented to Liza Minnelli
for her iconic performance as
“Sally Bowles”, the role that
launched her to decade-defining
superstardom. This prestigious
official document comes signed
by the Academy president and
secretary of the time. With
“Oscar” ® trophy graphic at
left. The certificate is laminated
on a 12 x 13.25 in. wooden
perma-plaque with gold border
and hardware on the verso for
hanging. In very good condition.
$600 - $800

679. Liza Minnelli Cannes Film Festival
Tribute Award. (1983) Vintage original award
trophy measuring 15 in. tall consisting of a cast metal
figure of an anatomically correct nude woman with
floral headdress on a marble base. Engraved plaque at
front reads, “Festival International du Film Cannes
36e Anniversaire 1983 Hommage a Liza Minneli”.
Exhibits some general wear. In good condition.
$600 - $800

680. Liza Minnelli IFIDA “Best Actress” award for
Cabaret. (1972) Vintage original award trophy measuring
10 x 8 in. consisting of a faux film reel in an acrylic slab
on a wooden base. Engraved plaque at front reads, “Best
Actress in a Motion Picture Liza Minnelli IFIDA award
1972”. Exhibiting some handling, age, and wear. In very
good condition. $200 - $300
681. Al Hirschfeld (20+) reference prints of
Liza Minnelli and friends.(ca. 1960s-1980s)
Collection of (20+) black and white 8 x 11 in.
prints by the legendary theatrical caricaturist
Al Hirschfeld. Featuring Liza in titles including
Cabaret, New York, New York, The Act, and more,
as well as with fellow celebrities including Frank
Sinatra, Barbara Streisand, The Beatles, Groucho
Marx, Carol Channing, Mickey Rooney and
many more. In very good to fine condition.
$200 - $300
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682. Liza Minnelli American Film Institute award certificate
for Cabaret. (2007) Original award certificate recognizing Cabaret
as “one of America’s Greatest Movies”. Signed by Howard Stringer
and Jean Picker Firstenberg, Chair and President/CEO of AFI
respectively. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, minor edge wear
and surfacing marring. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300

683. Liza Minnelli permaplaque 1973
concert ticket and TV Guide cover. (ca. 1970s)
Collection of (2) display plaques including (1)
concert ticket for a performance at Harrah’s Lake
Tahoe measuring 6 x 9 in. and (1) TV Guide cover
with a portrait of Liza measuring 7 x 9 in. Some
light wear to plaques. Otherwise in very good
condition. $200 - $300

684. Liza Minnelli (2) American Film
Institute award certificates. (2004) Set of (2)
AFI “100 Years 100 Songs” award certificates each
measuring 8.5 x 11 in. Including (1) “Cabaret” and
(1) “Theme From New York, New York”. In fine
condition. $200 - $300

685. Liza Minnelli (12) signed
photographic prints. (ca. 1970s-1980s/
printed later) Collection of (12) vintage
RC photographs measuring approx. 8
x 10 in. All signed by Liza. Exhibiting
some wear and handling. Otherwise in
very good condition. $200 - $300

686. Liza Minnelli (100+) photographs
receiving awards including Oscar, Tony,
Golden Globe, and more. (ca. 1970s-2000s)
Vintage original collection of photographs,
transparencies, proof sheets, slides, and
miscellaneous ephemera. Measuring from approx.
2 x 2 in. to 8 x 10 in. Exhibiting signs of age,
handling, some toning, minor edge wear, Overall,
in good to fine condition. $200 - $300

687. Liza
Minnelli (20+)
congratulatory
telegrams for a
1972 performance
at the Olympia
Theatre. (1972)
Collection of (20+)
vintage original
telegrams from notable figures including Jerry Lewis, Xavier Gelin, Pierre Delanoe, Pierre Billon, and many more. Measures 8.25 x 6.5 in. to 8.5 x 11 in.
Exhibiting signs of age, handling, edge and corner wear, as well as minor tears and toning. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300
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688. Liza Minnelli (45+) oversize photographs
from a 1972 Life magazine feature on a
nightclub performance in Puerto Rico.
Vintage original Life magazine presentation book
of (45+) oversize 10 x 15 in. gelatin silver doubleweight photographs of Liza from a concert tour
engagement in Puerto Rico. The interior title page
of the book is printed with, “From the Editors and
Photographers of Life”. Exhibiting minor edge wear
to photos and overall wear and handling to the book
covers. In very good condition. $200 - $300
689. Liza Minnelli (5) signed contracts for
Liza with a Z. (1972) Vintage original collection
(5) signed contracts. Relating to personnel matters,
costumes, physical production, and all the details
that went into producing the classic, Emmywinning television spectacular. Measures 8.25
x 6.5 in. to 8.5 x 11 in. Exhibiting signs of age,
handling, edge and corner wear, as well as minor
tears and toning. Overall, in good condition.
$200 - $300
690. Liza Minnelli invoices and
notes regarding costumes for
Liza with a Z, including a signed
letter from Marvin Hamlisch. (ca.
1970s) Vintage original collection of
(15+) papers including costume and
rental invoices, an autograph note
from Marvin Hamlisch regarding his
W-4 along with corresponding W-4
and original postmarked envelope, and
more. Exhibiting signs of age, handling,
some edge wear and original hole punch tears, W-4 has even toning. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300
691. Liza Minnelli (50+) signed personal and
professional contracts. (1970s-2000s) Vintage
original massive archive of (50+) Liza Minnelli signed
personal contracts including Union contracts, agency
paperwork, appearance contracts, letters of agreement,
contract for the Liza at the Wintergarden engagement,
letters regarding a Paris performance, New York
apartment leases, TV and movie appearances and
other miscellaneous agreements and much, much
more. Most signed in pen by Liza. All in very good to
fine condition. $200 - $300
692. Liza Minnelli (5) photolith concepts for
Liza with a Z promotional materials. (1972)
Vintage original (5) gelatin silver single-weight
semi-gloss photos in proof layout form, affixed to
parchment paper, featuring clear acetate overlays
with orange accents. Measures from approx. 6 x
6.5 in. to 11.75 x 7.25 in. Exhibiting signs of age,
handling, minor edge and corner wear, and minor
tears, toning and foxing to paper. Overall, in good
to very good condition. $200 - $300

693. Liza Minnelli collection of
correspondence and ephemera
related to the project Liza with
a Z. Vintage original collection of
(15+) papers and ephemera relating
to personnel matters, costumes,
physical production, and all the
details that went into producing
the classic, Emmy-winning
television spectacular. Including
tickets, programs, correspondence, telegrams, and more. Exhibiting some wear and handling. In very good condition. $200 - $300
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694. The Liza Minnelli Show (2) deluxe custom bound oversize
presentation books with (118) color photographs by John Fraker
of her 1973 stage show. (1973) Set of (2) vintage original custom 12.5
x 13.25 in. leather and board bound albums with leatherette slip case,
each containing (54) color 11 x 14 in. photographs printed front and back
to double weight paper. Featuring Liza’s backstage preparations, sound
check, rehearsal, and an elaborate live performance from her 1973 stage
tour. Exhibiting some handling to slip cases, albums and photos. In very
good condition. $400 - $600

695. Bob Fosse (2) notes signed to Liza
Minnelli with related ephemera. (ca.
1970s-1980s) Vintage original (1) typed letter,
signed “Bobby”, and (1) autograph note, also
signed “Bobby”. Includes (3) invitations to the
filming of a concert by Liza Minnelli, (1) letter
from Nicole Fosse with original postmarked
envelope and enclosed photo, (1) RC black
and white photo of Bob and Liza, signed by
photographer Henry Grossman, and (1) program
from the 1987 memorial tribute performance
honoring Bob Fosse. Measuring approx. 4.25
x 3.25 in. to 6.5 x 8.5 in. Exhibiting minor
handling and age. Overall, in good to very good
condition. $200 - $300

696. Liza Minnelli and friends
(60+) photographs with Audrey
Hepburn, Brooke Shields, Bert
Reynolds, Gene Simmons, Bob
Fosse, and more. (ca. 1960s-1980s)
Vintage original collection of (60+)
photographs of Liza with friends
including Audrey Hepburn, Brooke
Shields, Bert Reynolds, Gene
Simmons, Bob Fosse, Farrah Fawcett,
Shirley MacLaine, Dudley Moore, and more. Measuring approx. 3.5 x 3.5 in. to 7 x 5 in. Exhibiting minor age and handling, Overall, in good to very good
condition. $200 - $300

698. Liza Minnelli
portrait photograph by
Franco Zeffirelli. (1973)
Vintage original color 8 x
10 in. photograph tipped to
cardstock, signed and dated
by the photographer lower
left recto. Lightly handled,
Overall, in very good to
fine condition.
$200 - $300
697. Liza Minnelli personal framed snapshot with director Bob
Fosse. (ca. 1970s) Vintage original color snapshot with approx. 4.25 x 3
in. visible through mat. Presented in a approx. 5 x 7 in. standing picture
frame. Minimal age and wear. In very good condition. $200 - $300
699. Liza Minnelli archive of (275+)
studio portrait photographs, contact
sheets, and transparencies spanning
four decades. (ca. 1960s-2000s) Vintage
original collection of (275+) photographs,
transparencies, slides, proofs and more,
featuring Liza modeling for various projects.
Measuring from approx. 2 x 2 in. to 8 x 10
in. Grease pencil notations and personal
notes throughout. Exhibiting signs of age and
handling, Overall, in good to fine condition.
$400 - $600
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700. Liza Minnelli custom book bound albums of (100+) oversize
photographs from her 1973 tour. (1973) Set of (2) vintage original
custom 12.5 x 13.25 in. leatherette albums, stamped “Vincente Minnelli”
on the front cover, and each containing (50+) color 11 x 14 in. photographs
printed front and back to double weight paper. Featuring Liza’s backstage
preparations, sound check, rehearsal, and an elaborate live performance from
her 1973 stage tour. on the cover. Exhibiting some handling to slip cases,
albums and photos. In very good condition. $200 - $300

701. Liza Minnelli collection of (5) Blackglama
ephemera and book. (ca. 1974) Collection of (5)
Blackglama-related ephemera including a photograph
of Liza’s “What Becomes a Legend Most?” print ad,
signed by Liza, (3) 7.25 x 10.5 in. typed letters signed
from philanthropist, Jeanette Rockefeller inviting Liza to
attend a Blackglama charity event as guest of honor and
(1) hardcover copy of What Becomes a Legend Most? The
Blackglama Story by Peter Rogers signed to Liza by the
author. All in very good condition. $200 - $300

702. Liza Minnelli
“What Becomes
a Legend Most”
campaign poster for
Blackglama Furs.
(1973) Vintage original
17 x 22 in. poster for
Blackglama furs featuring
Liza Minnelli from their
iconic “What Becomes a
Legend Most” campaign.
Exhibiting some spidering
to lower left edge, some
waving and creasing in
the image, and general
handling. In good to very
good condition.
$200 - $300

703. What Becomes a Legend Most? The Blackglama Story by Peter Rogers
signed by the author to Liza Minnelli. (1979) Vintage original hardcover
copy of What Becomes a Legend Most? The Blackglama Story by Peter Rogers
signed to Liza by the author. In very good condition. $200 - $300
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704. The Gershwin Years inscribed and signed by Ira Gershwin
to Liza Minnelli. (1958) Vintage original 313-page book by Edward
Jablonski and Lawrence D. Stewart. Signed and inscribed on the interior
front cover by Mr. and Mrs. Gershwin, “For Liza with love from Lee and
Ira”. Dust jacket present and exhibiting some edge wear and minor tears
to the upper back. In very good condition. $200 - $300

705. Bing Crosby typed letter signed to Liza Minnelli and
ephemera. (1975-1995) Vintage original (1) typed letter from Bing
Crosby, signed “Bing”, (3) envelopes honoring David Wark Griffith, two
of which are signed “Bing Crosby”, and (1) cassette tape recording of
Judy Garland singing to baby Liza on the Bing Crosby show, sent to Liza
by one David Costa. Measures from approx. 4.25 x 3 in. to 8.5 x 11 in.
Lightly handled. Letter has original transmittal folds. Overall, in good to
very good condition. $200 - $300
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706. John Wayne heartfelt typed letter signed mentioning Liza
Minnelli. (1975) Vintage original typed letter mentioning both Judy
Garland and Liza Minnelli. Signed “John Wayne”. Also includes (1)
RC black and white 8 x 10 in. photo signed “Pilar & Duke”. Original
transmittal included. Lightly handled, Overall, in good to very good
condition. $200 - $300

707. Liza Minnelli (9) personal concert programs. (1970s-2000s) Collection
of (9) Liza Minnelli performance programs including (2) “Liza”, (1) “Legends
and Show Stoppers”, (1) “Liza Minnelli By Myself ”, (1) “Liza Minnelli”, (1)
“Liza Minnelli and Orchestra”, (1) “Liza Minnelli Gala Exceptional”, (1) “Liza
in Concert” and (1) “Liza Minnelli Christmas Spectacular”. All in very good to
fine condition. $200 - $300

708. Liza Minnelli (35+)
photographs from Tell
Me That You Love Me,
Junie Moon. (TCF, 1970)
Collection of (35+) vintage
original gelatin silver singleweight glossy photographs
ranging in size from 7.75 x
9.75 in. (trimmed) to 8 x 10
in. Including scenes, portraits,
behind-the-scenes shots of
Otto Preminger directing, and special key art images. Exhibiting minor edge wear and handling. In generally very good condition. $200 - $300

709. Liza Minnelli
plaster life mask for
prosthetic fabrication
for Tell Me that You
Love Me, Junie Moon.
(Paramount, 1970)
Vintage original life cast
taken from the face of
a 24-year old Liza for
the fabrication of facial
scarring prosthetics for
her character. The plaster
casting measures 11 x
7 x 7 in. with hollow
back and hanging wire
embedded. Exhibiting
production wear, soiling
and handling. In very
good condition
$200 - $300

710. Liza Minnelli personal book
bound script for A Matter of Time.
(AIP, 1976) Vintage original studio bound
and bradded 163-page script for the film
directed by Liza’s father,Vincente Minnelli.
Housed in an 8.75 x 11 in. hardbound cover
with gold gilt title and “Liza Minnelli” on
the front cover and title and date on the
spine. In very good to fine condition.
$200 - $300

711. A Matter of Time (350+) pre- and post-production snapshots. (1975) Collection of color RC photographs ranging in size from 3.5 x 4.75 in. to 4
x 5 in. Depicting casual candid shots and event images from Liza’s time in Italy for production of Vincente Minnelli’s final film. Exhibiting color softening and
light handling. In very good condition. $100 - $200

310-859-7701
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712. Liza Minnelli copy script for for A Matter of Time. (AIP, 1976) Vintage
original studio bound and bradded 157-page script for A Matter of Time (working
title: “Film of Memory”) directed by Liza’s father,Vincente Minnelli. Housed in
a 9 x 14.5 in. hardbound folder. In very good condition.$200 - $300

713. Liza
Minnelli
(20+) oversize
photographs
for a Life
magazine
feature on
A Matter of
Time by Terry
O’Neill. (1976)
Collection
of (20+) vintage original gelatin silver double-weight semi-gloss
photographs by Terry O’Neill ranging in size from 10 x 15 in. to 11
x 14 in. Including a special series of Liza lounging in bed, casual shots
at home, and behind the scenes production images. Exhibiting a hazy
film to emulsion with some edge and corner wear. In generally good
condition. $200 - $300

714. Liza Minnelli
(35+) photographs
and (40+)
internegatives from
A Matter of Time. (AIP,
1976) Collection of
(30+) vintage original
and a few later gelatin
silver single- and
double-weight, glossy
and matte, and RC
photographs ranging
in size from 3.25 x 5
in. to 8 x 10 in., (7)
color RC photographs
ranging in size from
3.5 x 4.75 in. to 7.75 x
11.75 in., and (40+) 4
x 5 in. copy negatives.
Exhibiting some corner
and edge wear, creasing,
and handling. In good
to very good condition.
$200 - $300

715. A Matter of Time (300+)
cast and crew production
snapshots. (1975) Collection
of color RC photographs
ranging in size from 3.5 x 4.75
in. to 4 x 5 in. Depicting scenes,
portraits, and behind-thescenes images from Vincente
Minnelli’s final film. Exhibiting
light handling. In very good
condition. $100 - $200

716. Liza Minnelli
(10) oversize
photographs from a
Life magazine feature
on A Matter of Time by
Terry O’Neill. (1975)
Collection of (10)
vintage original gelatin
silver double-weight
semi-gloss photographs by Terry O’Neill ranging in size from approx. 11 x 14 in. to 15 x 10 in. Featuring production stills and behind the scenes shots of
Liza. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, with corner and edge wear, creasing, even toning, minor spot emulsion loss on one photo, partially obscuring image,
and mild waving. Overall, in vintage fair to good condition. $200 - $300

717. Liza Minnelli (20+) photographs for a Life magazine feature on A Matter of Time by Terry O’Neill. (1975) Collection of (20+) vintage
original gelatin silver double-weight semi-gloss photographs by Terry O’Neill ranging in size from 9.75 x 6.4 in. to 7.8 x 9.75 in. Featuring a special portrait
series of Liza in bed and Liza at home. Includes some duplicate images. Exhibiting light edge wear. Otherwise in very good condition. $200 - $300
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718. Liza Minnelli (5) custom
oversize black and white
and color photographs for
A Matter of Time. Collection
of (5) vintage original gelatin
silver and color double-weight
semi-gloss photographs ranging
in size from 10 x 15 in. to
11 x 14 in. Exhibiting light
handling. Otherwise in very good
condition. $200 - $300

719. Liza
Minnelli
personal
Frenchlanguage
edition of
her father’s
autobiography
Tous En Scene
[I Remember It
Well] inscribed
and signed
to her by
Vincente
Minnelli.
(J.C. Lattes,
1980s) Vintage
original copy of
Minnelli’s 406-page autobiography, Tous En Scene.Vincente’s inscription on the first page
reads: “Dearest Liza,You are an artist, don’t ever forget that. I am still in a state of shock. I
love you.Vincente”. Also included, Hugh Fordin’s 566-page book, “The Movies’ Greatest
Musicals”, inscribed to Liza and signed by Lee Anderson Minnelli. Measures approx. 5.5
x 8.75 x 1.25 in. to 6.25 x 9.25 in. Exhibits age, handling, toning, and cover-wear. Overall
vintage good condition. $200 - $300

720. Liza Minnelli in Italy
(20+) oversize photographs
with Roger Moore, Burt
Reynolds, Donald Sutherland,
Gene Hackman and others.
(1976) Collection (20+) vintage
original gelatin silver doubleweight photographs of Liza and
friends including Gene Hackman
Burt Reynolds, Donald Sutherland, Roger Moore, and more. Includes some production stills from A Matter of Time. Most feature photographer stamp verso.
Measures approx. 12 x 8.5 in. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, and minor edge and corner wear. Overall, in very good to fine condition. $200 - $300
721. Liza Minnelli (20+)
oversize photographs
with Federico Fellini
from Casanova for a Life
magazine feature. (1975)
Collection of (20+) vintage
original gelatin silver 11.5
x 9 in. double-weight
photographs of Liza visiting
with Frederico Fellini on the set of Casanova, shot for a feature in Life magazine. Several feature photographer stamp verso. Includes some duplicate images.
Exhibiting signs of age, handling, and minor edge and corner wear. Overall, in very good to fine condition. $200 - $300
722. Liza Minnelli (20+)
oversize photographs
from Casanova for a
Life magazine feature.
(1975) Collection of (20+)
vintage original gelatin silver
double-weight photographs
of Liza visiting with
Donald Sutherland on the set of Fellini’s Casanova, shot for a feature in Life magazine. Includes photos of Liza garbed in period wardrobe. Several feature
photographer stamp verso. Measures approx. 9.75 x 11.75 in. Includes some duplicate images. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, and minor edge and corner
wear. Overall, in very good to fine condition. $200 - $300
723. Liza Minnelli (20+) vintage oversize
photographs from A Matter of Time. (AIP, 1976)
Collection of (20+) vintage original single- and
double-weight photographs of Liza and fellow
stars including Ingrid Bergman, Fernando Rey and
director Vincente Minnelli from A Matter of Time.
Most feature photographer stamp verso. Measures
from approx. 7.75 x 11.75 in. to 11.75 x 15.75 in.
Exhibiting signs of age, handling, and minor edge
and corner wear. Overall, in very good to fine
condition. $200 - $300
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724. Liza Minnelli custom scrapbook
from the celebrity tribute to Ingrid
Bergman in Venice Italy with (90+)
photographs and printed ephemera.
Collection of (90+) vintage original
gelatin silver approx. 7.25 x 9.5 in.
single- and double-weight, glossy and
matte photographs. Exhibiting some
light handling. In very good condition.
$200 - $300

725. Liza Minnelli
(90+) production
and publicity
photographs from
A Matter of Time.
(AIP, 1976) Collection
of (90+) vintage
original gelatin silver
approx. 7.25 x 9.5 in. single- and double-weight, glossy and matte photographs by Pina Di Cola, Franco Bellomo, and others. Featuring scene, portraits,
and behind-the-scenes images from production with Liza, Ingrid Bergman, director Vincente Minnelli, and more. Also includes a vintage partial presskit
Exhibiting some corner creasing, edge wear, and handling. In generally good to very good condition. $200 - $300

726. Ingrid Bergman
photograph signed by Richard
Avedon and inscribed and
signed by Bergman to Liza
Minnelli. (ca. 1976) Vintage
original gelatin silver 7.25 x 9.25
in. glossy single-weight photograph
mounted to board featuring a 2.25
x 2.25 in. frame with a head-andshoulders portrait of Bergman by
Richard Avedon. Signed below
the image, “Avedon”. Additionally
inscribed and signed, Darling Liza,
I love you very much—Here’s
looking at you, kid! Ingrid 1976”.
Exhibiting slight surface impression
in blank area below the image, and
slight smearing to ink. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

728. Liza Minnelli photographs and ephemera from her 1983 trip to
Italy for the tribute to Ingrid Bergman. (1983) Vintage original collection
of Ingrid Bergman garden party tribute ephemera, including (1) invitation, (1)
program, (9) RC semi gloss color photos, (3) gelatin silver semi-gloss doubleweight 8 x 10 in. photos, and (1) glossy color 8 x 10 in. photos, all featuring
photographer stamp verso. Measuring approx. 4.5 x 3.5 in. to 8 x 10 in. Lightly
handled, in very good to fine condition. $200 - $300
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727. Liza Minnelli
personal program
for Ingrid Bergman’s
1983 memorial
service. (1983) Vintage
original hardbound 50+
page memorial book for
Ingrid Bergman. With
gold gilt imprint on the
lower front cover, “Liza
Minnelli”. Contents
include images, history
and text in Italian and
English. Exhibiting
minor age. In very fine
condition. $200 - $300

729. Liza Minnelli (5) working script archive for Chicago. (1975)
Archive of (5) Chicago stage plays and screenplays Including a photocopy
of 100-page Chicago play by Maurine Dallas Watkins, (1) 100+page script
for the Kander and Ebb musical production, (1) rehearsal 100+page
rehearsal script for the musical, (1) 117-page script for a screen adaptation
of the musical written by Larry Gelbart, and (1) 112-page CAA bound
copy of a screenplay, uncredited and dated June 11, 1992. All in good
condition. $200 - $300
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730. Liza Minnelli scrapbook from her Broadway production
of Chicago, including personal letters and photographs. (1975)
Vintage original hardbound 11.5 x 14.5 in. scrapbook. 40+ pages
include a note from Fred Ebb reading, “You’re in”, congratulatory
telegrams from Valerie Perrine, Gene Kelly, Krishna, Robert De Niro,
Michael York, and others, letters from Dick Cavett, Jacqueline Onassis,
flower cards from Sammy Davis Jr., Halston, Jules Stein, Martin
Scorsese and others, black and white production photos, newspaper
notices and clippings, and more. Some items detached but present. In
very good condition. $200 - $300

731. Liza Minnelli script for
Lucky Lady with autograph
note from Stanley Donen
asking her to do the film.
(TCF, 1975) Vintage original
145-page studio bound and
bradded script. Written by
Willard Hyuck and Gloria
Katz. Dated January 4, 1974. Includes a handwritten note from director
Stanley Donen, which reads: “Dear Liza – I think this is terrific for
you – do you? I’m doing it in about October. Will you? Love, Stanley”.
Exhibiting minor wear, age, handling and bent cover edges. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

732. Liza Minnelli signed 20th-Century Fox contract for Lucky Lady.
(1975) Vintage original (35+page) studio contract signed by Liza and a studio
executive. Also includes (1) signed letter from the studio regarding a requested
16mm print of the motion picture. Measures 8.5 x 11 in. Exhibiting signs of
age, handling, minor edge toning, and edge and corner wear. Overall, in good
condition. $200 - $300

733. Liza Minnelli (40+) photographs
and contact sheets from Lucky Lady.
(TCF, 1976) Collection of vintage original
(20+) gelatin silver 8 x 10 in. singleweight glossy production photographs,
(20+) gelatin silver single-weight glossy
contact sheets ranging in size from 4 x
10 in. (trimmed) to 8.5 x 11.25 in., and
(2) color 8.5 x 11 in. RC contact sheets.
Including scene stills, special portraits of
Liza as “Claire”, and location continuity shots. Exhibiting some edge wear, creasing, and handling. In generally good to very good condition. $300 - $500
734. Liza Minnelli (5) vintage oversize Lucky Lady
photographs to which she has affixed humorous
personal captions. (1975) Vintage original (5) gelatin silver
double-weight oversized photographs of Liza in Lucky Lady,
with humorous personal captions she’s affixed to each, lower
left recto. “Deanna, did you say Terry Stanfill is on the way over
to see me?” “Of course I know that Lee Anderson is of royal
lineage!” “Lorna and Marjoe?” “Of course Barry Bregman is
an asshole” “Yes Jack, I can’t wait to meet your cousin Bob
Dornan…” Measures 9.5 x 14 in. Lightly handled, mild edge
and corner wear, and edge toning, Overall, in very good
condition. $200 - $300

735. Liza Minnelli (3) board mounted movie posters including A
Matter of Time, Lucky Lady, and New York, New York. Collection of (3)
movie posters ranging in size from 22 x 33 in. to 27 x 41 in. Exhibiting
handling and edge wear. Otherwise in very good condition. $200 - $300
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737. Gene Hackman
oversize signed
photograph from
Lucky Lady. (TCF, 1975)
Vintage original gelatin
silver double-weight
photograph featuring
Hackman as Kibby
Womack. Signed middle
recto in a dark red ink.
Measures 9.25 x 13.75
in. Exhibiting minor
age, handling, edge and
corner wear, with a
crease and tape repair at
upper rector. Overall, in
good condition.
$200 - $300

736. Liza Minnelli original studio script for Lucky Lady. (TCF, 1975)
Vintage original 145- age studio bound and bradded script. Written by Willard
Hyuck and Gloria Katz. Dated January 4, 1974”. Exhibiting minor wear, age,
handling and bent cover edges. In very good condition. $200 - $300

738. Burt Reynolds
oversize photograph
from Lucky Lady
suggestively
inscribed and signed
to Liza Minnelli.
(TCF, 1976) Vintage
original gelatin silver
9.25 x 13.75 in.
double-weight semigloss photograph.
Inscribed and signed
by Reynolds, “Liza, I
want only the pleasure
of looking. Honest!
Dah! Holy Cheese and
crackers! What Pins”.
Exhibiting creasing in
upper and lower image.
In good condition.
$200 - $300

739. Liza Minnelli personal book bound script for New York, New York.
(United Artists, 1977) Vintage original 138-page script attributed to script
supervisor Hannah Scheel and filled with printed notations and markings. Written
by Earl Mac Rauch and dated March 12, 1976. Housed in a hardcover book
binding with gold gilt text on the front cover including title and “Liza Minnelli”
and title and date on the spine. In very good to fine condition. $200 - $300

740. Liza Minnelli (3) script archive from New
York, New York. (United Artists, 1977) Vintage original
archive of (3) scripts including (2) studio bound
and bradded 135+ page copy scripts with printed
annotations and (1) 131-page copy script in a 3-ring
binder, dated 1974. All scripts exhibit age and handling.
In very good to fine condition.$200 - $300
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741. Liza Minnelli shooting script for
New York, New York in her personalized
leather on-set folder. (United Artists,
1977) Vintage original 137-multi-color
revision page script. Written by Earl Mac
Rauch and dated March 12, 1976. Housed
in a hardcover book binding with gold gilt
text on the front cover “Liza”. In very good
to fine condition .$200 - $300

www.profilesinhistory.com

742. Liza Minnelli scenic design sketch from New York, New York
by Boris Levin signed and inscribed to Liza. (United Artists, 1977)
Vintage original scenic design sketch accomplished in gouache and ink
on 21.5 x 12.25 in. artist’s board visible through 26.75 x 17.5 in. mat.
Signed by the artist “Boris Levin” in the lower right and inscribed in the
lower left, “New York, New York, To Liza – An unbelievable talent that
knows no limits! Love – Boris”. Unexamined out of frame. In vintage
fine condition. $200 - $300

743. Liza Minnelli original studio acetate recording of “New York, New
York”. (1977) Vintage original 10 in. 45rpm Artisan Sound Recorders studio
acetate record. Measuring 10 in. Light handling. In good condition.
$200 - $300

744. Liza Minnelli and Martin Scorsese
(3) candid photographs. (ca. 1970s) Vintage
original collection of (3) color candids capturing
moments with Liza, Scorsese and his baby
daughter Domenica. Measuring from 10 x 8 in.
to 14 x 11 in. Exhibiting even toning, minor
age, handling, the larger photo has a few minor
tears along the edges, not obscuring the image,
and minor corner wear. Overall, in good to very
good condition. $200 - $300
745. Liza Minnelli (120+) behind the scenes
photographs featuring Robert De Niro and
Martin Scorsese from New York, New York. (UA,
1920) Vintage original collection of (120+) gelatin
silver double-weight oversized production photographs,
featuring Liza Minnelli, Martin Scorsese, and various
other cast and crew on set and behind the scenes while
filming the 1977 production of New York, New York.
Measuring approx. 9.5 x 14.25 in. Exhibiting signs of age,
handling, edge and corner wear. Overall, in very good
condition. $200 - $300

746. Liza Minnelli (135+) oversize custom photographs featuring Martin Scorsese directing from New York, New York. (UA, 1977) Vintage
original collection of (135+) gelatin silver double-weight oversized production photographs, featuring Liza Minnelli, Martin Scorsese, and various other cast
and crew on set and behind the scenes while filming the 1977 production of New York, New York. Measuring approx. 9.5 x 14.25 in. Exhibiting signs of age,
handling, edge and corner wear. Overall, in very good condition. $600 - $800

747. Liza Minnelli (350+) oversize doubleweight custom production photographs from New York, New York. (UA, 1977) Vintage original
collection of (350+) gelatin silver double-weight oversized production photographs, featuring Liza Minnelli, Martin Scorsese, and various other cast and
crew on set and behind the scenes while filming the 1977 production of New York, New York. Measuring approx. 9.5 x 14.25 in. Exhibiting signs of age,
handling, edge and corner wear. Overall, in very good condition. $800 - $1,200
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748. Liza Minnelli (20+)
oversize color custom
production portrait
photographs from New
York, New York. (UA, 1977)
Vintage original collection of
(20+) RC color production
photographs, featuring Liza
Minnelli, Martin Scorsese,
and various other cast and crew on set and behind the scenes while filming the 1977 production of New York, New York. Measuring approx. 9.5 x 14.25 in.
Exhibiting signs of age, handling, edge and corner wear. Overall, in very good condition. $200 - $300
749. Liza Minnelli (2000+)
publicity transparencies from
New York, New York. (UA, 1977)
Vintage original collection of
(2000+) 35mm color transparencies
featuring Liza Minnelli, Martin
Scorsese, and various other cast and
crew on set and behind the scenes
while filming the 1977 production
of New York, New York. Exhibiting
ssome light handling. Overall, in very good condition. $400 - $600

750. Liza Minnelli personal (3) continuous release 1-sheet posters for
New York, New York. (UA, 1977) Set of (3) vintage original 27 x 41 in. 1-sheet
movie posters for the continuous release of the Scorsese musical starring Liza
and Robert De Niro. With 1-folded as issued and 2-rolled. Exhibiting some
wrinkling and handling. In good condition. $200 - $300
751. Liza Minnelli British quad poster for New York, New York.
(UA, 1977) Vintage original 39.5 x 29.75 in. British quad poster. Folded
as issued. Exhibiting light even toning and corner pinholes repaired with
acetate tape to recto and verso. In good condition. $200 - $300

752. Liza Minnelli and Vincente Minnelli (2) Polish posters Goodbye
Charlie and New York, New York. (TCF, 1964/UA, 1977) Collection of (2)
vintage original Polish movie posters including (1) A1 22.5 x 31.5 in. for Goodbye
Charlie and (1) B1 26.5 x 38.25 in. New York, New York. A1 poster exhibits heavy
creasing with paper loss in central image. B1 with wrinkling and creasing around
extreme edge. In fair to very good condition. $200 - $300
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753. Martin Scorsese Christmas card signed to Liza Minnelli. (ca.
1960s-1980s) Vintage original featuring Scorcese’s well-known, scrawling
signature. Measures 5 x 6.75 in. Lightly handled, personal note and return
address affixed verso. Overall, in fine condition. $200 - $300

www.profilesinhistory.com

754. Liza Minnelli (4)
signed greeting cards
from Robert De Niro.
(ca.1990s) Collection of
(2) signed Happy Holiday
cards and (2) Happy
Birthday autograph
letters on Robert De
Niro’s personal stationery.
Includes (1) original envelope. Measures from approx. 5.25 x 4 in. to 7.75 x 6 in. Lightly handled, in very fine condition. $200 - $300
755. Richard
Avedon signed
oversize portrait
contact sheet of
Liza Minnelli and
Fred Astaire for
the December
1974 issue of Vogue.
(1974) Vintage
original gelatin silver
approx. 15.75 x 19.75
in. cardstock semigloss photographic
contact sheet with 123.25 x 3.25 in. frames
by Richard Avedon
for the December
1974 issue of Vogue.
Featuring posed
portraits of Astaire and
Liza. Signed at lower
right beneath image,
“Avedon”.Virtually unhandled. In very good condition. $300 - $500
757. Richard
Avedon signed
oversize portrait
contact sheet of
Liza Minnelli and
Fred Astaire for
the December
1974 issue of
Vogue. (1974)
Vintage original
gelatin silver approx.
15.75 x 19.75 in.
cardstock semigloss photographic
contact sheet with
12-3.25 x 3.25 in.
frames by Richard
Avedon for the
December 1974
issue of Vogue.
Featuring posed
portraits of Astaire
and Liza. Signed at lower right beneath image, “Avedon”.Virtually
unhandled. In very good condition. $300 - $500

756.Richard Avedon
signed oversize
portrait contact sheet
of Liza Minnelli and
Fred Astaire for the
December 1974 issue
of Vogue. (1974) Vintage
original gelatin silver
approx. 15.75 x 19.75
in. cardstock semi-gloss
photographic contact
sheet with 12-3.25 x 3.25
in. frames from a sitting
with Richard Avedon
for the December 1974
issue of Vogue. Featuring
posed portraits of Astaire
and Liza, as well as candid
shots with Avedon giving
direction. Signed at lower
right beneath image,
“Avedon”.Virtually
unhandled. In very good
condition. $300 - $500

758. Steve McQueen autograph notecard signed to Liza Minnelli.
(1970s) Vintage original autograph 4 x 3 in. notecard inscribed and signed by
McQueen, “Sorry I’ll be unable to make your last performance at the Greek,
but I would like to have lunch on Monday. I will call you at the hotel - Steve
McQueen”. Exhibits only minimal handling. In very good condition.
$200 - $300

759. Liza Minnelli (160+) photographs and negatives with her godmother Kay Thompson and friend Charles Aznavour. (ca. 1970s-1990s)
Collection of vintage original and later gelatin silver and color RC and fiber-based prints ranging in size from 4 x 5 in. to 8 x 10 in. Featuring candids,
portraits, performance shots, press images, and more. Exhibiting some corner and edge wear, creasing, and handling. Condition ranges somewhat, with most
good to very good. $200 - $300
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760. Liza Minnelli (5) photographs by
George Hurrell. (1977) Collection of (5)
vintage original gelatin silver 8 x 10 in. singleweight glossy photographs by George Hurrell.
All retaining photographer’s stamp on the verso.
Only light wear. In very good condition.
$200 - $300

761. Liza Minnelli (3) custom color photographs signed by George
Hurrell. (1977) Collection of (3) vintage original custom color 8 x 10 in.
borderless photographs by George Hurrell tipped to 11 x 14 in. boards.
Photos signed lower right recto. Exhibiting minor handling and corner wear
to boards, 1-with splatter soiling at lower right. In very good condition.
$200 - $300

762. Liza Minnelli (4) mounted exhibition
prints by George Hurrell. (1977) Collection
of (4) vintage original gelatin silver 7.5 x 9.5 in.
photographs by George Hurrell tipped to 11 x 14 in.
boards. All signed at lower right. Exhibiting edge and
corner wear. In very good condition. $200 - $300

763. Liza Minnelli (5) mounted exhibition
prints by George Hurrell. (1977) Collection
of (5) vintage original gelatin silver 7.25 x 9.5
in. photographs by George Hurrell tipped to 11
x 14 in. boards. All signed at lower right. Minor
edge and corner wear. In very good condition.
$200 - $300

764. Liza Minnelli (6) mounted exhibition prints
by George Hurrell. (1977) Collection of (6) vintage
original gelatin silver 7.25 x 9.5 in. photographs by
George Hurrell tipped to 11 x 14 in. boards. All signed
at lower right. Exhibiting some edge and corner wear
to board. In very good condition. $200 - $300

765. Liza Minnelli (6) custom color
photographs signed by George Hurrell and
(1) color separation transparency. (1977)
Collection of (6) vintage original color 8 x 10 in.
borderless photographs by George Hurrell tipped
to 11 x 14 in. boards and (1) 10 .25 x 12.5 in, color
separation transparency. All photos signed at lower
right (1-taped over). Light handling with some
splatter staining to 1-board. In good to very good
condition. $200 - $300
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766. Liza Minnelli (35+) photographs
and (20+) negatives by George Hurrell.
(ca. 1977) Vintage original collection of
(35+) gelatin silver 8 x 10 in photographs by
George Hurrell and (20+) later generation
negatives ranging in size from 4.25 x 5.25 in.
to 8 x 10 in. Minor handling and edge wear.
In very good condition.
$200 - $300

767. Liza Minnelli (20) color photographs
and (35) color transparencies by George
Hurrell. (ca. 1960s-2000s) Collection of
(20) vintage color RC photographs by
George Hurrell ranging in size from 4 x 5 in.
to 8 x 10 in. Also includes (35) color 35mm
transparencies in slide housings. Some light
handling. In very good condition.
$200 - $300
768. Liza Minnell (250+)
photographs with
friends and celebrity
acquaintances. (1960s-2000s)
Vintage original (3) large
3-ring binders with (250+)
color and black and white
photographs including (1)
binder with photos of George
Hamilton, Baryshnikov, Desi
Arnaz Jr., Martha Graham, Lee Minnelli, Robert DeNiro, Gene Kelly, Fred Astaire, Chita Rivera, Elizabeth Taylor, Michael Jackson, Bill Lavorgna, (1)
binder including photos of Michael Feinstein, Peter Allen, Fred Ebb, Billy Stritch and Cy Coleman and (1) binder marked “friends” and featuring photos
including Henry Fonda, Robert Blake, Burt Reynolds, Nureyev, Joel Grey, Gena Rowlands, Gregory Peck, Halston, Martin Scorsese, Gene Kelly, Goldie
Hawn and many, many more. Photos range in size from 4x 4 in. to 8 x 10 in. In good to fine condition. $400 - $600

769. Liza Minnelli
retouched color
proof photograph
with patriotic theme.
(ca. 1990s) Vintage
original oversized
photograph tipped to
board, featuring Liza
in a white suit with
white top hat. Measures
approx. 15 x 17 in.
Retaining hand toning
and retouching. With
a small spot of surface
loss in the image. In
very good condition.
$200 - $300

770. Liza Minnelli (10)
oversize photographs.
(ca. 1940s-1960s) Vintage
original collection of (10)
gelatin silver single and
double-weight matte, gloss
and semi gloss photos,
featuring Liza performing
all over the world. Some
feature stamps verso with
photographer information
and locations like Rome,
Paris and Moscow. There
are two photos with Judy
Garland and one photo
with Vincente Minnelli.
Also one proof sheet of
what looks like Liza giving
a performance/demonstration at a school. Moscow photo is tipped to thin
board. Measures from approx. 8 x 10 in. to 15.75 x 11.5 in. Exhibiting signs
of age, handling, minor edge and corner wear, Overall, in good to very good
condition.$200 - $300
771. Liza Minnelli studio portraits (65+)
photographs and (8) contact sheets.
Collection of (65+) vintage original gelatin
silver 8 x 10 in. single-weight glossy portrait
proof photographs, all with “Proof Only”
written in the upper blank border. Also
includes (8) gelatin silver 8 x 10 in. singleweight glossy contact sheet with 12-2.25
x 2.25 in. frames. Exhibiting some toning,
corner creasing, and edge wear. In generally
good to very good condition. $200 - $300
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772. Liza Minnelli (7) Harrah’s commemorative
plaques in custom boxes. (1974-1978) Vintage
original collection of (7) plaques including (3) laminated
6.5 x 10 .5 in. PermaPlaques with image of Liza, 1-for
1974, 1-for 1977 and 1-for 1978, and (4) engraved brass
plates on 8 x 8 in. wooden plaques, 1-for 1973, 1-for
1974, 1-for 1976 and 1-for 1977. All 7-retain hanging
hardware on the verso, and 6-with custom wooden
clamshell cases. Exhibiting minor tarnishing and age. In
very good condition. $200 - $300
773. Liza Minnelli’s
master reference binder
of (325+) headshot
and studio portrait
photographs, negatives,
transparencies, and more.
(ca. 1960s-1980s) Collection
of (325+) vintage original
4 x 6 in. to 8 x 10 in.
color and gelatin silver
photographs. Also includes
35mm transparencies and
negatives ranging in size
from 2.25 x 2.25 in. to 8 x 10 in. Featuring headshots and publicity material throughout Liza’s career. Condition ranges widely, with most good to very
good. $400 - $600
774. Liza Minnelli heavily hand annotated script
for the Kander and Ebb Broadway musical
The Act.(1977) Vintage original studio bound and
bradded Rehearsal Draft for the musical The Act
(working title: “Shine it On”). The 100+ page script
features heavy pencil and pen annotations by Liza
throughout. Annotations include character notes,
blocking, excised lines, dialog changes, etc. Housed
in a hardcover binder. The contents exhibit age and
production handling. In very good condition.
$200 - $300
775. Liza Minnelli personal book bound
score from The Act. (1965) Vintage original
large 12.5 x 15.25 in. book bound printed
200+page musical score from the stage show,
which earned Liza her third Tony Award. Signed
on the interior front cover and free endpapers
by Kander and Ebb, Mathilde Pincus, Chris
Ambrose, Larry Taylor and others. With title in
gold gilt on front cover and spine. Exhibiting
some age and wear. In very good to fine
condition. $200 - $300

776. Liza Minnelli (4) window cards showing evolution of working
title “Shine It On” to The Act for her future Broadway show. (1977)
Vintage original (4) 14 x 22 in. window cards including (1) “Shine it On” at
the Orpheum Theater, SF (1) The Act Civic Light Opera, LA and (2) The Act
Majestic Theater, Broadway. All exhibit minor age and handling. In very good to
fine condition. $200 - $300
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777. Liza Minnelli oversize Broadway birthday card signed
by cast and crew of The Act. (1977) Vintage original 14 x 22 in.
homemade birthday card featuring the show poster on the front and
signed on the interior by Liza’s co-stars, cast and crew. Signatures include
Barry Nelson, Arnold Soboloff, Christopher Barrett, Gayle Crofoot,
Roger Minami and others. Some edge wrinkling to the front cover. In
overall vintage very good condition. $200 - $300
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778. Liza Minnelli cast
scrapbook from the Kander
and Ebb Broadway musical
The Act. (1977) Vintage original
3-ring binder scrapbook of
cast headshots and testimonials
to Liza. Including a playbill
cover and photos and personal
notes from cast including Barry
Nelson, Christopher Barrett,
Gayle Crofoot, Laurie Dawn
Skinner, Carol Estey, a juvenile headshot of stage manager Mark Gero
(married to Liza from 1979-1982) and many others. The scrapbook
cover is embossed in gold gilt and reads, “Liza ‘The Act’ May 17, 1977 –
July 1, 1978”. Book covers show wear and age. In overall vintage good
condition. $200 - $300

779.Vincente Minnelli and Liza Minnelli People magazine advertisement
by Douglas Kirkland. (ca. 1983)Vintage original People magazine advertisement
on 29.25 x 39.25 in. board. Featuring a tender image of Minnelli and Liza
by Douglas Kirkland above the printed slogan, “Journalism as intriguing as the
whole human race.” Exhibiting some surface smudging to text, scuffs at upper
right corner, and edge wear. In good condition. $200 - $300

780. Liza Minnelli (20+)
pieces of congratulatory
notes and (6) telegrams
for The Act and other
performances. (ca. 19772006) Collection of (20+)
vintage original typed and
autograph letters from
notable figures like Joan Rivers, Rosie O’Donnell, Barry Manilow, Shirley MacLaine and more. Includes (6) telegrams from figures like Carol Burnett and
Mark Gero (featuring Liza’s autograph response verso). Measuring from approx. 3.25 x 2.25 in. to 8.5 x 11 in. Exhibiting minor handling/age. Overall, in
good to very good condition. $200 - $300
781. Liza Minnelli
personal 1977-78
Antoinette Perry
“Tony” Award
nomination
certificate for The
Act. (1977-1978)
Vintage original
certificate featuring
embossed seal,
mounted in green
leatherette folio.
Measures 8.5 x 10.5
in. Folio exhibits
minor handling
and compression
indentations. Overall,
in very good to fine
condition.
$200 - $300

782.Vincente Minnelli signed oversized photo inscribed to his daughter
Liza Minnelli. (ca. 1930s, signed 1977) Vintage original 9 x 11 in. gelatin silver
double-weight photograph on sepia tan textured paper by Richard Tucker.
Inscribed and signed in black ink at lower right, “To Liza my darling, darling
daughter Vincente Minnelli 2/27/77”. Retaining photographer’s stamp on the
verso. Exhibiting a .15 in. tear at left, and other minor tears. In good condition.
$200 - $300

783. Liza Minnelli (3) oversize exhibition photographs. (ca. 1960s)
Collection of (3) vintage original gelatin silver single and double-weight
matte, gloss and semi gloss photos tipped to boards, featuring Liza. One is
signed verso by photographer, one has the name of the performance “Do
Me Big Daddy!” verso, with XXXX. Measuring from approx. 9 x 13.5 in.
to 10.75 x 14 in. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, edge and corner wear,
one photo has upper right corner crease. Overall, in good to very good
condition. $200 - $300
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785. Yul Brynner
oversize photograph
signed and inscribed
to Liza Minnelli.
(1970s-1980s) Vintage
original oversize
17 x 24 in. color
photograph signed
boldly in the blank
bottom border, “My
love, My tenderness,
My admiration to my
child Liza,Yul”. Photo
is tipped to foam
core backing board.
Exhibiting age, wear
and handling. In good
condition
$200 - $300

784. Liza Minnelli
oversize exhibition
photograph. (ca.
1970s) Vintage original
color 10.5 x 13.5 in.
RC photograph tipped
to board. Handwritten
“It’s Time!” recto
upper left. Exhibiting
signs of age, handling,
and edge and corner
wear. Overall, in good
condition. $200 - $300

786. Liza Minnelli hand-annotated script from a 1977
Gene Kelly television tribute special. (1977) Vintage
original 7-page script for Liza’s performance in a tribute special.
With blocking directions handwritten in pencil in the margins
of some pages. Also includes a typed signed letter to Liza from
producer Marty Pasetta, which reads in part, “As always…
working with you never turns out to be work…” Exhibiting
minor age and handling. In vintage fine condition. $200 - $300

787. Liza Minnelli (2) 1977 “Favorite Motion
Picture Actress” nomination certificates for The
People’s Choice Awards. (1977) Vintage original (2)
parchment-printed certificates reading, “The People’s
Choice Awards, Congratulations Liza Minnelli, Voted
by the American Public as one of the Top Three in the
Category Favorite Motion Picture Actress”. Dated Feb.
10, 1977. Presented side-by-side in a silver leatherette
and board folio. Exhibiting age and handling. In very
good condition. $200 - $300
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788. Liza Minnelli fan-made (15) scrapbooks, artworks, photo
albums, and extensive family geneology of Judy Garland,
Vincente Minnelli, and Liza. (1960s-2000s) Large collection of (15)
photo albums and scrapbooks of black and white and color photos, art
and ephemera assembled by fans for Liza including (1) album of Liza baby
and Judy Garland photos, (1) Liza Minnelli in Concert at the Rochester
War Memorial, (1) The Delaware Ohio of Vincente Minnelli, (6) small
photo booklets of various performances and locations, (1) Trips to Grand
Rapids, (1) New York, New York, (1) fan art and photos, (1) Judy Garland
photos, (1) Liza performing in Atlantic city and (1) Liza with a Z family
genealogy. Scrapbooks range in size from12 x 13 in. to 5 x 6.5 in. Photos
range from 4 x 4 in. to 8 x 10 in. All in vintage and contemporary good
to fine condition. $200 - $300
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789. Liza Minnelli (45+)
candid photographs from
Lorna Luft’s 25th birthday
party at the New York,
New York nightclub. (1977)
Collection of vintage original
(45+) photographs, (4) contact
sheets, and (2) newspaper tears
and featuring articles about Lorna
Luft’s star studded 25th birthday
party. Measures from approx. 11.5 x 14.75 in. Newspaper pages exhibit signs of age, handling, torn edges, toning and folds. Photos are lightly handled,
Overall, in good to fine condition. $200 - $300

790. Liza Minnelli
photograph by
Pina Di Cola
warmly inscribed
and signed to
Vincente Minneli.
(ca. 1970s) Vintage
original 7 x 9.25
in. double-weight
matte photograph.
Inscribed and
signed by Liza to
her father at upper
left, “Daddy – who
loves you most? Me
Liza”. Exhibiting a
tide line to lower
verso. Otherwise
in very good
condition.
$200 - $300

791. Liza Minnelli celebrity birthday (200+) snapshots.Collection of
(200+) fiber-based and RC gelatin silver photographs ranging in size from 2.5 x
3.5 in. to 4 x 6 in. Featuring Donna Summer, Patricia Neal, Adolph Green, Janet
Leigh and more. Exhibiting some edge wear, creasing, and handling. In generally
very good condition. $100 - $200

792. Liza Minnelli with celebrities (220+) photographs and (100+) color transparencies. Collection of (220+) fiber-based and RC gelatin silver
photographs, color photographs, and digital prints, many retaining photographers’ and/or agency credit stamps on the verso. Depicting star studded events
and Minnelli with celebrity friends including Martin Scorsese, Robert De Niro, Cher, Farrah Fawcett, Mark Gero, Shirley MacLaine,Tim Curry, Grace Kelly,
Josephine Baker, Frank Sinatra, Lorna Luft, Burt Reynolds, Henry Kissinger, Tony Bennett, Dudley Moore, Desi Arnaz Jr., Goldie Hawn, Michael Jackson,
Elizabeth Taylor, Peter Sellers, Gene Hackman, Faye Dunaway, Al Pacino, Alice Cooper, Henry Fonda, Sophia Loren, Bob Fosse, Mickey Rooney, Gregory
Peck, Sidney Poitier, Francis Ford Coppola, Joe Pesci, Mia Farrow, Patrick Swayze, Reba McEntire, Kevin Bacon, and many more. Exhibiting some toning,
handling, creasing, and marginal tears. In generally very good condition. $200 - $300

793. Liza Minnelli (14) studio portrait negatives. (1967) Collection of (14) vintage negatives and (9) corresponding prints from a studio session with
Francesco Scavullo. Measuring from approx. 4.25 x 5.25 in. to 8 x 10 in. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, and minor edge wear. Overall, in good to very
good condition. $200 - $300
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794. Liza Minnelli (25+) photographs from a
visit with Charles Aznavour in France. (1969)
Vintage original collection of (25+) gelatin silver
double- and single-weight oversized photographs
featuring Liza on her trip to Olympia Music
Hall in Paris. Some photos feature verso stamp of
French photographer Patrick Ullman. Measuring
from approx. 8 x 10 in. to 8 x 12 in. Exhibiting
signs of age, handling, and minor edge wear.
Overall, in good to very good condition.
$200 - $300
795. Liza Minnelli (7) proof photographs and
(1) contact sheet by Victor Skrebneski. (ca.
1960s) Collection of (7) vintage original gelatin
silver 8 x 10 in. single-weight glossy portrait proof
photographs, all with “Proof Only” written in the
upper blank border. Also includes (1) gelatin silver
8 x 10 in. single-weight glossy contact sheet with
12-2.25 x 2.25 in. frames. Exhibiting some toning,
corner creasing, and edge wear. In generally good
to very good condition. $200 - $300

796. Liza Minnelli bookbound screenplay for an unrealized film
adaptation of The Sheltering Sky. (1969) Vintage original hardcover
bound 109-page script. Written by John Rueverol and John Butler based
on the novel by Paul Bowles. Dated November 14, 1969. With gold gilt
text on the exterior front cover “The Sheltering Sky” and “Liza Minelli
as ‘Kit Moresby’”. In very good condition. $200 - $300

797. Limelight on Liza (50+) issues including vol. 1, issue 1 of the
official Liza Minnelli fanclub magazine. (ca. 1960s-1980s) Vintage
original collection of (50+) issues of the official Liza Minnelli fan club
magazine, “Limelight on Liza”, which features photos, interviews and
news regarding Liza. Ranging in size from approx. 8.25 x 11.75 in. to 7
x 10 in. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, and mild to moderate uneven
toning. Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300

798. Liza Minnelli
(350+) femme fatale
portraits by Pina
Di Cola. (ca 1970s.)
Collection of (350+)
vintage original gelatin
silver 7 x 9.25 in. doubleweight
photographs
by Pina Di Cola. All
depicting the same
moody, film noir-esque
portrait of Liza with a
Louise Brooks-style bob
smoking a cigarette. All
retaining credit stamp
on the verso. Virtually
unhandled.
Nearly
all in fine condition.
799. Liza Minnelli collection of ephemera including papers
$200 - $300
regarding Sid Luft’s attempts to sell her mother’s “Oscar”.
(1989-1994) Vintage original (7) ephemera including (3) 5+page printed
legal file documents regarding Liza’s suit to prevent Sid Luft from selling
Judy Garland’s Oscar, (1) 4-page residual check and statement signed by
Liza, (1) 10-page Premiere Artists appearance contract (1989) signed by
Liza and (2) printed news clippings about a Judy Garland auction in New
York. All in very good condition. $200 - $300
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800. Liza Minnelli (40+) snapshots from the Judy Garland Museum in Grand Rapids, Minnesota. (ca. 1970s) Collection of (40+) vintage color
and black-and-white RC 5 x 7 in. photographs chronicling the Judy Garland Museum of Grand Rapids, Minnesota, established in a house where Judy
resided as a child. Including exteriors, interiors, and extensive documentation of the institution’s many, career-spanning exhibits on the legendary entertainer.
Exhibiting minor age and wear. In fine condition. $200 - $300
801. Liza Minnelli collection of (25+) vintage
Rainbow Review and other Judy Garland fan
magazines. (ca. 1988-1989) Collection of (25+)
vintage original issues of the Rainbow Review and
other Judy Garland fan magazines. Ranging in
size from 8 x 10 in. to 8.25 x 11.75 in. Exhibiting
signs of age, handling, minor edge and corner wear.
Overall, in good to very good condition.
$200 - $300

802. Liza Minnelli (100+) photographs with celebrities including Elizabeth Taylor, Henry Kissinger and more. (ca. 1970s-1990s) Collection
of vintage original and later-printed black-and-white and color RC snapshots, color Polaroids, and more ranging in size from approx. 3.5 x 3.5 in. to 5 x 7
in. Featuring primarily candid event photos with some portrait and performance shots. Subjects include: Elizabeth Taylor, Frank Langella, Marisa Berenson,
Mikhail Baryshnikov, Donald Sutherland, Chris Farley, David Spade, Christian Slater, Grace Jones, Christopher Walken, Goldie Hawn, Henry Kissinger, Alice
Cooper, Sammy Davis Jr., Mickey Rooney, Henry Fonda, Gregory Peck, Vincente Minnelli, and many more. Condition varies somewhat, with most good
to very good. $200 - $300

803. Liza Minnelli giant
Broadway theater banner.
(ca. 1970s) Vintage original
59 x 91 in. Broadway theatre
banner constructed of crème
canvas with fabric applique
“Liza Minnelli” lettering and
a chic figural caricature of
the iconic performer. With
integral metal grommets at
top for hanging. Exhibiting
some toning and staining
from age, use and weathering.
Otherwise in good condition.
$400 - $600
804. Liza Minnelli signed contract for the 1978 Tony Awards
Show. (1978) Vintage original 8.5 x 11 4-page contract for Liza’s
appearance in a segment from The Act at the 1978 Tony Awards,
signed by Liza on the first page, “Liza Minnelli Haley”. Exhibiting
some toning, age, corner creasing, soiling, and wear. In generally good
to very good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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805. Liza Minnelli (4) posters for her 1978 concert
tour with 1-signed by artist Joe Eula. Collection of
(3) vintage original 25 x 37.5 in. concert posters, and (1)
22.25 x 29 in. poster, featuring iconic artwork by Joe
Eula. Throughout Liza’s career, Eula was instrumental in
creating the instantly recognizable, ultra chic aesthetic of
Liza’s brand. Including 1-inscribed and signed by Eula
to Liza, “to the one and only great Liza who I will love
forever XXX Joe Eula 78”. Exhibiting some wrinkling,
folds, tears, toning, age, and wear. In generally good to very
good condition. $200 - $300

806. Liza Minnelli
personal Dutch
concert poster. (1978)
Vintage original 32.5 x
46.5 in. monochromatic
Dutch-language concert
poster for a performance
by “Broadway’s Greatest
Superstar” at Groot
Nachfeest in the
Netherlands. Folded
as issued. Exhibiting
creasing in central image
and general handling.
In good to very good
condition. $200 - $300

807. Liza Minnelli (165+)
concert performance
negatives. (ca. 1970s)
Vintage original (165+) 35
mm black-and-white camera
negatives on 30+strips, with
3-6-frames per strip, depicting
the legendary performer in
concert. Some light handling,
otherwise in very good to fine
condition. $200 - $300

808. Liza Minnelli large
collection (300+) of
tour rehearsal color
transparencies. (1978)
Collection of (300+) color
35mm transparencies primarily
in strips, some in slide housings,
chronicling the preparation for
Liza’s 1978-1979 international
tour. Including candid shots of
Liza and collaborators at the proverbial drawing board through to dance rehearsals with Liza testing out choreography and arrangements for her beloved
stage show. Exhibiting some age and handling. Generally in very good condition. $200 - $300
809. Liza Minnelli personal tour scrap book
including telegrams and notes. (1979) Collection
of (50+) pieces of ephemera including clippings,
autograph notecards signed and telegrams ranging in
size from 2 x 3 to 8.5 x 11 in. Including correspondence
from friends and celebrity well-wishers including
Chita Rivera, Joel Grey, John Kander, Fred Ebb, and
many more. Exhibiting some age, toning, smearing,
fading, and handling. In generally good to very good
condition. $200 - $300

810. Liza Minnelli signed Carnegie Hall
performance contract. (1979) Collection of (2)
vintage original 8.5 x 11 in. multi-page contracts
signed by Liza, Also includes (2) original documents
from attorneys . Light handling, Overall, in very
good to fine condition. $200 - $300
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811. Liza Minnelli Celanese
Meridian Award presented to her
on The Merv Griffin Show. (1982)
Vintage original Celanese Meridian
Award consisting of a acrylic obelisk
over a stylized sundial on a wooden
pedestal base. Plaque at front etched,
“Celanese Meridian Award 1982
Liza Minnelli”. In addition to Liza,
talk show host Merv Griffin honored
Barbara Walters, Liv Ullmann, and
others with the award. Measures 5.1
x 12 x 5.1 in. Some minor flaws to
acrylic. Otherwise, in very good
condition. $200 - $300

813. Liza Minnelli (10+) photographs and (20+) color
transparencies from The Muppet Show. (1979) Collection
of (10+) vintage original gelatin silver and color RC and fiberbased photographs ranging in size from 7.25 x 10 in. to 8 x 10
in. Depicting scenes and portraits from Liza’s appearance on the
popular Jim Henson variety show. Also includes (20+) color
35mm transparencies, credited on the housings to Larry Browne
and/or Nobby Clark, depicting Liza with the “Muppets” and
performing with Baryshnikov at Covent Garden. Exhibiting
some light creasing and handling. Generally in very good
condition. $200 - $300

812. Liza Minnelli sheer yellow
with gold sequin pattern ensemble
by Halston worn on The Muppet
Show. (HA, 1979) Bespoke lemon
yellow with gold sequin applique (2)
piece ensemble including (1) pullover
long sleeve, collarless tunic and (1)
matching pair of elastic waist long
pants. No labeling present. Highly
visible worn by Liza during the
“Everything’s Coming Up Roses”
musical number in Season 4, Episode
14 of The Muppet Show. Exhibiting
minor wear. In vintage fine condition.
$200 - $300

814. Liza Minnelli personal collection of (6) Jim Henson and The Muppet Show
ephemera. (1979-1985) Collection of (6) pieces of ephemera related to Jim Henson
and his “Muppets”. Including (1) Liza’s English work permit to appear on the Muppet
Show, (2) typed letters signed on HA! [Henson Associates] letterhead stationery signed
by Jim Henson and producer David Lazer, (1) David Lazer signed letter to Liza on HA!
letterhead stationery (1) 3-page script for a Muppets sketch, and (1) Jim Henson printed
Christmas card to Liza Minnelli. Exhibiting some handling and wear. Otherwise in very
good condition. $200 - $300
815. Anthony Quinn (4)
original drawings. (ca. 1981)
Collection of (4) drawings
accomplishedin artists’ felt pen on
8.5 x 11 in. paper leafs by famed
actor/artist Anthony Quinn, all
dated and signed “A.Q.” in bottom
corners. Exhibiting jagged edges at
top of leafs from being torn out of
his sketchbook. Lightly handled, in
very good to fine condition.
$200 - $300

310-859-7701
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816. Liza Minnelli framed
Alice Cooper Muscle of
Love gold record. (Warner
Bros. 1973) Vintage original
framed “gold” Alice Cooper
Muscle of Love record awarded
by the RIAA to Liza
Minnelli for surpassing the
$1 million in sales threshold.
Consisting of a 12 in. gold
vinyl record in linen mat
above album artwork and
etched RIAA graved award
plaque. Presented under glass
in a wooden frame. Measures
17.5x 21.5 in. Liza provided
backing vocals, along with the
Royal Palmer, the Pointer
Sisters and others on the track
“Man with the Golden Gun”. Exhibiting some chipping, scuffs and abrasions to
frame. Otherwise in very good condition. $200 - $300

817. Liza
Minnelli
(2) signed
contracts
for her 1979
Carnegie
Hall limited
concert
engagement.
(1979) Vintage
original (2)
8.5 x 11 in.
4-pages contract,
each signed
on the final
page by Liza Minnelli. For a combined fee of $16,800, Liza reserved
Carnegie Hall for a week of concert performances. The 11 sold-out
performances were wildly successful, and during the run, Liza recorded
her classic album Live at Carnegie Hall. Also includes (2) related 1-page
documents. In very good condition. $200 - $300
818. Liza Minnelli personal album of (25+)
photographs from a 1979 live performance.
(1979) Collection of (25+) vintage original color RC
photographs ranging in size from 5 x 3.25 in. to 8 x
10 in. Chronicling a Liza concert performance, with
numerous costume changes for her various musical
numbers. Assembled in a board and leatherette album
measuring 10.5 x 12.5 in., photos Exhibiting signs of
age, handling, album pages are edge toned, album has
spinal split, and photos exhibit minor surface marring/
scratching. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300

819. Andy Warhol autograph card signed to Liza Minnelli. (ca. 1980s)
Vintage original 2 x 2.5 in. card inscribed and signed, “To Jack [Haley] and
Liza, love Andy Warhol”. Lightly handled, Overall, in vintage fine condition.
$300 - $500

820.
Liza
Minnelli
signed
personal check to Andy Warhol
commissioning a painting of her
sister Lorna Luft. (1983) Floral
patterned City National Bank personal
check, handwritten payable to “Andy
Warhol” in the amount of “twenty
thousand + no/100”. Notated for a
“Lorna Luft portrait” and dated “4/4
83”. Bank cancelled with inkstamps and printing on the verso. A friend,
subject, and patron of Warhol, Minnelli additionally commissioned a
portrait of her father, director Vincente Minnelli. Exhibiting a central
vertical fold, staple holes at left, and faint creasing. In very good condition.
$400 - $600

821. Liza Minnelli collection of (16) snapshots and photographs featuring
Andy Warhol and his artwork. (ca. 1970s-1980s) Collection of (16) gelatin silver
RC, color RC, and Polaroid photographs ranging in size from 3.5 x 4.25 in. to 8
x 10 in. Featuring portraits of Warhol, Liza, Halston, Lorna Luft and others at work
and attending events. Also includes (1) 8 x 10 in. 35mm contact sheet featuring Liza,
Warhol, Luft, and Mikhail Baryshnikov, (7) inkjet prints of Warhol artwork, (1) Art
in America May 1980 issue with a feature on the Whitney Museum exhibition of
Warhol’s 1970s portrait paintings, (1) service order card from Warhol’s memorial, and
more. In generally good to very good condition. $300 - $500
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822. Andy Warhol signed Polaroid self-portrait photograph. (ca. 1980s) Vintage original color 3.5 x 4.25 in. Polaroid portrait photograph of Andy
Warhol reclining on an outdoor lounge chair beneath an umbrella. Signed “Andy Warhol” in the blank bottom border. It is uncertain who captured
the image. However, the deliberate pose suggests that this may well be a self-portrait by Warhol, taken under his direction or with use of a timer, and
signed by the artist as creator of the work. Exhibiting signs of age, corner and edge wear, and handling. Signature is slightly faded. In good condition.
$1,500 - $2,000

310-859-7701
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823. Andy Warhol color
Polaroid portrait of Liza
Minnelli. (ca. 1979) Vintage
original Polacolor ER Type 809
approx. 8.4 x 10.8 in. Polaroid
photograph by Andy Warhol.
Depicting a stylish portrait of
a bare-shouldered Liza with
her hair slicked back and
hands framing her face. With
“Polaroid” printed at bottom left
of verso. A friend and patron of
Warhol, Liza was the subject of
numerous iconic works by the
artist, including signature Warhol
photographic
and
painted
portraits as well as the cover
art for the Liza Minnelli Live at
Carnegie Hall album. Exhibiting
minor color softening, a .75
in. crack in the top left blank
border, a 1.75 in. crack to verso
creating a surface impression in
the top center-left blank border,
creases to upper right and lower
left corners with cracking to
verso, and a .75 in. hairline crack
to verso creating faint surface
impression, only visible in raking
light, in the image to the right
of Liza’s head. Generally in very
good condition. $2,000 - $3,000
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824. Andy Warhol color Polaroid
portrait of Liza Minnelli. (ca. 1979)
Vintage original Polacolor ER Type 809
approx. 8.4 x 10.8 in. Polaroid photograph
by Andy Warhol. Depicting a headand-shoulders portrait of Liza with hair
slicked back and her luminous brown eyes
gazing out at the viewer. With “Polaroid”
printed at bottom left of verso. A friend
and patron of Warhol, Liza was the subject
of numerous iconic works by the artist,
including signature Warhol photographic
and painted portraits as well as the cover
art for the Liza Minnelli Live at Carnegie
Hall album. Retaining original black
paper Polaroid film sleeve. Exhibiting
minor color softening. Otherwise in fine
condition. $2,000 - $3,000

310-859-7701
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825. “The Films of
Andy Warhol” Whitney
Museum exhibition
poster and Interview
magazine. (1979-1988)
Vintage original 22 x 36.5
in. exhibition poster for a
posthumous retrospective
at the Whitney Museum,
“The Films of Andy
Warhol”, which ran from
April 16 - June 5, 1988.
Also includes a vintage
original September, 1979
issue of Interview magazine
featuring Liza Minnelli
on the cover. Poster exhibits some corner wear and creasing in the blank
borders. Magazine toned with some edge wear to cover. In generally very good
condition. $200 –$300

826. Andy Warhol typed
letter signed to Liza
Minnelli. (1984) Vintage
original typed letter signed,
“Andy Pie” from Andy
Warhol to “The Geros”
[Liza and then-husband
Mark Gero] on 8.5 x 11 in.
Interview magazine letterhead
stationery. Warhol pitches
a French drink, La Grande
Passion, which was also
the subject of one of his
paintings. In full: “It’s my
pleasure to share a most
enjoyable experience with
you, La Grande Passion. La
Grande Passion is a new,
unique and delicious liqueur
coming to the US from
France. It is a wonderful blend of tropical passion fruit and Armagnac,
France’s legendary and most distinctive spirit. This combination of
tropical mystery and French sophistication has resulted in a smooth and
seductive drink that will play up your sensory imagination. Enjoy La
Grand Passion. After all, what is life without a little passion? Sincerely,
love, Andy Pie”. Lightly handled, some ink transfer throughout. Overall,
in good condition. $300 - $500

828. Liza Minnelli (3) custom hand-enameled concert poster
highball glasses. (ca. 1970s) Collection of (3) highball glasses with
hand-enameled French Liza Minnelli L’Olympia theatre concert poster
artwork, with (2) 5.5 in. tall and (1) 5.25 in. tall. Exhibiting some
spot chipping to enamel. Otherwise in good to very good condition.
$200 - $300
827. Liza Minnelli (15) pieces of sheet music and lyrics from her
grandparents’ stage act and her own films. (ca. 1900s-1980s) Vintage
original collection of music ephemera including (1) 3-page handwritten song
with corresponding lyrics on (2) sheets of lined paper, and (13) sheet music
folios. Measuring from 8.5 x 11 in. to 10.75 x 13.75 in. Exhibiting signs of age,
handling, toning, edge and corner wear, edge and corner loss, spinal separation
and degradation, and surface marring. Overall, in vintage fair to very good
condition. $200 - $300

829. Liza Minnelli personal invitation and
ephemera from the memorial for Andy Warhol.
(1987) Vintage original Andy Warhol memorial service
invitation. Also includes (1) photographic postcard
featuring Warhol, and (11) order of service cards,
featuring cover art “Raphael I” by Warhol. Ranging in
size from approx. 4.75 x 3.25 in. to 7 x 5 in. Exhibiting
minor age and handling. Invitation with edge toning.
Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300
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830. Liza Minnelli and Sammy Davis, Jr. (14)
oversize photographs by Milton Greene. (ca. 1970s)
Collection of (14) vintage original gelatin silver 11 x 14
in. double-weight matte photographs by Milton Greene.
Featuring portraits of Liza, Sammy, 2-with director
Martin Scorsese, and others. Including 1-inscribed and
signed below image, “My Love to Liza + Jack Milton”.
All retaining Greene’s credit stamp to verso. Some
duplicate images. Exhibiting some creasing in the image
(emulsion unbroken), corner wear, and handling. In
generally very good condition. $200 - $300

831. Judy Garland and Liza Minnelli with Sammy Davis Jr. and others (2)
photographs. (ca. 1960-1988) Collection of (2) vintage photographs including
(1) gelatin silver 8 x 10 in. double-weight matte photo of Judy at a Democratic
National Convention dinner with Sammy Davis Jr. and twice-defeated presidential
candidate Adlai Stevenson, and (1) color 8 x 10 in. glossy RC photo of Liza from
a shoot with Sammy Davis Jr. and Frank Sinatra. Exhibing minor age, handling,
toning and corner wear. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

833. Liza Minnelli tribute to Sammy Davis Jr. (150+) transparencies,
photographs, and clippings. (ca. 1970s-1990s) Collection of (40+) vintage original
gelatin silver and color RC (with a few fiber-based) photographs ranging in size from
5.75 x 4 in. to 8 x 10 in. by Milton Greene, Joshua Greene, and others, as well as (150+)
color transparencies ranging in size from 35mm to 2.25 x 2.25 in. by Sven Arnstein
and others. Features numerous candid shots of Liza and pictures with friends Freddie
Mercury, Sammy Davis Jr, and others.. Also includes (20+) newspaper and magazine
clippings from People, Jet, The NewYork Post, The Daily News, and more related to Sammy’s
passing. Some light wear and handling. In generally good to very good condition.
$200 - $300

310-859-7701

832. Liza Minnelli
and Sammy
Davis Jr. limited
edition oversize
photo-lithograph
signed by Milton
Greene. (ca. 1970s)
Vintage original
lithographic print
on 29 x 39.75 in.
cotton paper. Handnumbered “50/200”
at lower right,
and signed lower
left, “Milton H.
Greene”. Exhibits
surface abrasions to
image and borders,
especially at lower
right, toning to
edges, and general
edge wear. In good
condition.
$200 - $300

834. Sammy Davis Jr. oversize photograph by Maurice
Seymour. (ca. 1970s) Vintage original gelatin silver 20 x 23 in.
double-weight semi-gloss photograph by Maurice Seymour.
Depicting an extreme close-up of a perspiring Davis singing during
a live performance. Signed at bottom left in white ink. Exhibiting
numerous creases of various lengths throughout, though with little
to no emulsion loss. In fair to good condition. $200 - $300
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835. Sammy Davis Jr. custom album from a 1975 event with (30+) photographs and his humorous handwritten captions. (1975) Collection
of (30+) vintage original gelatin silver 8 x 10 in. single-weight glossy photographs assembled in a white leatherette 9.5 x 10.5 in. album stamped in gold
gilt at bottom right of front cover, “Sammy Davis, Jr. Café Cristal Diplomat Hotel, February 5 to 18, 1975”. The photos depict Sammy schmoozing with
dignitaries and guests. The iconic star, famous for his wit, has added dimension to the chronicle with provocative satirical and off-color captions written in
pencil on pink paper slips. Lines include, “Who said I liked head?”, “Watch it Irv—I know it’s a party but she’s a colored” and more. Some scuffing to album.
Otherwise very good. $300 - $500

837. Why Me? inscribed and signed by
Sammy Davis Jr. to Liza Minnelli. (Michael
Joseph, 1989) Vintage original hardcover memoir
with original dust jacket; 357 pp. Inscribed and
signed by Davis on the front free endpaper, “To ‘Li’
Princess Smoking Heels I love you Please get the
boat I love you I love you p-o-e Sammy Davis Jr.”
Measures 6.25 x 9.5 in. Also includes a 3.5 x 2.75
in. embossed notecard signed by Davis. Dust jacket
with cuts, tears, soiling, and wear. Book exhibits
abrasions to fore edge, wear and handling. Note
card lightly soiled. In good to very good condition.
$200 - $300

838. Liza Minnelli commemorative The Sammy Davis,
Jr. Songbook. (ca. 1990s) Vintage original 16 x 20.5 in.
ochre wood frame featuring a double-matted The Sammy
Davis, Jr. Songbook 9 x 12 in. sheet music folio and nameplate
personalized for Liza Minnelli. Exhibiting minimal age and
wear. In very good condition. $200 - $300

839. Liza Minnelli (5) 16mm
film prints. (1970s-1980s)
Collection of (5) 16mm prints
for Liza’s films and concert
performances including Cabaret,
Liza With a Z, New York, New
York. Housed in metal or plastic
film canisters. Unexamined. In
generally good condition.
$200 - $300

836. Liza Minnelli inaugural
Sammy Award from London’s
Royal Albert Hall. (1992) Vintage
original “Sammy” Award presented to
Liza Minnelli (the first recipient of the
honor) on June 23, 1992. Consisting of
a cast bronze figure of Sammy Davis Jr.
on a marble base. Signed in the mold,
“holofcener ’92”. Measures 5 x 15 x 4
in. Exhibiting minor age and wear. In
very good condition. $200 - $300
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840. Liza Minnelli (15) Judy Garland 78rpm and 33rpm singles
and albums. (ca. 1930s-1940s) Collection of (15) vintage original
78rpm and 33rpm albums and singles performed by or featuring Judy
Garland. Titles include: “That Old Black Magic”, “Everybody Sing”,
“For Me and My Gal”, “Oceans Apart”, “Embraceable You”, Words and
Music, Easter Parade, and Till the Clouds Roll By soundtracks, and more.
Exhibiting some scratching, age, and wear. In generally good condition.
$200 - $300

841. Liza Minnelli
and Vincente
Minnelli archive
of (275+) pieces
of celebrity
correspondence
from Bob Fosse,
Blake Edwards,
Anna Wintour,
Sheryl Crow, and
many, many more.
(ca. 1950s-2000s)
Collection of
(275+) pieces of
correspondence
including cards,
greeting cards, letters
autograph and typed, typed flower arrangement and gift cards, telegrams,
autograph napkins, and more to Liza Minnelli or Vincente Minnelli, ranging
in size from 2.5 x 3.5 in. to 8 x 10 in. Correspondents include: Barry Manilow,
Thierry Mugler, Kirk Douglas, Geraldo Rivera, Julie Andrews, Susan Saint
James, Liza Minnelli, Jean Claude Brialy, Fred Ebb, Alan Jay Lerner, Eva Gabor,
Sid Caesar, and many, many more. Condition ranges widely, with the majority
good to very good. $200 - $300

842. Liza Minnelli
personal MGM
archive of
Judy Garland
song recording
documentation
from her films.
(ca. 1930s-1940s/
created later)
Collection of
50+pages of 8.5
x 11 in. copies of
MGM daily music
reports from Judy
Garland’s film
career, detailing the
song recordings
made at the studio
each day during production. With records from films including Meet Me
in St. Louis, Babes on Broadway, Summer Stock, Strike up the Band, Ziegfeld
Girl, Presenting Lily Mars, Thoroughbreds Don’t Cry, and more. Housed
in tab folders in an accordion file measuring 11.75 x 9.5 x 2.75 in.
Exhibiting some age and wear. Generally in good condition.
$200 - $300

843. Liza Minnelli (3) signed contracts for The Tonight Show, The Dick
Cavett Show, and The Mike Douglas Show. (1975-1980) Collection of (3)
vintage original 8.5 x 11 in. multi-page contracts for television talk shows signed
by Liza. Including (1) 4-page contract for The Dick Cavett Show dated “8/3/75”
signed and initialed by Liza , (1) 2-page (in duplicate) contract for The Mike
Douglas Show with both pages signed by Liza, and (1) 3-page contract for The
Tonight Show signed by Liza. Exhibiting some age and even toning. Otherwise
very good. $200 - $300

844. Liza Minnelli and Vincente Minnelli (7) photographs from a formal event. (ca. 1980s) Collection of (7) vintage original gelatin silver 8 x 10
in. RC photographs by Alan Berliner. Featuring candid and posed shots of Liza, Vincente Minnelli, and Lee Minnelli at an event. Exhibiting only minor
handling. In very good condition. $200 - $300
845. Luigi signed photograph and
bank note to Liza Minnelli. (2005)
Original signed photograph, program and
bank note from American jazz dancer,
choreographer, teacher and innovator,
Luigi. The bank note was once the
currency for Brazil, now replaced with the
Brazilian Real. Measures from approx. 6 x
2.75 in. to 8 x 10 in. Lightly handled, in
very good to fine condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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846. Liza Minnelli (100+) photographs with celebrity friends including Farrah Fawcett, Bill Murray, Catherine Deneuve, Al Pacino and
more. (1970s-1990s) Collection of (100+) vintage original (a few later) gelatin silver and color fiber-based and RC photographs ranging in size from 4 x
6 in. to 8 x 10 in. Featuring Liza with industry friends and prominent show biz personalities including Farrah Fawcett, Bill Murray, Al Pacino, Catherine
Deneuve, and many, many more. Condition ranges somewhat, with the majority good to very good. $200 - $300
847. Liza Minnelli (2) autograph notes and (1)
signed photograph from Adam Ant. (ca. 1980s)
Vintage original correspondence from Adam Ant,
including (1) autograph letter, (1) autograph note,
and (1) silver gelatin single-weight photo of Adam,
inscribed “To Liza, one great lady! With Love, Adam
Ant XXX”. Measures 5.75 x 4.25 in. to 8.5 x 11 in.
Exhibiting minor handling. Overall, in good to very
good condition. $200 - $300

848. Liza Minnelli S.T. DuPont gold
tone cigarette lighter. (ca. 1980s) Vintage
original gold tone quilted pattern lighter
with hinged lid and rotating ignition column.
Marked on the bottom, “ST Dupont Paris
Made in France 1c kav 26”. Measures 1.25 x
2 x .25 in. Untested with only minor wear.
In very good condition. $200 - $300

849. “One Day At a Time” needlepoint sampler. (1980) Vintage
original needlepoint sampler featuring the recovery slogan “One Day
At a Time”. Presented in a 6.4 x 8.5 in. gold painted wood frame. With
handwritten inscription from a fan to Liza on the verso. Exhibiting some
toning, age, and wear. In good condition. $200 - $300

850. Betty Ford (4) pieces of signed
correspondence to Liza Minnelli
and related ephemera. (ca. 1980s)
Vintage original collection of typed
and autograph letters from Betty Ford
to Liza: (1) thanking her for performing
at a benefit for the Betty Ford Center,
(1) offering apologies for being unable
to attend the 1982 Graham Award
presentation to Minnelli, and (1)
with pleasantries and uplifting words
of affirmation, “I’m sure you realize
you are where you are meant to be –
whether you believe it or not – And what a blessing… Each day a new beginning”. Also includes (1) holiday greeting card, (1) signed flower arrangement
note, (1) program from the benefit mentioned in one of the letters, and (1) color ink jet photograph featuring Liza with Elizabeth Taylor and friends.
Measures from approx. 3.25 x 2 in. to 7.75 x 8 in. Lightly handled, exhibiting original transmittal folds, minor age and handling. Overall, in good to very
good condition. $200 - $300
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851. Liza Minnelli personal script and ephemera from the 52nd Annual
Academy Awards. (ca. 1980) Vintage original collection of ephemera from
the Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences including (1) Oscar logo
folio containing Liza’s script pages for an
Awards show sketch with Walter Matthau,
(1) show program, and (1) show rundown/
flow chart. Measure from approx. 9.25 x 4
in. to 9 x 12 in. Light handling, age, and
toning. In good condition.
$200 - $300

854. Liza
Minnelli
script for
Goldie and
Liza Together.
(ABC, 1980)
Collection of
(2) vintage
original scripts
for the Liza
Minnelli
Goldie Hawn
television special. Including (1) Second Draft 99-page script dated 9/18/79
[no writer credited] and (1) Final Draft 109-page script dated 9/23/79 [no
writer credited]. Assembled in a custom 9.75 x 11.5 in. binder with sparkly
silver production title treatment screened to cover and stamped in silver “Liza
Minnelli”. Scripts also feature many pages of additional production information
including cast and crew contacts, preproduction costume fitting schedules, and
more. Exhibiting some wear and breakdown of binder exterior. Otherwise in
very good condition. $200 - $300

852. Liza Minnelli “An Evening with Liza”
original artwork by Bob Mackie and event
ephemera. (1992) Vintage original signed ink
design for Liza’s 1992 City of Angels Hospice
“An Evening with Liza”, signed by artist,
Bob Mackie. Includes (6) programs and (6)
uncirculated invitations. Measures from approx.
5.5 x 8.5 in. to 8.5 x 11 in. Lightly handled, in
fine condition. $200 - $300

853. Liza Minnelli script for Baryshnikov on Broadway. (ABC, 1980)
First Draft 138-page script dated January 7, 1980 [no writer credited].
Retaining “Liza” hand-written at upper right corner of cover. Housed
in a custom binder with Baryshnikov logo graphic and “Liza Minnelli”
stamped in bottom right corner. Measures 9.5 x 11.5 in. Also includes
many pages of production information including cast and crew contact
sheet, rundowns, and more. Some wear and surface loss to binder. Toning
to pages. Otherwise in good to very good condition. $200 - $300

855. Liza Minnelli
(2) Japanese concert
posters. (1981) Collection
of (2) vintage original
28.75 x 40.5 in posters for
a Liza Minnelli concert
appearance at the Tokyo
Prince Hotel Ho-OhNo-Ma in Tokyo, Japan on
October 15, 1981. “This
is a super exciting scene”,
exclaims the English
language text translation
in the bottom third of
the artwork. Exhibiting
handling, scuffing, and
occasional tears to extreme
edges. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

856. Liza Minnelli (6) oversize photographs with
famous friends and collaborators including Goldie
Hawn and Mikhail Baryshnikov. (1980) Collection
of (6) vintage original color and black and white, matte,
gloss and semi-gloss photos featuring Liza, Goldie Hawn,
Mikhail Baryshnikov, and more. Also included, (4) strips
of 35mm film negatives. Measures approx. 1.5 x 7.25 in.
to 11 x 14.5 in. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, minor
corner wear, minor edge wear. One photo exhibits
corner loss at both upper and lower right side. Overall, in
good to very good condition. $200 - $300
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857. Liza Minnelli and Mikhail
Baryshnikov (60+) photographs
from Baryshnikov on Broadway.
(1980 Collection of (60+) vintage
original black and white photos
featuring Minnelli and Baryshnikov
rehearsing, hanging out behind the
scenes with cast and crew, running
lines, and performing on stage.
Features photographer stamp verso.
Measures from approx. 10 x 7 in. to 8 x 10 in. Lightly handled, minor edge wear, Overall, in very good condition. $200 - $300

858. Gregory Peck
(12) pieces of signed
correspondence to Liza
Minnelli and Vincente
Minnelli. (ca. 1970s-1980s)
Collection of (11) vintage
original typed and autograph
letters from Gregory Peck,
including (1) telegram.
One of the letters features
a handwritten shorthand
response, and corresponding
typed draft, unsigned. Also
includes one other typed
response, unsigned, and (1)
RC 8 x 10 photograph
featuring Gregory Peck and
Liza. Exhibiting original
transmittal folds, minor
age, handling, and some
toning. Overall, in very good
condition. $200 - $300

859. Liza Minnelli (3) scripts from Arthur. (Orion, 1981) Collection of
(3) vintage original scripts by Steve Gordon for the Oscar-winning comedy.
Including (1) studio bound and bradded Third Draft 138-page script dated
June 3, 1980; (1) studio bound and bradded Third Draft 139-multi-color
revision page script dated June 3, 1980 on the title page, with revision
dates between 7/22 and 8/24, marked for “Ruth Bonomo” on the title
page, but featuring Liza’s hand-annotations and line changes to the part of
“Linda” throughout; and (1) studio bound and bradded First Draft 147page script [undated]. Exhibiting some wear and surface loss to covers, and
handling and toning to content. In production used very good condition.
$400 - $600
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860. Liza Minnelli “Linda
Marolla” royal blue waitress
costume with nametag worn in
Arthur. (Orion, 1981) Screen worn
blue and white waitress costume
with short sleeves and white piping
at collar and cuffs. 2-hip pockets and
zipper front closure. Includes affixed
“Linda” name badge on the upper
left chest. Retaining “Crest” internal
maker’s label. Worn by Liza Minnelli as “Linda” when she meets
“Arthur” (Dudley Moore) at the diner where she works. Exhibiting
some makeup remnants on collar from production. In very good to fine
condition. $2,000 - $3,000
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861. Liza Minnelli
RIAA Certified
Gold Record Sales
Award for “Arthur’s
Theme (Best That
You Can Do)”.
(Warner Bros, 1981)
Vintage original
framed “gold” record
awarded for surpassing
the $1 million sales
threshold. Being a 7
in. gold vinyl record
mounted above
an award plaque.
Presented under glass
in a wooden frame.
Measures 12.75x
16.75 in. Light
wear. In very good
condition.
$200 - $300

864. Liza Minnelli
(2) scripts for
Arthur 2: On the
Rocks, Intensive
Care, and assorted
production
materials.
Collection of (2)
scripts including
(1) Arthur 2: On
the Rocks studio
bound and bradded
First Draft 93-page
script by Andy
Breckman dated
September, 1987,
and (1) Intensive Care
loose leaf 95+multicolor revision page
script.Also includes
(50+) multi color
revision pages,
correspondence, and production materials pertaining to the projects. Exhibiting
some wear to covers, and handling and toning to content and loose pages. In
production used very good condition. $200 - $300

865. Liza Minnelli typed
letter signed from her
Arthur co-star, Dudley
Moore. (1995) Vintage
original typed letter thanking
Liza for the Christmas
card, signed “Dudley”, with
postscript “Hope your hip is
O.K.(?)”. Lightly handled, in
very good to fine condition.
$200 - $300
862. Liza Minnelli AFI award for Arthur. (2000) Original matted
certificate award hailing Arthur “as one of America’s Funniest Movies”.
Signed by Chair and CEO of AFI. Measures 13.75 x 11 in. Lightly
handled, some toning to grey matting, Overall, in very good condition.
$200 - $300

863. Liza Minnelli (2) scripts for Arthur 2: On the Rocks. (Warner
Bros., 1988) Collection of (2) vintage original scripts for the sequel to
the hit Liza Minnelli and Dudley Moore comedy. Including (1) studio
bound and bradded Final Draft 109-page script by Andy Breckman dated
October 29, 1987 and retaining Liza’s handwritten scene breakdown on
the title page, and (1) Final Draft 103-multi-color revision page script
dated October 29, 1987 on the title page with revisions dated from
11/13/87 to 1/7/88 and final page retaining handwritten performance
note from director Bud Yorkin to Liza. Housed in a custom leatherette
and board custom script cover stamped Arthur on the Rocks and “Liza
Minnelli”. Measures 9.5 x 11.5 in. Exhibiting some stickiness and staining
to covers. Content clean. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

866. Liza Minnelli (70+) photographs from Arthur and Arthur 2: On the
Rocks. (Orion, 1981/Warner Bros., 1988) Collection of vintage original 8 x
10 in. gelatin silver and color RC photographs. Depicting stars Liza Minnelli,
Dudley More and John Gielgud in scenes and portraits from the comedy
franchise. Exhibiting some light creasing and handling. Vast majority in very
good condition. $200 - $300
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867. Liza Minnelli (2)
signed notes and (1)
signed photograph from
Barbra Streisand. (ca.
1980s-1990s) Collection of
(2) vintage original notes
on personal stationery. Also
includes (1) color photo
featuring Liza and Barbra
inscribed and signed, “Dear
Liza – Thank you for all your support! Love, Barbra”. Measures approx. 5.5 x 4 in. to 7.5 x 5.5 in. Lightly handled,
exhibiting original transmittal folds and minor age. Overall, in very good condition. $200 - $300
868. Liza Minnelli (10) pieces of signed
correspondence from the Sinatra
family, including 2-signed by Frank.
(ca. 1980s-2000) Collection of (10) vintage
original letters and notes, autograph and
typed, from Frank, Nancy and Barbara.
Includes thank you notes, warm wishes,
and event invitations. Also includes (1)
typed letter signed “Francis Albert”, Frank’s
real name, thanking her for contributing to
the UNLV benefit. Measures approx. from
4.75 x 3.25 in. to 8.5 x 11 in. Lightly handled, exhibiting original transmittal folds and minor age. Overall, in very good condition. $200 - $300
869. Liza
Minnelli
personal 1981
concert tour
itinerary. (1981)
Vintage collection
of multi-color
8.5 x 11 in. page
itinerary and
travel information
for Liza’s concert
tour of Australia,
presented in an
acetate portfolio,
with cover page
featuring printed artwork by Joe Eula, and tabs marked for every facet of the
trip, from “Shows” for engagement to “Entertainment” for the entertainers
themselves. Measures 9 x 12.25 in. Exhibiting light age and wear. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

870. Liza Minnelli
proof photograph
for a Singer
Sewing Machines
ad. (ca. 1970s)
Vintage original
gelatin silver singleweight photo tipped
to cardboard with
drop down matting
frame and protective
parchment paper
overlay. Measures
approx. 10 x 13.25
in. Exhibiting signs
of age, handling,
corner wear, and
toning. Overall, in
good to very good
condition.
$200 - $300
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871. Liza Minnelli
personal 1985
Academy Awards
55th anniversary
comprehensive
nominations and
winners list with
Academy rule book.
(1985) Collection of
vintage invitations,
programs, typed and
autograph notes,
including show
schedules and script
pages. Exhibiting signs
of age, handling, minor
corner wear, and minor
edge wear. Measures
from approx. 4.25 x
3 in. to 8.5 x 11 in.
Overall, in good to very
good condition. $200 - $300
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872. Liza Minnelli
oversize color quadportrait exhibition
photograph by
Johanna van
Zantwyk. (ca 1980s)
Vintage original color
14.25 x 18.75 in. RC
exhibition photograph
by Johanna van
Zantwyck mounted
to hand-embellished
20 x 24 in. board.
Photographer’s credit
printed at lower right
of board. Retaining
black construction
paper overlay. Minor
wear to board edges
though photo remains
virtually unhandled. In
fine condition.
$200 - $300

873. Liza Minnelli (25+) pieces of celebrity
correspondence and (40+) telegrams. (ca.
1980s) Collection of (25+) vintage original typed
and autograph notes and letters from notable
figures such as Gene Simmons, Sarah Vaughan, Kirk
Douglas, Richard Chamberlain, Rex Reed and
many more. Also includes (40+) telegrams from
figures like Desi Arnaz, Chris Walken, Joe Pesci,
Gene Kelly, James Cagney, and more. Measures from
approx. 6.25 x 4.5 in. to 7.75 x 11 in. Exhibiting
original transmittal folds, minor age, handling, and some toning. Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300

874. Liza Minnell (2) oversize exhibition photographs by
Johanna van Zantwyk. (ca. 1980s) Collection of (2) vintage original
gelatin silver double-weight glossy photographs by Johanna van Zantwyk
ranging in size from 11.25 x 17 in. to 11.6 x 17.75 in. and mounted to
17.5 x 20.5 in. board. With photographer’s credit printed on the board
at lower right of photo. Both retaining vellum overlays (mostly intact).
Exhibiting minor age. Otherwise in very good condition. $200 - $300

875. Liza Minnell (2) oversize
photographs by Johanna van
Zantwyk. (ca. 1980) Collection
of (2) vintage original gelatin
silver double-weight glossy
photographs by Johanna van
Zantwyck ranging in size from
11.6 x 17 in. to 11.7 x 17.25
in. With photographer’s credit
printed on the board at lower
right of photo. 1-retaining torn
vellum overlay. Other photo
exhibits some minor scuffing.
Some light soiling to boards.
In generally good to very good
condition. $200 - $300

876. Liza Minnelli (15+) oversize photographs
by Johanna Van Zantwyck. (ca. 1980) Collection
of (15+) vintage original gelatin silver doubleweight glossy photographs by Johanna van Zantwyck
ranging in size from 11.6 x 17 in. to 11.7 x 17.25
in. Exhibiting minor age. Otherwise in very good
condition. $200 - $300

877. Liza Minnelli (15+) oversize studio portrait
photographs by Johanna Van Zantwyk. (ca. 1980)
Collection of (15+) vintage original gelatin silver doubleweight glossy photographs by Johanna van Zantwyck
ranging in size from 11.6 x 17 in. to 11.7 x 17.25 in.
Exhibiting minor age. Otherwise in very good condition.
$200 - $300

878. Liza
Minnelli
(15+)
portrait, press, and performance
photographs, including 2-signed
by Liza. (ca. 1980) Collection of
(15+) vintage original gelatin silver
double-weight glossy photographs
by Johanna van Zantwyck ranging
in size from 9 x 7 in. in. to 8 x 10
in. Including 2-signed by Liza.
Exhibiting minor age. Otherwise in
very good condition. $200 - $300
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879. Liza Minnelli (5) oversized exhibition prints signed
by Francesco Scavullo. (ca. 1967/1983) Collection of (5)
gelatin silver double-weight matte exhibition photographs
by Francesco Scavullo, mounted to board and ranging in size
from 9 x 13.75 in. to 9.8 x 13.75 in. All signed on the verso,
“Francesco Scavullo 1967”. Including 1-inscribed and signed
at lower left of image,“Dear Liza what great great great joy you
– and momma gave me last night I love you both very much
Francesco 7/7/83”. Exhibiting 1-with surface soiling, others
with corner bumping, edge wear, and surface impressions. In
generally good to very good condition. $300 - $500
881. Liza Minnelli
(160+) concert
performance
photographs.
Collection of
(160+) vintage
original gelatin
silver single- and
double-weight,
glossy and matte
fiber-based and
RC photographs
and 35mm contact
sheets ranging
in size from 6.5
x 8.5 in. to 8 x
10 in. Featuring
dramatic shots of
Liza in concert.
Exhibiting some
wear and handling.
In generally very
good condition.
$200 - $300

880. Liza Minnelli (3) studio acetate reference
recordings of “Miss Pennington”, “That’s the
Way It Is”, and more. (ca. 1972) Collection of (3)
vintage studio acetate 45rpm reference recordings
with typed central labels. Including (1) “Miss
Pennington” 7 in., (1) “The Singer” 10 in. and (1)
“Mr. Emery Won’t Be Home” and “That’s the Way
It Is” 2-sided 10 in. Retaining original CBS Records
shipping order and transmittal envelope addressed to Liza
Minnelli. Exhibiting some handling and wear. In very good condition.
$200 - $300

882. Liza Minnelli (9) oversize proof portrait
photographs by Bill King. (ca. 1980s) Collection
of (9) vintage original gelatin silver double-weight
semi-gloss photographs ranging in size from 8.5
x 12.5 in. to 11 x 14 in. by Bill King. Including
3-mounted to 12 x 14.5 in. board and retaining
acetate overlay with handwritten cropping
notation. All others inkstamped “Rough” in the
image. Also includes an 8 x 10 in. glossy portrait of
Liza. Exhibiting some wear and handling. Generally
in very good condition. $200 - $300

883. Liza Minnelli (20) oversize head
shot proof photographs by Bill King.
(ca. 1980s) Collection of (20) vintage
original gelatin silver 11 x 14 in. single- and
double-weight photographs. All stamped
“Rough” on recto. Exhibiting some edge
wear, handling, and waving. In good to very
good condition. $200 - $300

884. Liza Minnelli (150+) studio portrait color
transparencies and (90+) negatives by Douglas Kirkland.
(ca. 1980s) Collection of (150+) vintage original 35mm color
transparencies, most in slide housings, and (90+) 35mm blackand-white negatives. Most slides retain Kirkland’s printed credit
on the housing. Including studio portraits and performance
views of Liza. Exhibiting light handling. Otherwise in very good
condition. $200 - $300
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885. Liza
Minnelli 1983-84
“Outstanding
Performance
by an Actress
in a Musical”
Tony Award
nomination
certificate. (1984)
Vintage original
8.5 x 11 in. Tony
Award nomination
certificate presented
to Liza for The
Rink. Exhibiting
some age and wear.
Otherwise in very
good condition.
$200 - $300

886. Liza Minnelli
1993 Tony Awards
poster signed by
performers
and
nominees. (ca. 1993)
Vintage original 24 x
36 in. poster mounted
to foam core signed
by Broadway stage
stars including Liza,
Lorna Luft, Tommy,
Tune, Ellen Burstyn
and many more..
Exhibiting minimal
age and handling. In
very good condtion.
$200 - $300

887. Liza Minnelli personal
archive of Tony Award
programs, contracts and
correspondence. (ca. 1970s-1980s)
Vintage original collection of
invitations, programs, typed and
autograph notes, including show
schedules, dialogue copy, and a
cassette tape featuring Glen Roven
singing the songs Liza performed for the 1984 Tonys. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, minor corner wear, and minor edge wear. Ranging in size from
approx. 4.25 x 3 in. to 8.5 x 11 in. Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300

888. Liza Minnelli press kit and ephemera
from That’s Dancing. (ca. 1985) Vintage
original 12 x 14 in. presskit including 8.5 x 11 in.
information packet, brochure, and photographs
for the That’s Dancing Broadway show highlight
film. Exhibiting minimal wear and handling. In
very good condition. $200 - $300

889. Liza Minnelli (5) working scripts
The Rink. (1984) Collection of (5) scripts
and other materials for the Tony-winning
Broadway show by Terrence McNally,
John Kander, and Fred Ebb. Including
(1) bound and bradded 124-page script
dated March 10, 1983; (1) 3-ring bound
103-page script by dated December 8,
1983 with the part of “Angel” (Liza)
highlighted throughout; (1) hardcover
script folder bound 128-page script dated August 12, 1983 with the part of “Angel” highlighted throughout; (1) ring-bound 97-page script dated on the
final page 2/2/84; and (1) Revised 3-ring bound 100-page script dated through 1/30/84 with the part of “Angel” highlighted and (20+) pages of loose
notes and revised pages. Some loose pages, toning, wear, and handling. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300
890. Liza Minnelli personal scrapbook
for The Rink including (30+) candid
premier party photographs, telegrams, and
autograph notes. (1983) Collection of (30+)
color RC 4 x 5 in. photographs, telegrams, and
autograph notes from friends, fans and well
wishers after the opening of the Broadway show
The Rink. Exhibiting some wear and handling.
Otherwise in very good condition. $200 - $300
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891. Liza Minnelli personal book bound
score from The Rink. (1983) Vintage original
large 12.5 x 15.25 in. book bound printed
200+page musical score from the stage show,
which earned Liza her fourth Tony Award. Signed
on the interior front cover and free endpapers by
Kander and Ebb and others. With title in gold
gilt on front cover and spine. Exhibiting some
age and wear. In very good to fine condition.
$200 - $300

892. Original set concept illustration for The Rink. (1983) Accomplished
in artists’ marker on 22 x 33 in. vellum leaf. Exhibiting some handling and wear.
Otherwise in very good condition. $200 - $300

893. Liza Minnelli collection of (10) contracts, advertising
art, correspondence and ephemera related to The Rink.
Collection of (10) pieces of ephemera from the Broadway show
The Rink, including contracts, advertising art, autograph and typed
letters, and others. Some light handling. In very good condition.
$200 - $300

894. Liza Minnelli custom album of (30+) photographs from The Rink. (1983) Collection of (30+) vintage original gelatin silver single-weight 8 x
10 in. photographs. Featuring behind-the-scenes preparations and scenes from the Broadway show. In generally very good condition. $200 - $300

895. Liza Minnelli collection of glassware and keepsakes
commemorating The Rink, including an engraved Tiffany & Co.
sterling silver heart-shaped box. (ca. 1983) Collection of (4) wine glasses,
(1) Tiffany & Co. heartshaped box, and (1) cup commemorating the Chita
Rivera and Liza Minnelli Broadway show. Exhibiting some age and handling.
Otherwise in very good condition. $200 - $300
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896. Liza Minnelli (4)
oversize photographs
for The Daily Express
by William Lovelace.
(1983) Vintage original
gelatin silver singleweight 8 x 10 in. portraits
of Liza in London.
Photographer stamp and
handwritten date and
location verso. Exhibiting
signs of age, handling,
and mild uneven toning.
Overall, in good to very
good condition.
$200 - $300

897. Liza Minnelli archive of (50+) signed checks. (ca. 1970s-1980s) Collection of (50+) vintage original bank checks, all signed by Liza Minnelli. All
with bank cancellation inkstamps, some with perforated stamps. Ranging in size 2.5 x 6 in. to 8.5 x 3.5 in. In good to very good condition. $300 - $500
898. Liza Minnelli
(240+) studio portrait
color transparencies. (ca.
1970s-1990s) Collection of
(240+) vintage original color
transparencies ranging in size
from 35mm to 2.25 x 2.25 in.
Featuring professional studio
portraits of Liza throughout
her career. In good to very
good condition. $200 - $300
899. Liza Minnelli collection (120+)
casual photographs and transparencies.
(ca. 1960s-1990s) Collection of (120+) vintage
original and later printed gelatin silver and color
RC ranging in size from 3.5 x 5 in. to 8 x 10
in. photographs and inkjet prints. Featuring
portraits and candid shots of Liza at home and
attending intimate events. Exhibiting signs of
age, handling, and mild uneven toning. Overall,
in good to very good condition.
$200 - $300

900. Liza
Minnelli
oversize color
photograph
for USA Today.
(1985) Vintage
original color
11 x 14 in. RC
photograph of
Liza at home in
her New York
apartment, taken
for a front page
article in USA
Today. Only
minor handling.
In very good
condition.
$200 - $300

901. Liza Minnelli presskit and correspondence for a 1985 event at
the Simon Wiesenthal Center. Collection of material related to the Simon
Wiesenthal Center including a (20+) Xerox page booklet with event itinerary,
information, and news clippings about the work of Wiesenthal and the Center
for Holocaust studies, and (1) typed letter on 8.5 x 11 in. “The Liberators”
letterhead stationery inviting Liza to a tribute event hosted by Elizabeth Taylor
and signed by Rabbi Marvin Hier. All in very good condition. $200 - $300
902. Liza Minnelli (10) pieces of correspondence
from fashion VIPs. (ca. 1970s-1980s) Collection of (10)
vintage original pieces of typed and autograph signed cards,
postcards, and letters ranging in size from 2.75 x 3.5 in. to
8.5 x 11 in. from fashion luminaries including Hubert de
Givenchy, Diane von Furstenberg, Egon von Furstenberg,
Earl Blackwell, Diana Vreeland, and more. Exhibiting some
toning, age, and wear. In generally good to very good
condition. $200 - $300
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903. Liza Minnelli correspondences from noted aristocrats. (ca 1970s) Collection of (4) pieces of correspondence including autograph cards and
letters ranging in size from 3.25 x 5 in. to 8.25 x 10 in. from Baron Guy de Rothschild and Ralph Rothschild. Also includes (3) invitations to Rothschild
events. Some retaining original transmittal envelopes. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

904. Liza Minnelli (5) oversize photographs
by Eugene Adebari. (ca. 1990s) Collection
of (5) vintage original gelatin silver 12 x 16
in. single-weight glossy RC photographs. All
retaining Adebari’s credit stamp on the verso.With
1-exhibiting staining to lower blank borders. All
others in very good condition. $200 - $300

905. Liza Minnelli personal collection of
(50+) pieces of celebrity correspondence
including Bob Fosse, Goldie Hawn, Betty
Ford, and Ira Gershwin. (ca. 1970s-1990s)
Collection of (50+) vintage original pieces of
correspondence including telegrams, typed
and autograph letters, cards, and more, ranging
in size from to 2.5 x 3.5 in. to 8.5 x 11 in.,
some retaining original transmittal envelopes.
Including signed correspondence from Adam Ant, Michael York, Jack Haley, John Kander, Fred Ebb, Rex Reed, Larry Hagman, Gregory Peck, Lauren Bacall,
Chita Rivera, Mia Farrow, Kirk Douglas, and more. Exhibiting some age, handling, creasing, and wear. In generally good to very good condition. $200 - $300
906. Liza Minnelli collection of celebrity correspondence
including (100+) letters and (25+) telegrams from
Halston, Donfeld, Phil Spector, Ann-Margret and many
more. Collection of (100+) pieces of correspondence including
autograph and typed letters, greeting cards, notecards and more.
Also includes (25+) telegrams. All ranging in size from 2.25 x 3.5
in. to 8.25 x 11 in. Letters, notes, and cards include: Jack Haley,
Franco Zeffirelli, Earl Blackwell, James Poe, Richard Chamberlain,
Martha Graham, Joan Rivers, John Kander, Hubert Humphrey,
Jerry Lewis, James Lipton, Francesco Scavullo, Walter Mirisch, Terence Rattigan, Mickey Rooney, Barbara Walters, George Jessel, Rosie O’Donnell,Valentino
Garavani, Natalie Cole, Ann Sothern, Goldie Hawn, and many more.Telegrams include:Tom Courtenay, Frank Sinatra, Michael Powell, George Burns, Chita
Rivera, Vincente Minnelli, Raquel Welch, Michael Eisner, Joel Grey, and more. Some retaining original transmittal envelopes. Exhibiting toning, creasing,
handling, and wear. In generally good to very good condition. $200 - $300

907.
Michael
Jackson
intimate autograph letter
signed to Liza Minnelli.
(1986) Vintage
original
1-page autograph letter on
7.75 x 10.5 in. spiral notebook
paper from the King of Pop to
his good friend Liza Minnelli.
Jackson writes in full: “I love
you sooo much What an
inspiration you are I feel every
Beed [sic] of your sweat love
Michael 1986)”. Retaining
fringe of torn spiral holes at
left. Exhibiting light toning
and handling. In very good
condition. $200 - $300
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908. Liza Minnelli
costume sketches
and
fabric
samples for her
HBO
special
Live in London.
(1986) Collection
of costume concept
materials including
(7) printed 8.5 x 14
in. costume sketches,
each with extensive
hand
annotation,
and
(9)
fabric
samples in a variety
of materials, prints,
and textures for the
concert special recorded at the London Palladium. Exhibiting some
creasing and handling. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300
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909. Liza
Minnelli (20+)
photographs with
A-list celebrities.
(ca. 1980s-2000s)
Collection of (20+)
gelatin silver, color, and
inkjet RC and fiber
based photographs
ranging in size from 4 x 6 in. to 8 x 10 in. Featuring Liza Minnelli with luminaries in fields of art, entertainment, and politics. Including Jacqueline
Kennedy Onassis, Michael Jackson, Quincy Jones,Yoko Ono, Elizabeth Taylor, Oprah, Bette Davis, Martha Graham, Princess Diana, and John F. Kennedy, Jr.
A few duplicate images Exhibiting some creases, surface marring, and handling. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300
910. Liza Minnelli (3) Emmy Award nomination certificates
and (2) Awards Ceremony programs. (ca. 1980-1983)
Collection of (3) vintage original Academy of Television Arts
& Sciences Primetime Emmy Awards nomination certificates
including (1) 1979-1980 Outstanding Variety or Music Program
for Goldie and Liza Together in rag paper folder, (1) 1986-1987
Outstanding Informational Special for Minnelli on Minnelli: Liza
Remembers Vincente, and (1) 1992-1993 Outstanding Variety or
Music Program for Liza Minnelli Live from Radio City Music Hall.
Ranging in size from 8 x 10 in. to 8.5 x 11 in. Also includes (1) 45th
Annual Emmy Awards and (1) 43rd Annual Golden Globe Awards
program. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300
911. Liza Minnelli personal collection of
celebrity correspondence including (35+)
letters and (45+) telegrams. (ca. 1970s-1990s)
Collection of (35+) pieces of vintage original celebrity
correspondence including typed and autograph letters
and notecards ranging in size from 5.8 x 7.75 in. to
8.5 x 11 in. and (45+) telegrams ranging in size from
5 x 8.5 in. to 8.5 x 11 in. Signed letters include: Albert
Finney, Michael York, John Schlesinger, Richard
Chamberlain, Mia Farrow, Paul Schrader, “Swifty”
Lazar, Gregory Peck, Earl Blackwell, Harold Prince,
Carly Simon, Peter Allen, William Kennedy, and more.
Telegrams: Goldie Hawn, Ann-Margret, Joan Rivers, Robert Short, Hiro, Michel Legrand, Raquel Welch, and others. Exhibiting some creasing, toning, and
handling. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

912. Liza Minnelli (200+) color performance photographs. (ca. 1960s-1990s) Collection of (200+) vintage color RC photographs ranging size
from 3.5 x 5 in. to 8 x 10 in. Some retaining photographer’s credits to verso. Featuring Liza throughout the course of her concert career, including many
performance shots and stage portraits, as well as behind-the-scenes and event images, with many rare, seldom seen views. Exhibiting some handling, marker
bleed from verso, corner wear, and handling. In generally good to very good condition. $200 - $300

913. Liza Minnelli (3) oversize
performance photographs by Jill
Fineberg. (ca. 1978) Collection of (3)
vintage original gelatin silver 11 x 14 in.
RC photographs by Jill Fineberg. Depicting
performance portraits of Liza from a concert
in Birmingham, Alabama. With some minor
surface marring and spot emulsion loss.
Generally good to very good. $200 - $300
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914. Liza Minnelli Jockey Club Certificate of Foal Registration for
racehorse “Liza in Concert”. (1982)Vintage facsimile copy of foal registration
certificate no. 8112518 for the dark brown filly “Liza in Concert”, bred at the
Unicorn Stable with parentage of “Topper” and “No Robbery”. Measures 8.25
x 6.75 in. visible through silver painted wood 9.4 x 7.75 in. frame. Exhibiting
minor age. In very good condition. $200 - $300

915. Liza Minnelli (15) “3 Weeks at Carnegie Hall” concert posters.
(1987) Collection of (15) vintage original approx. 27 x 42 in. concert
posters on standard and thick-stock paper. Exhibiting some marginal tears,
edge wear, and surface marring from use. In generally good condition.
$200 - $300

916. Liza Minnelli brown line stage schematic for live concert
experience and mock-up for a “3 Weeks at Carnegie Hall”
print advertisement. (1987) Vintage original brown line stage
design from Liza’s concert series at Carnegie Hall with 14 x 10.6
in. visible through 30 x 17 in. mat. Signed and inscribed by the artist
to Liza at lower left. Also includes a 27.5 x 7.5 in. paste-up on board
advertisement mock-up for the event. All in good to very good
condition. $200 - $300

917. Liza Minnelli (15) event photographs with Princess Diana. (ca. 1990s) Collection of (15) color 8 x 10 in. glossy RC photographs. Featuring
Liza Minnelli at an event with Princess Diana, Ben Kingsley, and Michael Caine. Includes a few duplicates. Virtually unhandled. In very good condition.
$200 - $300

918. Liza Minnelli (100+) photographs from her “3 Weeks Carnegie Hall” concert engagement. (1987) Collection of (100+) vintage original
gelatin silver 8 x 10 in. double-weight and RC glossy photographs by Jane Rady and Vinnie Zuffante, most retaining credit stamps to verso, and color 3.5 x
4.25 in. Polaroids. Captured in dramatic black-and-white, these photos document the behind-the-scenes preparations and the dazzling performances from
this landmark concert series, with some pre- and post-show views. Exhibiting only minor toning and handling. Majority in very good condition. $300 - $500
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919. Liza Minnelli typed letter signed from Donald
Trump. (1987) Vintage original 1-page typed letter on 8.5 x
11 in. The Trump Organization letterhead stationery signed
“Donald”. The future president writes in full: “Dear Liza, You
were absolutely fantastic last night (singing, that is!).You looked
and performed better than ever, and that’s saying a lot. As you
probably have heard, I am building a 60-story tower at the
Foundling Hospital site on 68th and Third, which promises to be
spectacular — I’d love to show you the model. However, at this
point, I am even more excited about our working together in
Atlantic City. If you are ever free, Ivana and I would love to take
you and your husband to dinner — just tell me when Sincerely
Donald”. Exhibiting original transmittal folds. Also includes
a facsimile letter from Liza’s agent and response from Trump
Plaza in Atlantic City regarding the horrendous experience Liza had when she performed at the hotel, with several promised services being unavailable or
hopelessly bungled. In very good condition. $200 - $300
920. Liza Minnelli (12) event
photographs
with
President
Ronald Reagan, including 2-signed
by Reagan. (ca. 1980s) Collection of
(12) color 8 x 10 in. RC photographs.
Including 2-with photographer Mary
Ann Fackleman’s credit stamp on the
verso, and 10-marked, “Official White
House Photo”. Featuring 1-inscribed
and signed in the lower border by Reagan, 1-inscribed by Nancy Reagan and signed by Nancy and President Reagan, and 1-inscribed and signed by Nancy
Reagan.Virtually unhandled. In very good condition $200 - $300

921. Liza Minnelli typed letter signed by president Ronald
Reagan. (1987) Vintage original typed letter on 6.75 x 9 in. The White
House letterhead stationery with embossed presidential seal, dated
March 25, 1987, and signed “Ron”. Reagan thanks Liza for attending
the White House’s tribute to Rodgers and Hart. At the bottom, Nancy
has additionally signed, “You were great and looked so pretty! Nancy”.
Exhibiting 2-small stains at upper left corner. Otherwise in very good
condition. $200 - $300

922. Liza Minnelli collection of (10) political awards and ephemera. (ca.
1970s-1980s) Collection of (10) award certificates and ephemera ranging in size
from 7 x 9 in. to 13 x 12 in. Including a mounted photograph signed by Betty
Ford, a certificate of recognition from the State of Texas signed by Governor
Rick Perry, a proclamation from the city of Sugar Land, Texas, a Great Navy of
the State of Nebraska membership certificate, an Honorary Citizen of Austin
Texas award certificate, an oversize photograph with Halston and Betty Ford
from an award ceremony, and more. Exhibiting some light wear and handling.
Most in very good condition. $200 - $300

923. Liza Minnelli
and friends (20+)
photographs with
dignitaries and heads
of state. (ca. 1960s-2000s)
Collection of (20+) color
RC photographs and
inkjet prints ranging in size
from 3.5 x 5 in. to 8 x 10
in. featuring Judy Garland with John F. Kennedy,Vincente Minnelli with Prince Charles, and Liza Minnelli with Pope John Paul II, Princess Diana, Gerald
and Betty Ford, Laura Bush (signed), Ronald Reagan, and more. Exhibiting some light handling. In very good condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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924. Liza Minnelli collection of (10+) invitations,
programs, and ephemera from political, charitable,
and royal events. (ca. 1970s-1990s) Collection of (10+)
pieces of ephemera including a signed postcard from Hubert
de Givenchy, a ticket to a Friars Club event honoring Liza,
an invitation to the “Liza with a Key” benefit performance
for the Golden Key Foundation, an invitation and program
from the Princess Grace Foundation awards, a 1976
invitation to the Tehran Film Festival, a dinner menu from
a White House event, and more. Some light handling and
wear. Generally very good. $200 - $300

925. Liza Minnelli custom bound pressbook for her 1987 German tour.
(1987) Cloth and board bound pressbook with gold gilt stamped “Liza Minnelli
Tour 87 Germany” on spine. Measures 16.5 x 11.75 in. Consisting of 75+ singlesided pages printed with color and monochromatic photocopies of feature articles,
gossip, reviews, and ads pertaining to Liza’s concerts and personal appearances.
Signed on the front free endpaper by Mama Concerts founder Marcel Avram.
Light wear to boards. Otherwise fine. $200 - $300

926. Liza Minnelli (7) contact sheets by Richard Avedon for a Revlon ad campaign, including a photo sleeve inscribed and signed by
Avedon. (1987) Vintage original (7) 8 x 10 in. gelatin silver double-weight glossy photographic contact sheets each depicting the same 7-2.25 x 2.25 in.
frames captured by Avedon during Minnelli’s studio sitting for a 1980s Revlon cosmetics ad campaign. All retain Avedon’s credit stamp on the verso.With (7)
color 4.25 x 3.5 in. Polaroid photographs depicting lightbox shots of color frames from the session, 2-of which feature Avedon with Liza. Also includes (1)
8 x 10 in. glassine photo sleeve signed by Avedon in black felt pen, “For Liza From Dick 1987” and embellished with a self-caricature illustration.The sleeve
contains (6) 2.25 x 2.25 in. color Fujichrome transparencies arranged with clear tape on a mylar sleeve depicting a model wearing a black dress indentical
to what Liza was to wear during the Revlon shoot, serving as examples of the look Avedon aimed to achieve. Exhibiting some handling and corner wear to
contact sheets. Sleeve missing 2 x 3 in. portion of right edge. Some surface loss to 2-polaroids. In generally good to fine conditon. $400 - $600

927. Richard Avedon autograph notecard signed to Liza Minnelli. (ca. 1980s) Vintage original Richard Avedon personalized 6.25 x 4 in. autograph
notecard (front and back) signed “Dick”. The legendary photographer writes in full, “Dear Liza How can I thank you? Ever Dick”. On the back of the card,
accompanying his signature, Avedon has drawn a self-portrait caricature. Accompanied by a matching envelope handwritten “Liza” and signed on the flap,
“Dick”. Envelope with rubber band stain. In very good condition. $200 - $300
928. Elizabeth Taylor (6) pieces of signed
correspondence to Liza Minnelli and Lee Minnelli.
(ca. 1980s) Collection of (6) autograph and typed letters
on Elizabeth Taylor monogrammed stationery ranging
in size from 5.25 x 7.5 in. to 5.7 x 7.7 in., all signed
“Elizabeth”. Including (5) to Liza Minnelli and (1) to
Lee Minnelli. With (4) retaining original transmittal
envelopes. Also includes (1) letter with printed signature
and (1) Holiday greeting card notifying Liza a donation
was made to AIDS research. Exhibiting only minimal
handling. In very good condition. $200 - $300
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929. Liza Minnelli collection of materials
related to her Revlon ad campaign
by Richard Avedon, including a print
ad proof and signed contract. (1987)
Collection of Revlon ad campaign materials
including (1) contract on Revlon 8.5 x 11 in.
letterhead stationery signed “Liza Minnelli” and
dated 17 June [1987], (1) printed 8.5 x 11 in.
magazine ad mock-up mounted to foam core,
(1) Playbill featuring a Liza Minnelli Revlon
center spread, and (2) additional pieces of
correspondence from Revlon concerning the
campaign. Exhibiting some handling and wear. In very good condition. $200 - $300

930. Liza Minnelli (2) autograph notes signed by Richard Avedon. (ca. 1980s) Collection of (2) Richard Avedon personalized 3.5 x 5.5 in. autograph
notecards signed “Dick”. Including (1) “Dear Liza Eat a little bit of this! Love Dick”, and (1) “Liza You really did it! Dick”. Includes 1-envelope hand
addressed by Avedon to Liza. With 1-notecard exhibiting some smudging and soiling. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

931.
Annie
Leibovitz oversize
color
chrome
photograph
of
Liza Minnelli for
Vanity Fair. (1987)
Vintage
original
color chrome 11 x
14 in. photograph by
Annie Leibovitz from
a sitting with Liza for
the cover feature of
the June 1987 issue of
Vanity Fair. Virtually
unhandled. In fine
condition.
$400 - $600

932. Annie Leibovitz
oversize color chrome
photograph of Liza
Minnelli for Vanity
Fair. (1987) Vintage
original color chrome
11 x 14 in. photograph
by Annie Leibovitz
from a sitting with Liza
for the cover feature of
the June 1987 issue of
Vanity Fair. Also includes
a color transparency
of the magazine page
featuring the image.
Virtually unhandled. In
fine condition.
$400 - $600

310-859-7701

933. Annie Leibovitz
oversize color chrome
photograph of Liza
Minnelli for Vanity
Fair. (1987) Vintage
original color chrome 11
x 14 in. photograph by
Annie Leibovitz from a
sitting with Liza for the
cover feature of the June
1987 issue of Vanity Fair.
Virtually unhandled. In
fine condition.
$400 - $600

934. Annie
Leibovitz oversize
color chrome
photograph of
Liza Minnelli for
Vanity Fair. (1987)
Vintage original
color chrome 11 x
14 in. photograph
by Annie Leibovitz
from a sitting with
Liza for the cover
feature of the
June 1987 issue of
Vanity Fair.Virtually
unhandled. In fine
condition.
$400 - $600
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935. Annie Leibovitz monumental
exhibition photograph of Liza
Minnelli for Vanity Fair. (1987)
Vintage original color photograph
with 30.25 x 40.5 in. visible through
32 x 42 in. custom frame by legendary
portraitist Leibovitz from a sitting with
Liza for the cover feature of the June
1987 issue of Vanity Fair magazine.
Exhibiting only minor wear to
extremities. In fine condition.
$1,000 - $1,500
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936. Annie Leibovitz monumental exhibition
photograph of Liza Minnelli for Vanity
Fair. (1987) Vintage original color 32 x 41 in.
photograph by legendary portraitist Leibovitz
from a sitting with Liza for the cover feature of the
June 1987 issue of Vanity Fair magazine. Exhibiting
only minor wear to extremities. In fine condition.
$1,000 - $1,500
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937. Annie Leibovitz monumental
exhibition photograph from her
Vanity Fair cover shoot with Liza
Minnelli. (1987) Vintage original color
32 x 41.5 in. photograph by legendary
portraitist Leibovitz from a sitting with
Minnelli for the cover feature of the
June 1987 issue of Vanity Fair magazine.
Exhibiting only minor wear and creasing
to blank upper right corner. In very good
condition. $1,000 - $1,500

938. Liza Minnelli heavily hand-annotated script for Rent-aCop. (Kings Road, 1987) Vintage original 110+multi-color revision
page script for the Liza Minnelli and Burt Reynolds action comedy,
written by Dennis Shyrack and Michael Blodgett, and dated on the
cover page from 11/5/86 to 12/5/86. The part of “Della” (Liza) is
hand-annotated in pencil and ink throughout the script, with line
changes and additions, stage direction, and more. Liza’s pages are also
bookmarked with paper clips in the last quarter of the script. Housed in
a textured board folder with a label taped to spine bearing the film title.
Folder exhibits cracking at cover joints and general wear. The script is
well-thumbed with some wear to edges. In generally good condition.
$200 - $300

939. Annie Leibovitz (8) oversize color chrome photographs of Liza
Minnelli for Vanity Fair. (1987) Collection of (8) vintage original color
chrome 11 x 14 in. photographs by Annie Leibovitz from a sitting with Liza
for thd cover feature of the June 1987 issue of Vanity Fair. Includes 2-duplicated
images. With 1-print featuring handwritten inscription by Liza in black ink to
then-husband Mark Gero and signed and dated “Liza August 17, 1987”. Some
minor surface impressions, though majority virtually unhandled. Also includes
(5) color 4.25 x 3.5 in. Polaroid proofs from the sitting, with heavy creases to
denote desired framing. Chrome prints in fine condition. $600 - $800
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940. Liza Minnelli
collection of
production
materials from
Rent-A-Cop.
(Kings Road, 1987)
Collection of
ephemera including
prints, production
and behind-thescenes photographs,
original and printed
costume sketches,
poster concepts and
more. In generally
very good condition.
$200 - $300

941. Liza Minnelli (60+) photographs and
(300+) color transparencies from Rent-a-Cop.
(Kings Road, 1987) Collection of (60+) photographs
including gelatin silver double-weight glossy prints,
color photographs and polaroids, ranging in size
from 3 x 3.25 in. to 8 x 10 in. Also, (300+) 35mm
color transparencies attributed to photographers
Mario Tursi, Angelo Frontoni, Donatello Grogioni
and others housed in paper or plastic slide sleeves,
most with printed photographer or agency credits.
Featuring production views, publicity portraits, and
behind-the-scenes images of stars Liza Minnelli and
Burt Reynolds in their second screen pairing. Some handling to photos. All in generally very good condition. $200 - $300
942. Liza Minnelli stage script for Funny Face
in a custom Liza logo leather binder gifted
to her by Burt Reynolds. (1975) Vintage 74page bound and bradded copy script for the
stage musical Funny Face with Music by George
Gershwin, Lyrics by Ira Gershwin, Original book
by Fred Thompson and Paul Gerard Smith, Adapted
by Neal Du Brock in yellow covers with gold gilt
stamped title at front. Presented in a custom leather
and board script folder commissioned and gifted
to Liza by Burt Reynolds, with hand tooled Liza
caricature logo on the front cover, carved “Love,
from Burt” on inside front cover, and with Al
Shelton Leather Artist maker’s stamp on inside back
cover. Measures 10.5 x 12.5 in. Funny Face exhibits
numerous circular impressions on front cover that carry into content. Folder with wear to edges and rubbing to covers. In good condition. $200 - $300
943. Liza Minnelli (12) film and
concert posters. (ca. 1970s-1980s)
Collection of (12) concert and film
posters including (3) rolled German
posters for Rent-a-Cop, (1) folded
Japanese poster for New York, New
York, (1) color RC photographic
poster portrait of Liza, (1) cardstock
poster for Lucky Lady, (1) Frenchlanguage concert poster for a 1997
performance in Montreal, (1)
window card for Liza in concert
with The Bojangles, (1) Greek
window card for A Matter of Time,
(2) mini-posters for Baryshnikov on Broadway, and (1) poster/calendar for the 1970 Judy Garland Film Festival. $200 - $300

944. Liza Minnelli (10) press kits, programs, and ephemera for her
films. (Various Studios, 1960s-1980s) Collection of (10) press kits, programs
and ephemera including an oversize folded advance poster for Lucky Lady,
a program for The Sterile Cuckoo, a program for Charlie Bubbles, a Japanese
program for New York, New York, and more. Exhibiting some age, wear,
spidering, and handling. In generally good to very good condition.
$200 - $300

945. Liza Minnelli 50th Anniversary press kit and video release
poster for Wizard of Oz. (1989) Vintage original press kit for the
anniversary release of the fantasy musical classic in a leatherette 9 x 12 in.
folder. Consisting of cast bios, production info, and printed advertisements.
Also includes a special 19 x 36 in. 50th Anniversary poster, folded as issued.
Exhibiting only light handling. In very good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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946. Liza Minnelli working script archive for Sam Found Out: A Triple
Play. (ABC, 1988) Collection of complete and partial scripts in various draft
stages and production materials for the anthology musical written by Lanford
Wilson, Terrence McNally, Wendy Wasserstein, John Kander, and Fred Ebb.
Including hundreds of script pages and a production bible including Liza’s hand
written annotations. Some age and wear. In generally very good condition.
$200 - $300

947. Liza Minnelli
oversize color
transparency and
polaroid proof
signed by Francesco
Scavullo. (1988)
Vintage original 11 x 14
in. color transparency
in an acetate sleeve
hand marked for
retouching and a color
3.5 x 4.25 in. Polaroid
proof photograph
inscribed and signed by
photographer Francesco
Scavullo to Liza, “Liza I
love you Francesco 88”.
Exhibiting minor age. All
in very good condition.
$200 - $300

948. Liza Minnelli oversize custom photograph of New York
City urban ad space. (1988) Vintage original gelatin silver 13.5 x
9.5 single-weight matte RC photograph with handwritten “…1988” at
center and mounted to red construction paper. Depicting a preliminary
ad on a New York City billboard signaling a major announcement from
Liza would be coming soon… which was her “3 Weeks at Carnegie
Hall” concert engagement. Exhibiting scrapbook mounting remnants
on the verso, age, and wear. In very good condition. $100 - $200

949. David LaChapelle (2) oversize color portrait photographs
of Liza Minnelli. (1989) Collection of (2) vintage color 16 x 20 in.
RC photographs by David LaChapelle. Both depicting the same headand-shoulders portrait of Liza. Exhibiting only minimal handling. In
very good condition. $200 - $300
950. Gene Simmons (6) signed letters to Liza
Minnelli. (ca 1980s) Collection of (6) autograph and
typed letters on Gene Simmons Ltd., Inc. letterhead
stationery and hotel stationery ranging in size from
5.5 x 8.5 in. to 8.5 x 11 in., all signed “Gene”, to Liza
Minnelli. For a time, Liza was represented by Simmons’
company. Including content pertaining to Liza’s album
collaboration with the Pet Shop Boys, Results. Also
includes (2) documents signed by Liza. Exhibiting some
occasional staining, handling, and transmittal folds. In
generally very good condition. $200 - $300
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951. David LaChapelle (8) oversize
photographs of Liza Minnelli from a sitting
for the album Results. (1989) Collection of
(8) vintage original gelatin silver 11 x 14 in.
double-weight matte proof photographs by
David LaChapelle. Most retaining handwritten
notation for retoching and printing in the
borders. Exhibiting some corner bumping and
waving. Otherwise in very good condition.
$200 - $300

952. David LaChapelle (5) proof
photographs of Liza Minnelli from
a sitting for the album Results. (1989)
Collection of (5) vintage original gelatin silver
8 x 10 in. semi-gloss and hi-gloss RC proof
photographs. Some retaining handwritten
notation for printing in the blank borders.
Exhibiting some spot soiling and handling. In
overall very good condition. $200 - $300

953. David LaChapelle (20+) photographs
and (70+) contact sheets of Liza Minnelli
from a sitting for the album Results.
(1989) Collection of (70+) vintage original
gelatin silver 10.5 x 11 in. RC contact sheets
with 35mm frames from a sitting for Liza’s
album Results. Many including colored grease
pencil notation and image selections. Also
includes (20+) vintage original gelatin silver 8
x 10 in. RC photographs. Some light handling.
Otherwise in very good condition.
$200 - $300
954. David LaChapelle (12) color
photographs of Liza Minnelli from
a sitting for the album Results. (1989)
Collection of (12) vintage original color 8 x
10 in. RC photographs by David LaChapelle
from a sitting for the album Results. Virtually
unhandled. In very good condition.
$200 - $300

955. Liza Minnelli collection of (4) CD and
print concept mock-ups. (1989) Collection
of (4) photographs and prints, ranging in
size from 8 x 10 in. to 12 x 17.75 in., some
mounted to board. Including key art and mockups for the albums Results and Confessions, as
well as the memoir Liza With an I. Exhibiting
minimal handling. All in very good condition.
$200 - $300

956.
Liza
Minnelli
(20+)
photographs and (150+) color
transparencies from the “Don’t
Drop Bombs” music video shoot.
Collection of (20+) color 8 x 10 in. RC
photographs. Also, (150+) 35 mm color
transparencies from the “Don’t Drop
Bombs” music video, the lead single of
Liza’s album Results. Light handling and
wear. In very good condition.
$200 - $300

310-859-7701
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960. Liza Minnelli
personal 60th
Annual Academy
Awards pin,
program, and
ceremony materials.
(1988) Vintage
original Academy
Awards ephemera
including a stick pin,
ceremony program,
ticket, and parking
pass. Exhibiting some
light handling. In very
good condition.
$200 - $300

957. Liza Minnelli
framed gold
record “Results”
recognizing UK
album sales. (1987)
Vintage original
gold 12 in. album
matted above a
printed album cover
and engraved plaque.
Presented in a black
lacquered wood
frame. In very good
condition.
$200 - $300

958. Liza Minelli (60+) photographs and Polaroids with her dogs. (ca.
1980s) Collection of (60+) vintage original color and gelatin silver photographs
on RC and fiber-based papers, as well as color Polaroid snapshots, ranging in
size from 3 x 3.25 in. to 8 x 10 in. depicting Liza with beloved canine friends. In
generally good condition. $200 - $300

959. Liza
Minnelli
novelty
snapshot
matchbook.
(ca. 1970s)
Vintage original
custom souvenir
matchbook
consisting of a
photographic cover with
“Souvenir of Venezia” at bottom. Interior
retains matches (unused). Measures 3.5 x 4.75. in.
Exhibiting light creasing to front flap. In generally very good
condition. $100 - $200
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961. Liza Minnelli personal collection of Freddie Mercury
related ephemera. (ca 1980s-1990s) Collection of Queen-related
ephemera including an autographed letter signed from Brian May on
Queen letterhead, a program for Freddie Mercury’s memorial service,
and snapshot photos of Liza with Freddie, and more. Exhibiting some
age and handling. In generally very good condition. $200 - $300

962. Liza Minnelli (75+) pieces of correspondence from her
stepmother, Lee Minnelli. (1970s-1990s) Collection of autograph
letters and notecards all signed “Lee” or “Mummy” on personalized
stationery and cards ranging in size from 2.5 x 3.5 in. to 8.5 x 11 in.
Exhibiting some transmittal folds and light handling. In generally very
good condition. $100 - $200

www.profilesinhistory.com

963. Liza
Minnelli (3)
scripts from
actual and
proposed stage
and screen
projects. (ca.
1980s-1990s)
Collection of (3)
scripts including
(2) Liza Minnelli
concert specials:
1-In New Oleans
and 1-Minnelli
on Minnelli. Also
(1) script for an
unrealized project
involving Liza in
the land of “Oz”.
In generally very
good condition.
$200 - $300

964. Liza Minnelli collection of (5) orchestra music-stand lamps. (ca.
1980s) Collection of (5) music-stand lamps used by the accompanying musicians
for Liza Minnelli’s live concerts. All marked, “LIZA”. Electronics untested. In
very good condition. $200 - $300

965. Liza Minnelli hand-painted Christmas card from
Elizabeth Taylor. (ca. 1990s) Original heavy stock Christmas
card featuring an original painting recto, from Elizabeth Taylor
and Victor Luna. Measures approx. 6.75 x 5 in. Lightly handled,
in fine to very fine condition. $200 - $300

966. Liza Minnelli (2) author-inscribed
books, Andy Warhol: Unexposed Exposures by
Bob Colacello, and Dressing for Glamour by
Bob Mackie. (1980s-1990s) Collection of (2) art
books, each signed by the author to Liza Minnelli.
Including 1-signed by legendary designer and Liza
collaborator Bob Mackie. Exhibiting some toning,
age, and wear. In generally very good condition.
$200 - $300
967. Liza Minnelli autograph draft song lyrics on Plaza
Hotel stationery. (ca. 1960s-1990s) Vintage original (3) draft
sheets on stationery of unrealized song lyrics. Shows the process
of brainstorming with keywords, moving on to key phrases, and
finally the created lyrics, like “I’ll never give myself again, to any
John or Dick or Dan, who’ll take my love + take my cash, and
leave me for trailer trash”, and “I’d rather be us than he + she,
not him or her or you and me but ‘we’, I thought I would die, I
thought I’d pee”. Includes (1) original envelope. Measures from
7.5 x 4 in. to 7 x 10.25 in. Lightly handled, original spotting from
time of creation, one outline of rusted paperclip. Overall, in very
good to fine condition. $200 - $300
968. Liza Minnelli (20) oversize color
performance and portrait photographs. (ca.
1970s-2000s) Collection of (20) vintage original
RC color photographs ranging in size from 8 x
11.75 in. to 11 x 14.25 in. Depicting Liza on and
off stage. Includes a Vogue proof sheet with photos
by British Press photographer, Mark Ellidge.With
1-photo mounted to foam board. Light handling.
Overall, in very good to fine condition.
$200 - $300

310-859-7701
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969. Liza Minnelli
archive of Charles
Aznavour material.
(ca. 1970s-1990s)
Collection of
photographs and
correspondence, as
well as programs and
assorted ephemera,
relating to Liza’s friend
and collaborator,
French icon Charles
Aznavour. In generally
very good condition.
$200 - $300

970. Liza Minnelli (2) oversize exhibition photographs by Kenny
Rogers with 1-signed. (ca. 1990s) Collection of (2) vintage original
photographs by musician and photographer Kenny Rogers including (1)
gelatin silver 16 x 20 in. single-weight matte photograph mounted to
board, inscribed and signed by Rogers beneath the image, “Dear Liza…
You’re one of a kind…thanks for ‘being there’…your friend… Kenny
Rogers”, and (1) color 16 x 17.75 in. photograph on double-weight
fiber-based paper with glassine overlay depicting an image from the same
sitting. Color photo exhibits handling creases. In good to very good
condition. $200 - $300
971. Liza Minnelli (12) oversize performance
photographs. (ca. 1970s-1990s) Vintage original collection
of (12) gelatin silver single and double-weight matte, gloss and
semi gloss photos, featuring Liza performing. (7) are signed by
the photographers, (2) are matted, (2) are tipped to boards, (1)
is encased in acrylic laminate, (1) is inscribed by a fan, recto
and verso, (2) have snipes verso. Measures from approx. 7.75 x
11.75 in. to 14 x 11 in. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, edge
and corner wear.The acrylic piece has minor surface marring.
Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300

972. Liza Minnelli
oversize photograph
by Michel Haddi
from an Interview
magazine cover
shoot. (1991) Vintage
original gelatin silver
15.25 x 19.25 in.
double-weight by
Michel Haddi for the
March, 1991 issue of
Interview. Fastened
with tape to 18 x 22
in. presentation board
and retaining protective
paper overlay. Photo
exhibits areas of toning
in the image. In good
to very good condition.
$200 - $300

974. Liza Minnelli “Results”-era oversize portrait photograph.
(ca. 1990s) Vintage original gelatin silver 16 x 20 in. double-weight
matte photograph. Exhibiting some handling creasing, light soiling, and
smudging. In generally good to very good condition. $200 - $300

973. Liza Minnelli (2) oversize prints of Audrey
Hepburn, Fred Astaire, and Kay Thompson from Funny
Face. (Paramount, 1957) Collection of (2) later generation
gelatin silver double-weight glossy and matte photographs
ranging in size from 14 x 16.5 in. (mounted to heavy board)
to 16 x 20 in. depicting Hepburn, Astaire, and Thompson in
a scene reminiscent of the “Bonjour, Paris” musical number.
Larger photo with 1.75 in. tear at upper left and edge creasing.
Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300
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978. Liza Minnelli oversize
portrait photograph by
Bill King. (ca. 1990s) Vintage
original gelatin silver 12.25 x
16.7 in. double-weight semigloss photograph by Bill King
mounted to 19.5 x 15.25 in.
Bainbridge board. Exhibiting
hand airbrush retouching to
image, and some spot staining
to border and background. In
good condition. $200 - $300
975. Liza Minnelli (2) oversize key art photographs by Steven
Klein. (ca. 1990s) Collection of (2) gelatin silver 16 x 20 in. doubleweight matte photographs by Steven Klein. Exhibiting some handling
creases. Otherwise in good to very good condition. $200 - $300

976. Liza Minnelli oversize contact sheet from Cabaret. (Allied
Artists, 1972) Vintage gelatin silver 16.25 x 20 in. double-weight glossy
contact sheet featuring 35mm frame blow-ups of Liza in her signature
role as “Sally Bowles”. Exhibiting some creasing at top and moderate
edge and corner wear. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

977. Liza Minnelli and Sammy Davis Jr. (20+) oversize contact
sheets. (ca. late 1970s) Collection of vintage (20+) gelatin silver 16 x 20
in. single-weight RC contact sheet blow-ups of 35mm frames. Featuring
rehearsals and performance shots from a Liza and Davis concert, as well
as casual and behind-the-scenes images. $200 - $300

310-859-7701

979. Liza Minnelli
oversize publicity
portrait for her 1991
concert engagement
at Radio City Music
Hall. (1991) Vintage
original gelatin
silver 11 x 14 in.
double-weight matte
photograph mounted
to 14 x 18 in. board.
Retaining protective
acetate overleaf and
blue paper overlay.
With “Property of Liza
Minnelli” sticker on
the verso. Exhibiting
light staining at right
of board and a small
spot on the image.
Otherwise in very
good condition.
$200 - $300

980. Liza Minnelli
oversize color photo
for the cover of TV
Guide. (1970) Vintage
original color dye transfer
photograph with 11 x 14
in. visible through custom
16 x 20 in. mat. With
“TV GUIDE Cover
Portrait” printed beneath
image, and “Jun 27
1970” inkstamp on verso.
Exhibiting some toning
and wear to mat. Photo
remains in very good
condition. $200 - $300
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981. Liza Minnelli (7)
oversize contact sheets.
(ca. 1960s/printed later)
Collection of (7) vintage
gelatin 16.25 x 20 in.
double-weight glossy
photographs with blow-ups
of 35mm frames. Featuring
an iconic sitting with Liza
in stylish mod fashions
alone with “Ocho” the dog. Exhibiting minor edge wear, marginal tears, and handling creases. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

982. Givenchy: 40 Years of Creation inscribed and signed by fashion
designer Hubert de Givenchy to Liza Minnelli. Vintage hardcover book
with original dust jacket published to coincide with the 40th anniversary
of the design house, inscribed and signed by founder Hubert de Givenchy.
Exhibiting some light wear and toning. In very good condition. $200 - $300

983. Liza Minnelli
oversize portrait
photograph with
Michael York and Joel
Grey by Christian
Witkin. (1995) Original
RC double-weight
black and white portrait
signed and inscribed
verso, “Dearest Liza,
You have no idea how
much this session meant
to me, thanks + lots of
love! Christian Witkin”.
Measures 11 x 14 in.
Exhibiting signs of
age, handling, minor
corner wear, some
corner creasing. Overall,
in good to very good
condition.
$200 - $300

984. Liza Minnelli (11) French press photographs from a Charles Aznavour event by Alain Mingam. (ca. 1970s) Vintage original (11) gelatin silver
single-weight glossy 8 x 10 in photographs featuring Liza socializing in France. Photographer’s stamp verso. Two photos have red Xs through the middle,
and “KILL” handwritten, due to the unfortunate placement of her skirt. Lightly handled, minor corner wear, Overall, in very good condition. $200 - $300

985. Liza Minnelli and Fred Ebb oversize color portrait. (ca. 1970s)
Vintage original color 13.5 x 10.5 in. photograph visible through mat and
mounted to 18 x 14 in. board. Retaining vellum overlay. Depicting Liza with
friend, mentor, and collaborator Fred Ebb. Exhibiting a few surface impressions
and surface bunching from mounting. In generally good condition. $200 - $300
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986. Liza
Minnelli
(550+) unfiled
photographs,
transparencies,
and ephemera
from her
entire career.
(ca. 1940s-2000s)
Vintage
original archive
of (550+)
photographs,
transparencies,
proof sheets, slides, and miscellaneous ephemera spanning the
entirety of Liza’s career. Measuring from approx. 2 x 2 in. to 8 x 10
in. Exhibiting signs of age, handling, some toning, minor edge wear,
Overall, in good to fine condition. $300 - $500

www.profilesinhistory.com

987. Liza Minnelli (200+) stage performance
color photographs and (100+) color
transparencies. (ca. 1980s) Collection of (200+)
color 3.25 x 5.5 in. snapshot photographs. Also,
(100+) 35mm color transparencies housed in paper
slide holders with Sven Arnstein credit stamp. All
featuring Liza on stage performing, many from her
1987 concert tour.With (5) approx. 8 x 10 in. color
and black-and-white digital studio portrait prints.
Some handling to photos and transparencies. In
generally very good condition. $200 - $300

992. Liza
Minnelli
(20+)
window cards for a Golden
Key Foundation special benefit
performance. (1987) Collection
of (20+) vintage original approx.
14 x 22 in. concert window cards.
Exhibiting some marginal tears,
edge wear, and surface marring from
use. In generally good condition.
$200 - $300
988. Liza Minnelli personal collection of (100+) record albums.
(ca. 1960s) Massive collection of (100+) records, primarily composed of
33pm LPs, featuring extensive coverage of Judy Garland’s official albums
and bootlegs, Liza’s own releases, film sountracks, traditional vocal stars,
the American songbook, classical music, and more. Condition ranges
widely, with the majority good to very good. $200 - $300
989. Liza Minnelli collection of
interesting fan mail. (ca. 1980s)
Collection of vintage original (4) fan
notes/letters, including (2) photographs
of fans and (1) fan-made graphite sketch
of Judy Garland. Measures from 5 x 7
in. to 8.5 x 12.5 in. Exhibiting signs of
handling/age, minor edge toning, and
one has minor corner wear. Overall, in
good to very good condition.
$200 - $300
990. Frank Sinatra, Sammy
Davis Jr., and Liza Minnelli
(150+) concert and tour
photographs and negatives.
(ca. 1980s-1990s) Collection of
(150+) photographs including
gelatin silver and color sing;eand double weight, matte,
glossy, and RC photographs and
contact sheets, ranging in size from 3 x 3.25 in. to 8 x 10 in. by Harry Langdon and others. Also, a few negatives ranging in size from 4 x 5 in. to 8 x 10 in.
Exhibiting some wear and handling. In generally very good condition. $400 - $600
991. Liza Minnelli
(20+) celebrity
invitations and
notecards. (ca.
1970s-1990s)
Collection of
(20+) autograph,
printed, and signed
notecards and
invitations ranging in size from 2.25 x 3 in. to 8.5 x 11 in. from Frank Sinatra, Donna Karan, Chita Rivera, Anthony Quinn and others. Many featuring
original signatures. Exhibiting some handling and wear. In generally very good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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993. Liza Minnelli personal archive of (15+)
sender copies of telegrams to celebrities.
(1970s-1980s) Collection of (15+) Western
Union-generated 8.5 x 11 in. telegram sender
receipts from Liza Minnelli to celebrities
including Elton John, Martin Scorsese, Al
Hirschfeld, Tony Bennett, John Kander, Fred
Ebb, Chita Rivera, and more. All retain original
transmittal folds. Minor handling. In very good
condition $200 - $300

994. Liza Minnelli (3) engraved metal pieces
including champagne flute, napkin ring,
and bud vase. (ca. 1980s-1990s) Collection
of personalized metal articles including (1)
champagne flute, (1) shiny metal napkin ring,
and (1) abstract bud vase. Ranging in size from
1 x 1.5 to 9.25 x 2.75 in. All engraved “Liza”.
Exhibiting some surface rubbing, scratching and
wear. In generally very good condition.
$200 - $300

996. Liza
Minnelli
oversize
photograph for
publication. (ca.
1990s) Vintage
original gelatin
silver 16 x 20 in.
RC photograph.
Exhibiting light
handling and wear.
In generally very
good condition.
$200 - $300

995. Liza Minnelli (2) proposal scripts for the stage including Gypsy
and Frankie and Johnny in the Clair de Lune. Collection of (2) complete and
partial scripts in various drafts and production materials for the unrealized stage
productions. Some age and wear. In generally very good condition.
$200 - $300

997. “Aznavour /
Minnelli” (6) French
concert posters
signed by Minnelli
and Aznavour.
(1987) Collection of
(6) vintage original
approx. 15.75 x 23.75
in. concert posters.
All signed by Liza
and Charles Aznavour
Exhibiting some
marginal tears, edge
wear, and surface
marring from use.
In generally good
condition.
$200 - $300

998. Liza Minnelli
in concert (200+)
photographs, negatives
and transparencies. (ca.
1970s-1990s) Collection of
(200+) vintage color and
black-and-white negatives
ranging in size from 35mm
to 8 x 10 in. and color and
gelatin silver RC and fiberbased photographs ranging in size from 3.5 in. to 8 x 10 in. featuring Liza at publicity events and performing live in concert. Exhibiting some wear and
handling. In generally very good condition. $200 - $300
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999. Liza Minnelli collection of (100+)
performance, portrait, and promotional
transparencies and negatives. (ca. 1980s-1990s)
Collection of (100+) color and black-and-white
negatives and transparencies ranging in size from 35mm
to 4 x 5 in. Depicting Liza in concert and publicity and
periodical portrait sittings. Exhibiting some wear and
rough handling. In generally very good condition.
$200 - $300

1000. Liza Minnelli Live from
Radio City Music Hall (400+)
color photographs, negatives
and transparencies.
(1991)
Collection of (400+) photographs,
transparencies, and negatives from
Liza’s performance for her 5th
solo album, Live From Radio City
Music Hall. Including color RC
photographs ranging in size from 3
x 5 in. to 8 x 10 in. and transparencies and 35mm negatives snd color slides. Featuring rehearsal, performance, and behind-the scenes shots. Lightly handled.
In very good condition. $400 - $600
1001. Liza Minnelli personal selection
of (100+) photographs, snapshots,
and transparencies. (ca. 1950s-1990s)
Collection of (100+) vintage original and
later printed gelatin silver fiber-based, color
RC, and printed photographs ranging in
size from 2.25 x 3.25 in. to 8 x 10 in. Also,
many 35mm color transparencies. Featuring
iconic images of Liza. Light handling. In
very good condition. $200 - $300
1002. Liza Minnelli
vintage oversize
custom photograph
inscribed by Michel
Haddi. (1993) Vintage
original gelatin silver
double-weight oversized
photograph. Inscription
reads: “To Liza, wishing
The Best year 1993”,
lower recto, along with
photographer’s embossed
blind stamp. Measures
approx. 11 x 13.75 in.
Lightly handled, minor
edge wear and minor
spot emulsion loss upper
left corner. Overall, in
very good condition.
$200 - $300

1003. Liza Minnelli
vintage oversize
photograph by Steven
Klein, inscribed by
him. (1991) Vintage
original gelatin silver
double-weight oversized
photograph of a kittenish
Liza wrapped in satin
bedding. Inscribed and
signed by photographer
Steven Klein. Inscription
along left edge recto:
“Dear Liza, Thought you
might like this, Hope
things are good – Love
Steve”, signed lower right
recto. Exhibiting signs of
age and handling, minor
edge and corner wear,
and a few tan water drops.
Overall, in good condition.
$200 - $300

1004. Liza Minnelli (50+) press photographs from her 45th birthday party. (1991) Collection of (50+) vintage snapshots ranging in size from 3.5 x
5.25 in. to 5 x 7 in. from Liza’s birthday party at Tatou Club, including Nikki Haskel, Harvey Keitel, Isaac Mizrahi, and more. In very good to fine condition.
$200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1005. Liza Minnelli (65+) studio portrait color
transparencies and (17) negatives by Allen Eichhorn. (ca.
1980s) Collection of (65+) color 2 x 2 in. slide transparencies
of Liza Minnelli in studio and publicity portraits by Allen
Eichhorn including Liza with backup dancers and in Cabaret
style costume. Also includes (17) strip negatives. Exhibiting
minor age and handling. In very good to fine condition.
$200 - $300

1006. Liza
Minnelli working
script archive
for Stepping Out.
(1991) Collection
of vintage original
production
ephemera from
the film, Stepping
Out, including (1)
large red 3-ring
binder with script,
schedules, scene
breakdown, cast
list, contact sheets,
handwritten notes,
and more, (1)
3-ring binder with
script, schedules,
scene breakdowns,
contact sheets and more, (1)
studio bound photographic cover script, (4) sets of revision pages, and (1) loose
shooting schedule. Exhibiting signs of production use and handling. Overall, in
good to very good condition. $200 - $300

1009. Liza Minnelli
(6) 1-sheet posters for
Stepping Out. (ca. 1991)
Collection of vintage
original publicity posters
for the film Stepping Out.
Measures approx. 27
x 40.25 in. Exhibiting
minor age and handling,
some corner and edge
wear. In good to very
good condition
$200 - $300

1010. Liza
Minnelli collection
of ephemera
related to
“Stepping Out at
Radio City”. (ca.
1990s) Collection
of vintage original
performance
ephemera including
celebrity guest
lists, invitations,
correspondence,
original tickets, and
more. Measuring
approx. 8.5 x 11 in.
Overall, in good to
very good condition.
$200 - $300

1007. Liza Minnelli (60+) behind the scenes photographs and cast
party snapshots from Stepping Out. Collection of vintage original
(60+) production and publicity stills and behind the scenes snapshots.
Includes (1) Stepping Out copy of a drawing signed “To Liza” from “Jane”.
Measures from approx. 3.5 x 3.5 in. to 8 x 10 in. Lightly handled. Overall,
in good to very good condition. $200 - $300

1008. Liza Minnelli archive of (6) poster concept materials
for Stepping Out. (1991) Vintage original poster art concepts
including (2) large posters mounted on foam board, (1) test ad
poster, and (3) numbered color test sheets. Measures approx. from
11 x 17 in. to 23 x 33 in. Exhibiting signs of age and handling,
minor spidering on test sheets and one corner tear, and minor edge
tears on the test ad, not obscuring image. Overall, in good to very
good condition. $200 - $300
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1011. Liza Minnelli (5) pieces of
signed
ephemera. (1970s-1990s)
Collection of vintage original (1) signed
lobby card and (1) signed book cover tear
for Tell Me You Love Me, Junie Moon, (1)
signed Radio City Music Hall program
from “Liza Stepping Out at Radio City”,
(1) signed “Liza in Concert” program,
and (1) signed index card. Overall, in
good to very good condition.
$200 - $300

1012. Liza Minnelli and Lorna Luft (3) oversize photographs by
David James. (ca. 1980s) Collection of vintage original (3) gelatin silver
double-weight photos. Measuring 11 x 14 in. Lightly handled, minor
edge and corner wear, minor edge waving. Overall vintage very good
condition. $200 - $300

1013. Liza Minnelli
“Stepping Out at
Radio City” concert
posters. (ca. 1991)
Vintage and original
collection of (3)
publicity posters for
Liza’s show at the
Radio City Music
Hall. Measures approx.
24 x 36 in. Exhibiting
minor age and handling.
In very good to fine
condition.
$200 - $300

1014. Liza Live from Radio City Music Hall 1992 (10) television special
posters and “Liza Minnelli in Concert in Cologne, Germany” (15)
concert posters. (ca. 1992-2000) Collection of (25) vintage original publicity
posters for Liza’s shows in Germany and for the Radio City Music Hall live
television performance. Ranging in size from 24 x 26.5 in. to 23 x 33.5 in.
Exhibiting minor age and handling. In good to very good condition.
$200 - $300
1015. Liza Minnelli (850+) performance and portrait
color transparencies. (1970s-1990s) Vintage original
(850+) color 2 x 2 in. 35mm slide transparencies of Liza
Minnelli in stage performances including performing in a
Cabaret stage production number with backup dancers, and
in rehearsal with images attributed to photographers Frank
Teti, Sven Arnstein, Alan Pappe, Wayne Massey, and others.
Also includes some strip negatives. Housed in two threering binders, marked “Performance Color Transparencies.”
In very good to fine condition. $200 - $300

1016. Liza Minnelli (70+) studio
portrait color transparencies and
(20+) color negatives. (ca. 1970s)
Collection of (70+) vintage color 35mm
slide transparencies of Liza Minnelli
in studio and production portraits,
some attributed to photographer Terry
O’Neill. Also includes (20+) 4 x 5 in.
negatives. Exhibiting minor age and
handling. In very good to fine condition.
$200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1018. Liza
Minnelli oversize
seated portrait
photograph. (ca.
1980s) Vintage
original gelatin silver
portrait of Liza in a
black sweater sitting
on a chair. Measures
approx. 15 x 19 in.
Exhibiting minor
edge and corner wear.
Overall, in very good
condition.
$200 - $300

1017. Liza Minnelli
oversize photograph
for print. (ca. 1980s)
Vintage original gelatin
silver portrait of Liza in a
white gown and black coat.
Measures approx. 13 x 17.5
in. Exhibiting minor edge
and corner wear. Overall, in
very good condition.
$200 - $300

1020. Liza Minnelli
and Lorna Luft
oversize portrait
photograph. (ca.
1980s) Vintage original
gelatin silver portrait
of Liza and Lorna Luft.
Measures approx. 16
x 20 in. Exhibiting
minor edge and corner
wear. Overall, in very
good condition.
$200 - $300
1019. Liza Minnelli personal collection of (50+) laser discs. (ca.
1930s-1980s) Collection of (50+) vintage laser discs including the films
of Judy Garland and Vincente Minnelli, with a wide selection of rare
and classic titles from the Golden Age of Hollywood. Untested. In good
conditioon. $200 - $300
1021. Liza Minnelli (9) oversize portrait photographs.
(ca. 1980s) Collection of vintage original (9) oversized
black and white photographs ranging in size from 9.25 x
12.75 in. to 11 x 14 in. Including (3) images of Liza in
full-length studio portraits, (2) images of Liza dancing in
a cathedral, (1) retouched portrait by Michael Thompson,
(1) photograph of Liza albums and books, (1) image of Liza
with 3rd husband Mark Gero, and (1) image of Mark Gero
among his sculptures. All exhibit wear and handling with
the Mark Gero sculpture photograph exhibiting tears to the
borders. In generally good vintage condition. $200 - $300

1022. Liza Minnelli (6)
oversize performance
photographs from The
Act. (1977) Vintage original
oversized 11 x 14 in. black
and white photographs from
the Martin Scorsese-directed
Kander and Ebb musical.
Featuring Liza performing, and
2-images of Liza and dancer Roger Minami. Exhibiting minor handling and age. In very good to fine condition. $200 - $300
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1025. Liza Minnelli personal production bible for the music video “The
Day After That”. (1993) Original three-ring binder with documents relating
to the production of the music video, including schedule, budget breakdown,
notes, shot breakdown, and more. Measures 10 x 11.75 in. Lightly handled.
Overall, in very good to fine condition. $200 - $300

1023. Liza Minnelli collection of (100+) greeting cards from
celebrities including Mickey Rooney, Martina Navratilova, Betty
Ford and President Gerald Ford, and others. (ca. 1980s-2000s)
Vintage and contemporary signed or printed collection of (100+)
greetings cards, telegrams, photo cards, and letters from Liza’s famous
friends including Isaac Mizrahi, Harold Prince, Judy Collins, Andrew
Lloyd Webber, Robert Goulet, Marvin Hamlisch, Barbra Streisand and
James Brolin, Bijan, Andrea Martin, Princess Caroline of Monaco, Tony
Bennett, Kenny Rogers, Chita Rivera, Ben Vereen, Charles Aznavour,
Gwen Verdon, Lainie Kazan, Frank Sinatra, Liz Smith, Jackie Collins,
Kirk Douglas, Elizabeth Taylor, Joan Jett, Antonio Banderas, Roddy
McDowall, Harry Dean Stanton, Cyndi Lauper, Joe Pesci, and others.
Exhibiting expected wear and handling. In vintage and contemporary
very good to fine condition. $200 - $300

1024. Liza Minnelli (4) 1993 Tony Awards host materials including
show scripts, program and lyric sheet for performance with
Lorna Luft. (1993) Original (4) Tony Awards materials from Liza’s 1993
hosting of the show including (2) 165+ page host scripts with 1-bound
and bradded, very lightly annotated script with production, participant
contacts, stage directions, and other information taking up the first 45+
pages and 1-multi-color revision page script in a white 3-ring binder
signed on the interior front cover, “Liza Minnelli”, (1) 16-page lyric
script highlighted for Liza’s part in the production number duet with
her sister Lorna Luft and (1) Playbill program for the show. All in good
condition. $200 - $300

1026. Liza Minnelli (7) custom oversize photographs by Timothy White.
(1993) Collection of (7) vintage original gelatin silver 11 x 14 in. double-eright
matte photographs by Timothy White. With 2-signed and 3-blindstamped.
Exhibiting minor edge and handling creases. Overall, in very good condition.
$200 - $300
1027. Liza Minnelli
archive of (100+)
sheet music,
song lyrics, and
stage directions
for concerts.
(1940s-2000s) Liza’s
personal collection
of (100+) songbooks
and music sheets,
including “Paris is
a Lonely Town”,
“Minnelli Medley”,
“La Vie en Rose”,
“Best Friend”, “Basin
Street Blues”, “Jubilee
Time”, and more.
Measures from approx.
9.75 x 13 in. to 8.5
x 11 in. Exhibiting
signs of age and
handling, minor edge
wear, minor edge
wear, some foxing
and toning. Overall,
in good to very good
condition.
$200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1028. Liza Minnelli (4) oversize portrait
photographs by Kenneth Saunders for The
Guardian. (1989) Original black and white
oversized 9.5 x 12 in. portraits of Liza Minnelli by
Kenneth Saunders. Including (2) seated portraits
and (1) head to waist portrait. Also includes (1)
head shot with pen and ink diagram for retouching.
Exhibiting age and minor handling. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

1029. Liza Minnelli (90+) performance photograph contact sheets. (ca. 1970s-1980s) Vintage original (90+)gelatin silver photographic contact
sheets from many performances and events. Some exhibit grease pencil or spot sticker selections, some contact strips taped together to create sheets.
Exhibiting age and handling, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300
1030. Liza Minnelli photographs and transparencies of
artwork. (ca. 1970s-1990s) Vintage and contemporary collection
of photos and negatives including (22) black and white photographs
measuring approximately 8 x 10.5 in. of Liza caricatures from
shows including a Hirschfield image from New York, New York, (5)
8 x 10 in. negatives of the caricature images, (1) 4 x 5 in. black and
white caricature negative, (1) 4 x 5 in. color transparency portrait
of Liza, (3) 3 x 3 in. color transparencies of an Andy Warhol print of
Liza, and (3) strips of negatives of the Warhol Liza print. Exhibiting
age and minor handling. In very good condition. $200 - $300

1031. Liza Minnelli source image and original composite
artwork for an outdoor banner. (ca. 1980s) Vintage original
draft layout for a painted billboard advertisement. Includes (1)
photo tipped to board, (1) unretouched photo tipped to board,
and (1) copy of the photo affixed to parchment. Measures approx.
16.5 x 13 in. Exhibiting signs of age and handling, paper loss
on white board, mounting remnants, separation, and corner wear.
Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300

1032. Liza Minnelli (5) pieces of correspondence and
ephemera signed by Paul Anka. (1994-1995) Collection
of vintage original (4) typed and signed letters from Paul Anka,
on personal stationery, regarding the “Blues Project” and a
personal altercation involving Frank Sinatra’s attorney, Mickey
Rudin, expressing his anger and hurt. Also included, lyrics to
(1) song, “Freedom For You and Me”, on 13-pages, annotated
and signed by Paul Anka, and (1) original postmarked
envelope. Lightly handled, exhibiting original transmittal folds
and minor age. Overall, in good to very good condition.
$200 - $300

1033. Liza Minnelli typed letter signed from First Lady
Hillary Clinton. (1995) Original typed letter on White House
stationery from Hillary Clinton, regarding Liza’s surgery and
performance at Summit of the Americas. Autograph inscription
reads, “I can’t believe you performed with such pain. You’re
unbelievable – and I’m always impressed”. Also includes (1) White
House Christmas card from Bill and Hillary. Lightly handled. In
very good condition. $200 - $300
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1034. Liza Minnelli written treatment and spec script for an
unrealized project entitled Downtown. (1995) Original collection of
(5) printed materials for an unproduced movie written by Liza including
(3) 1-page synopsis, (1) 28-page hand annotated script and (1) 28-page
clean script. All exhibit handling and wear. In very good condition.
$200 - $300

1035. Liza Minnelli 1995 Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences membership card. (1995) Original unsigned membership
card for Liza Minnelli. Measures from approx. 3.25 x 2 in. to 6 x 3.5 in.
Lightly handled, card exhibits minor ink transfer. Overall, in very good
condition. $200 - $300

1036. Liza Minnelli (40+) cards and letters from celebrities
and dignitaries including Barbara Walters, Diane Sawyer, Isaac
Mizrahi, and many more. (ca. 1990s) Original collection of (40+)
correspondence from noteworthy celebrities like Barbara Walters, Diane
Sawyer, Kay Thompson, Jackie Collins, Roddy McDowall, Isaac Mizrahi,
Barry Manilow, Chita Rivera, and many more, many on personal
stationery, and including original postmarked envelopes. Measures from
approx. 5.25 x 3.75 in. to 8.5 x 11 in. Exhibiting minor handling and
age, original transmittal folds, some surfacing marring. Some personal
notations. Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300

1037. Liza Minnelli
collection of (70+)
performance and event
programs. (ca. 1980s-1990s)
Collection of vintage original
(70+) performance ephemera
from shows including Cabaret,
“Frank, Liza and Sammy, The
Ultimate Event”, “Liza’s At The
Palace”, “David Gest Presents
In Concert, Liza’s Back”, “Liza
Minnelli and Orchestra in
Concert”, “David Gest Presents
Liza Minnelli Christmas
Spectacular”, “Liza Minnelli
By Myself ”, “The Act”, “Liza
Australian Tour”, various “Liza
Minnelli in Concert”, and
much more. Also includes (1)
Aznavour/Minnelli program
signed by Charles. Ranging in
size from 5.25 x 8.5 in. to 8.5 x 11 in. Exhibiting age and minor handling. In
very good condition. $200 - $300

1038. Liza Minnelli and Vincente Minnelli (4) pieces of signed
correspondence from fashion designers including Don Feld, Moss
Mabry, Tom Ford and more. (1958-1999) Vintage original typed and
autograph notes from fashion moguls Don Feld, Tom Ford, Moss Mabry, Bob
Mackie and Ray Aghayan, plus one more. Measuring from approx. 6.25 x 4.25
in. to 8.5 x 11 in. Light handling and age. The Don Feld letter has edge toning
and original transmittal folds. Overall, in good to fine condition. $200 - $300

1039. Liza Minnelli
oversize portrait
by Michael Haddi,
signed. (1991)
Vintage original
gelatin silver 11 x 14
in. portrait from one
of Liza’s modeling
sessions. Features
inscription verso
“For Liza It was an
honor to photograph
you! Love Michael,
NEW YORK 1991”.
Exhibiting minor
age and handling.
Overall, in good to
very good condition.
$200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1040. Liza Minnelli (40+) “Gently” album promotional posters. (ca.
1996) Original collection of (40+) custom sized promotional posters for the
album release of “Gently”. Measures approx. 24.5 x 26 in. Minor corner wear.
Overall, in very good to fine condition. $200 - $300

1041. Liza Minnelli “Best Traditional Pop Vocal Performance”
Grammy nomination certificate for “Gently”. (1996) Original
certificate for Liza’s nomination, set in a cream folio, featuring signatures
from Joel Katz and Michael Greene. Measures 9.5 x 12 in. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

1042. Liza Minnelli “Gently” and “The
Day After” (450+) recording session
snapshots and contact sheets. (ca. 19921996) Vintage original (2) photo albums
filled with snapshots from Liza’s recording
sessions, featuring Liza with producers and
friends like Scott Baio and Brooks Arthur.
Also includes snapshots from a 1992 “The
Names Project” event. Exhibiting minor
signs of age and handling. Overall, in very
good to fine condition. $100 - $200

1043. Liza Minnelli personal birthday wishes and memories album including Cher, Madonna, Elton John and more. (1986) Collection of
vintage original autograph notes, cards, and telegrams wishing Liza happy birthday, from noteworthy figures like Elton John, Madonna and Sean Penn,
Jim Henson, Cher, Lorna Luft and more. Also includes (10+) black and white 8 x 10 in. photos and contact sheets of the celebration. All in vintage and
contemporary very good to fine condition. $300 - $500

1044. Liza Minnelli (3) photographs signed by Bill Clinton, Hillary Clinton, and Jimmy Carter. (1997) Vintage original (3) color 8 x 10s of Liza
with President Jimmy Carter, President Bill Clinton and former First Lady, Hillary Clinton, each inscribed and signed. Also includes (1) typed letter on White
House stationery, signed by Bill Clinton, measuring 6.75 x 8.75 in. Lightly handled. Overall, in very good to fine condition. $200 - $300
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1045. Muhammad Ali letter to Liza Minnelli plus his signed
book Healing. (1985-1997) Collection of vintage original Muhammad
Ali materials to Liza including (1) 2-page typed letter signed
“Muhammad Ali” on his 8.5 x 11 in. personal stationery asking Liza to
participate in a black tie dinner to benefit Children’s Peace Foundation,
(1) 3-page printed description of the event, (6) pages of endorsements
of participation from celebrities including 1-Quincy Jones, 1-John
Denver, 1-Doug Henning and others and (1) hardcover memoir Healing
with printed book plate signed, “Muhammad Ali 97”. All in very good
condition. $200 - $300

1046. Liza Minnelli personal appointment book and (10+) calendar
pages. (1991-1996) Collection of (10+) calendars, agency correspondence
and personal appearance paperwork including (1) 100+ page 1991 “Week
at-a Glance” book with Liza’s show schedule including dates for Stepping Out
opening, tour dates, Paris dates for her show with Charles Aznavour, fittings and
appointments, (6) concert fee schedules and (9) printed personal appearance
calendars for venues Bally’s Las Vegas, Azenvour Tribute at the French Institute,
MGM Grand Las Vegas, Martha Graham Benefit and much more. All exhibit
handling and age. In very good to fine condition. $200 - $300

1047. Liza Minnelli personal collection of (40+) ephemeral artifacts including signed photos, concert tickets and more. (ca. 1940s-2000s)
Collection of vintage correspondence and ephemera including (15+) signed 8 x 10 in. photographs from Liza, some signed “Love Liza Minnelli”, some
personalized, (20+) magazine covers, tear sheets and newspaper clippings from various publications including Vogue, Vanity Fair, and In Theater, (3) lobby cards
from The Sterile Cuckoo, New York, New York, and Lucky Lady, (5) tickets from Liza’s 1973 performance at Radio City Music Hall, and more. Exhibiting signs
of age and handling. Overall, in good to very good condition. $400 - $600

1048. Liza Minnelli personal Judy Garland trading cards. (2001)
Original (9) trading card samples sent to Liza. Includes (1) letter from
the contracts manager explaining that Judy’s card would be a part of the
“American Pie – Spirit of America” in connection with the “American
Treasure Series” trading cards. Cards measure 2.5 x 3.5 in. Letter is 8.5
x 11 in. Cards have been lightly handled, but all exhibit minor spot
emulsion loss. Overall, in good condition. $200 - $300

1049. Liza Minnelli collection of (100+) party and event ephemera
including invitations, guest lists, menus, and more. (ca. 1980s) Vintage
original large collection of (100+) invoices, handwritten notes, invitations,
menus, and more for events rainging in size from 5.25 x 8.5 in. to 8.5 x 11
in. Including the 12th annual Kennedy Center Gala, the 1986 Weintraub
Gallery opening, Liza and Mark Gero’s 4th and 10th wedding anniversary parties,
celebrations for Rex Reed, Liz Smith, Michael Feinstein, Lorna Luft, Chita
Rivera and Elizabeth Taylor, and a 1987 Carnegie Hall performance. Exhibiting
signs of age and handling. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1050. Liza Minnelli
early script for “Old
Friends”, working
title of As Good
as It Gets. (Tristar,
1997) Original studio
bound and bradded
130-page Revised 1st
Draft script written
by Mark Andrus and
dated, January 28, 1993.
Exhibiting handling
and wear. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

1051. Scavullo Photographs 50 Years art book signed by the photographer.
(2003) Original 211-page photographic art book signed by the photographer
“Francesco Scavullo” on half title page. Exhibiting handling and wear. In very
good condition. $200 - $300

1052. Liza Minnelli (2) scripts for Victor/Victoria. (1996) Original scripts
from the film, Victor/Victoria. (1) bound in blue with Liza’s name on the cover,
some handwritten annotations, and a few loose revision pages, and (1) assembled
in a black 3-ring binder. Both exhibit signs of production use and handling.
Overall, in good to very good condition. $200 - $300
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1053. Matt Hirschfeld Smash limited edition lithographic print
and Melanie caricature illustration for Victor/Victoria. (1990)
Vintage original (2) prints including (1) 19 x 16 in. Victor/Victoria
caricature of Liza and cast by Melanie and (1) 17.5 x 23 in. visible through
mat. Victor/Victoria exhibits some wrinkling. Overall, in very good to fine
condition. $200 - $300

1054. Liza Minnelli (3) board-backed
concert posters. (1987-1997) Collection of (3)
vintage original concert posters, all mounted to
foam core and ranging in size from 15 x 23 in. to
23 x 28.5 in. Including (1) “3 Weeks at Carnegie
Hall” billboard mock-up with artwork by Hiro,
(1) “Stepping Out at Radio City Music Hall” box
office record poster, and (1) Victor/Victoria theater
window card. Exhibiting some minor edge wear.
In very good condition. $200 - $300

1055. Liza Minnelli 1997 Grammy Award Ceremony presentation
medallion. (1997) Vintage original cast gold metal medallion with
face featuring relief Grammy Award gramophone logo and raised text
“National Academy of Recording Arts & Sciences”.Verso with engraved
text, “In Appreciation Liza Minnelli 39th Annual Grammy Awards 1997.
Measures 3.5 in. in diameter. Exhibiting light scuffs and wear. In very
good condition. $200 - $300
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1056. Luciano Pavarotti inscribed and signed custom photo album gifted to Liza Minnelli. (1996) Quarter calf and board 12.25 x 13.5 in. photo
album containing (25) tipped in vintage original color 7 x 9 in. RC photographs, 1-per page, all with glassine over-leafs. Depicting Liza and thelegendary
tenor palling around and performing in Italy. Inscribed and signed by Pavarotti to Liza on the front free endpaper, “Cara Liza Da Nico e me un ricordo di
Modena 96 Luciano”. $200 - $300
1058. President
Bill Clinton typed
letter signed to Liza
Minnelli. (1998) Vintage
original typed letter
on 8.75 x 6.75 in. pale
blue The White House
letterhead stationery with
embossed presidential seal
and signed “Bill”. Clinton
writes in full, “Dear
Liza: Happy Birthday!
Hillary and I send our
very best and hope the
year ahead brings you
much happiness and
good health”. Handinscribed, “We miss
seeing you + hope you’re
well”. Retaining central
horizontal transmittal
fold. Exhibiting light
handling. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

1057. Al Hirschfeld limited edition lithographic portrait of
Liza Minnelli. (1991) Vintage original caricature color lithograph on
deckled edge cloth paper by Al Hirschfeld of Liza in Minnelli on Minnelli.
Measures 21 x 16 in. Signed at lower right beneath image, “Hirschfeld”
and handwritten edition “101/300” at lower left. Exhibiting faint 18
in. diagonal crease with no paper at lower left. In very good condition.
$200 - $300

1059. Liza Minnelli haute couture fashion sketch. (ca. 2001)
Original mixed media signed sketch by noted designers, Speer and Paul.
Measures 11 x 14 in. Lightly handled, in fine condition. $200 - $300

1060. Francesco Scavullo still-life photograph inscribed and signed
to Liza Minnelli. (1998) Vintage original color 8.5 x 11 in. RC photograph
by Francesco Scavullo. Hand notated beneath the image “a.p. [artist’s proof ”
and signed, “Francesco Scavullo 1998”. Additionally inscribed and signed in
the lower blank border. Exhibiting light handling. Otherwise in very good
condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1061. Barbra Streisand typed letter signed to Liza
Minnelli. (1998) Vintage original typed letter on 3.75
x 5.25 in. personalized fold-over notecard with “Barbra
Streisand” stamped in gold gilt on the cover and signed
“Barbra”. Streisand writes in full “Dear Liza, You are a
doll to always remember my birthday. The flowers were
so beautiful. I do appreciate your thoughtfulness and
caring. Love Barbra”. Only minimal handling. In very
good condition. $200 - $300
1062. Liza Minnelli (20+) inscribed and signed
letters and photographs from celebrities
including Barbra Streisand, Burt Reynolds,
and others. (ca.1960s-1990s) Collection of vintage
original and later printed (20+) gelatin silver and
color RC and fiber-based photographs ranging in
size from 4 x 6 in. to 8 x 10 in. and signed letters
ranging in size from 6.25 x 8.5 in. to 7.5 x 9.75 in.
Signed photos include Burt Reynolds, Mike Tyson,
Bernadette Peters, Pearl Bailey, Mia Farrow, Gene
Kelly, and more. Letters include Barbra Streisand, John Nichols, and Alvin Sargent. Exhibiting some age, wear, toning and creasing. In good to very good
condition. $200 - $300

1063. Liza
Minnelli
collection of
(15+) musical
arrangements
and lyrics. (ca.
1980s-1990s)
Collection of
(15+) lyric
sheets and sheet
music, some
with autograph
notes, ranging
in size form 7.5
x 10.5 in. to 9 x 12 in. Compositions include “Come Hither”, “Wee Small
Hours”, “Tenderness”, “Why Can’t I?”, “Close Your Eyes”, “Some Cats Know”,
“So in Love”, and more. Exhibiting some edge wear, toning, handling, and light
soiling. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

1065. Liza
Minnelli (12)
pieces of personal
and commercial
sheet music.
(ca. 1970s-1980s)
Collection of (12)
pieces of sheet
music including
(3) commercial
9 x 12 in. sheet
music folios for
“Theme from
New York, New
York”, “A Beautiful
Thing”, and “Come
Home Babe”
and (9) personal
8.5 x 11 in. copy
arrangements for
“Jimi Jimi”, “When
It Comes Down
To It”, “Easy”,
“Tropical Nights”,
and more. Exhibiting some age and handling. Generally in very good
condition. $200 - $300

1064. Liza Minnelli extensive personal library of (100+) books.
(ca. 1960s-2010s) Collection of (100+) books, ranging from mass market paperbacks to hardcover coffee table books, including many art
monographs from Liza’s friends, collaborators, and admirers including
Richard Avedon and Andy Warhol, biographies and other non-fiction
books inscribed to Liza by the author or the subject, hard cover novels,
self-help titles, books related to the history of show business from the
time of Vaudeville up through contemporary stage and motion pictures,
including on-set chronicles of specific films and overviews of cinema
history. Condition ranges widely, with most good to very good.
$600 - $800

1066. No Lot.
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1067. Liza Minnelli (8) blueprints and illustrations for stage and special occasion designs. (ca 1980s-1990s) Collection of (8) blue prints ranging
in size from 18 x 23.5 in. to 24 x 36 in. Including plans for multiple aspects of her show at the Riviera in Las Vegas and her 1981 “Liza in Concert” tour, as
well a faux cake for a special occasion from which a puppy would emerge. All folded and exhibiting some toning to folds. In generally good to very good
condition. $200 - $300

1070. Liza Minnelli “Minnelli on Minnelli” standee and (2) monumental
acrylic signs. (1999) Collection of (3) oversize advertisements for Liza’s tribute
to her father’s career including (1) hinged, free-standing sandwich board sign
constructed of wood, board, and die-cut vinyl graphics measuring 29 x 46 x
4.25 in., and (2) acrylic signs with die-cut vinyl graphics measuring 1-33 x 52.5
in. and 1-45.5 x 52.5 in. Exhibiting light weathering. Otherwise in very good
condition. $200 - $300
1071. Prima ballerina
Svetlana Zakharova signed
toe shoes gifted to Liza
Minnelli. (1990s) Original
Grishko Russian size 4.5 pink
satin ballet toe-shoes with leather
soles and pale peach silk ribbons.
Each inscribed and signed on the
vamp by prima ballerina Svetlana
Zakharova, “I am happy you
liked my performance Svetlana
Zakharova” on the right shoe and
a similar inscription in another
language on the right. Both
retaining “Svetlana” handwritten
in Cyrillic script on the insole.
Exhibiting soiling and wear to toe
box and heel seem from use. In
good condition. $200 - $300

1068. Liza Minnelli (100+) Playbills and programs for live
performances. (ca. 1970s-2000s) Collection of (100+) Playbills for
Broadway shows, Show Bills, and programs for venues such as Lincoln
Center, the Kennedy Center, and Carnegie Hall ranging in size from
5.75 x 8.5 in. to 6.5 x 9 in., many bound in 6.75 x 10 in. vinyl binders.
Titles include Chicago, Singin’ in the Rain, My Favorite Year, The Trip to
Bountiful, Someone Who’ll Watch Over Me, Jelly’s Last Jam, The Who’s Tommy,
The Wiz, Tommy, Ain’t Misbehavin’, and many more. Some wear, soiling,
and toning. Most in good to very good condition. $200 - $300

1069. Liza Minnelli (4) entertainment guild membership cards.
(2004-2013) Collection of (4) guild membership cards issued to Liza
Minnelli including (1) 2004 Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences, (1) 2004 Academy of Television Arts and Sciences, (1) 2007
American Federation of Television and Radio Artists signed by Liza,
and (1) 2013 American Guild of Variety Artists. The AGVA card exhibits
central vertical crease. Others in very good condition. $200 - $300

1072. Liza Minnelli personal collection of (5) custom license plates. (ca.
1980s-1990s) Collection of (5) custom stamped metal license plates ranging in
size from 2.25 x 10.25 in. to 6.5 x 16 in. Including (1) novelty Italian “Ciro”
plate, (2) California “Hazoy” plates, (1) Florida “U20 AII” plate, and (1) novelty
Brazilian “Liza” plate. California plates exhibit heavy denting, paint loss and wear
from actual automotive use. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1073. Liza Minnelli personal Hirschfeld’s
Hollywood Al Hirschfeld exhibition
invitation and catalog. (2001) Original
Hirschfeld’s Hollywood 95-pp. soft cover 9 x
10 in. catalog for the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences exhibition of
the legendary caricaturist’s work. Also
includes Liza’s invitation to the event and
a vintage Margo Feiden Gallery catalog of
Hirschfeld’s work. Some age and wear. In
very good condition. $200 - $300

1074. Gwen Verdon autograph notecard signed to Liza Minnelli with
personalized mini-license plate. (1985) Vintage original autograph “Thank
You” fold-over notecard measuring 3.75 x 5.1 in. The Tony-winning actress
writes a thoughtful note thanking Liza for a flower arrangement. Also includes a
stamped metal 2.5 x 4 in. mini “Liza” California license plate. Includes original
transmittal envelope. Some surface impressions to notecard. Otherwise in very
good condition. $200 - $300

1075. Dame Edna Everage (2) photographs inscribed and signed to
Liza Minnelli. (ca. 1990s) Collection of (2) color 8 x 10 in. RC photographs
depicting Liza with the iconic performer. Both inscribed and signed in silver
ink, including (1) “Two Gals with ‘Spex’ appeal Love to Liza from Edna X” and
(1) “Sirens of Serenity Love to Liza from Edna X”. Exhibiting light handling. In
very good condition. $200 - $300

1076. Liza Minnelli massive collection of (1000+) original and later
printed photographs and negatives. (ca. 1940s-2000s) Massive collection
of (1000+) vintage original and later printed photographs ranging in size from
2.25 x 2.25 in. to 8 x 10 in., including gelatin silver and color fiber-based
and RC photos, ink jet prints, as well as camera original and copy negatives
and color transparencies ranging in size from 35mm to 8 x 10 in. Featuring
extensive coverage of Judy Garland and Vincente Minnelli’s careers, as well as
professional and personal material from Liza’s childhood up through the present
day. Condition ranges widely with most good to very good. $800 - $1,200
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1077. Hilary Knight “Eloise”-themed drawing for Liza Minnelli.
(2008) Accomplished in ink, artists’ marker, and crayon on 8.5 x 11 in.
artists’ leaf tipped to 9.75 x 12.5 in. foam core board. Inscribed and
signed at lower right, “for Liza! From Hilary Knight and Me. Eloise!”
and dated at left, “November 16, 2008”. Created in tribute to the “Liza’s
at the Palace” concert engagement. The character Eloise was created by
Liza’s godmother, Kay Thompson, and based, in part, on Liza herself. In
very good condition. $200 - $300

1078. Liza Minnelli promotional “Eloise” animation sericel.
(2006) Original animation sericel on an inkjet print background with 8.5
x 12 in. visible through double mat. Kay Thompson, Liza’s godmother,
was the creator of “Eloise”, and the character is thought to be based
on Liza. Minor wear. Otherwise in very good condition. $200 - $300

www.profilesinhistory.com

1079. Kay Thompson (2) photographs by George Platt Lynes for
Vogue and personalized artwork. (ca. 1947) Collection of (2) vintage
original gelatin silver 9 x 12 in. double-weight semi-gloss dramatic
portrait photographs by George Platt Lynes for Vogue. Both retaining
Lynes’ credit stamp and Conde Nast stamp on the verso. Presented in
a 9.5 x 12.25 in. sterling silver hinged storybook frame, engraved, “To
Roy With Love Kaytee 11-9-47”. Stamped on the bottom, “Sterling
300 9-2”. Also includes artpiece with crystalline sequins affixed to black
fabric reading, “Kay”. Presented under glass in a black-painted wood 9 x
11 in. frame with self-stand backing. Photos with minor surface and edge
wear. Photo frame missing glass. Artwork frame with adhesive residue
and wear to edges. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300
1081. Edith Head costume sketch of Kay Thompson as “Maggie
Prescott” in Funny Face. (Paramount, 1957) Vintage original costume sketch
accomplished in pencil and gouache on 13.75 x 17 in. artists’ sketchpad leaf.
With handwritten “#4?” in the upper left corner and note “pale gray (or Topaz)
+ Ermine” at right. Retaining breached spiral holes at upper edge. Exhibiting
minor edge wear and handling. In very good condition. $200 - $300
1080. Liza Minnelli personal
Alvarez acoustic guitar with
hard case and gig bag. (ca.
1990s) Alvarez PC 50 S Classical
guitar with natural finish,
solid rosewood back and sides,
spruce top, mahogany neck, and
rosewood fret board. Retaining
maker’s sticker with printed
serial no. 109062. Measures 39.5
x 14.5 x 4.25 in. Also includes
nylon gig bag and hard case.
Exhibiting minimal wear. In
fine condition. $200 - $300

1082. Liza Minnelli Self-Titled gold plated album framed display
wedding gift. (1968/2002) Gold-plated 12 in. 33rpm LP record of Liza’s selftitled first album. Matted with the record sleeve and commemorative etched
plaque that reads, “David & Liza Your marriage will be a solid gold smash!”
Presented under glass in a 18.25 x 24.25 in. metal frame. Exhibiting some minor
wear. In very good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1083. Liza Minnelli elaborately beaded
wedding gown by Bob Mackie. (2002) Original
bespoke off-the-shoulder wedding gown by Bob
Mackie. Constructed of ivory satin with net overlay
at shoulders and bodice featuring elaborate pearl
and teardrop beading, and princess and marquise
cut crystals. Rear zipper and hook and eye closure,
with 2-internal hook and eye fitting straps. Includes
foliate lace beaded and be-crystalled train. Worn by
Liza for her wedding to David Gest. Accompanied
by archival box. Light wear. In very good condition.
$2,000 - $3,000
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1084. Liza Minnelli
(7) scripts for Parallel
Lives, Intensive Care,
Sex and the City 2, Law
and Order, and other
TV projects. (Various
Studios,
1983-2009)
Collection of (7) stapled
or bradded film and TV
scripts and sides, some
with multi-color revision
pages. Including (1) Faerie
Tale Theatre episode “The
Princess and the Pea”, (2)
Intensive Care, (1) Parallel
Lives, (1) Law and Order
Criminal Intent episode
“Masquerade”, (2) Sex
and the City 2 sides, and
more. Exhibiting toning,
creasing, wrinkling, and
wear. $200 - $300

1085. Francesco Scavullo (2) signed still-life color photographs gifted
to Liza Minnelli. (2003) Collection of (2) color 11 x 14 in. RC high-gloss
photographs depicting still-life studios of flower arrangements. Both photos
signed and dated at bottom right below the image, “Francesco Scavullo 2003”.
Each hand edition numbered at bottom left, “1/7”. Light wear. Otherwise in
very good condition. $200 - $300

1087. Liza
Minnelli “Lucille
Austero” multicolor geometric
jacket from Arrested
Development by
Riazee. (TCF TV, 2003)
Bespoke multi-color bugle bead and pearl long sleeve open front
jacket with a single hook and eye fastener at the neck. Retaining the
Riazee internal bias label. Worn by Liza Minnelli as “Lucille Austero”
in the episode “Key Decisions”. Exhibiting minor wear. In vintage fine
condition. $300 - $500

1086. Liza Minnelli (20+) scripts and sides for Arrested Development
with call sheets and production ephemera. (TCF TV, 2003) Collection
of (20+) studio scripts and sides for the brilliant, offbeat sitcom in which Liza
guest-starred as “‘Lucille #2’ Austero”. Including scripts and/or sides for episodes
“Burning Love”, “In God We Trust”, “My Mother, The Car”, “Charity Drive”,
“Marta Complex”, “Bringing Up Buster”, “Top Banana”, “Key Decisions”,
“Queen for a Day”, “Storming the Castle”, and “Family Affair”. Also includes
(15+) pages of production ephemera including call sheets, and more. In good to
very good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701

1088. Liza Minnelli
and Alan Cumming
(2) oversize
photographs
including 1-signed
by Cumming.
(2013) Collection
of (2) inkjet photo
prints from the “Liza
& Alan” event at New
York City’s Town
Hall including (1)
semi-gloss 20 x 20 in.
print by Koitz, and
(1) glossy 11 x 14 in.
print inscribed and
signed by Cumming,
“I love you Liza
May Alan X”. Koitz
print with handling
creases and residue to
surface at upper right.
Signed print virtually
unhandled. In good to
very good condition.
$200 - $300
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1091. Off-Guard by paparazzo Ron Galella inscribed and signed to Liza
Minnelli. (McGraw-Hill, 1978) Vintage original softcover photography book by
the notorious paparazzo; 192 pp. Measures 8.5 x 11 in. Inscribed on the inside
cover to Liza and then-husband Jack Haley with a disquistion of the hazards of the
paparazzi life and signed and dated, “Ron Galella 1/8/78”. Exhibiting price sticker
remnant on cover and wear to edges of covers. In good condition. $200 - $300

1089. Liza Minnelli “Lucille Austero” ivory
sequin bead and pearl paisley ensemble
from Arrested Development. (TCF TV, 2003)
Bespoke ivory and white sequin and beaded
paisley patterned (2) piece ensemble with pearl
embellishment including (1) tank top pullover
silk-lined top and (1) matching long sleeve sheer
open front jacket. No labeling present. Worn by
Liza Minnelli as “Lucille Austero” in the episode
“Charity Drive”. Exhibiting minor wear. In vintage
fine condition. $300 - $500

1090. Liza Minnelli in Russia (90+) oversize photographs by
Sergei Bermenev. (1994) Collection of (90+) vintage original gelatin
silver 8.25 x 11.5 in. RC photographs by Sergei Bermenev. Depicting
portraits and candid photos of Liza with dignitaries, at formal events,
sightseeing, and performing in Moscow. Exhibiting only minor wear
and handling. In very good condition. $200 - $300
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1092. Kirk Douglas signed first edition memoir My Stroke of
Luck. (William Morrow, 2003) Original hardcover first edition of
Douglas’ memoir with dust jacket; 196 pp. Inscribed on the front
free endpaper and signed, “Kirk” and “Kirk Douglas – 2003”. Minor
wear to dust jacket at upper spine. Otherwise in very good condition.
$200 - $300

1093. Indian Larry and Portraits (2) monographs signed by photographer
Timothy White with a typed letter signed by White to Liza Minnelli.
(2001-2006) Collection of (2) hardcover photography monographs by Timothy
White with original dust jackets, including (1) Portraits [Rizzoli, 11.25 x 12.75
in.], and (1) Indian Larry [Merrell, 11.5 x 14.5 in.]. Both signed to Liza. Also
includes a typed letter on Timothy White letterhead stationery signed “Timothy”
accompanied by a 4.25 x 3.5 in. Polaroid photo depicting a risqué image by
White of Liza with bikers. Some toning to Polaroid, creasing to letter, and shelf
wear to books. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300
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1094. Liza Minnelli (10) personal airline and commercial cards. (ca. 1990s-2000s) Collection of (10) airline and commercial cards issued to Liza
Minnelli. Ranging in size from 1.75 x 3.4 in. to 3.4 x 2.1. Including (3) Admirals Club cards, (1) American Airlines Platinum card, (1) Blockbuster Video
card, (1) Calvin Klein card, (1) British Airways Executive Club card, (1) Visa Gold First Card, (1) DKNY card, and (1) Union Labor Life Insurance card.Visa
Gold with vertical crease at center. Others with wear from use but otherwise in good condition. $200 - $300

1095. Liza Minnelli (4) stage and screen guild membership cards. (2005) Collection of (4) entertainment guild cards issued to Liza Minnelli
measuring 2.25 x 3.7 in. Including (1) Screen Actors Guild, (1) Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, (1) Academy of Television Arts & Sciences.
Some minor wear from use. Otherwise, in very good condition. $200 - $300

1096. Liza Minnelli special award certificate signed by Senator
Richard Blumenthal. (2012) Original Certificate of Recognition
issued to Liza by Senator Richard Blumenthal of Connecticut in honor
of a concert performance. Signed by Senator Blumenthal at lower right.
Measures 8.5 x 11 in. Presented in a 9.5 x 12 in. navy blue textured
board folder with stamped gold border, US Capitol dome graphic, and
lettering.Virtually unhandled. In very good condition. $200 - $300

1097. Liza Minnelli collection of (35+) letters, notes, and cards from
Robert De Niro, Martha Stewart, Steve Martin, Lena Horne and many
more. (ca. 1960s-2000s) Collection of (35+) typed and autograph cards, notes, and
letters, many on personalized letterhead, signed by celebrity colleagues, friends,
and admirers to Liza. Ranging in size from 2.5 x 3.5 in. to 8.5 x 11 in. Including
Al Pacino, Brooke Shields, Michael Kors, Steven Sondheim, Blake Edwards,
Peggy Lee, Barry Manilow, Charles Aznavour, Debbie Reynolds, and more. Some
retraining original transmittal envelope. Exhibiting some transmittal folds, edge
creasing and tears, soiling, and handling. Most good to very good. $200 - $300

1098. Ricky Sarkany Ruby slipper trophy presented to Liza Minnelli.
(2007) Original award trophy consisting of a Ricky Sarkany recreation “ruby
slipper” constructed of red satin and leather with overlay of ruby sequins and
red leather bow at vamp with crystal accents. Affixed to a polished metal base
on felted foot with plastic crystal applique and engraved plaque at face reading,
“ ‘…Don’t stop, keep moving…’ Liza Minelli [sic] Argentina, 2007 by Ricky
Sarkany”. Measures 12.75 x 6.75 x 7 in. A crystal strand has come detached
from the bow. Otherwise in very good condition. $300 - $500

1099. Liza Minnelli (5) stage and screen guild membership cards.
(2003-2013) Collection of (5) entertainment guild cards issued to Liza
Minnelli measuring 2.25 x 3.7 in. Including (1) Screen Actors Guild, (1)
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, (1) American Federation
of Television and Radio Actors, and (1) Actor’s Equity. Some minor wear
from use. Otherwise, in very good condition. $200 - $300
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1100. Liza Minnelli (3) stage and screen guild membership cards.
(2013) Collection of (3) entertainment guild cards issued to Liza Minnelli
measuring 2.25 x 3.7 in. Including (1) SAG-AFTRA, (1) Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, and (1) American Guild of Variety Artists.
Some minor wear from use. Otherwise, in very good condition. 200 - $300

1101. Liza Minnelli (4) stage and screen guild membership cards.
(1994-2014) Collection of (4) entertainment guild cards issued to Liza Minnelli
measuring 2.25 x 3.7 in. Including (1) American Federation of Television and
Radio Actors, (2) Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences [1994 &
2014], and (1) Academy of Television Arts and Sciences. Some minor wear
from use. Otherwise, in very good condition. $200 - $300

1102. Liza Minnelli personal US
passport. (2007-2017) Original
US passport booklet measuring 3.5
x 5 in. Issued in 2007 and expired
2017. Signed by Liza and containing
35+pages of visa inserts and stamps
for Russia, Brazil, Argentina, Chile,
Switzerland, England, and more. Back
cover with numerous airline security
stickers. Exhibits wear from regular
use. In good condition. $200 - $300

1103. Carly Simon Clouds in My Coffee CD
set signed to Liza Minnelli. (1995) Original
hardcover 3-CD box set by Carly Simon,
signed at lower front cover, “Liza with all my
love Carly”. Measures 10 x 5.5 in. Exhibiting
minor edge wear. Otherwise in very good
condition. $200 - $300

1104. Liza Minnelli (20+) prints
and (3) CDs of 2007 tour photos.
(2007) Collection of (22) color 4 x
6 in. RC snapshots of Liza on stage
during her 2007 concert tour. Also
includes (3) CDs with 100+images
from her 2007 European tour.
Exhibiting light handling. In very
good condition. $200 - $300

1105. Liza Minnelli (14) proof prints for album and concert
program illustrations. (2000s-2010s) Collection of color and black &
white inkjet portrait photo prints ranging in size from 8 x 10 in. to 11
x 14 in. Also includes (2) color RC prints ranging in size from 8 x 10
in. to 12 x 12 in. Exhibiting some edge wear and handling. In very good
condition. $200 - $300
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1106. Liza Minnelli (70+) photos and tributes from her 2011 Russian
tour. (2007) Collection of (70+) color inkjet photo prints ranging in size from 5
x 7 in. to 7.25 x 10.25 in. Featuring Liza with dignitaries, at formal and informal
events, with friend Rock Brynner (son of Yul), and performing on a tour of
Russia. Includes a Pacific Meridian film festival t-shirt. Exhibiting light handling
and wear. In very good condition. $100 - $200
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1107. “Liza’s at the Palace” (75+) press
archive. (2008-2009) Collection of (75+)
newspaper and magazine press clippings and
inkjet prints mounted to 8.5 x 11 in. 3-hole
punch paper for the “Liza’s at the Palace”
concert series that ran from December 3, 1998
- January 4, 2009. Assembled in an 11 x 11.5
in. 3-ring binder. Exhibiting minor handling.
In very good condition. $100 - $200
1108. Liza Minnelli window card for
“Liza’s at the Palace” inscribed and
signed to her by performers and
crew. (2008) Original 14 x 22 in. theater
window card for the “Liza’s at the Palace”
concert engagement. Inscribed and signed
in silver ink to Liza by performers and
crew including Billy Stritch. Exhibiting
edge wear and creasing to upper right
corner. In good condition. $200 - $300

1109. Liza Minnelli
sterling silver picture
frame inscribed to Liza
from Ardeshir Zahedi
and sterling silver heart
ornament from the
Variety Club of Great
Britain. (ca. 1990s)
Collection of sterling
silver pieces. Including (1)
picture frame with sterling
silver face over wooden
frame with self-stand
backing. With 18k gold
“LM” affixed to top edge (stamped 750), engraved at lower edge, “For
Liza with love Ardeshir”, and retaining 925 sterling stamp at bottom
edge. Measures 10.5 x 8.75 in. Also, (1) sterling silver 5 x 5 in. heart
form paperweight with engraving on face, “Presented by the Variety
Club of Gt. Britain to Liza Minnelli in recognition of her outstanding
contribution to showbusiness London 19th October 1991”. Retaining
silver stamps at bottom point. Exhibiting some tarnish and handling. In
good to very good condtion. $300 - $500

1110. Liza Minnelli Hollywood Walk of Fame star presentation
plaque. (1991) Vintage original Hollywood Walk of Fame sidewalk star
plaque featuring facsimile Liza Minnelli sidewalk star for acting, affixed to
black felt backing above gold metal plaque with engraved commemoration
from the Hollywood Chamber of Commerce. Presented in a gold metal frame
measuring 10.25 x 16.25 in. Includes (5) vintage original color 11 x 14 in.
RC photographs from the ceremony, and a 15-page fan made booklet with
original snapshots commemorating the occasion. Exhibiting light age and
wear. In very good condition. $200 - $300

1111. Liza Minnelli (7) color photographs and (2) contact sheets
from Minnelli on Minnelli and Good Morning America. (1999) Collection
of color (7) RC photographs ranging in size from 8 x 10 in. to 8 x 11 in.
Including (4) performance shots from Minnelli on Minnelli by Shannon Lee
Parker and (3) on the set of Good Morning America. Also includes (2) color 8.5
x 11 in. RC photographic contact sheets with 35mm frames by Chuck Pulin
depicting Liza greeting fans outside the stage door of a theater $200 - $300
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1112. Liza Minnelli
personal framed
portrait by Terry
Richardson for
Love magazine.
(2011) Color 5 x
7 in. inkjet print
depicting a punkinflected portrait by
postmodern fashion
photographer Terry
Richardson. Featured
in Love magazine
Issue 6. Presented
in a 9.25 x 11.25 in.
black and metallic
finish wood frame
with self-stand
backing. Photo
lightly handled.
Otherwise in very
good condition.
$200 - $300
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1116. Liza
Minnelli gold
ingot print. (ca.
1990s) Vintage
original 6 x 8 in.
“gold ingot” print
of tour poster
artwork by Joe
Eula with Liza
and Eula facsimile
signatures. Matted
and presented
under acrylic in a
12 x 14 in. black
lacquer wood frame.
Exhibiting some
faint blemishes to
acrylic. Otherwise in
very good condition.
$200 - $300

1113 Liza Minnelli personal Liberace Legend Award candelabra
trophy. (1996) Vintage original award trophy in the form of a cast silver
metal 4-arm 5-light candelabra on a round acrylic base, capturing the
baroque glamour of the man whose name it bears. With metal plaque
at front of base engraved, “Liberace Legend Award Liza Minnelli May
22, 1996 For Major Achievement in the World of Entertainment and
Outstanding Contributions to the Community”. Measures 10 x 16 x 10
in.Exhibiting melted wax from practical usage by Liza and light tarnish.
The plaque is loose and shows minor scratching. In good condition.
$200 - $300

1114. Liza Minnelli
Radio City Music
Hall “Sidewalk of the
Stars” award trophy.
(1993) Vintage original
Sidewalk of the Stars
trophy awarded to Liza
by Radio City Music
Hall consisting of a
blue glass star with gold etched “Liza Minnelli” resting on a triangular
polished black stone base with felted bottom and face etched “Radio
City Music Hall Sidewalk of the Stars”. Liza was the first person to
receive the honor. Measures 10.5 x 13.25 x 3 in. Minimal age and wear.
In very good condition. $200 - $300

1117. Liza Minnelli commemorative medallion presented to her by the
New York Stock Exchange. (2009) Original cast medal medallion presented
to Liza Minnelli at the New York Stock Exchange. Recto features relief image of
a bull and bear in combat above engraved text “Liza Minnelli Liza’s at the Palace
Closing Bell Ceremony January 2, 2009”. Recto features relief graphic of the
Stock Exchange building. Measures 3 in. in diameter. Also includes (15) color
5 x 7 in. snapshots by Alan Perlman of Liza opening the NASDAQ on May 30,
2002. All in very good condition. $200 - $300

1115. Liza Minnelli silver plated Academy Award ceremony
presentation box with inscription from Sam Goldwyn, Jr. (1988)
Silver plated hinged lidded presentation box with engraved Oscar trophy
and date “April 11, 1988” on lid. Front of box engraved, “Many Thanks
Liza Samuel Goldwyn Jr.” Exhibiting some tarnish and wear. In good to
very good condition. $200 - $300
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1118. Liza Minnelli
sterling silver Bulgari
loving cup gifted to
her by Frank Sinatra.
(ca. 1973) Vintage original
sterling silver Bulgari
double-handled loving
cup with engraving at face,
“Dear Daughter,You Won!
Uncle Frank”. Presumably
gifted to Liza by Sinatra
in celebration of her Best
Actress Academy Award
win for Cabaret. Retaining
maker’s and sterling stamps
on the bottom. Measures
4.5 x 4 x 3 in. Exhibiting
some tarnish and wear.
In good to very good
condition. $200 - $300

1121. Liza Minnelli “Chevalier de la Legion D’Honneur” award certificate.
(1987) Vintage original award certificate conferring on Liza Minnelli the rank of
Chevalier in the Ordre National de la Légion D’Honneur of France on November
19, 1987. Signed at lower center by President François Mitterrand. Measures 18 x
13.5 in. Also includes 2- programs for the ceremony, a menu for the award banquet,
and Liza’s itinerary. Light handling creases to certificate. All else in very good
condition. $200 - $300
1119. Liza Minnelli gold metal presentation book
commemorating Vincente Minnelli’s time at Radio City
Music Hall. (ca. 1992) Custom presentation album with gold
metal over board covers. Front cover engraved, “Presented to Liza
Minnelli by Radio City Music Hall in appreciation for the enormous
contribution made to the theatre by her father Vincente Minnelli
1934-1936”. Containing (15) color 8 x 10 in. RC photographs,
1-per page, depicting costume sketches by Minnelli during his
time at RCMH. Presented in a form fitted velvet bag with stamped
Melannco Intl. Ltd. logo. Most album pages have come loose. Light
scuffing and wear. Otherwise in very good condition. $200 - $300

1120. Liza Minnelli (6) nautical themed and novelty awards. (19862013) Collection of (6) awards including (1) glass heart paperweight from
the AIDS Research Alliance, (1) silver-plated brass tray from the Manchester
Apollo, (1) “Time in a Bottle” glass bottle commemorating Liza’s birth year,
(1) glass spirit bottle trophy from the 2011 Pacific Meridian Film Festival in
Vladivostok, (1) flame-form glass 2013 Great American Songbook Hall of
Fame award trophy, and (1) metal galleon-form award from the City of Genoa.
Exhibiting some age and wear. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

1122. Liza Minnelli Raymond A. Dart award from the United
Steelworkers of America. (1981) Vintage original Raymond A.
Dart award presented to Liza by the United Steelworkers of America.
Consisting of polished cast stainless steel human brain figure atop a tiered
wooden base with felted bottom and engraved brushed metal plaque at
front reading, “The United Steelworkers of America Raymond A. Dart
Award Presented to Liza Minnelli May 8th, 1981”. Measures 6.25 x 8 x 9
in. Exhibiting minor wear to base. In very good condition. $200 - $300
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1123. Liza Minnelli personalized Disneyland employee badge
and (2) annual Gold entrance passes. (1989-2007) Vintage original
Disneyland park cast member pin-back badge constructed of crème plastic
with printed Mickey graphic at face above etched “Liza”. Measuring 1.5
x 2.5 in. Also includes (2) Disneyland Gold Passes: 1-paper 2003 card and
1-plastic 2007 cards both measuring 3.4 x 2 in. Some edge wear to paper
card. Otherwise in very good condition. $200 - $300

1126. Liza Minnelli (2) extraordinary
award trophies. (2006/2011) Collection
of (2) awards presented to Liza. Including
(1) molded and blown glass coral and
seashell form 5 x 12 x 4.5 in. trophy on a
square glass base with metal plaque at front
etched “9th VIFF ‘Pacific Meridian’ Award
for the Contribution to World Cinema
Valdivostok 2011” and (1) ceramic 14 x
7.5 x 4 in. trophy in the form of a group of
children peering over a fence with metal
plaque at front etched, “Liza Minnelli
‘Our Shining Star’ For a Lifetime of
Caring… For a Lifetime of Love Cerebral
Palsy Association of Middlesex County
April 2006”. Minor wear. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

1124. Liza Minnelli (2) gold metal presentations keys from the
Venice Film Festival. (1983) Collection of (2) gold cast metal keys
from the Venice Film Festival measuring 9 in. long and presented in red
cloth 12.25 x 8.5 in. hinged-lidded boxes with satin lining. Including (1)
awarded to Liza to commemorate the 1983 Tribute to Ingrid Bergman
and (1) missing engraved metal attribution plaque. Some distress to
presentation boxes. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

1125. Liza
Minnelli
(3)
official
proclamations. (1988-2006) Collection of
(3) official proclamations issued on behalf of
Liza Minnelli including (1) from Providence,
Rhode Island Mayor Joseph R. Paolino, Jr.
decreeing October 28, 1988 Liza Minnelli
Day, (1) commendation from the City of
Los Angeles, and (1) Order of Saint John of
Jerusalem, Knights of Malta conferring Liza
the title of “Dame”. Ranging in size from 11
x 14 in. to 19.5 x 27.5 in. Exhibiting light
handling. Otherwise in very good condition.
$200 - $300
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1127. Liza Minnelli (2) award
plaques, (1) pewter tray, and
(1) glass block. (1975-1990)
Collection of (4) awards
presented to Liza including
(1) 1975 Saint Jude
Hospital Danny Thomas
Testimonial
Dinner
wooden commemorative
plaque, (1) 1987 Front
Page Music Award wooden
plaque, (1) 1088 Miami
Areana Sold Out! glass block
for “The Ultimate Event”,
and (1) The Hatter’s Ball Award
pewter tray. Ranging in size from 7.5
x 7.5 x 3 in. to 14 x 18 x 1 in. Photo
peeling off Saint Jude plaque. Scratching to tray. In generally good to very good
condition. $200 - $300
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1128. Liza Minnelli (3) Las Vegas Entertainment Awards
trophies. (1973-1974) Collection of (3) trophies from the
Academy of Variety and Cabaret Artists Las Vegas Entertainment
awards. Including (1) 1973 Female Star of the Year, (1) 1974
Outstanding Production Sequence By a Main Room Star for
“Natural Man”, and (1) 1974 Female Star of the Year. Ranging
in size from 4.25 x 11.5 x 4.25 in. to 4 x 12 x 4 in. Exhibiting
some scuffing and wear to finish. In good to very good condition.
$200 - $300

1129. Liza Minnelli (5)
international entertainment
awards. (1970-1990)
Collection of (5) international
awards presented to Liza.
Including (1) cast bronze
and marble 1970 Best Actress
Condor award from the X
Festival Cinematografico
Internacional de Mar del Plata
Argentina, (1) cast metal and
marble resin 1976 Premio Arte
Personalita from the SIAR
in Rome, (1) cast metal 1982
medallion from the city of Milan, (1) cast medal medallion from the Italian Presidenza del Consiglio dei Ministri, and (1) framed CD Spanish-language
Disco de Platino award for selling 100,000 copies of Results. Ranging in size from 1.5 in. in diameter to 8.5 x 11.5 in. Exhibiting some age, wear, and
soiling. Generally good to very good condition. $200 - $300
1130. Liza Minnelli (5) entertainment
awards. (1965-1989) Collection of (5) awards
presented to Liza Minnelli including (1)
wooden 1965 Opening Night Actress plaque
from The Attic for Flora, (1) plastic and marble
resin 1977 Best Actress Tor Award for The Act,
(1) faceted glass 1984 The Latino Playwrights at
Henry Street Settlement Artistic Achievement
Award, (1) acrylic block Teatro Petruzzelli
Bob Fosse Prize, and (1) gold metal 1989 Die
Golden Kamera Von Horzu trophy. Ranging in
size from 7.5 x 1.25 x 6.5 in. to 4 x 10 x 4 in.
Exhibiting some surface wear and age. In good
to very good condition. $200 - $300
1131. Liza Minnelli (10) awards and
certificates of commendation. (19792012) Collection of (10) awards and honors
presented to Liza. Including a command
performance order from the Prince of
Wales, municipal commendations from
New York, Los Angeles, and Buenos
Aires, a Drama Desk award nomination,
an Outer Critics Circle award, and more.
Ranging in size from 5 x 7 in. to 11.75
x 15.75 in. Some toning and handling
creases. In good to very good condition.
$200 - $300
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1134. Liza Minnelli (6) acrylic, glass, and crystal awards and honors.
(1983-2009) Collection of (6) awards and honors presented to Liza.
Including (1) glass and polished stone 1994 Just Say Yes to Your Life award,
(1) glass prism and wood 1982 Distinctive Eyes award from the American
Optometric Association, (1) glass 2000 NARM Chariman’s Award for
Sustained Creative Achievement, (1) glass paperweight from the Garden State
Arts Center Foundation, (1) glass 2009 BISTRO Outstanding Achievement
Award for Enduring Artistry, and (1) acrylic 1983 Anti-Defamation League
Woman of the Year award. Some scratching to acrylic piece, age and wear. In
good to very good condition. $200 - $300

1132. Liza Minnelli Premio
Rodolfo Valentino award
trophy.
(1975) Vintage
original Premio Rodolfo
Valentino
award
trophy
consisting of a gold painted
cast metal figure of Valentino
as “Sheik Ahmed Ben Hassan”
from The Sheik atop a marble
resin tiered pedestal base with
embossed gold metal plaque
reading, “Premio ‘Rudolfo
Valentino’ 1975 a Liza
Minnelli”. Measures 3 x 10.5 x
3 in. Exhibiting some age and
wear. In very good condition.
$200 - $300
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1133. Liza Minnelli humorous
award trophy from the Masquers.
(1974) Vintage original award trophy
consisting of a cast gold metal nude
male top-hatted figure covering his
shame with drama masks (comedy in
front, tragedy in the back) affixed to a
tiered wooden pedestal base with gold
metal plaque at front etched, “To Liza
Minelli There’s no business like show
business and no one like you— Love,
The Masquers Dec. 21 1974”. Measures
4.75 x 11 x 4.75 in. Exhibiting some
soiling to figure and wear to plaque and
base. In good to very good condition.
$200 - $300
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1135. Liza Minnelli RIAA American Legend award. (ca. 2000s) Vintage
original award consisting of 7-CDs by Liza arranged with booklets on a
felted background with plaque printed, “‘Recording Industry Association
of America’ American Legend Award presented to Liza Minnelli whose
magnificent talent and singular presence has touched the hearts and souls of
Americans and left an indelible mark on our national culture”. Matted and
presented in a silver painted wooden 35 x 24.75 in. frame. Exhibiting minor
wear. In very good condition. $200 - $300

1136. Liza Minnelli Pell Lifetime Achievement Award bowl. (2010)
Original hand-blown two-tone gold and violet glass bowl. The bottom is
hand-etched, “Liza Minnelli 2010 Pell Award for Lifetime Achievement in the
Arts”. Measures 14 in. in diameter by 15.25 in. tall. Exhibiting minor stray
scratches, scuffs, and a few imperfections in the glass. In very good condition.
$200 - $300
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1137. Liza Minnelli (4) humanitarian awards.
(1982-1993) Collection of (4) awards presented to Liza.
Including (1) metal tray from the 1982 F.E.S.P.I.C. Games
for the Disabled, (1) glass 1993 Eyes of New York award
from The Optometric Center of New York, (1) glass 1983
Lifetime Achievement Award from the National Italian
American Association, (1) permaplaque box 1993 Sheba
Humanitarian Award. Ranging in size from 5 x 6.25 x
1.75 in. to 7.5 x 6.5 x 7.5 in. Exhibiting some age, wear,
and scuffs. $200 - $300

1138. Liza Minnelli (6) awards and commemorations for stage
and screen. (1986-1999) Collection of (6) awards and commemorative
pieces presented to Liza. Including (1) molded plastic and marble
1986 Jeanie Golden Angel Award for A Time to Live, (1) carved wood
1986 appreciation from CBS for An American Portrait, (1) wooden
plaque from the London Palladium in 1986, permaplaque playbill
page from the December 8, 1999 opening of Minnelli on Minnelli,
(1) molded glass St. Bernard from Chita Rivera, and (1) plaque for
The Rink. Ranging in size from 4 x 6 in. to 9 x 12 in. Exhibiting
some age and wear. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

1139. Liza Minnelli (5) proclamations and official certificates. (1972-1992) Collection of (5) proclamations and official certificates
including (1) City of Pasadena decree of Liza Minnelli Day 29 January, 1993, (1) invitation to the 1995 Grand Re-Opening of the Beverly
Hills Hotel event to benefit the AMPAS, (1) 1972 Golden Apple Award Star of the Year nomination certificate, (1) City of New York
Certificate of Appreciation from Mayor Ed Koch, and (1) 1992 letter of appreciation from New York City Mayor David Dinkins. Ranging
in size from 8.5 x 6.5 in. to 8.5 x 14 in. Exhibiting some age toning, wear, and handling. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

1140. Liza Minnelli (6) venue and event awards, honors, and commemorations. (1970s-1988) Collection of awards and commemorative items
presented to Liza. Including(1) The Friars Club Command Performance honoring Johnny Carson plaque, (1) Radio City Music Hall 1988 metal bound
photo album, (1) Melbourne GTV-9 3-star plaque for Charlie Bubbles and The Sterile Cuckoo, (1) Carnegie Hall May 28 - June18, 1987 commemorative glass
paperweight, (1) 30th Annual Grammy Awards 1988 “In Appreciation” medallion, and (1) Carnegie Hall 1981 90th Anniversary Medallion. Ranging in size
from 3 in. in diameter to 7 x 9 in. Exhibiting some scratching, age and wear. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300
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1141. Liza Minnelli (6) awards from humanitarian organizations.
(1972- 1995) Collection of (6) awards presented to Liza. Including (1)
metal female symbol 1994 No Nonsense American Woman award, (1)
plastic and metal light fixture 1993 Sheba Humanitarian Award, (1)
wooden plaque 1972 The Tony A for Professionalism and Excellence in
Your Thing, (1) acrylic block 1986-1995 10 Years of Caring for those
with AIDS award, (1) The World Organization for Human Potential 1985
cast metal medallion, and (1) acrylic stylized clover by Uriburu. Ranging
in size from 8.5 x 10 in. to 1.5 x 3.5 in. Exhibiting wear, scuffing, and
missing pieces. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

1142. Liza Minnelli (6) municipal awards and honors. (1977-1984)
Collection of (6) awards and honors presented to Liza. Including (1) metal
Variety Club of Ontario award, (1) metal and polished stone 1987 Provincia
di Milano award, (1) metal and marble 1981 St. Louis Mayor James F. Conway
Award, (1) wooden 1989 Dallas - Ft. Worth Outstanding Achievement in
Musical Arts award plaque, (1) wood and metal 1977 Key to the City of
Sunrise honor, (1) wooden 1984 Seymour Bippy Award for Excellence in
the Musical Theatre plaque from Brooklyn Technical High School. Ranging
in size from 6 x 5.25 x 2 in. to 8.25 x 7 x 3.5 in.Exhibiting some scratching,
scuffing, and detached pieces. In good condition. $200 - $300

1143. Liza Minnelli (6) various awards and honors for achievements including Stepping Out. Collection of (6) awards and honors presented to Liza.
Including (1) The Greek Theatre 1991 appreciation plaque for “Stepping Out at the Greek”, (1) framed advertisement for “Stepping Out at Radio City”, (1)
PETA 1993 Turn Coat award plaque, (1) (1) Il Progresso 1987 stamped metal facsimile newspaper front page, (1) “Stepping Out at Radio City Music Hall”
glass plaque from Fred Ebb, and (1) USA Today 1987 printed metal front page plaque featuring Liza. Ranging in size from 4 x 6 in. to 13 x 20 in. Exhibiting
some scuffing, age, wear, and missing components. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

1144. Liza Minnelli (6) plaques commemorating concert engagements at Harrah’s casino. (1970-1986) Collection of (6) permaplaque handbills
and plaques from Liza’s concerts at Harrah’s. Including (1) Thru May 12, 1986 permaplaque, (1) Liza Minnelli with American Sunshine permaplaque, (1) May
9 thru May 12, 1986 plaque, (1) Oct. 28 thru Nov. 10 1971 plaque, (1) November 18, 1989 plaque, and (1) Nov. 26 thru Nov. 29, 1970 plaque. Ranging in
size from 6.5 x 8 in. to 10.5 x 6.5 in. All presented in hinged-lidded wooden boxes. Exhibiting some pitting to metal plaque elements. Otherwise in good
to very good condition. $200 - $300
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1145. Judy Garland as “Esther Smith” collectible doll by Madame
Alexander. (2002) Original hand-made porcelain doll in the likeness
of Judy Garland as “Esther Smith.” Doll features lace and tulle costume,
hat, matching shoes and parasol, hand-painted face and synthetic hair.
The doll remains in its original packaging, has never been opened. The
box exhibits storage wear and handling. The doll remains in very fine
condition. $200 - $300

1148. Liza Minnelli personal fan-made hand painted
comic strip in custom wooden case. (2006) Original
handmade hinged box measuring 6 x 17.5 in. with carved
rose, painted stem and leaves, inscribed “For Ms. Minnelli”.
The box opens to reveal a handmade 5-page 4.5 x 16 in.
comic book composed of hand-painted and drawn 4.25
x 3 in. panels. There are also eight paintings of Liza in
different eras and personas on the interior front and back
lids. In fine condition. $200 - $300

1147. Liza Minnelli (11) tribute art portraits
by school children. (Undated) Original
collection of (11) children’s portraits of Liza
Minnelli accomplished in crayon on 9 x 12 in.
oak tag leaves. Most inscribed “To Liza” from the
kids. In very good to fine condition. $200 - $300
1146. Liza Minnelli “Sally Bowles”
stuffed doll from Cabaret. (ca.
1970s) Vintage original handmade soft
sculpture doll of Liza as “Sally Bowles”
in Cabaret. The 16 in. tall doll features
hand-painted face and fabric clothing
and hat. Exhibiting minor signs of age.
In vintage fine condition. $200 - $300

1149. Liza Minnelli montage silkscreen portrait.
(Undated) Silkscreen print portrait of Liza accomplished in
acrylic and metallic silver paint on 40 x 32 in. artists board.
Unsigned. Exhibiting minor age and handling. Retaining the
original brushed metal frame. In very good to fine condition.
$200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1152. Liza
Minnelli fan art
pastel drawing.
(ca. 1980s-1990s)
Original portrait
of Liza Minnelli
as “Sally Bowles”
in Cabaret
accomplished in
oil pastels on 14
x 18 in. dove gray
textured artists leaf.
Signed by the artist
in the lower right
corner. Unevenly
trimmed at borders.
In fine condition.
$200 - $300

1150. Liza Minnelli caricature painting by Luis Carreno. (1997)
Original caricature of Liza accomplished in acrylic on 16.5 x 22.25 in.
artists leaf. Signed by the artist in the lower right, “Luis Carreno 97”.
Exhibiting minor edge wear and handling not affecting the image. In
very good to fine condition. $200 - $300

1153. Liza Minnelli (2) fan art portrait drawings. (ca. 1980s-1990s) Vintage
original set of (2) portraits including (1) accomplished in pencil, crayon, and ink
on 8 x 9.75 in. artists leaf tipped to 15 x 20 in. backing board. Signed by the
artist “Gloria Marlin” in the lower right corner and (1) portrait accomplished
in graphite on 20 x 15 in. artists board. Signed by the artist in the lower right
hand side of the art “Moore.” Both in very good to fine condition. $200 - $300

1151. Liza Minnelli fan art profile portrait drawing. (1996) Vintage
original profile portrait accomplished in graphite on 10.5 x 13.5 in. artists
leaf tipped to backing board and visible through 16 x 20 in. mat. Signed
by the artist “Eduardo Corbé” and inscribed “Opening night, February
13, 1996. Theater of the Performing Arts, Miami Beach, Florida.”
Exhibiting some handling. Mat may be detachable. In fine condition.
$200 - $300
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1154. Liza Minnelli (2) fan art portrait drawings. (1980s) Collection of
vintage original (2) pencil portraits including (1) Liza Minnelli as “Sally Bowles,”
accomplished in graphite on 11 x 15 in. artists leaf. Visible through 16 x. 20 in.
mat. Signed by the artist “S.J. Hewston 83” below the image and (1) portrait
accomplished in graphite on 14 x 18 in. artist leaf. Signed by the artist “Richard
Eliot 6-9-81. Both exhibit minor age and handling. In very good condition.
$200 - $300
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1155. Liza Minnelli (2) fan art portraits. (ca. 1990s) Original set of (2) pieces
of fan art including (1) accomplished in ink, acrylic, and metallic paint on 19.25
x 25.5 in. artists leaf, tipped to backing board. Signed “Lulu” in the lower right
and (1) montage of Liza images accomplished in graphite and ink on a series of
40 4 x 4 in. panels tipped to 37.5 x 26 in. backing board and signed on the lower
right panel “Charlie Wolfe”. Both exhibit wear and handling. In vintage fair to
good condition. $200 - $300

1156. Judy Garland portrait artwork by SWS. (1986)
Original black and white portrait painting accomplished in
acrylic on 28 x 30 in. stretched canvas. Signed by the artist in the
lower left, “SWS 86”. In fine condition. $200 - $300

1157. Liza Minnelli and Vincente Minnelli (4) fan art paintings. (ca. 1970s) Collection of (4) fan made paintings accomplished
in acrylic on canvas ranging in size from 11.5 x 11.5 in. to 12 x 16 in. Including (1) Vincente Minnelli signed by the artist “J.
Medlin,” (1) patriotic image of a firefighter rescuing a child signed by the artist “Michael Israel,” (1) image of Liza as “Sally
Bowles” in Cabaret signed by the artist “John Morgan,” and (1) image of a theater with “Liza” on the marquee signed by the artist
“Benedetto”. All in very good to fine condition. $200 - $300

1158. Judy Garland
and baby Liza
Minnelli fanart drawing. (ca.
1970s-1980s) Vintage
original portrait
accomplished in
graphite on 10.5 x 13.5
in. artists leaf, tipped to
backing board visible
through 14 x 18 in.
mat. Signed by the
artist “Wulke” in the
lower right corner. In
vintage fine condition.
$200 - $300

1159. Liza Minnelli and Judy Garland (11) fan-made artworks.
(1970s-1990s) Vintage and contemporary collection of (11) fan-made
portraits accomplished in multimedia on artists leaves or boards ranging
in size from approx. 8.25 x 10 in. to 14 x 12 in. including (8) images
of Liza (2) images of Judy Garland and (1) fashion image of a man. All
exhibit handling and wear. In vintage and contemporary good to very
good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1160. Liza Minnelli portrait painting by Tarantola. (1994) Original
Liza portrait painting accomplished in acrylic, metallic paint, airbrush
and stencils on 36 x 36 in. stretched canvas. Signed by the artist in the
lower right “Tarantola” and inscribed on the verso “Liza – A gift of art
for truly an artist – Tarantola 94”. Exhibiting minor wear. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

1163. “After Love” bronze resin sculpture on marble base by
Lorenzo Quinn. (ca. 2000) Cast bronze resin sculpture of searching male
and female hands on a marble base by Lorenzo Quinn.With artit’s embedded
fingerprint at male wrist, signed “Lorenzo”, and edition marked “P.A. 1”.
Measures approx. 13.25 x 7.5 x 7.5 in. Minimal age and wear. In very good
condition. $600 - $800

1164. Liza Minnelli
personal cast spelter
metal dancer sculpture
after Henri Fugere. (ca.
1920s) Vintage original
cast spelter metal Art Deco
style dancing figure on
a carved marble pedestal
base measuring 14 x 7
in. and with the artist’s
signature in the basting
at the base. Exhibiting
age, wear, rubbing, and
minor chipping to the
marble base. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

1161. Liza Minnelli framed painting by Caci. (ca. 1980s) Vintage
original portrait of Liza putting on dance shoes accomplished in oils on
23.75 x 17.75 in. stretch canvas visible through frame. Signed by the artist
“Caci” in the lower right of image. Exhibiting minor handling. In very
fine condition. $200 - $300

1162. Liza Minnelli fan made doll apartment. (1970s-1980s)Vintage
original fan-made architectural model miniature of Liza Minnelli’s New
York City apartment. The 18 x 12 x 6.25 in. model includes handmade
furniture, luggage, paintings, decorations, plants, appliances, and is highlydetailed down to the track lighting on the borders of the ceiling to the
painted floor tiles. Exhibiting age and wear. A few of the accessories have
come loose but are present. The detailed model remains in very good
condition. $200 - $300
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1165. Liza Minnelli presentation bronze sculpture by Paolo Corvino
for “The Day After That”. (1994) Original cast bronze sculpture of two
hands clasping mounted to black marble base by a brass rod and measuring 9.5
x 10.5 x 4 in. The wrists of the left hand engraved with “Liza” in quotes and
the wrists of the right hand engraved with initial “P. Corvino 94”. With 1.5
x. 0.5 in. engraved brass plaque embedded in the base reading “The Day After
That Liza”. In fine condition. $200 - $300
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1166. Liza Minnelli (5) metal statuettes. (Undated) Collection of (5) metal
sculptures including (1) abstract couple measuring 9.25 x 3.5 x 4.5 in. affixed
to a wooden base, (1) abstract nude measuring 14 x 6.5 x 4 in. on marble base,
(1) dancer sculpture measuring 15.5 x 11 x 3.5 in. on integral metal base, (1)
kneeling nude figure measuring 10 x 10 x 14 in. and (1) abstract large couple
measuring 20 x 11 x 6 in. on a marble base. All exhibit age and wear. In very
good to fine condition. $200 - $300

1169. Russian editioned print. (1994) Original color limited
edition print of two figures hugging with two chickens above them.
Accomplished on 13 x 14 in. artists leaf visible through 22.5 x 23.5
in. mat and frame. Titled and signed in pencil below image, marked
“135/350”. Unexamined out of frame. In generally fine condition.
$200 - $300
1170. Liza Minnelli
signed exhibition
announcement by
Robert De Niro
Sr. (1979) Vintage
original gallery poster
for the Graham
Gallery exhibition of
the actor Robert De
Niro’s father, Robert
De Niro Sr., paintings.
The printed poster
features the images of
one of Mr. De Niro’s
abstract expressionist
paintings. Signed by
the artist, beneath the
painting image, “To
Liza, all my best, Bob
De Niro.” Exhibiting
age and handling, in
good condition.
$200 - $300

1167. Liza Minnelli
Continental Airlines poster
signed by Peter Max.
(1998) Original “My Favorite
Broadway: The Leading Ladies”
24 x 36 in. poster. For a show
hosted by Julie Andrews starring
Liza Minnelli and colleagues,
including Barbara Cook, Jennifer
Holiday, Madeline Kahn, Anna
Kendrick, Rosie O’Donnell,
Chita Rivera, and others. Signed
by the artist at bottom right,
“For Liza – Max 98”. Exhibiting
minor edge wear. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

1168. Grande Parade du
Jazz Nice, 1980 editioned
serigraph. (1980) Vintage
original limited edition 22.5 x
31 in. serigraph poster signed
by the artist at the bottom
right (illegible) and marked
1820/5000. Exhibiting age,
edge wear, minor toning. In
otherwise vintage very good
condition. $200 - $300
1171. Franciszek Starowieyski artist proof color engraving. (1984)
Vintage original artist proof lithographic print accomplished on 27 x
20.75 in. artist leaf visible through 32 x 26 in. mat. Titled at the bottom
“Gruz Sceny” marked “E/A” and signed in the plate “Starowieyski – 84”.
In vintage fine condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1172. Alberto
Giacometti
“Dessin I (Big and
Small)” editioned
lithographic print.
(ca. 1950s-1960s)
Vintage original
limited edition
lithographic print of
a charcoal sketch of
a tiny Don Quixote
confronting one
of his imaginary
giants. On 22 x 30
in. textured artists
leaf with embossed
stamp at lower
left and marked
439/500. Exhibiting
minor age, very light
toning to edges.
In vintage fine
condition.
$200 - $300

1175. Crouching
nude drawing by
Morrillo. (1959)
Vintage original
nude line drawing
accomplished in ink
on 14 x 19.5 in. artists
leaf. Signed by the
artist. Exhibiting edge
toning and handling
not affecting the
image. Additional
preliminary image
on the verso. In very
good condition.
$200 - $300

1173. Gloria
Vanderbilt artwork
“Elizabethean Child”.
(ca. 1970s) Vintage
original collage artwork
accomplished in ink,
cut paper, aluminum
foil, paper lace doilies,
silver metallic doilies,
and acrylic paint on
11.75 x 15.75 in. artists
board visible through 22
x 25 in original carved
wood frame with mirror
and wood mat. Signed
“Gloria Vanderbilt”
in the upper right
border of the art. Frame
exhibits some age and
wear, artwork remains in
vintage fine to very fine
condition. $200 - $300

1176. Liza Minnelli high contrast portrait paintings. (ca.
1970s-1980s) Vintage original set of (2) paintings of Liza Minnelli with
(1) 18 x 24 in. black and white acrylic stretched canvas signed “Tracy”
in the bottom right, and (1) accomplished in oil on 24 x 30 in. stretched
canvas signed by the artist (illegible) lower left. Both exhibit age and
minor wear. In very good to fine condition. $200 - $300

1174. Liza Minnelli
portrait painting
by Coppola. (1973)
Vintage original portrait
accomplished in acrylic
on 15 x 20 in. artists
illustration board, and
tipped to 20 x 24 in.
backing board. Signed by
the artist at lower right.
Exhibiting some age,
handling, with tape applied
to all corners. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

1177. Dimitri Berea fruit bowl still life painting. (Undated) Vintage
original painting accomplished in oils on 21 x 17 in. stretched canvas visible
through 31 x 27 in. fabric mat and ornate carved wooden frame. Signed by the
artist in the lower left “Berea”. Exhibiting minor age. Unexamined out of frame.
In vintage fine condition. $200 - $300
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1181. Iconic male
portrait painting
from the T
Greathouse gallery.
(Undated) Original
expressionist portrait
of a handsome man’s
face accomplished in
acrylic, watercolor,
gouache, on 33 x 42
in. artist leaf tipped
to backing board
in original simple
black wooden frame.
Unsigned. Exhibiting
original pinholes
to four corners.
Unexamined out of
frame. In fine to very
fine condition.
$200 - $300

1178. Eiffel Tower (9) pastel studies. (1999) Original series of (10) images
of the Eiffel Tower including 1-photocopy image and (9) studies accomplished
in pastels, artists pen and ink on 3.5 x 8 in. artists board panels tipped to 29.25
x 20 in. backing board. Inscribed, “Johnny loves Liza” on the left side border.
Retaining black masking tape to edges, some bending, minor smudging. In very
good condition. $200 - $300

1179. Liza Minnelli Las Vegas strip casino marquee artist proof print by
Melanie Taylor Kent. (1985) Vintage original artist proof print on 34 x 22 in.
artist board visible through 43.5 x 32 in. double-cut mat and black acrylic frame.
Inscribed in pencil in the bottom border of artist proof “To Liza with love –
Thank you for your gift of song to our world”. Titled “Las Vegas” and signed by
the artist in the lower right below art “Melanie Taylor Kent 1985”. Unexamined
out of frame. In vintage fine condition. $200 - $300

1180. Circus animal scene painting by Orbach. (1970s-1980s) Vintage
original painting of a lion tamer and circus animals accomplished in oils on 48 x
36 in. stretched canvas. Inscribed on top left hand corner “For Liza”. Signed by
artist in lower right, “Orbach”. Unexamined out of simple frame. In very good
to fine condition. $200 - $300

1182. Whimsical painting of a girl with a puppy. (1994) Original
painting accomplished in oils on 23.5 x 32 in. stretched canvas. Inscribed
and signed in Cyrillic on the verso. In very good to fine condition.
$200 - $300

1183. Portrait painting of a woman by unidentified artist. (1976)
Vintage original full-length figure of standing woman in a similar style
of Modigliani accomplished in oils on 35.25 x 60 in. stretched canvas.
Signed by the artist on the upper right corner. Exhibiting very little
wear or age. In vintage fine condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1187. Liza Minnelli personal
(2) Georg Jensen sterling silver
spoons in presentation box.
(ca. 1970s-1980s) Vintage set of
(2) 6 x 1.5 in. sterling silver spoons
with gold plate accompanied
by their original presentation
box with fitted interior. Spoons
exhibit age and patina. In vintage
fine condition. $200 - $300

1184. Liza Minnelli set of (4) Chinese character paintings.
(1980s) Vintage original (4) paintings of Chinese characters that translate
to “Welcome”. Accomplished in red and black acrylic on 24 x 30 in.
stretched canvases. Exhibiting only minor age and wear. In vintage fine
to very fine condition. $200 - $300

1185. Piero Aversa (2) pastel sketches. (ca. 1970s-1980s) Vintage
original set of (2) sketches accomplished in oil pastel on 17 x 23 in.
artist leaf visible through mat with (1) of two turtledoves and (1) of
flowers. Both signed by the artist “Piero Aversa” in the lower right. Both
exhibit some edge curling, toning to the top half, and general age. In
good condition. $200 - $300

1188. Liza Minnelli Kwan
Yin with headdress and
lotus seated on elephant
hand-carved bone figure.
(Undated) Vintage original
hand-carved bone figurine
measuring 10.5 x 5.5 x 3 in.
exhibiting hairline cracks to
the top of the elephant. The
flame fan on the back of
the figure is a separate piece
permanently affixed by bone
plugs. In very good to fine
condition. $200 - $300

1186. Hiro “Game Fowl, New York City, 4-8-81” series of (3) momumental photographs from the collection of Liza Minnelli.
(1981) Collection of (3) vintage original black & white monumental photographs by Hiro (Yasuhiro Wakabayashi) constituting a triptych
of game cocks in combat. Each measures 61.25 x 47 in. and is encased in an acrylic frame with backing board. All hand dated “‘81” with
title stamp, hand edition numbered 3/12, and signed “Hiro” with the photographer’s ink fingerprint on the verso. Liza herself sat for the
legendary fashion photographer, and Hiro captured the portrait featured on advertising material for her “3 Weeks at Carnegie Hall” concert
engagement. With a large chip out of the corner of 1-frame. Photos exhibit some waving. Otherwise in very good condition. $1,000 - $1,500
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1189. Liza Minnelli personal (6) crucifixes and religious items.
(ca. 1990s) Vintage and contemporary collection of (6) religious items
including (4) crucifixes with 1-carved pink marble crucifix, 1-carved
wood crucifix with decoupage image of Jesus, 1-stamped aluminum
crucifix, and 1-traditional cast iron crucifix with Jesus Christ all ranging
in size from 5.25 x 8.75 in. to 7.25 x 10 in. Also includes (1) 3 x 2 in.
wooden crucifix with brass Jesus affixed hanging from a 45 in. rosary of
carved wooden beads and (1) 18 x 18 in. square commemorative Pope
John Paul II scarf. All in vintage and contemporary very good to fine
condition. $200 - $300

1191. Liza Minnelli
art glass Nonfoux
studio vase and
plate. (1988) Original
Nonfoux
(Philip
Baldwin and Monica
Guggisberg) sculptural
art glass set, including
(1) 16 x 3.5 in. “bubble
plate” and (1) 13 x 4.25
in vase. Both signed
“B/G 88 Nonfoux”
on the bottom. Also
includes (1) red art
glass
footed
fruit
bowl. In very good
condition.
$200 - $300

1192. Liza Minnelli personal Steuben crystal “Saturn”
paperweight. (ca. 1990s) Vintage original crystal paperweight
consisting of a central flat bottom sphere circumscribed by a controlled
bubble outer ring. Measures 5.3 in. in diameter x 2.25 in. tall. Marked
on bottom, “Steuben”. Minor age and wear. Otherwise in very good
condition. $300 - $500
1190. Liza Minnelli large lot of (25+) assorted knickknacks.
(ca. 1960s-2000s) Large collection of (25+) vintage and contemporary
knickknacks and objects including (9) marble eggs, (1) silver dish, various
jewelry, (3) lidded pill boxes, (1) standing desk clock (untested), (1)
monogrammed small clock in silver base, (1) glass “Liza” paperweight,
(1) engraved silver-lidded “LS” cosmetic jar, (3) painted stones, (1)
painted conch shell, (2) faceted glass vials with engraved “LS” silver
lids, (2) carved stone totems, (1) Toledo, Ohio pewter bottle opener, (1)
Lucite plaque from the Kennedy Center Honors ceremony of 1998,
with photo of Bill Cosby, John Kander, Fred Ebb, Willie Nelson, Shirley
Temple, and André Previn, and (1) reliquary box with painted and
hammered metal Virgin Mary and child, and much more. All in vintage
and contemporary fair to very good condition. $200 - $300

END OF
DAY TWO

1193. Liza Minnelli personalized glass dresser casket. (ca. 1960s-1970s)
Vintage original leaded glass-paneled jewelry box measuring 9 x 7.5 x 3
in. featuring mirrored bottom and faceted cameo panel on the hinged lid
personalized, “Liza”. With mirrored bottom exhibiting wear and age. In very
good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1197. Liza Minnelli
personal
Lalique
“Sylvie”
dove
form crystal Sheba
Humanitarian
award. (1993) Vintage
original 8.25 x 6.74
x 4.25 in. crystal dove
award presented to Liza
in 1993. Marked on
the bottom, “Lalique
France”. In vintage fine
condition.
$200 - $300

1194. Liza Minnelli engraved Baccarat crystal lidded box. (ca.
1990s) Vintage original Baccarat crystal dresser box with Liza’s signature
engraved at top of lid. Retaining maker’s mark at bottom corner. Measures
approx. 5.25 x 4.25 x 2.5 in. Exhibiting some scratches to bottom and
minor wear from use. In very good condition. $200 - $300

1195. Liza Minnelli Daum France crystal table clock. (1990s)
Original Daum crystal table clock consisting of a 3 in. round clock
embedded in a 9 x 8 x 3 in. decorative ridged crystal frame. Exhibiting
minimal wear. In fine condition, with clock in working order.
$200 - $300

1196. Liza Minnelli crystal Bulgari ashtray and Tiffany & Co.
faceted paperweight. (No date.) Vintage original set of (2) crystal desk
objects including (1) floral motif baccarat crystal ashtray measuring 6 in.
in diameter by 2.5 in. tall and retaining the Baccarat France mark on the
bottom and engraved “Baccarat” on the lower side of the base and (1)
4 x 3 x 2 in. diamond-cut and faceted crystal paperweight retaining the
etched “Tiffany & Co.” mark on the bottom. Both exhibit only minor
wear. In vintage fine to very fine condition. $200 - $300
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1198. Liza Minnelli Steuben crystal vase. (ca. 2000s) Original crystal 9 x 9
in. crystal vase featuring etched maker’s mark on the bottom. In fine condition.
$200 - $300

1199. Liza Minnelli
personal pianoform combination
cigarette music
box. (Undated)
Vintage original silver
metal cigarette music
box in the shape of
a grand piano and
measuring 9.5 x 5
x 3.25 in. When the
upper lid is lifted
four tiers of grooved
wooden cigarette
holders telescope
outward presenting
any cigarettes housed
in box. Right side interior compartment contains the music box mechanism
accessed via a hinged door panel. The bottom of the box features four feet
with the bottom of the box painted in seafoam green enamel. Also the surfaces
are filigreed with flower motif. Exhibiting age, wear, and use. In very good
condition. $200 - $300
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1200. Liza Minnelli (2)
decorative art glass
vases. (ca. 1960s-1970s)
Vintage original set of (2)
art glass vases including
(1) Murano brand ruby
red and amber Sommerso
teardrop vase and (1) Adam
Jablonski
monumental
blue and purple tinted 17
in. vase signed by the artist
on the foot. Both pieces
exhibit minor age and
wear. In very good to fine
condition. $200 - $300

1201. Liza Minnelli collection of gift and novelty pieces. (ca.
1970s-1990s) Collection of vintage original miscellaneous items
including (3) clear glass 10 in. hurricane candle holders with silver bases
(with 1-spare base), (1) metal piano music box, (1) plastic metronome, (1)
rose quartz sphere, (1) “Happy Everything” plate, (2) 10 x 10 in. ceramic
tiles framed for wall hanging, (1) black and gold decorative tortoise, (1)
ceramic egg cup, (1) espresso cup, (2) lacquered hinged Russian jewelry
boxes, (3) dinner bells, 1-brass and 2-glass, (1) heart-shaped coin pouch,
(2) decorative shoes, and (2) hugging ghosts salt and pepper shakers. All
in very good to fine condition. $200 - $300

1202. Liza Minnelli Fairfield classic gold pattern china tea and
coffee service. (ca. 2000s) Original tea and coffee set including (2) 7
x 10 in. lidded tea pots, (1) 4 x 3.5 in. lidded sugar bowl, (1) 4 x 3 in.
creamer, (1) 3 x 4.5 in. cup, (1) 12 in. oval serving dish, and (1) 9.25 in.
bowl. Some rubbing to gold patterns. Overall, in good to very good
condition. $200 - $300

1203. Simon Scudera pop art female figure sculpture. (ca. 1980s) Vintage
original sculpture accomplished in copper pipe, ceramic, and acrylic paint by
Simon Scudera. Signed at left edge of mask, “Scudera”. Pop artist Simon Scudera
was Liza’s makeup artist for the Liza With a Z TV special. Once a free standing
sculpture measuring 16 x 89 x 13.5 in., the piece now consists of 5 constituent
parts, which could be readily reassembled, ranging in size from 8.25 x 21.5 x 6.5
in. to 40.75 x 6 x 8.75 in. In good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1204. Liza Minnelli (2) International Silver Co. silver plate candelabras.
(ca. 1960s-1970s) Vintage original set of matching candelabras with each
featuring 3-candleholders. Retaining felt on the bottom of the bases. Measuring
12.25 x 14.25 in. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

1207. Liza Minnelli collection of (12) hand thrown pottery cups.
(ca. 1990s-2000s) Collection of original unique earthenware pottery
cups, each measuring approx. 3 x 3 in. Exhibiting minor use. In very
good to fine condition. $200 - $300

1205. Liza Minnelli collection of (3) Tiffany & Co. by Elsa Peretti thumb
print bowls. (ca. 1960s-1970s) Vintage original set of (3) bowls ranging in size
from 7 x 4 in. to 15 x 5 in. All feature maker’s mark etched into bottoms. In very
good to fine condition. $200 - $300

1208. Liza Minnelli (9) ceramic and glass pieces from celebrity
haunts including Maxim’s, The 21 Club, Ciro’s and Trader Vic’s.
(ca. 1980s) Collection of vintage original legendary restaurant tableware,
including (1) Maxim’s 9 in. round dinner plate, (3) 21 Club 4 in. x 3 in.
rocks glasses with the “21” logo etched on faces, (4) 4 in. round Ciro’s table
ashtrays, (1) 6 in. tall Trader Vic’s figural mug in the form of a Burmese
giraffe-necked woman. All in fine condition. $200 - $300

1206. Liza Minnelli collection of (5) glass pieces including Tiffany &
Co. by Elsa Peretti. (ca. 1970s-1990s) Collection of (5) decorative glass pieces
including (3) candlestick holders, (1) sterling silver and glass vial bud vase, and
(1) Simone Cenedese designed Murano brand 15 x 11 in. glass bowl. Exhibiting
light wear and age. In very good condition. $200 - $300

1209. Liza Minnelli (5) Lambert special edition plates with designs
by Pablo Picasso. (ca. 1980s-1990s) Collection of vintage original 8.75
in. round ceramic plates featuring Picasso artworks including, “Femme”,
“Dove of Spring”, “Don Quixote”, “The Clown” and “Homage to the
Sun”. Exhibiting minor wear and age. All in fine condition. $200 - $300
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1210. Liza Minnelli red velvet headboard and bedframe. (ca. 1970s)
Vintage red button tufted headboard with matching velvet side rails and
footboard on stylized legs.This bed frame was featured in the October, 1981
Architectural Digest cover story on Liza Minnelli’s New York home. Measures
78 x 48 x 82 in. assembled. Exhibiting some light soiling and rubbing to
headboard, and split fabric and rubbing to side rails and foot board. In good
condition. $200 - $300

1211. Liza Minnelli (2) antique French arm chairs. (ca. Mid
19th Century) Set of (2) antique French giltwood armchairs featuring
hand-carved foliate accents, metal stud detailing, and later crimson and
gold floral upholstery. Including matching fringed seat cushions. Each
measures 31 x 42.5 x 21 in. Restuffed and repainted, the chairs exhibit
age and wear. In good condition. $800 - $1,200

1212. Liza Minnelli large pine dining table with turned legs. (ca. 1970s)
Vintage pine dining table with elaborate turned legs, integral extending cutting
board at left end, and drawer at right. Measures 80 x 34 x 39.25 in. Exhibiting
knicks, scratches, and dings to wood and areas of rubbing and finish loss. In
generally good condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1213. Liza Minnelli black velvet wingback sofa. (ca. 1990s) Large wingback sofa with stylized, swooping arm
rests, padded back, and 2-seat cushions. Measures approx. 78 x 32 x 40 in. Exibiting some rubbing to velvet, minor
soiling, age, and wear from use. In generally good to very good conditon. $200 - $300

1214. Liza Minnelli (2) laquered parlor tables. (ca. Early 20th Century) Set of (2) vintage original parlor tables with 2-hinged doors at
front that open to reveal a cabinet with shelf. The cabinets are coated in black laquer and feature panels and borders depicting Asian imagery
and motifs including gardens and lotus trees. Exhibiting some crazing to lacquer, scuffing, chips, minor cracks, age, and wear. In generally good
condition. $200 - $300

1215. Liza Minnelli (2) tan leather
couches. (ca. 1980s) Set of (2) overstuffed tan
leather lounge couches each with integral back
cushions, arms, and 2-seat cushions. Measuring
approx. 60 x. 28 x 40 in. Exhibiting minor
scuffing, age, and wear. In generally very good
condition. $200 - $300
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1216. Liza Minnelli collection of (25+) assorted silver-plate serving-ware. (ca. 1950s-1980s) Collection of vintage original (25+) silver plate pieces
including (2) water pitchers, (1) hinge-lidded teapot, (3) ice buckets, 1-lidded, (4) serving trays ranging from 21.25 x 12.5 in. to 23 x 14.5 in., (3) footed
champagne ice buckets ranging in size from 8 in. tall to 10 in. tall, (1) lidded chafing dish, (1) 10.5 in. serving bowl, (2) 6.75 in. silver plate copper saucers, (2)
approx. 10 in. wide glass serving bowls, 1-with silver plate foot, and 1- with silver plate rim, (1) wine caddy, (4) graduating size nesting footed serving bowls,
(1) 6-cup caviar caddy, and more. Exhibiting expected tarnish and patina. Ranging from good to very good condition. $800 - $1,200

1217. Liza Minnelli (7) Asian-themed housewares. (ca. 1990s) Collection of vintage
original (7) Asian artifacts including (1) white jade carved coin disk in original box, (1) 14 in.
tall lidded Chinese vase, (1) boxed collection of copper and enamel serving ware, (1) 6 x 8 in.
glazed ceramic teapot, (1) 4.5 in. round lidded bowl and (2) ceramic tea cups. In very good to
fine condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701

1218. Liza Minnelli leather, turquoise and bone
choker. (1980s) Vintage original Native American choker
necklace with wooden carved bone, red stone, metal and
turquoise beads. With leather cord tie exhibiting minor
age and wear. In vintage fine condition. $200 - $300
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1222. Liza Minnelli Swarovski gold rope and crystal jewelry set. (1990s)
Original Swarovski brand (2) piece gold silk rope braid set including (1) necklace with
crystal encrusted gold hoop chain links and (1) matching bracelet. Accompanied by the
original boxes. Exhibiting minor wear. In fine condition. $200 - $300

1219. Liza Minnelli pair of turquoise earrings. (1980s)
Vintage original carved 1.25 x 1 in. tablet-shaped dangle earrings
with silver pierced hoop settings. Exhibiting only minor wear. In
very good to fine condition. $200 - $300

1223. Liza Minnelli Swarovski silver and pink jewelry set. (1990s)
Original Swarovski brand (2) piece silver set including (1) faceted crystal
and bejeweled pink stone pendant and (1) set of matching earrings.
Accompanied by the original boxes. Exhibiting minor wear. In fine
condition. $200 - $300
1220. Liza Minnelli (2) crystal brooches. (1980s-1990s) Original faceted
teardrop crystal-encrusted angel’s wing brooches to be worn separately or as a
set. With locking pin backs. Exhibiting only minor wear and use. In fine to very
fine condition. $200 - $300

1221. Liza Minnelli Swarovski silver with pink and red heart jewelry
set. (1990s) Original Swarovski brand pink crystal and white and vermillion
enamel (2) piece jewelry set including (1) ribbon ring with central ball encrusted
with pink crystals and white accents and (1) matching bracelet on silver chain.
Accompanied by the original boxes. Exhibiting minor wear. In fine condition.
$200 - $300
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1224. Liza Minnelli signature Tiffany & Co. patent leather
passport envelope clutch. (ca. 2000s) Original Tiffany blue clutch
lined in cream leather. Retaining the Tiffany and Co. text logo stamp.
Measures 7.5 x 4.75 in. Housed in original box. In fine condition.
$200 - $300

www.profilesinhistory.com

1225. Liza Minnelli Swarovski silver cut-out bangle bracelet.
(1990s) Original Swarovski brand wide silver cuff bracelet with cutout
designs and encrusted with faceted crystals. Accompanied by the original
boxes. Exhibiting minor wear. In fine condition. $200 - $300

1228. Liza Minnelli Swarovski gold and crystal cube drop earrings.
(1990s) Original Swarovski brand faceted gold dangle earrings with faceted
cubes and crystal encrusted loops.Accompanied by the original boxes. Exhibiting
minor wear. In fine condition. $200 - $300

1226. Liza Minnelli Swarovski
silver mesh triangle earrings.
(1990s) Original Swarovski
brand dangle silver mesh triangle
earrings encrusted with faceted
crystals. Accompanied by the
original boxes. Exhibiting minor
wear. In fine condition.
$200 - $300
1229. Liza Minnelli Swarovski gold crystal
“Matador” ring. (ca. 1990s) Vintage original
gold metal ring with large Swarovski faceted
crystal and faceted crystal chips. Housed in
original clamshell box. In fine condition.
$200 - $300

1227. Liza Minnelli Swarovski
“Lightness” swirl drop earrings and
matching necklace. (ca. 2000s) Original
set of rhodium plated silver metal necklace
and drop earrings, featuring an interlaced
heart design of clear crystals. Housed in
original boxes. In fine condition.
$200 - $300

1230. Liza Minnelli Swarovski black with crystal
jewelry set. (1990s) Original Swarovski brand black
swirl and crystal (2) piece set including (1) round faceted
ebony crystal in a crystal encrusted silver swirl setting and
(1) matching ring. Accompanied by the original boxes.
Exhibiting minor wear. In fine condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1231. Liza Minnelli Swarovski crystal and
silver jewelry set. (1990s) Original Swarovski
brand (2) piece silver set including (1) silver cuff
bracelet with black and silver crystal encrusted
ball adornments and (1) set of matching earrings.
Accompanied by the original boxes. Exhibiting
minor wear. In fine condition. $200 - $300

1234. Liza Minnelli (4) Gianni Versace fashion accessories
including a belt, wrist cuffs, and more. (1980s-1990s) Original
collection of (4) Versace-branded fashion accessories including (1) black
leather belt with gold metal safety-pin motif logo pendants with square
gold metal buckle, (1) multi-strand logo brooch arm bracelet and (2)
black leather wrist cuffs with silver metal safety pin motif logo pendants.
All exhibit wear and age. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

1232. Liza Minnelli gold medallion Versace belt. (ca. 1980s-1990s) Vintage
original gold metal chain belt featuring logo coin style medallion with hook
closure. In very good to fine condition. $200 - $300
1235. Liza Minnelli Chanel gold tone earrings. (ca. 1980s) Vintage
original Chanel clip-on logo earrings, featuring hammered button tops
and crystal dangles. Measures 2 in. long. In very good to fine condition.
$200 - $300

1233. Liza Minnelli Tiffany & Co. hanging bag necklaces on silk cord.
(1980s) Vintage original set of (2) chainmail drawstring bag pendants on black
cord necklaces. (1) silver and (1) gold with black fabric tassels. Exhibiting minor
wear. Accompanied by original Tiffany blue boxes and interior black velvet
clamshell cases. In vintage fine condition. $200 - $300
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1236. Liza Minnelli (7) pairs of earrings. (1970s-1990s) Collection
of vintage original (7) dangle earrings including (1) Deco green triangle,
(1) set of butterflies, (1) gold metal and enamel hoop, (1) pearl and crystal,
(1) infinity hoop, and (1) shell and coral. All exhibit minor wear and age.
In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

www.profilesinhistory.com

1237. Liza Minnelli (3) Chanel gold tone metal belts. (1990s)
Original collection of gold metal Chanel jewelry and accessories
including (1) leather and gold link chain 18 in. triple-strand necklace
with Chanel logo coins, (1) 17 in. chain link necklace with Chanel logo
pendants, and (1) unique choker with custom scorpion link pendant. All
exhibiting minor wear. In very good condition. $200 - $300

1240. Liza Minnelli Russian gold and amethyst necklace. (ca. 1980s-1990s)
Original elaborate showpiece necklace constructed of purple amethyst 2 in.
dolphins with faceted crystal fins and gold metal filigree ornamentation strung
and gold metal Celtic woven 0.5 in. basket beads. The necklace culminates in
a large dangling pendant composed of a 3.5 in. diameter cross-section slice
of amethyst geode. Embellished at top with raw amethyst crystals, and three
dangling heart and faceted white crystal stones. Minor chipping to a few
dolphin tails. One heart pendant missing from central hub pendant. S-clasp
closure. Housed in original 15 in. oval felted box, with green satin lining on
interior, and red cord tassel monogramed fob and gold cord piping. Overall, in
good condition. $200 - $300

1238. Liza Minnelli Aaron Basha 18k
white gold tennis bracelet with eye
motif. (ca. 1980s-1990s) Original 7 in.
18K gold tennis bracelet with blue fish
eye beads in silver settings with lobster
claw clasp. Retaining the original Aaron Basha black, corded fabric
hinged clamshell case. In very fine condition. $200 - $300

1241. Liza Minnelli pair of Charles Aznavour Cartier aviator glasses. (ca.
1980s) Vintage original Cartier aviator glasses with gold wire frames and lightly
tinted lenses. Brown ear stems with embedded Cartier brand stamp. Housed in
original Cartier red paper and board hinged clamshell box with gold border, and
satin and velvet interior. In very good to fine condition. $200 - $300

1239. Liza Minnelli Greek 18k gold necklace in blue clamshell
case. (ca. 1980s) Vintage original choker style necklace with box
clasp, composed of stylized gold palm leaf links. Housed in navy blue
gilded clamshell case with white velvet and satin lining. In vintage fine
condition. $200 - $300

1242. Liza Minnelli Lalique cherub bracelet. (ca. 1990s) Vintage original
bangle style bracelet with sliding peg and safety latch closure, featuring concave
crystal cherub panels set hinged gold metal frames. Panels measure 3 in. Housed
in original Lalique grey leather clamshell box, logo on exterior, interior is satin.
Overall, in fine condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1243. Lalique necklace and earrings
set. (ca. 1980s) Vintage original silver
metal open choker-style necklace with
crystal butterflies in silver metal settings,
and (1) set of French wire butterfly
dangle earrings. Both housed in original
boxes. Metal exhibits tarnish, otherwise
in very good to fine condition.
$200 - $300

1246. Liza Minnelli (9) bone fashion accessories. (1960s-1970s)
Collection of vintage original (9) carved bone jewelry and accessories
including (4) bracelets, (1) oval pendant on red rope cord, (1) egg-shaped
dangle earring, (1) silver and bone ring, (1) swirl pendant, and (1) carved
orchid brooch. All exhibit age and wear. Orchid brooch shows some edge
loss. In good condition. $200 - $300

1244. Liza Minnelli (2) Elsa Peretti sterling silver lighters by Tiffany
& Co. (1970s-1980s) Vintage original set of (2) sterling silver pocket lighters
including (1) 3 x 1.25 in. rectangular lighter with flip lid and (1) 2.5 x. 1.25
in. oval lighter with flip top. Both retain the “T & Co.” stamp and the sterling
stamp. Exhibiting minor tarnish and wear from use. In very good condition.
$200 - $300

1247. Liza Minnelli Greek (8) sterling silver
cuff-style bracelets. (ca. 1970-1980s) Collection
of vintage original silver cuffs bracelets including
(1) Gucci, S. Kirk & son inscribed to Liza “it was
a party just to be near you”. Includes the names
of her colleagues from a 1973 fall concert. In very
good to fine condition. $200 - $300

1245. Liza Minnelli (2) Elsa Peretti sterling silver necklaces by Tiffany &
Co. (1970s-1990s) Vintage original set of (2) sterling silver necklaces including
(1) fine 8 in. clasp chain with a French horn pendant and (1) fine 8 in. clasp chain
with a mouse pendant. Both retain the “T & Co.” stamp and the sterling stamp.
Exhibiting minor wear. In very good condition. $200 - $300

1248. Collection of silver-tone fashion jewelry and accessories.
(ca. 1970s-2000s) Vintage and original collection of (30+) bracelets, rings,
earrings, pins, pendants, belts, brooches, and more. Exhibiting expected
tarnish and patina. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300
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1252. Liza
Minnelli lot of (4)
designer Purses.
(ca. 1980s-1990s)
Vintage original (4)
purses including (1)
black Prada brand 17
x 13 in. zipper top
handbag, (1) Michael
Kors brand 19 x 15
in. black faux alligator
hobo bag with gold
metal logo fob, (1)
Diesel brand 14 x 15
in. blue tote, and (1)
red and white 17 x
15 in. tote (maker’s
name illegible)
featuring red patent
leather and white
animal hair panels.
All in good to fine
condition.
$200 - $300

1249. Liza Minnelli gold tone jewelry accessories. (1980s-1990s)
Vintage and contemporary collection of (4) pieces of costume jewelry
including (1) gold metal and crystal dove’s wing bracelet, (1) gold metal
and faceted crystal-encrusted bee bracelet, (1) gold metal teardrop hoop
link 3-strand choker necklace, and (1) gold metal angel’s wings stick pin
with dangling uncultured pearl pendant. All exhibit age and wear, in
vintage and contemporary good to fine condition. $200 - $300

1250. Collection of gold-tone and multi colored fashion jewelry
and accessories. (ca. 1970s-2000s) Collection of (30+) vintage and
contemporary bracelets, earrings, pins, pendants, belts, brooches, and
more. In good to very good condition. $200 - $300

1251. Liza Minnelli (10) silver metal belt buckles and accessories.
(1970s-1980s) Collection of vintage original (10) silver metal fashion
accessories including (2) oversize domed belt buckles, (7) highly polished
round flat belt buckles, and (1) large scoop-shaped custom-made
oversized pendant on cloth rope necklace signed by the artist “Chris
Deblaker”. All exhibit age and wear. In good condition. $200 - $300

1253. Liza Minnelli “Miss Ziegfeld 1978” tiara. (1978) Vintage original
award tiara consisting of a variety of faceted crystals set in metal tiara frame
measuring 4.5 x 6 x 5 in. Exhibiting wear and age with only a few crystals
missing. In good condition. $200 - $300

1254. Liza Minnelli T. Anthony traveling hat case. (1980s-1990s) Original
T. Anthony brand hat case constructed of black canvas with chocolate leather
piping at edges and measuring approx. 20.5 in. round by 9 in. tall. Zippered and
hinged lid opens to reveal tan fabric lining with elastic pouch on the interior lid
and ruffled side fabric padding. Minor staining to the interior fabric. Exterior
exhibits minor use and wear. In very good condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1255. Liza Minnelli large set
of Louis Vuitton luggage. (ca.
1970s) Vintage original set of (8)
Louis Vuitton classic monogram
print luggage. Including (1) suitcase
measuring 33 x 20 x 11 in., (2)
garment bags measuring 20 x 23
x 10 in., (2) soft oversized totes
measuring 27 x 19 x 6 in., (1) 15
x 13 in. hatbox, and (2) locking
folios measuring 18.5 x 15 x 3 in.
and 21 x 16 x 3 in. Some exhibiting
heavy wear and use. Some in very
good condition. Most wear can
be restored with proper cleaning
and conditioning. Some marked
“M.G.”, assumed to be Mark Gero,
Liza’s 3rd husband. In vintage fair
to good condition. $800 - $1,200

1256. Liza Minnelli
dramatic illustration
of a Halston gown.
(ca. 1970s-1980s)
Vintage original fashion
sketch accomplished in
watercolor and artists felt
pens on 14.25 x 23.25 in.
Exhibiting minor handling
and some light fading to
pen ink. In very good
condition. $200 - $300

1257. Joe Eula watercolor triptych created as a Valentine for
Liza Minnelli. (ca. 1970s) Vintage original watercolor trio by famed
fashion illustrator, Joe Eula. Inscription begins on first card, ends on third,
“Liza….. A True Valentine XX Eula, Every day is Valentine’s Day with
Liza xxxxx Eula, Happy Happy Valentine From Joe”. Measures 4.25 x 6.5
in. Lightly handled, in vintage fine to very fine condition. $200 - $300

1258. Liza Minnelli (60) original Joe Eula sketches with
various programs and publications featuring his artwork.
(1970s-1980s) Vintage original theater-related art and ephemera
including (55+) original Joe Eula concept paintings for Liza
programs accomplished in pencil and watercolor on 4.25 x 6
.5 in. artist leaves with 5-signed by the artist, (1) invitation to a
promotional cocktail party for the show An Evening with Liza, (4)
playbills 3-for Liza in Concert and 1-for The Act and (5) programs
1-for Liza in Concert and 4-for Liza. All exhibit minor age and
handling. In very good condition. $200 - $300
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1259. Liza Minnelli original artwork for publication by Joe
Eula. (1970s) Vintage original (2) sketches accomplished in ink and
pastels on artists vellum sheets measuring 1-14.25 x 18.5 in. and 1-12.5
x 17.5 in. With 10.5 x 14.5 in. pasteup “Liza” title element. Sketches
have been tipped to backing board and presented in a loose mat. Both
signed in pencil in the lower right, “Eula”. In very good condition.
$200 - $300

1260. Liza Minnelli and Halston iconic oversize photograph. (ca.
1970s-1980s) Vintage original gelatin silver 16 x 20 in. double-weight semigloss portrait of Liza and Halston. Exhibiting some creasing, mild edge waving,
not affecting subject image. Also exhibits corner bumping and minor handling
and soiling. In generally vintage good condition. $200 - $300

1261. Halston self-portrait signed and inscribed to Liza Minnelli with
fabric swatches and other ephemera. (1980s-1990s) Original collection
of (40+) Halston-related materials including (25+) pages of paperwork related
to the “Halston: Absolute Modernism” exhibit at the Fashion Institute of
Technology in New York including inventories of and requests for Liza garments
and ensembles, (1) formal invitation to the event, (4) black and white photos
from the event including images of Jacqueline Onassis, Sean Young and others,
(1) press package and brochure for the release of Halston an American Original
book, (9) fabric swatches and (1) self-portrait by Halston accomplished in ink
on 8 x 12.5 in. lined loose leaf paper and inscribed and signed, “Dear Miss M. I
love you, xxoo H”. In very good condition. $200 - $300

1262. Joe Eula original artwork for the Halston memorial program.
(1990) Collection of vintage original artwork for the 1990 event program,
including the original sketch, original mockup for the design and a finished
program. Includes autograph note from Joe Eula to Liza discussing the design,
a sample of blue cardstock, and one other possible design concept in the form
of a Japanese character written on scrap paper. All lightly handled, in very good
to fine condition. $200 - $300

1263. Halston autograph quotation signed and
2-typed notecards signed. (1984) Vintage original
handwritten note on 8 x 12.5 in. lined paper from
Halston to Liza, “Take criticism and a compliment
because if they ever understand you – you’re fucked!!
Halston 2/12/84” and (2) personalized embossed
Halston notecards 1-typed, “You killed them pussy –
love” and signed in ink, “Halston”, and 1-card with a
sketch of a suggestive candlestick and inscribed, “Mate
to Elsa silver candlestick” and signed “Steve R.” All in
very good to fine condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1264. Halston (10+) oversize
photographs. (ca. 1970s-1980s)
Vintage original (10+) gelatin
silver single and double-weight,
glossy and semi-gloss, oversized
photos measuring approx. 14 x
11 in. Featuring Halston himself,
as well as models and friends.
Exhibiting signs of handling/age,
a few have minor edge toning,
and one has minor corner loss and tears, not obscuring the image. Overall, in good to fine condition. $200 - $300

1265. Liza Minnelli (15)
photographs for 1970s
celebrity-attended
performance and reception
including Josephine Baker
and others. (1970s) Collection
of (15) black and white 8 x 10
in. photographs of a star-studded
Liza performance with celebrities
in attendance including Marisa Berenson, Halston and others. In very good to fine condition. $200 - $300
1266.
Liza
Minnelli
(30+)
party snapshot and Polaroid
photographs. (1960s-2000s) Vintage
and contemporary photos and images
from Liza’s life including (10) Polaroid
photos with Christie Brinkley, Harvey
Keitel, Melanie Griffith, Ben Gazzara,
Halston, Griffin Dunne and others,
and (20+) black and white and color
photos ranging in size from 3.5 x 3.5
in. to 4 x 6 in. including images of Liza with Vincente Minnelli, Clint Eastwood and others. Exhibiting age and handling. In very good to fine condition.
$200 - $300

1267. Halston (650+) career
photographs,
negatives
and clippings archive.
(1960s-1980s/ some printed
later) Archive of vintage
original and later Halstonrelated material including
gelatin silver and color RC
and fiber-based photographs
ranging in size from approx.
4 x 3.25 in. to 8.5 x 11 in.,
negatives, contact sheets,
newspaper clippings, photocopies, magazines and more. Images depict vintage Liza and Halston candids, fashion images, Halston childhood images, events,
and fashion show photos. Includes newspaper clippings of Halston’s obituary. Also withs images of Halston, Liza and friends featuring Sally Struthers, Cindy
Lauper, Christopher Walken, Phyllis Diller, Susan Sarandon, and many more. Items are bound in 3-ring binders. With approx. (70+) loose photographs. All
exhibit signs of wear and age. In very good to fine condition. $400 - $600

1268. Halston (20+) photographer-credited fashion photographs. (ca. 1970s-1980s) Collection of vintage original (20+) gelatin silver and color
RC and fiber-based photographs ranging in size from 8 x 10 in. to 8.5 x 11 in. With studio and candid photographs of fashion models, Halston and Liza,
including images by Deborah Terbeville, Richard Colbert, Ron Galella, Dennis Piel, Avedon for Vogue, Michael Ferguson, Bill Cunningham, Berry Berenson
and others. Exhibiting minor wear and handling. Overall, in very good to fine condition. $200 - $300
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1269. Liza Minnelli (3) original stage number costume sketches by
Halston, including 2-Cabaret. (ca. 1970s-1980s) Vintage original (3) costume
sketches accomplished in pencil, ink, gouache on approx. 4.5 x 6.5 in. artists
leafs. Exhibiting some edge toning, minor handling, and a few pinholes from
production. Overall, in very good to fine condition. $200 - $300

1270. Liza Minnelli (2) original Cabaret stage ensemble costume
sketches by Halston. (ca. 1970s-1980s) Vintage original (2) costume
sketches accomplished in pencil, ink, gouache on approx. 4.5 x 6.5 in.
artists leafs. Exhibiting some edge toning and minor handling. Overall, in
very good to fine condition. $200 - $300

1271. Liza Minnelli (2) original stage ensemble costume sketches by
Halston. (ca. 1970s-1980s) Vintage original (2) costume sketches accomplished
in pencil, ink, gouache on approx. 4.5 x 6.5 in. artists leafs. Exhibiting some edge
toning and minor handling. Overall, in very good to fine condition.
$200 - $300

1272. Liza Minnelli
original costume
sketch signed
by Halston with
fabric sample. (ca.
1970s-1980s) Vintage
original sketch
accomplished in
pencil, ink, gouache
on approx. 4.5 x
6.5 in. artists leafs,
tipped to 8.5 x 11 in
Halston Enterprises,
Inc. 3-hole punched
stationery. With typed
production notes and
fabric swatch. Signed
by Halston, “H” in the
lower border. Overall,
in very good to fine
condition.
$200 - $300

1273. Liza Minnelli (2) original dramatic gown costume sketches
by Halston. (ca. 1960s-1970s) Vintage original (2) mixed media dress
sketches, tipped to Halston Enteprises letterhead. Measuring 8.5 x 11 in.
Lightly handled, moderate edge toning, original punch holes for binder.
Overall, in very good condition. $200 - $300

1274. Liza Minnelli (4) original costume sketches by
Halston. (ca. 1970s-1980s) Collection of vintage original
(4) costume sketches accomplished in pencil, ink, gouache
on approx. 4.5 x 6.5 in. artists leafs. Exhibiting edge toning,
minor handling, and a few pinholes from production.
Overall, in very good to fine condition.
$200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1275. Liza Minnelli (4)
original costume sketches
by Halston. (ca. 1970s-1980s)
Collection of vintage original (4)
costume sketches accomplished
in pencil, ink and gouache
on approx. 4.5 x 6.5 in. artists
leafs. Exhibiting some edge
toning, minor handling, and a
few pinholes from production.
Overall, in very good to fine
condition. $200 - $300

1276. Liza Minnelli (4) original
costume sketches by Halston.
(ca. 1970s-1980s) Collection of
vintage original (4) costume sketches
accomplished in pencil, ink, gouache
on approx. 4.5 x 6.5 in. artists leafs.
Exhibiting some edge toning, and
minor handling. Overall, in very good
to fine condition. $200 - $300

1277. Liza Minnelli (4) original
costume sketches by Halston.
(ca. 1970s-1980s) Collection of
vintage original (4) costume sketches
accomplished in pencil, ink, gouache
on approx. 4.5 6.5 in. artists leafs.
Exhibiting some edge toning, and
minor handling. Overall, in very good
to fine condition.
$200 - $300

1278. Liza Minnelli (4) original
costume sketches by Halston.
(ca. 1970s-1980s) Collection of
vintage original (4) costume sketches
accomplished in pencil, ink, gouache
and some metallic paint on approx. 4.5
x 6.5 in. artists leafs. Exhibiting some
edge toning, minor handling, and a few
pinholes from production. In very good
to fine condition.
$200 - $300

1279. Liza Minnelli (4) original
costume sketches by Halston.
(ca. 1970s-1980s) Collection of
vintage original (4) costume sketches
accomplished in pencil, ink, gouache
on approx. 4.5 x 6.5 in. artists leafs.
Exhibiting some edge toning, minor
handling, and a few pinholes from
production. Overall, in very good to
fine condition. $200 - $300
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1280. Liza Minnelli (4)
original costume sketches
by Halston. (ca. 1970s-1980s)
Collection of vintage
original (4) costume sketches
accomplished in pencil, ink,
gouache on approx. 4.5 x
6.5 in. artists leafs. Exhibiting
some edge toning, and minor
handling. Overall, in very good
to fine condition. $200 - $300

1281. Liza Minnelli (4)
original costume sketches
by Halston. (ca. 1970s-1980s)
Collection of vintage original (4)
costume sketches accomplished
in pencil, ink, gouache on
approx. 4.5 6.5 in. artists leafs.
Exhibiting some edge toning,
and minor handling. Overall,
in very good to fine condition.
$200 - $300

1282. Liza Minnelli (4) original
costume sketches by Halston.
(ca. 1970s-1980s) Collection of
vintage original (4) costume sketches
accomplished in pencil, ink, gouache on
approx. 4.5 6.5 in. artists leafs. Exhibiting
some edge toning, and minor handling.
Overall, in very good to fine condition.
$200 - $300

1283. Liza Minnelli (4) original
costume sketches by Halston.
(ca.
1970s-1980s)
Collection
of vintage original (4) costume
sketches accomplished in pencil,
ink, gouache and metallic paint
on approx. 4.5 6.5 in. artists leafs.
Exhibiting some edge toning, minor
handling, and a few pinholes from
production. Overall, in very good to
fine condition. $200 - $300

1284. Liza Minnelli (4) original costume
sketches by Halston. Collection of vintage
original (4) costume sketches accomplished in
pencil, ink, gouache on approx. 4.5 x 6.5 in.
artists leafs. Exhibiting some edge toning, and
minor handling. Overall, in very good to fine
condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1285. Liza Minnelli (4) original costume
sketches by Halston. Collection of vintage
original (4) costume sketches accomplished in
pencil, ink, gouache on approx. 4.5 x 6.5 in.
artists leafs. Exhibiting some edge toning, and
minor handling. Overall, in very good to fine
condition. $200 - $300

1286. Liza Minnelli (4) original costume
sketches by Halston. Collection of vintage
original (4) costume sketches accomplished in
pencil, ink, gouache on approx. 4.5 x 6.5 in.
artists leafs. Exhibiting some edge toning, and
minor handling. Overall, in very good to fine
condition. $200 - $300

1287. Liza Minnelli (4) original
swimsuit sketches by Halston. (ca.
1970s-1980s) Collection of vintage original
(4) swimsuit sketches accomplished in
pencil, ink, gouache on approx. 4.5 x 6.5
in. artists leafs, (3) corresponding 8.5 x 11
in. style book copies with notes, on holepunched paper. Exhibiting some edge
toning, minor handling, and a few pinholes
from production. Overall, in very good to
fine condition. $200 - $300

1288. Liza Minnelli (4) original costume
sketches by Halston. (ca. 1970s-1980s)
Collection of vintage original (4) swimsuit
sketches accomplished in pencil, ink, gouache
on approx. 4.5 x 6.5 in. artists leafs, tipped to 8.5
x 11 in. hole-punched Halston Enterprises, Inc.
stationery.With typed production notes. Overall,
in very good to fine condition.
$200 - $300

1289. Liza Minnelli (4) original costume
sketches by Halston. Collection of vintage
original (4) costume sketches accomplished in
pencil, ink, gouache on approx. 4.5 x 6.5 in.
artists leafs. Exhibiting some edge toning, and
minor handling. Overall, in very good to fine
condition. $200 - $300
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1290. Liza Minnelli (4)
original costume sketches
by Halston. (ca. 1970s-1980s)
Collection of vintage original (4)
sketches accomplished in pencil,
ink, gouache on approx. 4.5 x
6.5 in. artists leafs, tipped to 8.5
x 11 in. hole-punched Halston
Enterprises, Inc. stationery. With
typed production notes. Overall,
in very good to fine condition.
$200 - $300
1291. Liza Minnelli (4)
original costume sketches
by Halston. (ca. 1970s-1980s)
Collection of vintage original
(4) sketches accomplished
in pencil, ink, gouache on
approx. 4.5 x 6.5 in. artists leafs,
tipped to 8.5 x 11 in. holepunched Halston Enterprises,
Inc. stationery. With typed
production notes. Overall, in
very good to fine condition.
$200 - $300
1292. Liza Minnelli (4)
original costume sketches
by Halston. . (ca. 1960s-1980s)
Collection of vintage original (4)
sketches accomplished in pencil,
ink, gouache on approx. 4.5 x
6.5 in. artists leafs, tipped to 8.5
x 11 in. hole-punched Halston
Enterprises, Inc. stationery. With
typed production notes. Overall,
in very good to fine condition.
$200 - $300

1293. Liza Minnelli (4)
original costume sketches
by Halston. (ca. 1960s-1980s)
Collection of vintage original (4)
sketches accomplished in pencil,
ink, gouache on approx. 4.5 x
6.5 in. artists leafs, tipped to 8.5
x 11 in. hole-punched Halston
Enterprises, Inc. stationery. With
typed production notes. Overall,
in very good to fine condition.
$200 - $300
1294. Liza Minnelli (20+) Halston
costume and accessory sketches for
backup dancers. (ca. 1960s-1980s)
Collection of vintage original (20+)
design materials including (4) original
costume sketches accomplished in pencil,
ink, gouache on approx. 4.5 x 6.5 in. artists
leafs, (2) hand drawn and notated accessory
design sketches from D.D. Ryan of Halston
Enterprises, Inc. on 5.5 x 8.5 in. personal
stationery, and (1) autograph letter from
the Halston organization, “Love from us
all”, and (10+) 8.5 x 11 in. photocopied
sketches. All exhibit minor age and wear. Overall, in very good to fine condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1295. Halston (15) atelier-stamped
costume designs for NYPD uniforms.
(ca. 1980s) Collection of vintage original
(15) color photocopy of design sketches for
San Francisco police dept. uniforms. Halston
had designed these uniforms and three days
after the designer’s death, Liza performed for
the Police Athletic League benefit where San
Francisco officers told Liza that Halston’s
designs had saved their lives as he made it
easier to access their weapons. 3-sketches are
stuck together in the lower region. All else in
vintage fine condition. $400 - $600
1296. Liza Minnelli personal fashion
sketches, correspondence, and ephemera
from Halston and Yves Saint Laurent.
(ca. 1980s) Collection of vintage original pen
and ink sketches, letters and invoices from
Halston and Yves St. Laurent, as well as pitch
letters from two designers who wanted to
dress Liza, Carolyne Roehm and Andre Van
Pier. Measures from approx. 3 x 3 in. to 7.75
x 10.75 in. Exhibiting signs of age, handling,
and minor edge wear. Overall, in very good
condition. $200 - $300

1298. Liza
Minnelli croquis
painting by
Broca. (ca. 1970s)
Accomplished in
gouache on 9.25
x 12.5 in. woven
artist’s leaf. Signed
at bottom right,
“Broca”. Exhibiting
corner creasing,
marginal wear, and
light edge toning.
In good condition.
$200 - $300

1297. Halston original fashion sketches plus posthumous tribute
material. (1980s-1990s) Collection of fashion sketches and obituary materials
related to Halston including (5) costume sketches accomplished in black felt pen
on 8 x 12.5 in. to 8.5 x 11 in. lined and plain typing paper with notes in the
margins and attributed to Liza costumes, (1) 25+page program for the Council of
Fashion Designers of America Awards 1990, which included a tribute to Halston,
and (7) pages of a People magazine spread on the death of Halston tipped to
2-hole punched backing boards. Exhibiting age and wear. In good to very good
condition. $200 - $300

1299. Liza Minnelli (15) pairs of her signature
false eyelashes. (ca. 1980s-1990s) Original collection
of Liza’s (15) unworn black false eyelash sets including
(12) pair of Elite brand eyelashes, (2) pair of Andrea
brand eyelashes and (1) pair of Mac brand eyelashes.
All in unused fine condition. $200 - $300
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1300. Liza Minnelli
sheer gold lamé belted
jacket by Halston. (ca.
1960s) Bespoke sheer
gold lamé long cuffed
sleeve, open front jacket
with matching self belt.
Retaining the Halston
internal
bias
label.
Exhibiting minor wear.
In vintage fine condition.
$300 - $500

1301. Liza Minnelli bright
pink jumpsuit with black satin
collar. (1970s) Vintage original
bespoke pink polyester halter-style
jumpsuit with black satin peaked
collar. Tailored and darted waist
and zipper back closure. Bust lined
with ivory satin. Exhibiting wear
and age. In good condition.
$300 - $500

1302. Liza Minnelli night club wrap dress from a performance
with The Bojangles. (1970) Vintage original bespoke sunrise tie-dye
(2) piece ensemble including (1) mini skirt blouse with light collar
and open front and (1) matching wrap jacket. Retaining the internal
Halston bias label. Exhibiting minor age and wear. In very good to fine
condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1303. Liza Minnelli “Sally Bowles” Cabaret performance
ensemble, bowler hat, and boots. (Allied Artists, 1972) Cabaret (4)
piece performance ensemble including (1) black bugle beaded open
front jacket with peach applique patches overall, (1) satin halter top
vest with velcro front closure, (1) pair of elastic waist black satin pink
gem-studded hot pants with integral garter belts and (1) pair of black
suede leather ankle boots. Also includes a felt bowler hat and a pair of
contemporary fishnet stockings. Shorts retain internal Halston bias label.
Exhibiting minor age and wear. In fine condition. $4,000 - $6,000
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1304. Liza Minnelli black
beaded halter gown
by Halston. (ca. 1970s)
Bespoke black opalescent
sheer silk bugle beaded
floor-length gown with
halter top hook and eye
neck fastener, zipper back
closure and split front. No
labeling present. Exhibiting
minor wear. In fine
condition. $600 - $800

1305. Liza Minnelli black beaded
flapper-style dress by Halston.
(ca. 1970s) Bespoke black silk, sequin
and bugle beaded flapper dress with
spaghetti straps, zipper back closure
and v-shaped knee-length hem.
Beaded bodice graduates to beaded
fringe tiered from the waist to hem.
No labeling present. Exhibiting
minor wear. In fine condition.
$400 - $600

1306. Liza Minnelli 1973 Academy Awards
sunflower yellow ensemble by Halston (1973)
Bespoke yellow (2) piece ensemble includes (1) ankle
length sheath dress with spaghetti straps and scoop
collar and (1) matching buttonless jacket. Created
for Liza Minnelli by Halston and worn at the 1973
Academy Awards when Minnelli won the Oscar for
Best Actress for her role in Cabaret. Skirt altered for
later usage. No labeling present. In fine condition.
$800 - $1,200

310-859-7701
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1307. Liza Minnelli sheer
black with red bead
and sequin mini-dress
by Halston. (ca. 1970s)
Bespoke silk collarless black
silk long-sleeve mini dress
with ruby red bugle beads
and sequins. With zipper
back closure and single
hook and eye front neck
fastener. Featuring long
bugle bead fringe from
collar to hem. No labeling
present. Exhibiting minor
wear. In fine condition.
$400 - $600

1308. Liza Minnelli costume
and background costume from
Liza: Live at the Winter Garden
(1974) Vintage original bespoke
black and white with mirrored
studs stage dance costumes.
Sleeveless cross strapped with
integral hot pants and zipper back
closures (1) handwritten on the
interior Elizabeth Courtney bias
label, “Liza” and (1) handwritten,
“Sharon” (for backup dancer
Sharon Wylie). Exhibiting signs of
heavy stage wear and use. In very
good condition. $300 - $500
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1309. Liza Minnelli black, gold and silver geometric bead
and sequin ensemble by Halston. (ca. 1970s) Bespoke black,
gold and silver bugle beaded and sequined (2) piece ensemble
including (1) short standing collar long-sleeve mini dress with
zipper back closure and (1) matching open front long-sleeve
ankle-length wrap jacket with single hook and eye closure at
the neck and long integral scarf wrap. Retaining the Halston
internal bias labels. Exhibiting minor wear. In fine condition.
$400 - $600

www.profilesinhistory.com

1310. Liza Minnelli “Ruby Slippers” worn
at her wedding to Jack Haley, Jr. (1974)
Vintage original bespoke Herbert Levine brand
high-heeled court shoes encrusted with faceted
faux rubies. Gold insoles imprinted in left with
maker’s mark and in the right, “Especially for
Liza”. Worn by Liza at her 1974 wedding to Jack
Haley Jr. A sentimental tribute to Minnelli and
Haley’s famous parents that both starred in The
Wizard of Oz, Judy Garland as “Dorothy” and
Jack Haley Sr. as “The Tin Man”. In vintage very
fine condition. $2,000 - $3,000

1311. Liza Minnelli opalescent, black, silver
and butter sequin with pearl ensemble by
Halston. (ca. 1970s) Bespoke opalescent, black,
butter yellow, silver and black patterned sequin with
pearl embellishment (2) piece ensemble including (1)
pullover collarless long-sleeve tunic and (1) matching
elastic waist knee-length skirt. Retaining the Halston
internal bias labels. Exhibiting wear and some
missing sequins. In good to very good condition.
$400 - $600

1312. Liza Minnelli black, silver and gold sequin and bangle ensemble by Halston. (ca.
1970s) Bespoke black silk with black, gold, silver sequins, bugle beads, bell-bangle, sequin and pearl
embellishment (2) piece ensemble including (1) pullover tank top style mini dress and (1) matching
long-sleeve collarless jacket with single hook and eye neck closure. Retaining the Halston internal
bias labels and size labels marked “8”. Exhibiting minor wear. In fine condition. $400 - $600

310-859-7701
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1314. Liza Minnelli ivory bead and pearl ensemble by Halston. (ca. 1970s)
Bespoke ivory sequin and bead swirl patterned (2) piece ensemble with pearl
embellishment including (1) tank top pullover mini dress lined with nude silk and
(1) matching long-sleeve open front jacket. Retaining the Halston internal bias labels.
Exhibiting minor wear. In very good to fine condition. $400 - $600

1313. Liza Minnelli black with gold beading
performance dress. (ca. 2000s) Bespoke open front
long-sleeve, black silk hip-length coat with gold
starburst bugle bead and a single hook and eye closure
at the neck. No labeling present. Exhibiting minor
wear. In fine condition. $400 - $600

1315. Liza Minnelli black with
gold beaded starbursts ensemble
by Riazee. (ca. 1970s) Bespoke black
silk with gold bugle bead starbursts (2)
piece ensemble including (1) pullover
tank top style mini dress and (1)
matching long-sleeve collarless jacket
with single hook and eye neck closure.
Retaining the Riazee internal bias
labels. Exhibiting minor wear. In fine
condition. $400 - $600
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1316. Liza Minnelli green sequin sleeveless
dress with sequin and ostrich feather cape.
(1970s) Vintage original bespoke floor length,
halter-style green sequin gown with zipper
closure. Accompanied by matching green
sequin cape with elaborate ostrich feather
trim. Exhibiting some use, age and wear. In
good condition. $400 - $600

1317. Liza Minnelli
sheer purple ruffled
gown by Halston.
(1980) Vintage original
sheer purple pullover
gown with plunging
neckline and ruffle
collar, bias split in
the front with ruffled
underskirt. Bell sleeves
with ruffle cuffs. Worn
by Liza in a 1980 New
York photo shoot.
No labeling present.
In vintage very fine
condition. $400 - $600

1318. Liza Minnelli salmon
with gold beads and sequins
ensemble by Halston. (ca. 1970s)
Bespoke sheer salmon with gold
sequin and bead (2) piece ensemble
including (1) pullover tank topstyle mini-dress and (1) matching
long-sleeve open front jacket
with single fastener at the neck.
No labeling present. Exhibiting
minor wear. In very good to fine
condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1321. Liza Minnelli long peach
cashmere dress by Halston. (ca. 1970s)
Bespoke peach knit cashmere pullover
floor-length, long-sleeve, and scoopneck gown. Featuring right side slit in
the skirt from floor to hip. Retaining
internal Halston bias label and stat tag with
handwritten measurements. Exhibiting
minor wear. In vintage very fine condition.
$200 - $300

1319. Liza Minnelli teal halter tube
dress by Halston. (1970s) Vintage
original bespoke teal pullover strapless,
sleeveless gown with heavily ruched and
draped front and sides ending in a floor
length biased hem. Exhibiting minor
wear and age. In very good condition.
$400 - $600

1320. Liza Minnelli gray wool button down coat dress by
Halston. (ca. 1970s) Bespoke charcoal gray herring bone wool,
long-sleeve coat mini dress with notched lapel, 4-flap pockets and a
self-belt with decorative silver metal buckle. Retaining the Halston
internal bias label. Exhibiting minor wear. In fine condition.
$200 - $300
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1322. Liza Minnelli black silk
and sequin gown attributed
to designer Barbara Matera.
(ca. 1980s) Bespoke black floorlength sequin gown with sheer
lace bodice, ¾-sleeves, velcro
self-belt closure and crêpelined skirt. No labeling present.
Exhibiting minor wear. In fine
condition. $400 - $600

1323. Liza Minnelli ivory
beaded flapper-style dress by
Halston. (ca. 1970s) Bespoke
ivory silk, sequin and bugle beaded
flapper dress with spaghetti straps,
zipper back closure and v-shaped
knee-length hem. Beaded bodice
graduates to beaded fringe from
waist to hem. No labeling present.
Exhibiting minor wear. In fine
condition. $300 - $500

1324. Liza Minnelli pink sequin and bead
performance ensemble by Halston. (ca. 1970s) Bespoke
sheer pink sequin and bead diamond patterned (2) piece
ensemble including (1) pullover tank top-style top and (1)
matching long-sleeve open front jacket with single fastener
at the neck. No labeling present. Exhibiting minor wear. In
very good to fine condition. $400 - $600

310-859-7701
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1325. Liza Minnelli sheer red
beaded halter pantsuit ensemble
by Halston. (ca. 1970s) Bespoke fire
engine red beaded (2) piece ensemble
including (1) floor-length, halterstyle jumpsuit with elastic waist and
bodice lined in nude mesh and (1)
matching open front jacket with
balloon sleeves ruched shoulders
and attached by integral snaps at the
shoulder to the jumpsuit. No labeling
present. Exhibiting minor wear. In fine
condition. $300 - $500
1326. Liza Minneli white sequin
ensemble with pocket kerchief by
Halston. (1970s) Vintage original bespoke
ivory sequin (2) piece ensemble including
(1) sleeveless floor length gown with
shoulder straps and zipper back closure and
(1) matching long-sleeve peaked collar open
front jacket with faux hip flap pockets and
crêpe pocket square. Exhibiting age, wear and
some soiling to lining. In good condition.
$400 - $600

1327. Liza Minnelli sheer topaz and mocha
beaded ensemble with extra jacket by Halston.
(ca. 1970s) Bespoke silk topaz and mocha brown bugle
beaded (4) piece ensemble including (1) floor-length,
halter-style gown with split front, zipper back closure,
hook and eye fastener at neck (1) matching open front
jacket with balloon sleeves, (1) long-sleeve open front
jacket and (1) matching self belt. All garments lined in
nude mesh. No labeling present. Exhibiting minor wear.
In fine condition. $400 - $600
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1328. Liza Minnelli
sheer
black
with
cobalt blue beading
pantsuit ensemble by
Halston. (ca. 1970s)
Bespoke black silk with
cobalt blue bugle bead (4)
piece ensemble including
(1) tank halter-style
sleeveless floor length top,
(1) matching collarless
open front jacket with
single hook and eye neck
closure (1) matching floor
length elastic waistband
pants and (1) matching
self-belt. No labeling
present. Exhibiting minor
wear. In fine condition.
$400 - $600

1329. Liza Minnelli orange and gold sequin
and beaded ensemble by Halston. (ca. 1970s)
Bespoke orange and gold sequin and bead (3) piece
ensemble including (1) tank top-style pullover silklined top, (1) matching pair of ribbon waist pants
with zipper front closure and (1) matching open
front, ¾-wide sleeve jacket. No labeling present.
Retaining internal Halston bias label and tag with
handwritten “79”. Exhibiting minor wear. In fine
condition. $400 - $600

1330. Liza Minnelli sheer black with bronze bead
pantsuit ensemble by Halston. (ca. 1970s) Bespoke black
silk with bronze bugle bead (3) piece ensemble including
(1) tank top-style spaghetti strap sleeveless floor length nude
silk-lined jumpsuit, (1) matching collarless open front jacket
with single hook and eye neck closure and (1) matching
wide self-belt. No labeling present. Exhibiting minor wear.
In fine condition $400 - $600

310-859-7701
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1331. Liza Minnelli sheer olive
green sequin and beaded
pantsuit by Halston. (ca. 1970s)
Bespoke sheer olive green silk with
elaborate green sequin and bead (2)
piece ensemble including (1) longsleeve, v-neck blouse with snap front
closure, short standing collar and
(1) matching pair of elastic waist
long pants. No labeling present.
Exhibiting minor wear. In fine
condition. $400 - $600

1333. Liza Minnelli ivory and silver
beaded pantsuit by Halston. (ca.
1970s) Bespoke (3) piece ivory pantsuit
with silver diamond pattern bugle beads
and sequins including (1) tank top
pullover silk-lined top, (1) matching
pair of elastic waist pants with integral
suspenders and (1) matching ¾-sleeve,
collarless open front jacket with single
fastener at the neck. No labeling present.
Exhibiting minor wear. In very good to
fine condition. $400 - $600

1332. Liza Minnelli purple
silk sequined and rhinestone
ensemble. (1970s) Vintage original
bespoke purple beaded ensemble
including (1) sheer long blouse with
narrow snap v-neck closure, longsleeves and (1) matching pair of
elastic waist pants. No labels present.
Pants lined in purple silk netting.
Exhibiting minor age and wear. In
very good to fine condition.
$400 - $600
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1335. Liza Minnelli sequined
pearlescent white 2-piece pantsuit
by Halston. (1970s) Vintage original
bespoke (2) piece ivory sequin pantsuit
including (1) jacket with short collar,
long button cuff sleeves and zipper
front closure and (1) matching pair
of elastic waist pants. Both retain the
internal Halston bias labels. Exhibiting
some wear and age. In very good
condition. $400 - $600

1334. Liza Minnelli sheer black with small
sequins ensemble. (1970s) Vintage original
bespoke black sequin (2) piece ensemble
including (1) long-sleeve, boat neck long jacket
with single hook and eye neck closure and (1)
matching pair of elastic waist pants. Exhibiting
minor age and wear. In very good condition.
$400 - $600

1336. Liza Minnelli opalescent and black sequin
patterned ensemble by Halston. (ca. 1970s) Bespoke
opalescent and black patterned sequin (3) piece ensemble
including (1) halter top with hook and eye back fastener (1)
matching pair of elastic waist long pants and (1) matching
open front long-sleeve jacket. Retaining the Halston
internal bias label. Exhibiting minor wear. In very good to
fine condition. $600 - $800

310-859-7701
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1337. Liza Minnelli
black silk and ruby
red beaded ensemble
by Halston. (ca. 1980s)
Bespoke sheer black silk
with ruby red bugle bead
geometric patterned (3)
piece ensemble including
(1) pullover, collarless,
¾-sleeved tunic, (1) pair
of matching elastic waist
pants and (1) matching
long scarf with bead
fringed ends. No labeling
present. Exhibiting minor
wear. In fine condition.
$300 - $500

1338. Liza Minnelli sheer turquoise
beaded mini-dress by Halston. (ca.
1970s) Bespoke turquoise silk buglebeaded collarless, long balloon sleeved
mini-dress with geometric bugle bead
embroidery and integral sash-style self
belt. Lined in nude mesh. No labeling
present. Exhibiting minor wear. In fine
condition. $300 - $500

1339. Liza Minnelli opalescent, black and mustard sequin ensemble by
Halston. (ca. 1970s) Bespoke opalescent, black and mustard yellow patterned
sequin (2) piece ensemble including (1) pullover collarless long-sleeve tunic and
(1) matching scarf/shawl. No labeling present. Exhibiting minor wear. In fine
condition. $400 - $600
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1340. Liza Minnelli sheer
pink bead and fringe
ensemble by Halston. (ca.
1970s) Bespoke blush pink silk
sequin and clear bead (2) piece
ensemble including (1) tank
top-style pullover silk-lined
top, (1) matching pair of elastic
waist pants. No labeling present.
Exhibiting wear and some
missing beads and a 10 in. tear
left side of the top. In vintage fair
to good condition. $400 - $600

1341. Liza Minnelli ivory and blue
wool linen ensemble by Halston.
(1970s) Vintage original bespoke blue
and crème plaid linen (2) piece ensemble
including (1) long coat with short peaked
collar, 2-hip flap pockets and button front
closure and (1) pair of zipper front pants.
Retaining the internal Halston bias label.
Exhibiting wear, age and minor soiling.
In very good condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701

1342. Liza Minnelli brown and tan
wool ensemble by Halston. (1970s)
Vintage original bespoke tan and brown
wool (2) piece ensemble including (1)
sleeveless long vest-style top with 2-hip
flap pockets and button front closure and
(1) pair of matching elastic waist pants.
Retaining the internal Halston bias label.
Exhibiting minor wear and age. In very
good to fine condition. $300 - $500
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1344. Liza Minnelli purple chiffon
with gold sequin pattern ensemble
by Halston. (1970s) Vintage original
bespoke sheer purple with gold sequin
applique pattern (2) piece ensemble
including (1) pullover long-sleeve v-neck
kaftan-style blouse and (1) matching pair
of elastic waist pants. No labels present.
Exhibiting age, wear and some fading. In
good condition. $300 - $500

1343. Liza Minnelli baby blue sequin
performance ensemble. (ca. 1970s) Bespoke
baby blue sequin (2) piece performance costume
including (1) pullover v-neck blouse with cuffed
long-sleeves, short standing collar and (1) matching
pair of elastic waist pants. Both retain the Carelli
Costumes, New York internal bias label with both
typed, “Ms. Minelli” (sic). Exhibiting minor wear. In
fine condition. $400 - $600
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1345. Liza Minnelli bright red
sequin ensemble by Halston. (ca.
1970s) Bespoke ruby red sequin (3) piece
ensemble including (1) long bell sleeved,
collarless open front jacket (1) matching
pair of zipper front and snap waist closure
long pants and (1) matching choker with
hook and eye closure. Retaining the
Halston internal bias label. Exhibiting
minor wear. In very good condition.
$400 - $600
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1346. Liza Minnelli black
floral
pattern
beaded
ensemble by Halston. (ca.
1970s) Bespoke sheer black
with swirl and floral pattern
bugle bead (2) piece ensemble
including (1) pullover tank topstyle tunic and (1) matching
pair of long elastic waist pants.
No labeling present. Exhibiting
minor wear. In fine condition.
$400 - $600

1347. Liza Minnelli crème silk ensemble
by Halston. (ca. 1970s) Bespoke crème silk (2)
piece ensemble including (1) halter top with short
collar and lapel with hook and eye back closure
and (1) matching pair of slacks with zipper front
closure. Pants retaining internal Halston bias label.
Exhibiting minor wear. In fine condition
$300 - $500

310-859-7701

1348. Liza Minnelli royal blue silk ensemble
by Halston. (ca. 1970s) Bespoke royal blue
silk (3) piece ensemble including (1) sleeveless,
pullover v-neck floor-length gown with bias
hem, (1) matching pair of elastic waist trousers
and (1) matching long scarf wrap. Gown retains
the internal Halston bias label. Exhibiting minor
wear. In fine condition. $400 - $600
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1350. Liza Minnelli set of
(2) variant cobalt blue satin
ensembles by Halston. (ca. 1970s1980) Bespoke set of (2) cobalt blue
ensembles: (1) sleeveless floor length
cutaway dress, matching elastic waist
pants and matching scarf and (1) floor
length sleeveless dress and matching
long scarf. No labeling present. In
fine condition. $400 - $600

1349. Liza Minnelli chocolate brown
satin ensemble by Halston. (ca. 1970s)
Bespoke rich brown satin (3) piece
ensemble including (1) sleeveless, collarless
floor-length gown with bias hem and
shoulder strap hook and eye closure, (1)
matching pair of satin elastic waist trousers
and (1) matching long scarf wrap. No
labeling present. Exhibiting minor wear. In
fine condition. $400 - $600
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1351. Liza Minnelli black
satin bias ensemble by
Halston. (1970s) Vintage
original bespoke black satin
(2) piece ensemble including
(1) tank top-style sleeveless,
collarless gown with floorlength bias hem open in front
to the thigh and (1) matching
long satin scarf. No labeling
present. Exhibiting minor wear
and age. In very good to fine
condition. $400 - $600
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1352. Liza Minnelli multi color zig-zag
design “Disco” pantsuit ensemble by
Missoni. (1970s) Vintage original mod zig-zag
(2) piece ensemble including (1) tank top style
pullover tunic and (1) matching pair of elastic
waist pants. Retaining the internal Missoni
maker’s label. Exhibiting wear and age. In good
condition. $300 - $500

1354. Liza Minnelli navy blue doublebreasted pantsuit by Halston. (ca. 1970s)
Bespoke navy blue wool (3) piece ensemble
including (1) long-sleeve jacket with notched
lapel and double-breasted button front (1)
matching pair of long pleated pants with
zipper front closure and (1) matching long
scarf. Retaining the Halston internal bias label.
Exhibiting minor wear. In fine condition.
$300 - $500

1353. Liza Minnelli plum crêpe ensemble by Halston.
(ca. 1970s) Bespoke plum silk crêpe (3) piece ensemble
including (1) deep v-neck short collar pullover longsleeve tunic, (1) matching pair of elastic waist pants and (1)
matching long scarf. Pants retaining internal Halston bias label.
Exhibiting minor wear. In fine condition. $400 - $600

310-859-7701
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1356.
Liza
Minnelli
red satin ensemble by
Halston. (1970s) Vintage
original bespoke crimson
satin gown with off the
shoulder gown with bias
hem split to left thigh and
integral train/scarf affixed to
the left shoulder. Upper lined
in stretch fabric. No labels
present. Exhibiting wear and
age. In good condition.
$400 - $600

1355. Liza Minnelli red linen ensemble by Halston.
(1970s) Vintage original bespoke red (2) piece ensemble
including long blouse jacket with peaked collar, long
buttoned cuff sleeves and button front closure and (1) pair
of matching pants. Exhibiting minor age and wear. In fine
condition. $300 - $500
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1357. Liza Minnelli ivory silk
ensemble by Halston. (ca.
1970s-1980s) Original (2) piece
ivory raw linen ensemble including
(1) jacket with short peaked collar,
long-sleeves and button front closure
and (1) matching pair of zipper front
pants. Both retaining the internal
Halston bias label. Exhibiting minor
wear and age. In very good to fine
condition. $300 - $500

@
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1358. Liza Minnelli green ensemble by Halston.
(1970s) Vintage original bespoke (2) piece kelly green
ensemble including (1) peaked short lapel, long-sleeve
button down shirt and (1) matching pair of zipper
front pants. Both retain the internal Halston bias label.
Exhibiting minor wear and age. In fine condition.
$300 - $500
1359. Liza Minnelli crème satin
ensemble by Halston. (ca. 1970s)
Bespoke sleek crème silk (2) piece
ensemble including (1) long-sleeve,
v-neck pullover blouse and (1) matching
pair of elastic waist long pants. No
labeling present. Exhibiting minor wear.
In fine condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701

1360. Liza Minnelli black linen ensemble
by Halston. (1970s) Vintage original bespoke
black linen (2) piece pantsuit, including (1)
blazer with long-sleeves, rounded notched
lapel and button front closure and (1) matching
pair of elastic waist pants. Blazer retains the
internal Halston bias label. Exhibiting minor
age and wear In very good condition.
$300 - $500
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1363. Liza Minnelli red
sequin tuxedo pantsuit
ensemble by Halston.
(ca. 1970s) Bespoke ruby
red sequin (4) piece tuxedo
including
(1)
sleeveless
jumpsuit with spaghetti straps
and zipper back closure, (1)
matching tuxedo jacket with
open front, notched lapel and
2-faux hip pockets and one
breast pocket with kerchief,
(1) matching sequin bow
tie, and (1) sequin fedora.
Retaining
the
Halston
internal bias label. Exhibiting
minor wear. In very good
condition. $600 - $800

1361 Liza Minnelli brown patterned ensemble
by Halston. (1970s) Vintage original bespoke
chocolate brown paneled (2) piece ensemble
including (1) blouse boat neck pullover tunic with
irregular biased hem and (1) pair of matching elastic
waist pants. No labels present. Exhibiting age and
wear. In very good to fine condition. $400 - $600

1362. Liza Minnelli sheer chiffon rainbow tie-dye ensemble
by Halston. (ca. 1990s) Bespoke multi-color tie-dyed chiffon (4)
piece ensemble including (1) open front, long balloon sleeve with
elastic cuffs, short tunic, (1) pair of matching pants with elastic
waist and zipper front closure and (1) matching long scarf all by
Halston. Also includes a vintage pair of Lucky brand blue jeans,
which Liza wore with the tunic and belt. No labeling present.
Exhibiting minor wear. In fine condition. $300 - $500
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1364. Liza Minnelli (4) nude and
black gowns and a pantsuit. (ca.
1970s-1980s) Vintage original (4) satin
and crêpe, nude mesh at bust including (3)
black satin pullover floor-length gowns
with plunging v-necks bridged by nude
mesh and with short weighted batwing
sleeves and (1) black crêpe off-theshoulder pantsuit. No labeling present.
Exhibiting age and wear. In very good to
fine condition. $300 - $500

1365. Liza Minnelli sheer black
crystal wrap ensemble. (ca. 1970s)
Bespoke black lace (2) piece ensemble
with black bugle beads, stones and
faceted teardrop ornaments and
embroidery including (1) collarless
long-sleeve jacket and (1) heavily
beaded matching scarf/shawl. No
labeling present. Exhibiting minor
wear. In very good to fine condition.
$600 - $800

1366. Liza Minnelli deep blue
sequin gown by Halston. (ca.
1970s) Vintage original bespoke
floor-length cobalt blue sequin
gown with deep plunging neckline,
zipper long-sleeves and front closure.
Central slit in skirt front. Retaining
the internal Halston bias label.
Exhibiting age and wear. Front
zipper is frozen. In good condition.
$600 - $800

310-859-7701
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1367. Liza Minnelli grey bibcollared baby doll dress. (1980s)
Vintage original sheer pewter gray
knee-length baby doll dress with
thread embroidered bib collar, longsleeves and button front closure.
Integral shoulder pads. No labels
present. Exhibiting some wear and age.
In good condition.
$200 - $300

1368. Liza Minnelli sheer bright yellow
beaded ensemble by Halston. (ca. 1970s)
Bespoke sunshine yellow silk bugle-beaded
(2) piece ensemble including (1) short
collar, ¾-cuffed sleeve jacket with snap
front closure and (1) matching pair of long
pants with zipper front closure. Both pieces
lined in yellow satin. No labeling present.
Exhibiting minor wear. In very good to fine
condition. $300 - $500

1369. Liza Minnelli grey cashmere ensemble
by Halston. (1970s) Vintage original gray
cashmere (3) piece ensemble including (1) v-neck
sweater, (1) halter-style jumpsuit and (1) pair of
elastic waist pants. Retaining the internal Halston
bias labels. Exhibiting some wear and age. In very
good condition. $200 - $300
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1370. Liza Minnelli fuchsia topcoat
ensemble and golden kaftan. (1970s) Vintage
original (2) garments including (1) fuchsia long
topcoat, elastic waist pants and pleated miniskirt
and (1) Chado brand golden floor-length kaftan.
All items in very good to fine condition.
$400 - $600

1371. Liza Minnelli tan leather
jacket by Halston with black
pants. (ca. 1970s) Bespoke tan leather
pullover zippered v-neck jacket and
black pants with tan leather lace
closures and long decorative fringe.
Jacket retains the Halston bias label.
Pants retain Chinese maker’s label. In
very good to fine condition.
$300 - $500

1372. Liza Minnelli burgundy suede
ensemble by Halston. (ca. 1970s)
Bespoke burgundy pantsuit (3) piece
ensemble including (1) crème colored
pullover long-sleeve v-neck blouse (1)
burgundy suede long-sleeve button front
jacket and (1) pair of matching burgundy
suede zipper front pants. Retaining the
internal Halston bias label. Exhibiting
minor wear and age. In fine condition.
$300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1373. Liza Minnelli bronze pants
with black turtleneck sweater vest by
Halston. (1970s-1980s) Vintage original
bespoke (2) piece ensemble including
(1) black wool knit sleeveless turtleneck
sweater and (1) pair of bronze satin zipper
front pants. Retaining the internal Donna
Karan and Halston bias labels. Exhibiting
minor wear, age and some fading. In good
condition. $300 - $500

1375. Liza Minnelli purple (2) piece ensemble by
Halston. (1970s) Vintage original bespoke chocolate
brown chiffon (3) piece ensemble including (1) sheer
diaphanous pullover blouse with long wide flowing
sleeves and floor length skirt and (2) matching long
scarfs (could be used to belt also). No labels present.
Exhibiting minor wear and age. In vintage very fine
condition. $300 - $500

1374. Liza Minnelli red turtleneck knit top with black pants
by Halston. (1970s) Vintage original (2) piece ensemble including (1)
fire engine red long-sleeve cowl turtleneck tunic and (1) pair of black
pleated zipper front pants. The pants retain the internal Halston bias
label. Exhibiting minor wear and age. In very good condition.
$300 - $500
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1378. Liza Minnelli silver
beaded tunic. (ca. 1970s)
Vintage original silver sheer
fabric boat neck, longsleeve tunic with slit sleeves
and elaborate hexagonal
bugle bead and pearl bead
appliqué. Retaining internal
Halston label. Exhibiting
minor wear. In very good
condition. $300 - $500

1376. Liza Minnelli ivory tunic and scarf with bead
and pearl embellishment by Halston. (ca. 1970s) Bespoke
ivory silk, bugle-bead and pearl embroidered pullover,
collarless, long-sleeved tunic. With matching self belt and
matching long scarf with bead fringed ends. Includes an extra
beaded sash belt. Retaining the Halston internal bias label
and size label marked “8”. Exhibiting minor wear. In fine
condition. $400 - $600

1377. Liza Minnelli blue knit sweater and
dress ensemble by Halston. (1970s) Vintage
original bespoke vibrant blue knit wool (2)
piece ensemble including (1) long-sleeve v-neck
button front sweater and (1) matching halterstyle jumpsuit. Retaining the internal Halston
bias label. Exhibiting only minor age. In very
good to fine condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1379. Liza Minnelli yellow, green and
pink patterned ensemble from the Rio
Line by Halston. (1970s) Vintage original
sunflower orange pink and green print
patterned (4) piece ensemble including (1)
halter-style jumpsuit with elastic waist, (1)
matching open front collarless short sleeve
jacket, (1) matching scarf and (1) matching
parasol. Retaining the internal Halston bias
label. Exhibiting minor age and wear. In
very good condition. $400 - $600
1380. Liza Minnelli fruit patterned
ensemble from the Rio Line by
Halston. (1970s) Vintage original
bespoke (3) piece fruit pattern print
ensemble including (1) waist-cropped
short sleeve blouse with tie front, (1)
matching pair of elastic waist pants
ands (1) matching scarf. No labels
present. Exhibiting minor wear. In
fine condition. $400 - $600

1381. Liza Minnelli yellow, green
and pink patterned ensemble
from the Rio Line by Halston.
(1970s) Vintage original sunflower
orange pink and green print patterned
(4) piece ensemble including (1) halter
style jumpsuit with elastic waist, (1)
matching open front collarless short
sleeve jacket, (1) matching scarf and
(1) matching parasol. Retaining the
internal Halston bias label. Exhibiting
minor age and wear. In very good
condition. $400 - $600
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1384. Liza Minnelli pink patterned
ensemble from the Rio Line by Halston.
(1970s) Vintage original bespoke pink print
patterned (4) piece ensemble including (1)
halter style jumpsuit with zipper back closure,
(1) matching open front collarless wrap jacket,
(1) matching scarf and (1) matching parasol.
Retaining the internal Halston bias label.
Exhibiting minor age and wear. In very good
condition. $300 - $500

1382. Liza Minnelli red and crème stripe ensemble
by Halston. (1970s) Vintage original bespoke crème,
multi-color stripe and red (3) piece ensemble including
(1) v-neck pullover long-sleeve blouse, (1) long
matching scarf/sash and (1) pair of fire engine red pants.
Exhibiting age and minor wear. In very good condition.
$300 - $500

1383. Liza Minnelli maroon and white
patterned ensemble from the Rio Line
by Halston. (1970s) Vintage original bespoke
maroon and white zig-zag pattern (2) piece
ensemble including (1) open front long-sleeve
blouse and (1) matching halter-style elastic waist
jumpsuit. Retaining the internal Halston bias
label. Exhibiting minor age and wear. In fine
condition. $400 - $600

310-859-7701
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1385. Liza Minnelli orange patterned
ensemble from the Rio Line by Halston.
(1970s) Vintage original bespoke orange and red
print patterned (3) piece ensemble including (1)
long-sleeve button front blouse, (1) pair of red
elastic waist pants and (1) matching scarf. Retaining
the internal Halston bias label. Exhibiting minor
age and wear. In very good condition. $400 - $600

1387. Liza Minnelli blue and green
patterned ensemble from the Rio
Line by Halston. (1970s) Vintage original
bespoke sky blue and green patterned (3)
piece ensemble including (1) long wrap dress
with long-sleeves, shawl lapel and open front,
(1) matching pair of elastic waist pants and (1)
matching scarf. No labels present. Exhibiting
minor age and wear. In very good condition.
$400 - $600

1386. Liza Minnelli yellow, orange and pink
patterned ensemble from the Rio Line by
Halston. (1970s) Vintage original bespoke sunrisecolored (2) piece ensemble including (1) kaftan-style
pullover v-neck blouse and (1) pair of matching elastic
waist pants. No labeling present. Exhibiting minor age
and wear. In fine condition. $300 - $500
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1388. Liza Minnelli tropical patterned ensemble
from the Rio Line by Halston. (1970s) Vintage original
bespoke tropical flower print (2) piece ensemble including
(1) collarless pullover knee-length dress and (1) matching pair
of elastic waist pants. No labels present. Exhibiting minor age
and wear. In very good to fine condition. $400 - $600

1389. Liza Minnelli crème “Rumba”
patterned ensemble from the Rio
Line by Halston. (1970s) Vintage original
bespoke crème and flower print (2) piece
ensemble including (1) collarless kneelength dress and (1) matching pair of elastic
waist pants. No labels present. Exhibiting
minor age and wear. In very good to fine
condition. $400 - $600

310-859-7701

1390. Liza Minnelli red and black
patterned ensemble from the Rio
Line by Halston. (1970s) Vintage
original bespoke red and black dot print
(2) piece ensemble including (1) kneelength pullover v-neck dress and (1)
matching pair of elastic waist pants. No
labels present. Exhibiting minor age and
wear. In very good to fine condition.
$400 - $600
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1391. Liza Minnelli pink and
blue patterned ensemble from
the Rio Line by Halston. (1970s)
Vintage original bespoke pink
print patterned (3) piece ensemble
including (1) halter style jumpsuit
with elastic waist, (1) matching
open-front collarless smock-style
blouse and (1) matching scarf.
Retaining the internal Halston
bias label. Exhibiting minor age
and wear. In very good condition.
$400 - $600

1392. Liza Minnelli yellow tropical
print “Resort” collection ensemble
by Halston. (ca. 1978) Bespoke yellow
silk multi-color print (2) piece ensemble
including (1) pullover, v-neck tunic with
long balloon sleeves with elastic cuffs and
(1) matching pair of elastic waist pants.
No labeling present. From the Halston
“Resort” collection. Exhibiting minor
wear. In fine condition. $300 - $500
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1393. Liza Minnelli (4) Halston parasols. (1970s)
Vintage original (4) solid color polyester parasols with
bamboo handles and 3-with bamboo tops including
(1) chocolate brown, (1) vivid blue, (1) purple and (1)
crimson. Made by Halston to accompany swimsuits
created for Liza. All parasols remain in very good to
fine condition. $300 - $500

www.profilesinhistory.com

1394. Liza Minnelli (2) stage
leotards. (1970s) Vintage original
bespoke set of (2) leotards (1) red and
(1) blue. Featuring thin shoulder straps,
nude nylon lining and zipper back
closures. Exhibiting heavy use and age.
In good condition. $300 - $500

1395. Liza Minnelli black fringed jacket by Halston. (ca. 1970s)
Bespoke black tassel-fringed jacket with long-sleeves, single hook and
eye closure at neck and tiered fabric fringe applied from collar to hem.
Retaining the Halston internal bias label. Exhibiting minor wear. In
vintage very fine condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701

1396. Liza Minnelli sheer black beaded jacket by
Halston. (ca. 1970s) Bespoke black sheer silk with opalescent
beads bat wing collarless jacket with oversize sleeves and
paneled back. No labeling present. Exhibiting minor wear. In
vintage very fine condition. $300 - $500
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1397. Liza Minnelli sheer black with gold sequin
ensemble by Halston. (ca. 1970s) Bespoke black
crêpe silk with gold flower pattern sequin embroidered
(2) piece ensemble including (1) halter top with hook
and eye neck closure and (1) matching collarless sheer
knee-length wrap with one hook and eye closure at
the neck. No labeling present. Exhibiting minor wear.
In fine condition. $300 - $500

1399. Liza Minnelli
flowing sheer gold
and black wrap by
Halston. (ca. 1970s) Bespoke
vintage sheer black silk with
gold bullion threaded embroidered
stripes. With wide ¾-sleeves and self
belt. Elastic waist short peplum. No
labeling. Worn by Liza Minnelli at Studio
54 while accompanying the designer Roy
Halston in 1974. Exhibiting minor wear
and age. In fine condition. $400 - $600

1398. Liza Minnelli sheer black with silver
sequin and bead jacket by Halston. (ca. 1970s)
Bespoke sheer black silk net long-sleeve, open
front jacket with elaborate silver bugle bead, sequin
and crystal ornamentation. Points at the cuffs and
hem. No labeling present. Exhibiting minor wear.
In fine condition. $400 - $600
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1400. Liza Minnelli black sweater with
brown faux fur trim by Halston. (ca. 1970s)
Bespoke black wool long sweater jacket with faux
sable fur at collar and cuffs. Retaining internal
Halston bias label. Exhibiting minor wear. In
vintage very fine condition. $200 - $300

1402. Liza Minnelli custom sheer
black bead, pearl and mirror
ensemble by Halston. (1981) Vintage
original bespoke sheer black silk net with
elaborate bugle bead, sequin, pearl and
mirror ornamentation (2) piece ensemble
including (1) long-sleeve, open front
jacket and (1) matching tank top-style
top. No labeling present. Exhibiting minor
wear. In fine condition. $400 - $600

1401. Liza Minnelli lavender suede
trench coat by Halston. (ca. 1970s)
Vintage original bespoke lavender
suede ankle-length trench coat with
oversize notched lapel, double-breasted
button front closure, 2-hip flap
pockets, single back vent and self-belt.
Retaining internal Halston bias label.
Exhibiting minor wear. In vintage very
fine condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1404. Liza Minnelli sheer blue
top with multi-color beading
by Halston. (1970) Vintage
original bespoke tank top-style
blue silk mesh top with multicolor bugle beads, clover sequins
and seed pearls. No labels present.
Exhibiting one 6 in. tear to lower
back, otherwise in very good
condition. $300 - $500

1403. Liza Minnelli black and red accent
sequined dance costume from Goldie
and Liza Together. (1980) Vintage original
bespoke costume from Goldie & Liza Together.
Consisting of a black bugle bead and sequin
leotard ornamented by beaded fringe with
oval bangles and an integral crimson sequin
sash. Lined in nude mesh and with zipper back
closure. Worn by Liza in the “All That Jazz”
musical production number with Goldie Hawn
in their TV special. Exhibiting production wear.
In very good condition. $800 - $1,200
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1405. Liza Minnelli sheer black with gold bead
and black sequin ensemble by Halston. (ca. 1970s)
Vintage original bespoke black crêpe silk with gold bugle
bead and black sequin ornamentation (2) piece ensemble
including (1) sleeveless tank top pullover knee-length
dress and (1) matching collarless long-sleeve jacket with
one hook and eye closure at the neck. Retaining the
Halston internal bias labels. Exhibiting minor wear. In fine
condition. $400 - $600
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1406. Liza Minnelli multi-color sequin
bead and pearl ensemble by Halston. (ca.
1970s) Vintage original bespoke silver, purple
and ivory sequin and bead (2) piece ensemble
with pearl embellishment including (1) tank
top pullover top and (1) matching long-sleeve
open front jacket. Retaining the Halston
internal bias labels. Exhibiting minor wear. In
very good to fine condition. $400 - $600

1407. Liza Minnelli red
beaded flapper-style dress
by Riazee. (ca. 1970s)
Vintage original bespoke red
silk, sequin and bugle beaded
flapper dress with spaghetti
straps, zipper back closure and
v-shaped knee-length hem.
Beaded bodice graduates to
beaded fringe from the waist
to hem. Includes matching
self-belt. Retaining the Riazee
internal bias labels and size
label marked “8”. Exhibiting
minor wear. In fine condition.
$400 - $600

1408. Liza Minnelli red beaded
flapper-style dress by Riazee.
(ca. 1980s) Vintage original bespoke
red silk, sequin and bugle beaded
flapper dress with spaghetti straps,
zipper back closure and v-shaped
knee-length hem. No labeling
present. Exhibiting minor wear. In
fine condition. $400 - $600

310-859-7701
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1409. Liza Minnelli red, orange and gold
beaded “firebird” tank dress by Halston.
(1970) Vintage original bespoke tank top style
mini dress with orange and gold bugle beads and
sequins. No labels present. Exhibiting age and wear
with some tearing to nude mesh, otherwise in very
good condition. $400 - $600

1410. Liza Minnelli red beaded flapper style
dress. (ca. 1990s) Original bespoke red silk, sequin
and bugle beaded flapper dress with spaghetti
straps, zipper back closure and v-shaped kneelength hem. Beaded bodice graduates to beaded
fringe from the waist to hem. Includes matching
self-belt. No labeling present. Exhibiting minor
wear. In fine condition. $400 - $600
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1411. Liza Minnelli royal purple Grecianstyle gown by Halston worn at the 1984
Academy Awards. (ca. 1980s) Vintage original
bespoke royal purple sleeveless, floor-length gown
with cross front-neckline, zipper back closure and
double train from shoulders in back. Retaining
the internal Halston bias label. In very good to
fine condition. $800 - $1,200

www.profilesinhistory.com

1412. Liza Minnelli black lace and
fringe flapper style dress by C. Randall
Brooks. (ca. 1980s) Vintage original
bespoke black fabric, lace and fringe
flapper-style collarless, knee-length dress
with embroidered lace embellishment and
long fringe from bust to hip and at hem.
With zipper back closure. Beaded bodice
graduates to beaded fringe tiered from the
waist to hem. Retaining internal C. Randall
Brooks bias label and size label marked “6”.
Exhibiting minor wear. In fine condition.
$300 - $500

1413. Liza Minnelli bronze
sequined dress by Gianfranco
Ferre. (ca. 1980s) Vintage
original bespoke bronze sequin
collarless mini dress with zipper
back closure. Retaining internal
Gianfranco Ferre bias label.
Exhibiting minor wear and some
missing sequins. In very good
condition. $300 - $500

1414. Liza Minnelli flowing sheer peach ensemble.
(ca. 1980s) Vintage original bespoke pink crêpe silk (3) piece
ensemble including (1) floor length gown with scoop neckline,
elastic waist and velcro back closure, (1) matching long shawl
and (1) matching scarf. No labeling present. Exhibiting minor
wear and some staining. In good condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1415. Liza Minnelli sheer orange
chiffon ruffle dress. (1970s)
Vintage original bespoke pullover
orange chiffon knee-length ruffle
dress with long-sleeves and rufflecuffs, low-plunging neckline and
wide ruffle collar. Self-fabric lined.
No labels present. Exhibiting only
very minor age. In vintage very fine
condition. $300 - $500

1416. Liza Minnelli white sequin
gown with black belt. (1970s)
Vintage original bespoke white
iridescent sequin stage gown with
black velvet velcro sash closure made
to allow quick-change/breakaway.
Collarless with plunging neckline,
2-hip slash pockets. Exhibiting minor
wear and age. In very good condition.
$400 - $600

1417. Liza Minnelli sheer ivory with silver
beading ensemble by Halston. (1970s) Vintage
original bespoke silver bugle bead and sequin
geometric pattern (2) ensemble including (1)
strapless scoop neck mini dress and (1) matching
wrap jacket. Exhibiting heavy wear and age. In
good condition. $400 - $600
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1418. Liza Minnelli metal studded
salmon gown by Halston. (ca. 1980s)
Vintage original bespoke salmon crêpe
floor-length gown with cinched elastic
waist and matching sheer chiffon lining.
Adorned by a constellation of hand applied
silver metal studs concentrated at the
scoop neckline and hem and graduating
across the garment. Attributed to Liza on
the Orient Express. No labels present. In
fine condition. $300 - $500

1420. Liza Minnelli candy apple
red sequin gown. (ca. 1980s) Vintage
original bespoke red sequin floor-length
collarless gown with open front and
integral black satin self-belt. No labeling
present. Exhibiting minor wear. In very
good to fine condition. $400 - $600

1419. Liza Minnelli bright red robe dress
with studded embellishments by Halston.
(1980s) Vintage original bespoke crêpe fire
engine red dress with mutton sleeves, plunging
v-neckline with a constellation of steel button
studs, and a single midriff hook and eye closure.
Exhibiting minor age. In very good condition.
$300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1421. Liza Minnelli buff knit dress by
Marc Bouwer. (1980s) Vintage original
buff knit pullover short collar, bell-sleeve
dress with zipper front closure. Retaining
the internal Marc Bouwer maker’s label.
In fine condition. $200 - $300

1422. Liza Minnelli sparkling
snakeskin patterned mini
dress. (ca. 1980s) Vintage original
bespoke sleeveless, mock turtle
neck mini dress of textured
printed silver spandex faux
snakeskin fabric with integral
silver glitter. With zipper back
closure. No labeling present.
Exhibiting minor wear. In fine
condition. $400 - $600

1423. Liza Minnelli pink pearlescent sequin and floral beaded
ensemble by Michael E. Wallace. (1980s) Vintage original pink, blue
and ivory bugle-bead (2) piece ensemble including (1) tank top-style
pullover top and (1) matching jacket with single neck hook and eye
closure. Ornamented with appliqué throughout. Retaining the internal
Michael E. Wallace bias label. Exhibiting minor wear. In very good
condition. $400 - $600
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1424. Liza Minnelli sheer black crêpe with white bead
ensemble by Bob Mackie. (ca. 1980s) Vintage original bespoke
sheer black silk with elaborate white opalescent bugle bead and
crystal sequin (2) piece ensemble including (1) long-sleeve, open
front jacket and (1) matching tank top-style top. Retaining the Bob
Mackie internal bias label. Exhibiting minor wear. In fine condition.
$600 - $800

1425. Liza Minnelli orange beaded
gown with black belt by Halston.
(ca. 1980s) Vintage original bespoke
orange floor-length collarless gown
with open front, integral black satin
self-belt with orange bugle bead
embroidered pattern embellishments.
Lined with orange silk. No labeling
present. Exhibiting minor wear. In very
good to fine condition. $400 - $600

1426. Liza Minnelli black dress by
Isaac Mizrahi. (1980s) Vintage original
black rayon floor-length dress with short
peaked collar with deep v-neck line,
long-sleeves with button cuffs, zipper
front closure. Retaining the internal Isaac
Mizrahi bias label. Exhibiting very minor
age. In very good to fine condition.
$300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1427. Liza Minnelli sheer black dress with
black rhinestones by Isaac Mizrahi. (1980s)
Vintage original bespoke black sleeveless sheer
faceted beaded mini dress with rounded v-neck
line, rear hook and eye closure, black integral
web belt waist. Retaining original Isaac Mizrahi
internal bias label. Exhibiting minor age and
wear, otherwise in good to very good condition.
$300 - $500

1429. Liza Minnelli purple satin evening gown. (1980s) Vintage
original bespoke purple satin off the shoulder evening gown with a
bias hem and internal purple spandex leotard. Right shoulder hook
and eye closure. No label present. Exhibiting heavy wear and age. In
vintage fair to good condition. $400 - $600

1428. Liza Minnelli black with large stone adornment performance
ensemble. (ca. 1980s) Vintage original bespoke (3) piece stage costume
mini dress. Including (1) leotard, bodice encrusted with sequins and crystals,
(1) mini skirt with zipper back closure, embellished with faceted teardrop
and round crystals, long tube beads, and silver foil confetti beads, graduating
to black ostrich feathers, and (1) pair of matching side zipper closure pants,
also embellished at the waist. Retaining the internal Claude Montana Paris
bias label. Exhibiting wear and age, skirt zipper is broken. In very good
condition. $600 - $800
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1431. Liza Minnelli sheer forest
green beaded halter gown by
Halston. (ca. 1980s) Vintage original
bespoke sheer forest green silk
and black opalescent bugle bead
embroidered floor-length robe gown
with open front, integral black satin
self-belt and dove tail hem. No labeling
present. Exhibiting minor wear. In fine
condition. $400 - $600

1430. Liza Minnelli fuchsia dress with robe
ensemble. (1970s) Vintage original bespoke
fuchsia (2) piece ensemble including (1) sleeveless
v-neck floor-length dress with back slit and
(1) matching oversize kimono-style wrap coat.
Exhibiting minor wear. In very good to fine
condition. $300 - $500

1432. Liza Minnelli pink with bead diamond
pattern ensemble by Halston. (ca. 1970s)
Bespoke pink silk, bugle-bead embroidered (3)
piece ensemble including (1) pullover, collarless,
long-sleeved tunic, (1) matching long scarf with
beaded fringe at the ends and (1) matching selfbelt. Retaining the internal size label marked “8”.
Exhibiting minor wear. In fine condition.
$300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1433. Liza Minnelli navy
velvet gown with sheer
crystal and bead wrap.
(ca. 1980s) Bespoke deep
navy blue velvet floor-length,
strapless sweetheart neckline
gown with nude mesh bust
and shoulder, zipper back
closure and integral sheer
tulle shawl wrap ornamented
with blue and clear crystals
and bugle beaded fringe. No
labeling present. Exhibiting
minor wear. In fine condition.
$400 - $600

1435. Liza Minnelli ivory and gold
beaded gown with pearls by Halston for
“Colors of Carnegie Hall”. (ca. 1980s)
Vintage original bespoke silk ivory floorlength collarless gown with open front, integral
self-belt and dovetail hem gown with gold and
ivory bugle bead embroidered pattern and
pearl embellishment. No labeling present. One
of Halston’s final designs for his label before
his untimely death in 1990. Exhibiting minor
wear. In very good to fine condition.
$600 - $800

1434. Liza Minnelli black beaded
flapper-style dress by Riazee. (ca.
1980s) Vintage original bespoke black
silk, sequin and bugle beaded flapper
dress with spaghetti straps, zipper back
closure and v-shaped knee-length
hem. No labeling present. Exhibiting
minor wear. In fine condition.
$300 - $500
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1438. Liza Minnelli black
sheer mini dress with
ruffled edge by Roberto
Capucci. (1980s) Vintage
original black crêpe mini
dress with long sheer sleeves,
square neckline and integral
capelet with ruffle hems.
With off-center zipper
back closure. Retaining the
internal Roberto Capucci
bias label. Exhibiting light
wear and some loosening
of seams. In very good
condition. $300 - $500

1436. Liza Minnelli sheer aqua with swirl pattern
beading mini dress by Riazzi. (1980s) Vintage
original bespoke aqua swirl pattern sequin, pullover, tank
top-style collarless mini dress. Retaining internal Riazzi
bias label and size label marked “8”. Exhibiting minor
wear. In fine condition. $400 - $600

1437. Liza Minnelli sheer aqua with swirl
pattern beading ensemble by Riazzi. (ca.
1980s) Vintage original bespoke aqua bugle bead
swirl pattern (3) piece ensemble including (1)
tank top-style pullover tunic, (1) crop top, and
(1) matching pair of elastic waist pants. Lined in
blue fabric. Retaining the internal Riazzi bias
label. Exhibiting light wear and age. In very good
to fine condition. $400 - $600

310-859-7701
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1439. Liza Minnelli black velvet
gown by Yves Saint Laurent.
(ca. 1980s) Vintage original black
crushed velvet floor-length gown
with short standing rounded collar,
zipper back and sleeve closures,
satin bow at the bodice and piping
at collar. Retaining the Yves Saint
Laurent internal bias label stamped
with “4901”. Exhibiting minor
wear. In fine condition. $600 - $800

1440. Liza Minnelli black
ruffle dress with velvet
bodice worn to an opening
night at Carnegie Hall.
(1980s) Vintage
original
tailored black velvet and
rayon evening dress with
velvet bodice and spaghetti
straps and integral layered
petal ruffle skirt. Zipper back
closure. Lined in black satin.
Exhibiting minor rubbing to
velvet surfaces. In very good
condition. $600 - $800

1441. Liza Minnelli silver lamé
ensemble by Isaac Mizrahi. (1980s)
Vintage original bespoke silver lamé (2)
piece ensemble including (1) sleeveless
silver spaghetti strap mini dress and (1)
matching collarless open front jacket
with wide long-sleeves and 2-hip pouch
pockets. Both items lined in pewter silk.
Retaining the internal Isaac Mizrahi
bias label. Exhibiting minor age and
wear. In very good to fine condition.
$400 - $600
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1444. Liza Minnelli black with red flower print
ensemble worn to a formal event with President
Ronald Reagan and Nancy Reagan. (1980s) Vintage
original bespoke black silk with flower print (2) piece
ensemble including (1) sleeveless deep v-neck pullover floorlength gown and (1) matching long cowl wrap. Retaining
the Halston internal bias label. Exhibiting minor wear. In
fine condition. $400 - $600

1443. Liza
Minnelli
long
emerald gown by Halston.
(1970s) Vintage original bespoke
forest green strapless floor-length
gown with winged neckline and
integral nude fabric corset with
boning reinforcement. Skirt lined in
black chiffon. Retaining the internal
Halston bias label. Exhibiting minor
wear and age. In good condition.
$400 - $600

1442. Liza Minnelli black velvet dress by
Marshall Rousso. (1980s) Vintage original black
velvet pullon boat collared sleeveless floor-length
evening gown with black satin ribbon neckline and
bow straps. Retaining the internal Marshall-Rousso
bias label, and size “L” label. Exhibiting minor age and
wear. In fine condition. $400 - $600

310-859-7701
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1445. Liza Minnelli brick
red ensemble by Halston.
(1970s) Vintage original
bespoke (4) piece brick
synthetic knit ensemble,
including, (1) long-sleeve
collarless pullover top, (1)
matching tank top, (1)
matching tank top-style
mini dress, (1) matching
long open front overcoat,
and (1) matching self-belt.
Retaining the original
internal Halston bias labels.
Exhibiting minor wear and
age. In very good to fine
condition. $400 - $600

1446. Liza Minnelli black sequined halter
jumpsuit. (1980s) Vintage original black sequin
halter-style jumpsuit with flared legs. No labels
present. Exhibiting minor wear and thread pulls.
In very good condition. $300 - $500
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1447. Liza Minnelli black sequin
performance ensemble. (1980s) Vintage
original bespoke black sequin (2) piece
ensemble including (1) tank-style sheer top
and (1) floor-length skirt with hook and eye
back closure and slit at the back. No labels
present. Exhibiting minor wear. In very good
condition. $300 - $500

www.profilesinhistory.com

1448. Liza Minnelli collection of
(3) “Kit Kat Club Girls” costumes
from a stage production of
Cabaret.
(1970s-1980s) Vintage
original collection of (3) Cabaret
themed stage costumes, made to
replicate costumes seen in the 1968
movie. Including (1) costume of
1-salmon tank top and 1-pair of brown
satin hot pants, (1) costume of 1-ochre
tank top and 1-pair of pink satin hot
pants, (1) costume of 1-mustard tank
top and 1-pair of plum satin hot
pants. All pieces embellished with
sequins and applique ornamentation.
Retaining the internal Eaves Costume
Company bias label. With some
dancer’s names handwritten including,
“Mickie Pollack”, “Candy Brown”
and “Barbara Monte”. All exhibit
theatrical use and age. In very good
condition. $300 - $500

1449. Liza Minnelli purple
halter style tube dress.
(1980s) Vintage original sheer
floor-length purple synthetic
blend halter-style dress, with
interior self-lining at the bust.
Retaining the internal Paisa’s
bias label and size “S” label.
Exhibiting only minor wear.
In very good condition.
$300 - $500

1450. Liza Minnelli “Kit Kat
Club” female orchestra member
costume from a stage production
of Cabaret. (1970s) Vintage original
stage costume consisting of a
1940s-style cabaret entertainer’s dress
of teal satin with salmon accents,
embellished with floral motif sequin
and fabric applique and sequin
beading overall and salmon chiffon
streamers at the skirt. With zipper
back and hook and eye closure.
Retaining the costumer’s tag with
handwritten, “Mary Ann Burns add
more pink chiffon handkerchiefs to
skirt”. Exhibiting heavy stage use and
some sequin loss. In good condition.
$400 - $600

310-859-7701
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1451. Liza Minnelli teal and silver bead pattern
mini dress by Fleur Thiemeyer. (1980s) Vintage
original bespoke teal silk mesh short-sleeved, collarless
mini dress with abstract pattern of silver black and
teal sequins and bugle beads. Hook and eye back neck
closure. Retaining the internal Fleur Thiemeyer bias
label. Exhibiting minor age. In very good condition.
$600 - $680

1453. Liza Minnelli red beaded
flapper-style performance mini dress.
(1980s) Vintage original bespoke crimson
beaded and sequin flapper-style sleeveless
mini dress with beaded fringe at collar and
hem. Integral corset. Exhibiting minor
wear and age. In very good condition.
$400 - $600

1452. Liza Minnelli long black velvet gown
by Ralph Lauren. (1980s) Vintage original
Ralph Lauren brand sleeveless black gown with
velvet bust and straps. Floor length polyester skirt
featuring black embroidered floral motif at bust
and zipper back closure. Lined in black satin.
Retaining internal makers label and size “14”
label. Exhibiting only minor wear, in very good
condition. $400 - $600
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1454. Liza Minnelli textured black
crêpe dress by Paul-Louis Orrier.
(1980s) Vintage original bespoke knee
length black crêpe cocktail evening
dress with ¾-princess sleeves, wide black
satin cummerbund belt and zipper back
closure. Retaining the original Paul
Louis Orrier bias label. Exhibiting minor
age and wear. In very good condition.
$400 - $600

1456. Liza Minnelli pink bead pattern
mini dress by Fleur Thiemeyer. (1980)
Vintage original bespoke pink mesh
collarless tunic with pink blue, silver and
black bugle beads in an abstract pattern.
With short sleeves and hook and eye back
closure. Also features clusters of crystals
and sequins. Retaining the internal Fleur
Thiemeyer bias label. Exhibiting light wear.
In fine condition. $600 - $800

1455. Liza Minnelli long black longsleeve dress. (1980s) Original black
step in floor length dress with haltertop neckline, cutout shoulders, plunging
v-neck and flared asymmetrical sleeves.
Featuring interior unitard. No labels
present. In very good to fine condition.
$400 - $600

310-859-7701
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1457. Liza Minnelli black and crimson bead
and sequin ensemble by Halston. (ca. 1970s)
Vintage original bespoke pink, black, and crimson
beaded and sequined (2) piece ensemble including
(1) long-sleeve, open front jacket and (1) matching
pullover tank top mini dress. Both featuring bugle
bead fringe. No labeling present. Exhibiting minor
wear. In fine condition.
$600 - $800

1459. Liza Minnelli 1988
Academy Awards red
cape wrap ensemble by
Halston. (1988) Original
bespoke red acetate multipaneled cape wrap with
reinforced rigid interfacing
knit lining and red and
black fabric belt ties at
the bust. Created for Liza
Minnelli by Halston and
worn on the red carpet for
the 1988 Academy Awards
ceremony.
No
labels
present. In fine condition.
$1,000 - $1,500
1458. Liza Minnelli pink beaded ensemble by Halston. (ca. 1970s) Vintage original bespoke
pink geometric bugle beaded (2) piece ensemble including (1) sleeveless tank top pullover kneelength dress with self-belt and (1) matching collarless jacket. No labels present. Exhibiting minor
wear. In fine condition. $400 - $600
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1461. Liza Minnelli
glamorous raspberry
wrap by Halston. (ca.
1980s) Vintage original
bespoke raspberry satin
wrap with open front
shawl
lapel,
ruched
shoulders and placket and
¾-balloon sleeves with
elastic cuffs. Retaining
the internal Halston bias
label. Exhibiting minor
age and wear. In fine
condition. $400 - $600

1460. Liza Minnelli opalescent hand beaded
black mini dress by Halston. (ca. 1980s) Vintage
original bespoke black silk size “8”, pullover mini
dress with scoop neckline, long-sleeves split at the
wrists and hand-embroidered opalescent bugle beads.
Retaining the internal Halston bias label. Exhibiting
minor wear. In fine condition. $300 - $500

1462. Liza Minnelli black
wool gown by Galanos.
(ca. 1980s) Vintage original
bespoke black wool strapless
floor length gown with zipper
back and hook and eye closure
with upper bodice lined in silk.
Retaining the internal Galanos
and Bonwitt Teller bias labels.
Exhibiting some wear and age.
In very good to fine condition.
$300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1463. Liza Minnelli black
and peach silk dress by
Paul Louis Orrier. (1980s)
Vintage original bespoke
knee-length rayon cocktail
dress with scoop neck, longsleeves, ruched self-belt waist
with floral embellishment,
and pink silk ruffled integral
skirt. Zipper back closure.
Upper lined in black mesh,
lower lined in pink silk.
Retaining the original Paul
Louis Orrier bias label.
Exhibiting very minor age. In
very good to fine condition.
$400 - $600

1465. Liza Minnelli black
velvet gown with large black
and gray train by Paul Louis
Orrier. (1980s) Vintage original
bespoke floor length black velvet,
silk and rayon evening gown, with
short princess sleeves, darted waist,
and pewter floral rayon skirt detail.
Square collarless neck. Zipper back
closure. Includes (1) large bustle
bow, which affixes to back with
hook and eye closure. Retaining the
original Paul Louis Orrier bias label.
Exhibiting minor rubbing to velvet
surfaces. In very good condition.
$300 - $500

1464. Liza Minnelli black and
crème with black polka dots
dress by Paul Louis Orrier. (1980s)
Vintage original bespoke ivory and
black polka dot cocktail dress with
long-sleeves plunging v-neckline and
zipper and button back closure with
integral tiered ruffle skirt and fabric
floral embellishment. Retaining the
internal Paul Louis Orrier bias label.
Exhibiting minor age and wear. In
good condition. $400 - $600
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1466. Liza Minnelli black
velvet gown with large
satin poofs by Paul Louis
Orrier. (1980s) Vintage
original
bespoke
knee
length black silk and rayon
cocktail evening dress with
velvet upper, short princess
sleeves, darted waist, and
pewter floral rayon skirt
detail. Square
collarless
neck. Zipper back closure.
Retaining the original Paul
Louis Orrier bias label.
Exhibiting minor rubbing to
velvet surfaces. In very good
condition. $400 - $600

1467. Liza Minnelli elegant tiered black velvet and
taffeta gown by Yves Saint Laurent. (ca. 1980s) Bespoke
black velvet formal couture gown with tiered taffeta
and layered skirt and train. Princess short balloon sleeves
zipper back closure and snaps at the back bow for support.
Retaining internal Yves Saint Laurent bias label and tag
stamped “54908”. Exhibiting minor wear. In vintage very
fine condition. $800 - $1,200

1468. Liza Minnelli black dress by Isaac
Mizrahi. (1980s) Vintage original strapless black
wool knit cocktail dress with ruffled rayon boat
neck collar, ¾-sleeves, step in style. Retaining
original Isaac Mizrahi internal bias label and size
“6” label. Exhibiting very minor age. In very good
to fine condition. $400 - $600

310-859-7701
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1470. Liza Minnelli black velvet ensemble
by Halston. (1980s) Vintage original bespoke
black velvet (2) piece ensemble including (1)
long-sleeved mandarin collar button front jacket,
and (1) matching pair of elastic waist pants.
Retaining internal Halston bias labels. Exhibiting
minor rubbing to velvet, otherwise in very good
condition. $600 - $800

1469. Liza Minnelli ivory and purple pearlescent
sequin ensemble. (1980s) Vintage original bespoke gradient
ivory and purple (2) piece ensemble including (1) short collar,
long-sleeve v-neck pullover tunic and (1) matching pair of
purple elastic waist pants. Exhibiting age and wear. In very
good condition. $300 - $500

1471. Liza Minnelli aqua sequined swirl patterned performance ensemble by
Halston. (ca. 1970s) Bespoke (3) piece aqua pantsuit with elaborate swirl pattern sequins
and beads including (1) tank top pullover top, (1) pair of elastic waist blue sequin pants and
(1) matching long-sleeve, collarless open front jacket with single fastener at the neck. No
labeling present. Exhibiting minor wear. In fine condition. $300 - $500
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1472. Liza Minnelli metal studded ivory
pantsuit by Halston. (ca. 1982) Vintage original
bespoke (3) piece ivory crêpe pantsuit including
(1) knee-length pullover dress with scoop neckline
and mutton leg sleeves, (1) matching pair of
elastic waist pants and (1) self-belt. Adorned
by a constellation of hand-applied silver metal
studs concentrated at collar, hems and sleeves,
graduating across the garments. Attributed
to Liza on the Orient Express. Retaining
internal Halston bias label. In very good
condition. $600 - $800

1474. Liza Minnelli black sequin
ensemble by Halston. (1970s) Vintage
original bespoke black sequin (2) piece
ensemble including (1) pullover tank-style
sheer top and (1) floor length bell-bottom
pants with integral elastic suspenders. No
labels present. Exhibiting minor wear. In very
good condition. $400 - $600

1473. Liza Minnelli metal studded purple
suede jacket ensemble by Halston. (ca. 1980s)
Vintage original bespoke (3) piece purple crêpe
ensemble including (1) open front, collarless jacket
with mutton leg sleeves, (1) matching tank top and
(1) matching pair of pants. All pieces are adorned
by a constellation of hand applied silver metal studs
concentrated at the lapel and hems and graduating
across the garments. Attributed to Liza in a TV
interview aboard the Orient Express. Retaining
internal Halston bias labels. In fine condition.
$300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1476. Liza Minnelli sheer
ivory with white and clear
beaded ensemble. (ca. 1970s)
Vintage original bespoke white
and clear bugle beaded (2) piece
ensemble including (1) halterstyle floor-length gown with
high center slit with hook and
eye neck and back closure and
(1) matching open front collarless
jacket. Retaining the internal
Michael & Wallace bias label. In
very good condition.
$400 - $600

1475. Liza Minnelli sheer navy blue
beaded halter jumpsuit ensemble.
(ca. 1980s) Vintage original bespoke navy
blue bugle beaded (2) piece ensemble
including (1) floor-length, halter-style
jumpsuit with elastic waist and hook and
eye neck closure with nude silk lining
at the bust and (1) matching open front
jacket with long-sleeves and a single
hook and eye closure at the neck. No
labeling present. Exhibiting minor wear.
In fine condition. $400 - $600
1477. Liza Minnelli sheer violet beaded
halter jumpsuit ensemble. (ca. 1980s)
Bespoke violet purple faceted sequin (2)
piece ensemble including (1) floor-length,
halter-style jumpsuit with elastic waist and
hook and eye neck closure and (1) matching
open front jacket with long-sleeves. No
labeling present. Exhibiting minor wear. In
fine condition. $400 - $600
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1478. Liza Minnelli
black, blue and gold
beaded
pantsuit
ensemble by Halston.
(1970s) Vintage original
bespoke (2) piece black
silk, gold, navy, and onyx
beaded and sequin stage
ensemble, including, (1)
halter-style jumpsuit with
zipper back closure, and (1)
matching colorless longsleeved open front jacket,
retaining the original
internal Halston bias label.
Exhibitingtheatrical wear
and age. In very good
condition. $600 - $800

1480. Liza Minnelli sheer red with
speckled pattern ensemble. (ca. 1990s)
Bespoke ruby red ensemble including (1)
short sleeve wrap dress with low neckline,
elastic waist, snap back closure and (1)
matching long scarf. No labeling present.
In very good to fine condition.
$300 - $500
1479. Liza Minnelli sheer black with
red geometric beading pantsuit
ensemble and long beaded scarf
by Halston. (1970s) Vintage original
bespoke red bugle bead geometric pattern
(3) piece ensemble including (1) collarless
long-sleeve tunic, (1) matching pair of
pants and (1) matching long bead fringed
scarf. Retaining the internal Halston bias
label. Exhibiting wear and age. In very
good condition. $400 - $600

310-859-7701
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1481. Liza Minnelli red ensemble by
Halston. (1970s) Vintage original
(2) piece vermillion silk ensemble
including (1) spaghetti strap
sleeveless jumper with hook
and eye back closure and
(1) pullover long-sleeve
standing collar v-neck
blouse. No labels
present. Exhibiting
minor age. In fine
condition.
$300 - $500

1482. Liza Minnelli caramel leather skirt with
black blouse by Halston. (1970s) Vintage original
(2) piece ensemble including (1) black silk dress shirt
with peaked collar, button front closure, long-sleeved
button cuffs, and (1) caramel leather knee-length skirt
with zipper back closure. Retaining internal Halston
bias label. Exhibiting only minor age and wear. Skirt
shows light staining in areas. In very good condition.
$300 - $500

1483. Liza Minnelli bright
pink silk ensemble by Halston.
(1980s) Vintage original bespoke
vivid pink raw silk (3) piece
ensemble including (1) longsleeved short collar pullover V-neck
tunic with two hip slash pockets, (1)
matching pair of elastic waist pants
with custom hidden rope weight in
hems, and (1) matching long scarf/
sash. Retaining internal Halston bias
label. Exhibiting only minor wear.
In fine condition. $300 - $500
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1486. Liza Minnelli green disco ensemble
by Halston. (ca. 1970s) Vintage original bespoke
green apple silk (4) piece ensemble including (1)
long-sleeve kimono-style jacket with bat wing
sleeves and open front closure, (1) matching
mid-waist halter top with tie back closure, (1)
pair of matching elastic waist pants with 2-hip
slash pockets and (1) self sash belt. In very good
condition. $600 - $800

1484. Liza Minnelli sheer tiny white
sequin ensemble. (ca. 1970s) Vintage
original bespoke white micro sequined
(2) piece ensemble including (1) boat
neck, long-sleeve blouse with open
front and (1) matching pair of elastic
waist pants with white satin lining.
No labels present. In very good to fine
condition. $300 - $500

1485. Liza Minnelli purple ensemble by
Halston. (ca. 1980s) Vintage original bespoke
purple satin (2) piece ensemble including (1)
long-sleeve, pullover bias dress with collarless
v-neck and (1) matching pair of elastic waist
pants. All retain the internal Halston bias label.
Exhibiting some wear and age. In very good to
fine condition. $400 - $600

310-859-7701
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1487. Liza Minnelli black
pants with wine colored
halter and blouse by
Halston. (ca. 1970s) Vintage
original bespoke Halston (3)
piece ensemble, including (1)
halter-style crop top with
tieback closure (1) matching
smock-style button up blouse
with bias slash hip pockets,
(1) pair of Fripponne zipper
front black pants. Exhibiting
minor age and wear, in very
good to fine condition.
$300 - $500

1488. Liza Minnelli (2) black
dresses and slip ensemble.
(1980s) Vintage original (3) black
evening wear pieces including
(1) floor length pullover tank
top-style dress with slit up the
back, (1) sheer black chiffon
floor length dress with nude
spaghetti straps and integral
leotard and (1) short chiffon
black slip. No labels present.
In very good to fine
condition. $400 - $600

1489. Liza Minnelli green cashmere
ensemble by Halston. (1970s) Vintage
original (5) piece forest green knit wool
ensemble, including, (1) zipper front
hoodie with two pouch pockets and
drawstrings, (1) matching elastic waist
pant, (1) matching oversized poncho, (1)
open-front hooded long coat with two
hip pouch pockets, and (1) matching
ultra long scarf with fringed ends.
Matching pieces intended to be worn
in various combinations. Retaining
internal Halston bias label. Exhibiting
only minor age and wear. In very good
condition. $300 - $500
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1490. Liza Minnelli black pants
and sheer pink blouse by
Halston. (1970s) Vintage original
bespoke (3) piece ensemble
including (2) sheer pink
chiffon jackets with open
front standing shawl lapel
collars and elastic at cuffs
and (1) pair of black silk
zipper front pants. The
pants retain the internal
Halston
bias
label.
Exhibiting minor age. In
fine condition.
$300 - $500

1492. Liza Minnelli black
slacks and tan suede jacket
by Halston. (1970s) Vintage
original bespoke (2) piece
ensemble including (1) buff
suede shirt jacket with longsleeves, short collar and faux
tortoise shell button front closure
and (1) pair of black silk blend
zipper front pants. Retaining
the internal Halston bias labels.
Exhibiting very light wear. In
very good to fine condition.
$300 - $500

1491. Liza Minnelli red ensemble
by Halston. (1970s) Vintage
original bespoke red polyester and
spandex red (2) piece ensemble
including (1) halter-style bikini
top with front tie closure and (1)
collarless batwing sleeve poncho
dress. Retaining the internal Halston
bias label. Exhibiting wear and age.
In good condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1493. Liza Minnelli
crème
halter-top
ensemble.
(1970s)
Vintage original bespoke
(2) piece crème ensemble
including (1) cotton terry
blend tie front halter-top
and (1) pair elastic waist
crêpe pants with weighted
hems. No label present.
Exhibiting minor wear
and age. In good to very
good condition.
$300 - $500

1495. Liza Minnelli bright yellow pants and
scarf with black pants by Halston. (ca. 1970s)
Vintage original bespoke (3) piece ensemble
including (1) black rayon long-sleeve pullover blouse
with low neckline, elastic cuffs, (1) saffron elastic
waist pants with 2-hip slash pockets and (1) saffron
scarf. All retain the internal Halston bias labels. In
very good condition. $300 - $500
1494. Liza Minnelli black pants with red
blouse and scarf by Halston. (ca. 1980s)
Vintage original bespoke (2) piece ensemble,
including (1) long-sleeve, black satin blazer
with short peaked collar, and button front
closure with (1) pair of crimson red elastic
waist pants. Retaining internal Halston bias
labels. Exhibiting only minor age. In fine
condition. $200 - $300
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1496. Liza Minnelli gray
pants and black blouse
ensemble by Halston.
(ca. 1980s) Vintage original
(2)
piece
ensemble
including (1) black v-neck
pullover blouse with elastic
cuffs and (1) pair of gray
wool pleated trousers. Pants
retain the internal Halston
bias label. With elastic
exposed at one sleeve cuff.
In very good condition.
$200 - $300

1498. Liza Minnelli black jacket, crème pants
linen ensemble by Halston. (ca. 1980s) Vintage
original bespoke (2) piece crème ensemble, including
(1) long-sleeve, collarless blazer with hip pockets, and
button front closure with (1) crème pair of elastic
waist pants. Retaining internal Halston bias labels.
Exhibiting only minor wear. In fine condition.
$200 - $300

1497. Liza Minnelli red satin
pants and black satin top by
Halston. (ca. 1980s) Vintage original
bespoke (2) piece ensemble including
(1) black satin long-sleeve blouse with
notched lapel, button cuff sleeves and
button front closure and (1) pair of
red satin elastic waist pants. Retaining
the internal Halston bias label. Pants
exhibit some wear. In fine condition.
$200 - $300
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1499. Liza Minnelli black
with orange and red
floral design ensemble by
Halston. (ca. 1980s) Vintage
original bespoke colorful
poppy print black silk (3)
piece ensemble, including (1)
long-sleeved, short collared,
button front closure blouse
with (1) matching long scarf/
sash, and (1) pair of zipper
front pants. Retaining internal
Halston bias label. Exhibiting
only minor wear. In fine
condition. $300 - $500

1501. Liza Minnelli black slacks with
light blue knit sweater by Gucci.
(1970s) Vintage original Gucci (2) piece
ensemble including (1) powder blue
cable knit cardigan sweater with 2-pouch
pockets and branded Gucci buttons, and (1)
pair of black zipper front pants. Retaining
internal makers label, with pants size “42”
and cardigan size “M”. Exhibiting minor
age. In very good condition. $200 - $300

1500. Liza Minnelli sheer orange
(4) piece ensemble by Halston. (ca.
1980s) Vintage original bespoke (4) piece
shimmering orange ensemble including (1)
collarless pullover dress with elastic waist,
balloon sleeves and wrap waist, (1) matching
blouse with open front, cowl collar and longsleeves, (1) matching pair of elastic waist pants
and (1) matching scarf-wrap. Retaining the
internal Halston bias label. In very good to
fine condition. $300 - $500
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1502. Liza
Minnelli (2)
piece black silk
beaded ensemble.
(ca. 1980s) Original
(2) piece black sheer
silk with bugle beads
ensemble including (1)
bugle bead and square
sequin long bell sleeve
pullover collarless tunic with
nude mesh lining and (1) tank top
style pullover knee-length dress with
swirl bugle bead pattern. Exhibiting
minor wear. In very good to fine
condition. $300 - $500

1504. Liza Minnelli dusky brown
cashmere turtleneck ensemble by
Halston. (ca.1970s-1980s) Original
(2) piece dusky gray-brown cashmere
ensemble including (1) pullover turtleneck
long-sleeve sweater and (1) matching
pair of elastic waist pants. Both retain the
internal Halston bias label. In very good to
fine condition. $200 - $300

1503. Liza Minnelli red
cashmere ensemble by
Halston. (ca. 1970s) Vintage
original bespoke Halston (2)
piece red cashmere ensemble,
including (1) long-sleeve
pullover sweater, with zip-up
turtleneck collar and two hip
pouch pockets, and (1) one shawl
style scarf. Retaining internal
Halston bias labels. Exhibiting
only minor wear, in fine
condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1505. Liza Minnelli black skirt with camel
sweater by Halston. (1970s) Vintage original
bespoke (2) piece ensemble including (1) camel
cashmere pullover v-neck long-sleeve sweater
and (1) wrap-around black wool skirt with selfsash tie closure. Exhibiting wear and age. In fine
condition. $200 - $300

1506. Liza Minnelli black tuxedo
coat with black lace with nude
halter-top. (1980s) Vintage original
(3) piece tuxedo ensemble including
(1) Parsons-Meares brand black tuxedo
cutaway coat with satin peaked lapels,
(1) pair of matching pants with satin
ribbon on the outer legs and (1)
coordinating black lace and nude mesh
halter top with hook and eye back
closure. Exhibiting minor age and
wear. In very good to fine condition.
$200 - $300
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1507. Liza Minnelli crème with pearlescent sequin ensemble.
(1980s) Vintage original pearlescent sequin (3) piece performance
ensemble including (1) long-sleeve open front jacket and (1)
matching tank top-style top and (1) matching elastic waist pair of
pants. No labels present. Exhibiting sequin loss and wear. In vintage
fair to good condition. $400 - $600
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1509. Liza Minnelli grey wool slacks
with black ruffle shirt by Halston.
(1970s) Vintage original bespoke (2)
piece ensemble including (1) black silk
long-sleeve blouse with oversize collar,
stiff button cuffs, button front closure and
integral long scarf with abstract edging
and shapes and (1) pair of gray zipper
front pants with cuffed legs. Retaining the
internal Halston bias labels. Exhibiting
minor wear and age. In fine condition.
$300 - $500

1508. Liza Minnelli black sequin
ensemble. (1980s) Vintage original black
sequin (2) piece performance ensemble
including (1) halter top-style step in jumpsuit
and (1) matching collarless long-sleeve
jacket with single neck snap closure. Both
lined in black rayon. Includes 1-self belt/sash
accessory. No labels present. Exhibiting signs
of stage wear. In good condition.
$300 - $500

1510. Liza Minnelli black silk hexagonal opalescent
beaded ensemble. (1980s) Vintage original black iridescent
bugle bead (2) piece performance ensemble including (1) halter
top-style step in jumpsuit with deep plunging neckline and
(1) matching collarless pullover tunic with off-center shoulder
strap and self-sash. Both with nude mesh lining. No labels
present. Exhibiting minor wear and age. In good condition.
$300 - $500
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1511. Liza Minnelli silk silvery blue
ensemble by Halston. (1980s) Vintage
original bespoke Halston silvery
blue raw silk (3) piece ensemble
including (1) long-sleeved
rounded collar button up tunic
with two hoop slash pockets,
with (1) matching halter
style crop top with hook
and eye back closure, and
(1) matching long scarf/
sash. Retaining internal
Halston bias labels.
Exhibiting only minor
wear, in fine condition.
$300 - $500

1512. Liza Minnelli brown linen ensemble
by Lilou Bitan. (1990s) Original brown crinkle
linen (3) piece ensemble including (1) split back
blazer with peaked lapel, 2-hip flap pockets
and open front retaining 4-Idemaria brand
bejeweled pins (2-tanks, 1-train and 1-fish), (1)
pair of matching stove pipe legged pants with
zipper front closure and (1) matching slashback overcoat. Jackets retain the internal Lilou
Bitan bias labels. Exhibiting minor wear. In fine
condition. $400 - $600
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1513. Liza Minnelli emerald and black
velvet patterned blouse by Gianfranco
Ferre. (ca. 1980s) Bespoke emerald flocked
velvet and black patterned (2) piece ensemble
including (1) collarless long-sleeved pleated
tunic with zipper back closure and (1) pair
of black elastic waist pants. Tunic retains
the internal Gianfranco Ferre bias label.
Exhibiting minor wear. In good condition.
$300 - $500
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1514. Liza Minnelli black
turtleneck dress by Donna
Karan. (1990s) Original black
stretch rayon pullover long-sleeve
turtleneck dress. Light ruching
at the left hip. Retaining the
internal Donna Karan bias label
and size “L” label. Exhibiting
heavy wear. In good condition.
$200 - $300

1516. Liza Minnelli Asian themed
black skirt suit by Krizia. (1990s)
Original black polyester (2) piece
ensemble including (1) collarless
long-sleeve bolero-cut size “46”
jacket with 2-hip slash pockets, snap
front closure with faux toggle closure
façade and lined in black satin and (1)
matching knee-length size “44” skirt
with zipper back closure. Retaining
internal Krizia bias labels. Unworn.
In very fine condition. $300 - $500

1515. Liza Minnelli chocolate brown
sweater ensemble by Donna Karan. (ca.
1980s) Bespoke chocolate brown wool (2)
piece ensemble including (1) pullover slip
mini dress with spaghetti straps and integral
leotard and (1) matching open front, longsleeve knit wool sweater 2-hip pockets.
Retaining the Donna Karan internal bias
labels with the sweater label handwritten
“Style 204” and dress size label marked “8”.
Exhibiting minor wear. In fine condition.
$300 - $500
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1517. Liza Minnelli sunflower
yellow ensemble by Paul-Louis
Orrier. (1980s) Vintage original
bespoke yellow crinkle-crêpe
knee-length party dress with deep
plunging neckline and balloon
sleeves with elastic cuffs and
zipper back closure. With fabric
self-belt and bow embellishment.
Retaining the internal Paul Louis
Orrier bias label. In very good to
fine condition. $400 - $600

1519. Liza Minnelli crème and black stripe ensemble by
Isaac Mizrahi. (1980s) Vintage original bespoke crème and
black stripe ensemble including (1) smock-style topcoat with
pointed flat collar, 4-front pockets, wide button cuff sleeves
and button front closure and lined in ivory satin and (1) pair of
matching fleece-lined zipper back pants. Retaining the internal
Isaac Mizrahi bias labels with size “M” label in the coat. In fine
condition. $300 - $500

1518. Liza Minnelli chocolate brown sequin
performance ensemble. (1970s) Vintage
original (3) piece stage ensemble including (1)
pullover tunic with long cuffed sleeves, v-neck
zipper front closure, (1) pair of matching pants
with integral elastic suspenders and (1) matching
oversize shawl with black mesh edge trim. No
labels present. Exhibiting minor age and wear. In
very good condition. $400 - $600
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1520. Liza Minnelli red sequin pants
with black tie back top. (1980s)
Vintage original (2) piece ensemble
including (1) black satin halter top
with satin lining and tie back
closure and (1) pair of red
sequin pants zipper back
closure. No labels present.
Exhibiting age and wear.
In very good condition.
$300 - $500

1522. Liza Minnelli (2) pants by Bellini
with black halter-top. (1990s) Original set
of (2) pants including (1) pair of chocolate
brown velvet pants with zipper front closure
size “44” and (1) pair of burgundy velvet
pants with zipper front closure size “44”.
Retaining the internal J. Bellini maker’s
label. Also includes (1) polyester satin lined
turtleneck halter-style top with hook and
eye back closure. All in very good to fine
condition. $300 - $500

1521. Liza Minnelli (2) cashmere
pants ensemble by Halston with
black top. (1970s) Vintage original
bespoke collection of (2) Halston pants
including (1) pair of burgundy cashmere
pants marked size “M”, (1) pair of brown
knit wool pants. Burgundy pants retain
the internal Halston bias label. Also
includes (1) black satin halter-top with
sash tie back closure. All in very good to
fine condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1523. Liza Minnelli copper sequin
pants with black halter top by
Halston. (1970s) Vintage original
bespoke (2) piece ensemble
including (1) tank-to-style
v-neck sleeveless blouse
with bias front snap
closure and (1) pair
of dark copper sequin
stretch spandex pants
with elastic waist and
zipper back closure.
Exhibiting wear and
age. In good condition.
$300 - $500

1525. Liza Minnelli black and taupe ensemble.
(2000s) Original contemporary (2) piece ensemble
including (1) gunmetal pullover tunic with
mandarin collar and button front closure and (1)
pair of black Bebe brand size “10” pants with silver
metal hoop embellishments at hip. In very good to
fine condition. $300 - $500

1524. Liza Minnelli yellow and
black ensemble by Estevez. (1980s)
Vintage original bespoke yellow and
black (3) piece ensemble including (1)
sunflower yellow capelet-style blouse
with satin black rose embellishment,
balloon sleeves, integral shoulder pads,
tapered button cuffs and button front
closure, (1) pair of yellow elastic waist
pants and (1) pair of alternate black
zipper back pants. All retaining the
internal Estevez bias labels. Exhibiting
light wear. In very good to fine
condition. $300 - $500
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1526. Liza Minnelli brown
slacks with ivory top
by Gucci. (1980s) Vintage
original (2) piece ensemble
including (1) off-white silk
halter top with wraparound
tie back closure and (1) pair of
button and tie front pants. Both
retain the internal Gucci bias
labels. Both in good condition.
$200 - $300

1528. Liza Minnelli pin-stripe blouse
and satin trousers by Gucci. (ca. 1980s)
Original (2) piece ensemble includes (1)
long-sleeve midnight blue pinstripe collarless
size 42 tunic blouse with Gucci clasp closure
and (1) pair of royal blue wool and silk size
42 trousers. Retaining internal Gucci bias
label. In fine condition. $300 - $500

1527. Liza Minnelli ivory pants with black
sweater by Gucci. (1980s) Vintage original (2)
piece ensemble including (1)ivory button and
tie front pants and (1) long-sleeve black boat
neck wool knit sweater. Both retain the internal
Gucci bias labels and sweater retains the size “L”
label. Exhibiting minor wear. In good to fine
condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1529. Liza Minnelli
black silk bead,
sequin and pearl
multi-color tunic.
(1970s) Vintage original
bespoke tank top style
top with elaborate
multi-color bugle bead,
sequin, and seed pearl
embellishment over all.
Exhibiting only minor
wear and age to one
strap. In very good to
fine condition.
$300 - $500

1531. Liza Minnelli sheer black with opalescent
beading pantsuit ensemble by Halston. (ca.
1980s) Bespoke black silk opalescent beaded (2)
piece ensemble including (1) halter-top style pantsuit
and (1) matching open front jacket with single neck
closure. No labeling present. In very good to fine
condition. $400 - $600

1530. Liza Minnelli dark taupe brown ensemble by Halston.
(ca. 1980s) Bespoke dark taupe brown synthetic fabric (3) piece
ensemble including (1) tank top-style, sleeveless, scoop-neck mini
dress, (1) long-sleeve open front long jacket with elastic cuffs, 2-slash
hip pockets and short notched lapel and (1) matching long scarf.
Retaining internal Halston bias labels. Exhibiting minor staining. In
very good condition. $400 - $600
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1533. Liza Minnelli opalescent geometric
pattern beaded tunic by Barbara Matera.
(1980s) Vintage original bespoke sleeveless,
v-neck black silk mesh with black iridescent
bugle beads in geometric pattern.With zipper
back closure and 2-snaps at chest and internal
elastic strapping. Exhibiting minor wear with
some beads missing at straps. Retaining the
internal Barbara Matera bias label. In good
condition. $300 - $500

1534. Liza Minnelli crème blouse and black
slacks ensemble by Gucci. (ca. 1980s) Ensemble
of (2) pieces include (1) acetate/rayon crème size
44 blouse with discrete button front closure and
(1) pair of black polyester/spandex flat front size
38 slacks with zipper front closure and 2-slash hip
pockets and 2-faux back pockets. No size labeling.
Retaining internal Gucci bias labels. Blouse exhibits
minor staining. In overall very good condition.
$300 - $500

1532. Liza Minnelli black blouse and pants ensemble
by Gucci. (ca. 1980s) Ensemble of (2) pieces include (1)
black long-sleeved wing collar, pullover v-neck size 46
blouse ands (1) pair of black wool knit wide-legged size
medium pants. Retaining internal Gucci bias labels. In fine
condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1535. Liza Minnelli long-sleeve
crème and black leotard. (1970s)
Vintage original long-sleeve dance
leotard with elastic cuffs, deep
plunging neckline and gold mesh
underlining. Black lower portion
with elastic leg openings and
waist. No label present. Exhibiting
deterioration to gold lining elements.
In vintage fair to good condition.
$200 - $300

1537. Liza Minnelli black skirt and purple top by Halston.
(1970s) Vintage original bespoke (2) piece ensemble including (1)
plum scoop neck tank top with slightly flared hem and (1) black satin
a-line skirt with zipper back closure. Both retain the internal Halston
bias labels. Exhibiting minor wear. In good to fine vintage condition.
$300 - $500

1536. Liza Minnelli black geometric beaded
hoodie. (1980s) Vintage original black silk mesh
hoodie tunic with black iridescent bugle beads in
geometric patterns. Featuring 2-hip pouch pockets
and a single hook and eye neck closure with tasseled
ornamental drawstrings. No label present. In very good
to fine condition. $300 - $500
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1539. Liza Minnelli taupe blouse
with tubular flower adornment by
Gianfranco Ferre. (1908s) Vintage
original bespoke crème pullover
smock-style blouse with short collar,
split sides and genuine mother of pearl
button front closure. With integral
nude satin petticoat with black lace
hem. Featuring a black multi-media
poppy embellishment pinned to left
shoulder. Exhibiting minor wear. In
very good to fine condition.
$300 - $500

1538. Liza Minnelli white dance skirt and
brown sleeveless sweater. (1990s) Original (2)
piece ensemble including (1) short white acetate/
rayon blend Capezio dance skirt with zipper back
closure, and (1) chocolate brown ribbed sleeveless
turtleneck cashmere sweater, by Real Cashmere.
Both retain internal bias labels. Exhibiting minor
wear. Overall, in very good condition.
$300 - $500

1540. Liza Minnelli tank top with
beaded black skirt by LaPerla.
(1990s) Original black beaded (2)
piece ensemble including (1) black
ribbed spandex spaghetti strap tank
top with integral bra and (1) black
bugle bead fringe knee-length skirt
with side split and zipper back
closure. Top retains internal LaPerla
bias label. Both in very good to fine
condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1541. Liza Minnelli beaded Bob
Mackie tank top blouse and red
pants. (c. 1980s) Original (2) piece
ensemble including (1) black
silk tank top with ivory bugle
beads, sequins and pearls and
(1) pair of elastic waist,
fire engine red pants.
Tank top retains the
Bob Mackie internal
bias label. Pants elastic
waist exhibit some wear
and age. In overall very
good to fine condition.
$300 - $500

1543. Liza Minnelli black skirt with
wine blouse by Gucci. (ca. 1980s)
Original (3) pieces include (1) black
spaghetti strap pullover size 46 tube
dress, (1) burgundy long-sleeve pullover
v-neck size 46 blouse and (1) black rayon
size Large skirt with elastic waistband.
Retaining internal Gucci bias labels. In
fine condition. $300 - $500

1542. Liza Minnelli black wool skirt suit by
Chanel. (ca. 1980s) Vintage black wool 2-piece
suit including (1) collarless jacket with faux cheat
and hip flap pockets, ribbon piping at collar,
cuffs and gold metal button front closure and
(1) matching knee-length skirt with zipper back
closure. No size markings. Exhibiting some wear.
Retaining the Chanel internal bias label. In very
good condition. $300 - $500
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1545. Liza Minnelli
chocolate brown skirt
suit and hood by
Yves Saint Laurent.
(ca. 1980s) Original (4)
piece skirt suit including
(1) long-sleeve collarless
wool blend top with
zipper back closure,
size 40, (1) knee length
matching size 44 skirt
with zipper side closure
and
(1)
matching
hood. Includes (1)
matching fabric self
belt. Retaining internal
Yves Saint Laurent/Rive
Gauche bias labels. In very
fine condition. $300 - $500

1544. Liza Minnelli logo blouse and
pleated skirt by Chanel. (ca. 1980s)
Collection of (2) pieces including (1) longsleeve silk black Chanel logo blouse with
French cuffs, button front closure and no
size and (1) rayon black knee-length pleated
skirt size 38 with button and zipper back
closure and Chanel logo button above closure.
Retaining the Chanel internal bias labels. In
fine condition. $300 - $500

1546. Liza Minnelli custom
sheer black bead and
mirror jacket by Halston.
(1981) Bespoke sheer black
silk net long-sleeve, open front
jacket with elaborate bugle
bead, sequin, pearl and mirror
ornamentation. No labeling
present. Exhibiting minor wear.
In fine condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1547. Liza Minnelli (2) topcoats by Halston. (1970s)
Vintage original bespoke set of (2) wool jackets with
custom cutout collars, 2-hip slash pockets and button
front closure. 1-red and 1-purple. Both retain the internal
Halston bias labels. Exhibiting minor age and wear. In
very good condition. $200 - $300

1548. Liza Minnelli metal studded chestnut suede jacket, bag and gloves
ensemble by Halston. (ca. 1980s) Bespoke (5) piece chestnut brown suede ensemble
including (1) jacket with short standing collar and zipper front closure, (1) suede self
belt, (1) suede shoulder bag and (1) pair of matching suede gloves. All pieces are
adorned by a constellation of hand applied silver metal studs concentrated at the
scoop neckline and hem and graduating across the garment. Attributed to Liza on the
Orient Express. Retaining internal Halston bias labels. In fine condition. $300 - $500
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1549. Liza Minnelli long sheer black beaded
patterned jacket. (ca. 1980s) Bespoke sheer black
with opalescent bead patterned silk, floor length, bell
sleeved, open front wrap jacket. No labeling present. In
fine condition. $300 - $500
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1550. Liza Minnelli cobalt blue beaded wrap jacket by Halston.
(ca. 1980s) Bespoke black silk with cobalt blue beaded open front jacket
featuring winged long-sleeves and single hook and eye neck closure.
Lined with orange silk. No labeling present. Exhibiting minor wear. In
vintage very fine condition. $300 - $500

1551. Liza Minnelli (4) pastel silk blouses by Halston. (1980s) Vintage
original collection of (4) long-sleeved blouses including (1) pale blue button-up
with scarf-style tie front, (1) pale pink button-up single lapel v-neck, (1) crème
pullover with double ruffle neck, and (1) peach v-neck pullover with doublelayer collar and black tie embellishment. Blue blouse retains internal Halston
bias label. Exhibiting minor age and wear. In very good condition. $200 - $300

1552. Liza Minnelli (2) day
and night coats by Halston.
(1980s) vintage original set
of (2) jackets including (1)
red quilted silk jacket with
mandarin collar, 2-side hoop
pockets and button front closure
and (1) black velvet blazer with
notched lapel 2-diagonal hip
slash pockets and button front
closure. Both retain the internal
Halston bias labels. Exhibiting
some wear and age. In very
good condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1553. Liza Minnelli (2) custom
jackets by Halston. (1970s)
Vintage original bespoke set of
(2) jackets including (1) red velour
jacket with short collar, 2-hip
pouch pockets and button front
closure and (1) black sueded jacket
with straight lapel, 2-hip pouch
pockets and button front closure.
Both retain the internal Halston
bias labels. In very good to fine
condition. $300 - $500

1554. Liza Minnelli pink ruffled organza blouse by Halston. (Orion,
1981) Screen worn pink long-sleeve organza blouse with large collar ruffles,
elastic waist and 2-hook and eye closures at the waist. Exhibiting minor wear and
light spot staining on the right bottom hem. A signature Halston look from his
1981 collection. In vintage production used fine condition. $300 - $500
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1555. Liza Minnelli (2) yellow bugle beaded performance tunics
with multi-color patterns by Fleur Thiemeier. (1980s) Vintage
original (2) bespoke yellow sheer silk boat neck pullover tunics with
yellow, pink and black bugle beads and sequins in an abstract pattern.
Featuring long-sleeves with elastic cuffs, asymmetrical hemlines and split
sides. Retaining the internal Fleur Thiemeyer bias labels. Exhibiting stage
wear. In good condition. $300 - $500

www.profilesinhistory.com

1556. Liza Minnelli burgundy
hooded cape by Yves Saint
Laurent. (ca. 1980s) Original floor
length burgundy wool hooded cape
with tasseled brocade at the neck and
point of hood. Retaining internal
Yves
Saint
Laurent/Rive
Gauche bias labels. In fine
condition. $300 - $500

1557. Liza Minnelli
corded ivory,
sequin and crystal
embroidered
overcoat by Yves
Saint Laurent.
(ca. 1980s) Vintage
knee length
corded silk coat
with elaborate
brocaded ribbon
motif of bugle beads, marquis
crystals, sequins of gold, silver,
green and pink. Retaining
internal Yves Saint Laurent bias
labels. Exhibiting some soiling
and thread pulling. In very
good condition. $400 - $600

1558. Liza Minnelli black jacket
and purple blouse by Yves Saint
Laurent. (ca. 1980s) Vintage (2) piece
ensemble including (1) purple cotton
blend standing collar size 38 blouse
with button front closure, ruched
placket and (1) black satin tuxedo
jacket with satin notched lapel, single
jeweled button front closure, 2-hip
pockets and 1-chest pocket. No size
labeling. Retaining internal Yves Saint
Laurent/Rive Gauche bias labels. In
fine condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1560. Liza Minnelli black wool and satin blazer by Yves Saint
Laurent. (ca. 1980s) Bespoke black wool blazer with satin oversize lapels
and large decorative satin bow at the button front closure with 2-flap hip
pockets. No size labeling. Retaining internal Yves Saint Laurent bias label
with serial number 61728. In very fine condition. $300 - $500

1559. Liza Minnelli pink theatrical long robe with fur cuffs. (1980s)
Vintage original long floor-length pink satin house robe with machine
embroidered pink and silver paisley pattern, pink fur cuffs, side slash pockets,
self sash belt and zipper front closure. Exhibiting minor wear. In fine condition.
$300 - $500

1561. Liza Minnelli black bugle beaded tunic by Barbara
Matera. (ca. 1990s) Bespoke jet black with irridescent bugle
bead ¾-sleeve, pullover tunic. Retaining the Barbara Matera
internal bias label. Exhibiting minor wear. In fine condition.
$300 - $500
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1562. Liza Minnelli (2) yellow and green dress
coats. (1980s) Vintage original set of (2) topcoats
including (1) Susanna brand military-style kelly
green canvas short collar double-breasted coat with
strapped sleeve cuffs, 2-hip slash pockets and fabric
epaulets lined in olive satin and (1) Calvin Klein
mustard yellow collarless wool felt coat. Retaining
the internal maker’s labels. Exhibiting minor wear
and a bent button on the green coat. In overall
very good to fine condition. $300 - $500

1563. Liza Minnelli (2) heavy coats by
Gianfranco Ferre and Donna Karan. (1980s)
Vintage original (2) coats including (1) Gianfranco
Ferre magenta faux fur collarless coat with slashed
back, hidden front button closure, 2-hip slash
pockets, and lined in magenta satin, and (1) Donna
Karan buff faux fur car coat lined in cream satin,
with wide lapels, 2-hip slash pockets, and sash
belt. Exhibiting minor age and wear. In very good
condition. $300 - $500

1564. Liza Minnelli black tucked
leather jacket by Gianni Versace. (ca.
1980s) Original black leather bomber jacket
with over-wide notched fleece-lined lapel,
pinched and tucked leather divots over all,
double-breasted button front closure with
Versace logo buttons at closure and cuffs.
Lined in black Versace logo rayon. Retaining
internal Gianni Versace bias label and model
tag. Exhibiting minor wear. In vintage very
fine condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1565. Liza Minnelli
crème faux fur trimmed
coat by Krizia. (1990s)
Original crème acrylic
and polyester topcoat with
cropped faux fur body and
long faux fur trim at collar,
closure and cuffs, 2-hip
slit pockets and a single
hook and eye closure at
the chest. Accompanied by
a matching faux fur scarf/
sash. Retaining the internal
Krizia bias label. In very
good to fine condition.
$300 - $500

1566. Liza Minnelli ivory faux fur
poncho by Marc Bouwer. (1970s)
Vintage original poncho with patterned
faux fur and lined with ivory satin.
Features long tail-like strips of fur front
and back. Retaining internal Marc
Bouwer label. Exhibiting minor age and
wear. In very good condition.
$200 - $300

1567. Liza Minnelli (3) jackets and coats by Isaac Mizrahi. (1980s-1990s) Vintage original collection of (3) jackets including (1) shantung gold silk
smock-style long-sleeve cropped coat, (1) crème open front smock-style long-sleeve coat and (1) knobby yellow wool cropped trench coat-style jacket with
peaked lapel, and tie cuffs and self belt at waist. Exhibiting minor wear. In good condition. $200 - $300
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1569. Liza Minnelli black novelty “telephone” sweater.
(1990s) Original cotton knit black long-sleeve sweater
embellished with telephone themed fabric, metal and multimedia appliques. Retaining the internal maker’s label and size
“L”. In very good to fine condition. $200 - $300

1568. Liza Minnelli black and taupe striped
“mod” top with black skirt by Isaac Mizrahi.
(1980s) Original (2) piece ensemble including (1)
cotton-spandex short sleeve, turtleneck striped
blouse and (1) black linen knee-length skirt with
zipper back closure. Both retain the internal Isaac
Mizrahi bias labels and the skirt retains size “8”
labels. In very good to fine condition. $300 - $500

1570. Liza Minnelli black bead
and sequin jacket by Grace
Costumes. (ca. 1980s) Bespoke
jet-black silk with fluorescing
bugle beaded long bell-cuffed
sleeve, open front jacket. Retaining
the Grace Costumes, New York
internal bias label. Exhibiting
minor wear. In fine condition.
$300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1571. Liza Minnelli custom vermillion tracksuit
by Halston. (1980s) Vintage original bespoke red (2)
piece tracksuit including (1) draw string hoodie jacket
with hip pouch pockets, elastic waist and cuffs and
zipper front closure and (1) matching pair of zipper
front pants. Retaining the internal Halston bias labels.
In very good to fine condition. $300 - $500
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1572. Liza Minnelli embellished crème
robe-like ensemble by Givenchy. (1980s)
Vintage original crème silk blend ensemble
including (1) tank top-style split back floorlength tube dress and (1) matching Asianthemed floor-length topcoat with white cord,
sequin and faceted amber rhinestone applique
embellishment on sleeves, cuffs, collar and
closure. Zipper sleeves and hook and eye front
closure. Retaining the internal Givenchy bias
label. In very good to fine condition.
$600 - $800
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1573. Liza Minnelli taupe with black lace
“Teddy” worn at the 12th annual SFA/
USA Gala by Bill Blass. (1991) Bespoke taupe
chiffon with black lace applique at hems and bust
teddy-style strapless mini dress with black ribbon
embellishment. Zipper back closure. Retaining
the Bill Blass internal bias labels. Worn by Liza
Minnelli with Bill Blass at the 12th annual SFA/
USA Gala in September of 1991. Exhibiting
minor wear. In fine condition. $600 - $800
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1574. Liza Minnelli red sequin tap dance costume from her Radio City Music Hall
show including (4) backup dancer costumes. (1980s) Vintage original costume archive
including (1) Liza Minnelli (2) piece tap costume including (1) collarless red sequin jacket with
black bugle bead piping at front closure and cuffs and (1) leotard with integral white sequin
halter style tuxedo dickie and integral red sequin skirt. Ornamented with metal chains and
rhinestone, leather flower and stain ribbon ornamentation at the neck. Also includes (4) backup
dancer costumes marked for Liza’s dancers handwritten on the internal Donna Langman bias
labels, “Roxanne”, “Sherry”, “Dottie” and “Joanne”. Exhibiting stage wear and age. In very good
condition. $2,000 - $3,000

1575. Liza Minnelli ivory high collar mini dress
by Bob Mackie. (1980s) Vintage original ivory silk
blend long-sleeve tunic-style dress with standing cuff
collar, darted paneled bodice and zipper back closure.
Featuring heavily ivory and silver bugle bead and
fabric ornamented sleeve cuffs and hem. Doublelayered self-lining and removable shoulder pads.
Retaining the internal Bob Mackie maker’s label and
size “10” label. Exhibiting light wear. In very good to
fine condition. $400 - $600

1577. Liza Minnelli black beaded sleeveless
gown by Barbara Matera. (ca. 1990s) Bespoke
jet black silk deep v-neck, sleeveless gown with
geometric patterned bugle beading and zipper
back closure jumpsuit with spaghetti straps,
sweetheart neckline and zipper back closure.
Retaining the Barbara Matera internal bias label.
Exhibiting minor wear. In fine condition.
$400 - $600

1576. Liza Minnelli orange and
black knit “Mod” mini dress by
Choses. (ca. 1990s) Original modstyle tank top pullover mini dress of
blocked orange and black knit jersey
fabric. Retaining internal Choses bias
label. Exhibiting minor wear. In fine
condition. $400 - $600
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1578. Liza Minnelli sheer
black with opalescent bead
tunic by Barbara Matera.
(ca. 1990s) Bespoke jet-black
silk with opalescent bugle bead
¾-sleeve, pullover tunic. No
labeling present. Exhibiting
minor wear. In fine condition.
$300 - $500

1580. Liza Minnelli sleeveless silver sequin performance
gown. (1970s) Vintage original bespoke floor-length silver
sequin performance gown with halter neck strap, hip-high slit
side and zipper back closure. Exhibiting heavy wear and age
with broken zipper closure. No labels present. In vintage fair
condition. $600 - $800

1579. Liza Minnelli black silk sequined long-sleeve performance
unitard. (1980s) Vintage original black silk step in performance unitard
embellished with black mini bugle beads across the bodice and sleeves.
With v-neck, long button cuff sleeves, short collar. Exhibiting minor
wear and use. In very good to fine condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1581. Liza Minnelli black
fringed
and
beaded
leotard with sheer cape
by Martha International.
(1990s) Original black (2)
piece ensemble including
(1) flapper-style leotard
with fringe at the hem and
embellished with black faceted
crystals and rope beading with
crystal dangling tassels and (1)
sleeveless mesh tank top-style
long coat with asymmetrical
hem and jeweled button front
closure. In very good to fine
condition. $300 - $500

1582. Liza Minnelli sheer
black with rhinestones
mini dress. (1990s)
Original black mesh pullover
sleeveless, mid-thigh length
ruched turtleneck mini
dress. Ornamented with
faceted crystals overall. No
labels present. In very good
condition. $300 - $500

1583. Liza Minnelli long sheer red wrap gown. (1980s)
Vintage original red polyester and wool blend floor-length red
wrap gown. With flared hem and back tie with streamers. No
label present. Exhibiting minor wear and age. In very good
condition. $400 - $600
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1584. Liza Minnelli sheer black babybeading ensemble. (1980s) Vintage
original black baby-beaded (2) piece
ensemble including (1) unitard blouse with
Victorian finger hoops at sleeve ends zipper
back closure and (1) “skort” with elastic
waist and zipper back closure. No labels
present. Exhibiting minor wear. In very
good condition. $300 - $500

1586. Liza Minnelli black sequin
halter jumpsuit ensemble by
Barbara Matera. (ca. 1990s) Bespoke
jet-black sequin jumpsuit with
spaghetti straps, sweetheart neckline
and zipper back closure. Retaining
the Barbara Matera internal bias
label. Exhibiting minor wear. In fine
condition. $300 - $500

1585. Liza Minnelli (2) piece abstract
rose print stage ensemble. (ca. 1980s)
Original (2) piece ensemble including (1)
black silk long-sleeve, pullover v-neck blouse
with abstract rose print motif and buttons at
collar and cuffs and (1) Betsy Johnson brand
black satin, size “L”, mid-thigh zipper back
skirt. Exhibiting minor wear. In very good
condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1587. Liza Minnelli graphic Eastern deity print blouse and leather skirt by Gianni
Versace. (ca. 2000s) The (2) piece collection includes (1) long-sleeve colorful silk-print button
front blouse with shirt collar and (1) black soft leather mini skirt with zipper back closure, belt
hoops at waist and black rayon lining, size 44. Both retaining internal Versace bias labels. In fine
condition. $300 - $500

1588. Liza Minnelli suede black mini dress by Gucci.
(ca. 1990s) Original black suede sleeveless pullover mini
tube dress. With hip slash pockets and plunging neckline.
Retaining internal Gucci bias label and size label marked
“42”. In fine condition. $400 - $600

1589. Liza Minnelli silk (2) piece
checkerboard ensemble by Gianni Versace
(ca. 1990s) Sleek (2) piece ensemble includes
(1) sleeveless, knee-length silk black and white
checkered silk dress with shallow scoop collar
and integral cinching self belt in back and (1)
matching black and white checkered jacket with
shirt collar, large button front closure, 2-faux hip
flap pockets and lined in red and white checkered
silk. Retaining internal Versace bias labels. No
size. In fine condition. $300 - $500
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1591. Liza Minnelli navy blue
ensemble by Zoran. (1980s) Vintage
original black (2) piece ensemble
including (1) pullover collarless blouse
with long tapered batwing sleeves and
(1) matching skirt with elastic waist
and faux wraparound front panel.
Retaining the internal Zoran bias
labels. Exhibiting minor wear. In fine
condition. $300 - $500

1590. Liza Minnelli chocolate knit dress with high button collar
by Giorgio Armani. (2014) Collection of (2) pieces including (1)
pullover slate gray rayon stretch dress with long-sleeves and button
low-bias roll collar and (1) navy blue size 48 woolen sweater with hip
pouch pockets and elastic short collar. Both retaining internal Armani
bias labels. In fine condition. $300 - $500

1592. Liza Minnelli crème with black flower off the shoulder dress.
(1980s) Vintage original bespoke strapless knee-length cocktail gown of
crème rayon and reinforcing net underskirt beneath flaring ruffled skirt.
With bead and fabric flower ornamentation at the bust of the bodice. Zipper
back closure and integral elastic belts to hold the garment in place on the
body. Exhibiting minor wear and age. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1595. Liza Minnelli sheer black with small
sequins ensemble by Donna Karan. (1980s)
Vintage original black knit silk mesh with minisequin ensemble including (1) tank top-style v-neck
blouse and (1) matching pencil skirt with elastic waist.
Both retain the internal Donna Karan bias labels. In
very good condition. $300 - $500

1593. Liza Minnelli black floor length, single
sleeve dress by Donna Karan. 1980s) Vintage
original black pull on floor-length evening gown
with single right long-sleeve, off-the shoulder cowl
neckline and flared skirt hem. Exhibiting minor age.
In very good to fine condition. $300 - $500

1594. Liza Minnelli long black sequined
gown by Donna Karan. (1980s) Vintage
original black cashmere silk blend floor-length
halter-style gown with black mesh lining through
interior and at bust. Retaining the internal Donna
Karan bias label. In very good to fine condition.
$300 - $500
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1596. Liza Minnelli long
black ruffle dress by Lanvin.
(1980s)
Vintage
original
bespoke black silk evening
gown with ruffle collar and
apron panels and zipper back
closure. Retaining the internal
Lanvin bias label. Exhibiting
light wear. In very good to fine
condition. $600 - $800

1598. Liza Minnelli black skirt
suit with dark teal blouse. (1980s)
Original (3) piece ensemble including
(1) black wool collarless blazer with
2-hip pockets and button front
closure, (1) long-sleeve teal fernpatterned blouse with button front
and sash tie closure and (1) black
elastic waist skirt. No labels present.
Exhibiting minor wear. In very good
to fine condition. $400 - $600

1597. Liza Minnelli black skirt by Gianni
Versace with pink blouse. (ca. 2000s) The (2)
piece collection includes (1) black silk pleated
knee-length skirt with size “38” wide ribbon
waistband with button and hook and eye side
closure and (1) bright salmon rayon knee-length
size “44” blouse with split front and zipper back
closure. Both retaining internal Versace bias labels.
In fine condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1599. Liza Minnelli sheer crème and black ensemble
by Gianfranco Ferre. (1990s) Original black and white
(2) piece ensemble including (1) chiffon sheer jacket with
black knit piping at hem, cuffs, collar and closure and (1)
matching tank blouse with wide black knit hem. Retaining
the internal Gianfranco Ferre bias labels. In very good to
fine condition. $400 - $600

1601. Liza Minnelli
black tunic and
colorful striped
trouser ensemble
by Gucci. (ca. 1990s)
Original (2) piece
ensemble includes (1)
long-sleeve black rayon
lace up v-neck size 44
tunic and (1) pair of
pink, orange and white
paint print size 38
cotton pants. Retaining
internal Gucci bias label.
In fine condition.
$300 - $500

1600. Liza Minnelli black skirt
suit by Halston. (1980s-1990s)
Original (2) piece skirt suit
ensemble including (1) black
mandarin collar long-sleeve button
front blazer lined in black satin and
(1) matching knee-length skirt
with side zipper closure and 2-hip
slash pockets. Exhibiting minor
wear. In very good condition.
$400 - $600
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1602. Liza Minnelli (3) black dresses by Donna
Karan. (1980s) Vintage original collection of (3)
black dresses including (1) long-sleeve turtleneck
mini dress with cutout shoulders and zipper back
closure, (1) spaghetti strap mesh with integral leotard,
(1) tank-style scoop neck little black dress. In very
good to fine condition. $300 - $500

1604. Liza Minnelli red
floor length dress by
Donna Karan. (1990s)
Original crimson halterstyle floor-length dress
with zipper back closure.
Retaining the internal
Donna Karan bias label.
Exhibiting minor wear
and light spot staining.
Elastic in the waist has
disintegrated. In good
condition. $400 - $600

1603. Liza Minnelli black knit
ensemble by Halston. (1970s) Vintage
original bespoke (2) piece black silk
knit ensemble including (1) kneelength tank-style dress and (1) open
front cardigan with bat wing sleeves,
and single hook and eye neck closure.
Retaining internal Halston bias labels.
Exhibiting minor wear. In very good
condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1605. Liza Minnelli black mesh ensemble by
Halston. (1980s) Vintage original (2) piece black mesh
ensemble including (1) black mesh boat neck pullover
tunic with long-sleeves and (1) pair of black zipper front
pants. Exhibiting minor wear and age. In very good
condition. $400 - $600

1606. Liza Minnelli ultra mod bee-patterned
ensemble by Halston. (1970s) Vintage original bespoke
(3) piece red satin with bee-motif ensemble including (1)
peaked lapel button front tunic, (1) pair of matching zipper
front pants and (1) matching long scarf/sash. Retaining the
internal Halston bias labels. Exhibiting light wear and minor
age. In very good to fine condition. $600 - $800

1607. Liza Minnelli brown ensemble by Halston.
(1980s) Vintage original bespoke brown wool (2) piece
ensemble including (1) button front car coat with short
collar lined in mocha satin and (1) matching pair of
pants with zipper front closure. Exhibiting minor wear.
In very good condition. $400 - $600
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1608. Liza Minnelli ivory ensemble by Halston.
(1970s) Vintage original ivory (2) piece ensemble
including (1) long-sleeve short collar button down
top and (1) matching pair of pants. Exhibiting
minor wear and age. In very good to fine condition.
$400 - $600

1609. Liza Minnelli black pantsuit by Halston.
(1980s-1990s) Original (2) piece pantsuit ensemble
including (1) black peaked collar button front blouse and
(1) matching pair of zipper front pants. Exhibiting minor
wear. In very good to fine condition. $400 - $600

1610. Liza Minnelli beige ensemble by
Halston. (1970s) Vintage original bespoke sand
colored knit wool (3) piece ensemble including
(1) long sweater coat with open front and 2-hip
pouch pockets, (1) matching sleeveless collarless
sweater and (1) matching pair of pants with
zipper back closure. Exhibiting wear and age. In
good condition. $400 - $600

310-859-7701
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1611. Liza Minnelli Living Landmarks
Gala blue velvet ensemble by Halston.
(2012) Bespoke (3) piece royal blue velvet
ensemble includes (1) long-sleeve pullover
turtleneck tunic, (1) matching cape coat with
single hook and eye closure at throat and
(1) matching long scarf. Worn by Liza at the
2012 Living Landmarks Fall gala. No labeling
present. In fine condition. $400 - $600

1612. Liza Minnelli charcoal gray sweater dress by Gucci. (ca.
1990s) Original long-sleeve loose knit size XL knee-length pullover
sweater dress. With scoop neck. Retaining internal Gucci bias label. In
fine condition. $300 - $500
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1613. Liza Minnelli sheer black with
opalescent beading pantsuit ensemble. (ca.
1990s) Bespoke black silk opalescent beaded (3)
piece ensemble including (1) long-sleeve pullover
tunic, (1) matching pair of elastic waist long pants
and (1) matching scarf. No labeling present. In
very good to fine condition. $600 - $800
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1615. Liza Minnelli black onepiece pantsuit by Isaac Mizrahi.
(ca. 1980) Vintage original black silk
long-sleeved jumpsuit with short
collar and button front closure.
2-slash hip pockets. Exhibiting light
wear. In overall very good to fine
condition. $400 - $600

1614. Liza Minnelli black and white tight
plaid ensemble by Isaac Mizrahi. (1990s)
Original bespoke gray and black plaid (2)
piece ensemble including (1) collarless wide
sleeve zipper front closure jacket and (1) pair of
matching elastic waist pants with integral selfbelt. Exhibiting minor wear. In fine condition.
$400 - $600

1616. Liza Minnelli black ensemble by Isaac Mizrahi. (1990s)
Original black and ivory (3) piece ensemble including (1) black
wool cardigan, (1) matching mini skirt with elastic waist and
(1) crème silk camisole. Jacket and skirt retain the internal Isaac
Mizrahi bias labels. Camisole exhibits spot staining. All else in fine
condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1618. Liza Minnelli navy pinstripe pants
with crème blouse. (2000) Original (2) piece
ensemble including (1) Eileen Fisher brand sheer
crêpe ivory button front shirt with ¾-sleeves and
(1) Pablo brand pair of pinstripe zipper front
pants. Pants exhibit light wear and top is unworn.
In very good to fine condition. $300 - $500

1617. Liza Minnelli black sequined performance pantsuit
ensemble. (ca. 1990s) Bespoke black sequin (2) piece performance
pantsuit ensemble including (1) pantsuit with elastic waist and
suspenders and (1) matching open front collarless jacket lined in
crimson silk. No labeling present. Exhibiting age and minor wear. In
very good condition. $400 - $600
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1619. Liza Minnelli black slacks with striped top
by Donna Karan. (1990s) Black and white (2) piece
ensemble including (1) Donna Karan striped stretch cotton
short sleeve mock turtleneck pullover top and (1) pair of
black elastic waist pants. Exhibiting light wear. In very good
condition. $300 - $500
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1620. Liza Minnelli navy and striped
ensemble by Isaac Mizrahi. (1990s)
Original (3) piece ensemble including
(1) collarless navy blue zipper front
blazer (1) silk boat neck pin striped
¾-sleeve blouse and (1) navy blue pair of
zipper front pants. Exhibiting only light
wear. In very good to fine condition.
$300 - $500

1622. Liza Minnelli red silk beaded
performance top. (1980s) Vintage
original red mesh tank top with red bugle
beading in geometric patterns. Exhibiting
minor stage-wear and handling. Overall,
in good to very good condition.
$300 - $500

1621. Liza Minnelli navy and pin dot
ensemble by Isaac Mizrahi. (1990s) Original
(3) piece ensemble including (1) collarless navy
blue button front blazer (1) silk boat neck pin dot
¾-sleeve blouse and (1) navy blue pair of zipper
front pants. Exhibiting only light wear. In very
good to fine condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1624. Liza Minnelli red beaded
stage leotard. (1980s) Vintage
original red beaded leotard with red
bugle beading, deep v-neck, integral
corseting, elastic leg openings, and
zipper back closure. Exhibiting stagewear and handling. Overall, in good
condition. $400 - $600

1625. Liza
Minnelli
black
velvet
corset.
(1980s) Vintage original
black corset with deep
v-neck, spaghetti straps,
interior corseting and
elastic band with hook and
eye closure, and back zipper
closure. Exhibiting minor
stage wear and use. Overall,
in very good condition.
$400 - $600
1623. Liza Minnelli long draping taupe and black
ensemble. (2000s) Original bespoke (2) piece ensemble
including (1) taupe mesh halter-style step-in jumpsuit with
sheer black mesh sleeve overlay and (1) black oversize sleeveless
vest-style sheer top coat with filament front snap closure.
Exhibiting only light wear. In very good to fine condition.
$400 - $600
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1626. Liza Minnelli black jacket with opalescent beading by
Halston. (ca. 1980s) Bespoke sheer black silk long-sleeve jacket with
opalescent bugle beading. With single hook and eye neck closure and a
spanning gaiter cord at the bust. No labeling present. Exhibiting minor
wear. In fine condition. $400 - $600

1627. Liza Minnelli black velvet coat by Yves Saint Laurent. (1990s)
Vintage black car coat of black velvet with standing collar, black brocade piping
at the collar and framing the chest, 2-hip slash pockets and frog closure front.
Lined in black satin. No size markings. Exhibiting some wear. Retaining the
Yves Saint Laurent internal bias label. In very good condition. $400 - $600

1628. Liza Minnelli (2) fashionable
daywear ensembles. (1990s) Original
set of (2) ensembles including (1) 2-piece
ivory ensemble with 1-pullover sleeveless
top and 1-collarless balloon sleeve button
front jacket and (1) 2-piece blue and
white striped ensemble with 1-tunic
with crystal button front closure and
1-matching sleeveless top. Exhibiting
light wear. In very good to fine condition.
$400 - $600

310-859-7701
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1629. Liza Minnelli (2) suede jackets by Halston.
(1980s) Collection of (2) vintage original suede
jackets including (1) chocolate brown jacket with
zipper front closure and (1) fuchsia jacket with collar
and button closure. Retaining the internal Halston
bias label. Exhibiting wear and age. In good condition.
$400 - $600

1630. Liza Minnelli (2) black leather jackets.
(1990s-2000s) Original collection of black leather
jackets including (1) Napa leather car coat with
button front closure and (1) Kokind brand heavy
leather bomber jacket with faux shearling collar.
Exhibiting some soiling. In overall very good to fine
condition. $600 - $800

1631. Liza Minnelli (2) leather jackets.
(1990s-2000s) Original set of (2) leather jackets
including (1) Horseland brand black motorcycle
jacket with notched lapel zipper front pockets
and snap and zipper front closure. With Harley
Davidson embroidered patch affixed to left
shoulder and (1) metallic gold leather open front
long coat with wide shawl lapel and 2-hip pockets.
Exhibiting wear and age. In good to very good
condition. $600 - $800
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1632. Liza Minnelli (2) coats by
Halston III. (1990s) Original set
of (2) jackets including (1) maroon
leather varsity-style jacket with black
elastic wool, collar, cuffs and waist and
zipper front closure and (1) blue denim
jacket with red detail stitching and
button front closure. Both retaining
the internal Halston III bias label.
Exhibiting minor wear. In very good
condition. $300 - $500

1633. Liza Minnelli (2) black
winter parkas. (2000s) Original set
of (2) black winter coats including (1)
Ferrea brand quilted with corduroy
collar and edge piping and (1) Larry
Levine brand down parka with oversize
collar and button front closure. Both
marked as size M. Exhibiting light
wear. In very good to fine condition.
$400 - $600

1634. Liza Minnelli (2) designer overcoats.
(1990s-2000s) Original set of (2) designer
overcoats including (1) Max Mara brand navy
blue pea coat with button front closure and
(1) Isaac Mizrahi brand heathered long pea
coat with button front closure. Both retain the
internal maker’s bias labels. In very good to fine
condition. $400 - $600

310-859-7701
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1635. Liza Minnelli red ensemble by
Sten Volmueller. (1980s) Vintage original
red crêpe (3) piece ensemble including (1)
long-sleeve short collar button front blouse,
(1) matching sleeveless top and (1) pair of
matching pants with wide black elastic waist.
Retaining the internal Sten Vollmeuller bias
label. Exhibiting minor age and wear. In very
good to fine condition. $400 - $600

1636. Liza Minnelli ivory and navy blue
mini dress by Isaac Mizrahi. (ca. 1900s)
Original sleeveless mini dress with sheer ivory
and navy top and navy and integral white pin
dot pleated skirt bisected by a navy grosgrain
belt.With snap and hook and eye back closure.
Retaining the Isaac Mizrahi internal bias label.
Exhibiting minor wear. In fine condition.
$400 - $600
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1637. Liza Minnelli crème pants by Emporio
Armani with black and white top by Valentino.
(1990s-2000s) Original (2) piece ensemble including (1)
Valentino brand navy blue knit sleeveless top with white
striped sides and (1) pair of Armani ivory tuxedo pants
with ribbon on outer legs and zipper front closure. In very
good to fine condition. $300 - $500

www.profilesinhistory.com

1638. Liza
Minnelli (3)
sports jackets.
(1970s-1990s)
Vintage original
collection of (3)
sports jackets
including (1) Basile
taupe blazer, (1)
Ralph Lauren tweed
blazer and (1) De
Noyer gray wool
blazer. Exhibiting
some wear. In
very good to fine
condition.
$300 - $500

1639. Liza Minnelli (3) blouses by Halston. (1980s) Vintage original (3) silk long-sleeve blouses including (1) red pullover v-neck blouse,
(1) black v-neck button front blouse and (1) crème button front blouse. No label present. Exhibiting very light wear. In very good condition.
$300 - $500

1640. Liza Minnelli
(3) cashmere
sweaters by
Halston. (ca.
1970s-1980s)
Collection of (3)
Halston cashmere
sweaters including
(1) black pullover
scoop neck sweater,
(1) red, short collared,
button front closure
sweater and (1)
peach cardigan with
2-hip front pockets
and button front
closure. All retain
the internal Halston
maker’s labels. In fine
condition.
$300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1641. Liza Minnelli (4) little black dresses. (1990s-2000s) (4) little black dresses including (1) Tom and Linda Platt brand sleeveless linen dress with cutout
hem, (1) Mica brand chiffon v-neck tank top dress, (1) Chetta B. brand sleeveless turtleneck dress and (1) long-sleeve crew neck tube dress with no label
present. Exhibiting light wear. In very good to fine condition. $400 - $600

1642. Liza Minnelli (4) day and night coats. (ca. 1970s-1990s) Vintage original collection of (4) day and night coats including (1) Susanna brand robin’s
egg blue notched lapel day coat, (1) Susanna brand custard colored double-breasted military style jacket with gold metal decorative buttons, (1) Sylvia Heigel
brand black silk hooded wrap coat and (1) Sylvia Heigel vivid green collarless ball button front coat. Exhibiting minor wear. In very good to fine condition.
$400 - $600

1643. Liza Minnelli (4)
fashionable overcoats.
(1980s-2000s) Original
collection of (4) stylish
overcoats including (1)
Sylvia Heigel brand black
velvet hooded open front
coat, (1) Louisa Spagnoli
brand ivory hooded wool
coat (unworn) (1) Bernard
Perris brand pale blue
wool pea coat, and (1)
Lundstrom aqua marine
wool coat faux fur collar
and cuffs. In very good to
fine condition.
$400 - $600
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1644. Liza Minnelli (4) personal overcoats. (1900-2000s) Original collection (4) stylish overcoats including (1) Lorena brand white vinyl raincoat with
hood, (1) Zoran brand black trench coat with tie closure, (1) Azur brand bronze silk hooded puffy coat and (1) Suzanna brand ivory long coat with single
button central closure. Exhibiting some age and minor wear. In very good to fine condition. $400 - $600

1645. Liza Minnelli (4) decorative vests. (1990s-2000s) Original collection of (4) decorative vests including (1) heavily multi-color sequin and
fringe bead vest, (1) black satin tuxedo vest, (1) black sequin and bugle bead vest and (1) black with gold bullion threaded embroidered piping. All
in very good to fine condition. $300 - $500

1646. Liza Minnelli (4) sweaters including 2-Halston and 2-Halston III. (ca. 1970s) Collection of (4) Halston sweaters including (1) brown and tan
chunky knit collarless, 2-hip pocket, button front sweater, (1) black cashmere v-neck pullover sweater, (2) purple lamb’s wool sweaters with 1-button front
and 1-pullover mock turtleneck. Al retain the Halston maker’s labels. In very good to fine condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1647. Liza Minnelli (5) designer vests. (1990s-2000s) Original collection of (5) designer vests including (1) Claiborne brand black and silver patterned
vest, (1) heavily embellished army green and gold vest, (1) Moschino brand black sequin vest and (1) DKNY muted black stripe vest. In very good to fine
condition. $300 - $500

1648. Liza Minnelli (5) personalized dressing room robes. (ca.
1970s-1990s) Vintage original collection of (5) floor-length dressing robes
including (1) white Pierre Cardin brand robe embroidered with “Chicago, Liza”,
(1) white embroidered “Liza Minnelli”, (1) black embroidered, “Liza”, (1) white
embroidered “Liza” and (1) unworn white Sands Plaza Club embroidered,“Liza”.
Exhibiting wear and some storage staining. In very good to fine condition.
$400 - $600
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1649. Liza Minnelli short sleeveless dress with abstract sequin
and bead design by Bradley Bayou for Halston. (ca. 2000s)
Original tank top-style mini dress with pearlized appliqué, sequin and
bead embroidered abstract reaching hands design. Zipper back closure.
Retaining the Bradley Bayou internal bias label Exhibiting age and wear.
In very good condition. $800 - $1,200

www.profilesinhistory.com

1650. Liza Minnelli elegant long
black sequin gown by Donna
Karan. (2000s) Elegant jet-black
silk floor-length collarless sequined
gown with long-sleeves and zipper
back closure. Retaining the Donna
Karan Essential internal bias label.
Exhibiting minor wear. In very fine
condition. $600 - $800

1651. Liza Minnelli black sequin
jumper by Isaac Mizrahi. (ca. 2000s)
Bespoke sleeveless black sequin jumpsuit
with nude fabric lining in the bodice
and at the bust and zipper back closure.
Retaining the internal Isaac Mizrahi bias
label. Exhibiting minor age and wear. In
fine condition. $600 - $800

1652. Liza Minnelli black cocktail
dress by Bill Blass. (ca. 2000s) Original
basic black sheer cocktail dress with satin
ribbon hem and belt and satin brocade
bodice. Includes a sheer pullover wrap.
Retaining the Bill Blass internal bias label.
Exhibiting minor wear. In fine condition.
$600 - $800

310-859-7701
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1653. Liza Minnelli (2) designer fashion coats. (ca.
1990s) Collection of (2) coats including (1) Susanna
brand magenta bolero-cut jacket with single waist
button closure and (1) Frank Composto brand black
and white suede and wool houndstooth coat with
toggle closure at neck. Exhibiting very light wear. In
fine condition. $400 - $600

1654. Liza Minnelli (2) designer fashion coats. (1990s) Original set of (2) designer topcoats including (1) Christian Audigier size “L”
branded hooded sweatshirt with gold foil and crystal graphic embellishment and lined in gold satin and (1) Michael Kors brand black bat wing
sleeve car coat with button front closure. Exhibiting light wear. In very good condition. $300 - $500

1655. Liza Minnelli collection of (2) knit mini-dresses.
(ca. 2000s) Original (2) mini dresses including (1) navy blue
knit halter top-style pullover mini-dress and (1) Donna
Karan brand black knit long-sleeve collarless mini-dress. In
very good to fine condition. $400 - $600
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1656. Liza Minnelli floor length
emerald green halter dress with
black knit shawl. (1970s) Vintage
original (1) halter-top green gown.
Includes (1) web knit boat neck shawl.
Retaining internal Holly’s Harp bias
label. In overall fine condition.
$400 - $600

1657. Liza Minnelli red satin coat with black
skirt and halter. (1980s) Vintage original (3)
piece ensemble including (1) Isaac Mizrahi brand
red satin short sleeve oversize open front smockstyle coat, (1) black spandex spaghetti strap crop
top and (1) bias cut Halston wraparound skirt.
Exhibiting minor age and wear. In very good to
fine condition. $400 - $600

310-859-7701

1658. Liza Minnelli black floor length
halter dress with burgundy knit sweater by
Halston. (1970s) Vintage original (1) Halston
floor length halter-top dress with gathered
neckline, and asymmetrical hem. Includes (1)
wine colored cashmere thigh-length sweater
coat with necktie closure, retains the internal
Italian Halston Cashmere bias label. In very good
condition. $400 - $600
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1659. Liza Minnelli navy knit jumpsuit
by Halston. (1970s) Vintage original halterstyle navy blue cashmere floor-length dress.
Retaining the internal Halston bias label.
Exhibiting minor age. In vintage very fine
condition. $300 - $500

1660. Liza Minnelli black Halston a-line
dress with gold lame wrap. (1970s) vintage
original bespoke ensemble including (1) black
silk floor-length sleeveless collarless dress with
spaghetti straps and (1) gold lamé batwing wrap.
Dress retains the internal Halston bias label.
Exhibiting minor wear and age. In very good to
fine condition. $400 - $600
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1661. Liza Minnelli black pinstripe skirt suit ensemble by
Gianfranco Ferre. (1980s) Vintage original bespoke (3) piece black
and white wool pinstripe ensemble including (1) double-breasted,
peak lapel button front jacket, (1) matching pencil skirt with side
zipper closure and (1) black silk sleeveless top. Retaining the internal
Gianfranco Ferre bias labels. Exhibiting minor wear and some light
soiling. In very good condition. $400 - $600
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1664. Liza Minnelli crème shirt and
pants ensemble by Halston. (1990s)
Original bespoke crème silk (2) piece
ensemble including (1) pullover v-neck
long-sleeve tunic with short collar, button
cuffs and (1) pair of matching elastic waist
pants. Exhibiting wear and age with elastic
waistband deteriorated. In good condition.
$300 - $500

1663. Liza Minnelli light blue knit
ensemble by Halston. (1970s) Vintage
original bespoke blue knit cashmere (2)
piece ensemble including (1) pullover
polo-collar tunic and (1) matching pair
of elastic waist pants. Exhibiting minor
age. In very good to fine condition.
$300 - $500

1662. Liza Minnelli royal blue cashmere
ensemble by Halston. (1970s) vintage original
bespoke royal blue knit wool (2) piece ensemble
including (1) long-sleeve pullover turtleneck
tube dress and (1) matching oversize cape
shawl. Retaining the internal Halston bias label.
Exhibiting minor wear and age. In very good
condition. $400 - $600

310-859-7701
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1667. Liza Minnelli red halter-top and
pants ensemble by Halston. (1970s) Vintage
original bespoke ensemble including (1) red
terry cloth halter top with tie back closure and
(1) pair of polyester red and white leaves print
pants. Pants retain the internal Halston bias label.
Exhibiting age and wear. In good condition.
$300 - $500

1665. Liza Minnelli black sequin dress
with coat by Donna Karan. (1980s)
Vintage original black sequin cashmere and
silk (3) piece ensemble including (1) v-neck
tank-style floor-length dress, (1) matching
long-sleeve floor-length open front coat and
(1) matching alternate ankle-length skirt. All
retain the internal Donna Karan bias labels.
Exhibiting light wear. In fine condition.
$400 - $600

1666. Liza Minnelli navy blue dress suit.
(1980s-1990s) Original navy blue silk (2)
piece ensemble including (1) collarless longsleeve button front blazer and (1) matching
tunic-style knee-length mini dress. No labels
present. Exhibiting minor wear with minor
tear in the dress lining. In very good to fine
condition. $400 - $600
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1668. Liza Minnelli rust jacket and multicolored velvet pants ensemble by Halston.
(1970s) Vintage original bespoke (2) piece
ensemble including (1) rust colored collarless
open front long jacket with elastic cuffs at sleeves
and (1) pair of multi-color crushed velvet elastic
waist pants. Retaining the internal Halston bias
labels. Exhibiting some minor spot staining and
wear. In very good condition. $300 - $500

1669. Liza Minnelli ivory ruffled
blouse and black satin pants
ensemble by Halston. (ca. 1970s)
Original (2) piece signature period
ensemble including (1) Ivory tripleruffle collar blouse with deep v-neck,
¾-length sleeve, elastic waist and
peplum and single hook and eye front
closure and (1) pair of black satin elastic
waist pants. Retaining the internal
Halston bias label. In fine condition.
$300 - $500

310-859-7701

1670. Liza Minnelli ivory ruffle blouse with black
pants by Halston. (1970s) Vintage original bespoke
ivory silk and black (2) piece ensemble including (1)
ivory pullover tunic dress with ruffles at neck, hem and
cuffs and black satin bow at the v-neck and (1) black
silk elastic waist pants. Exhibiting minor wear and age.
In good to fine condition. $400 - $600
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1671. Liza Minnelli black and red ensemble
by Halston. (1970s) Vintage original bespoke
black and red silk ensemble including (1) black silk
button front shirt with wide collar, pair of red silk
elastic waist pants and (1) matching red silk scarf.
Exhibiting minor wear and age. In very good to
fine condition. $400 - $600

1673. Liza Minnelli sheer red blouse with
black slacks by Halston. (1970s) vintage
original bespoke (2) piece ensemble including
(1) sheer red deep v-neck pullover tunic with
elastic cuffs and short collar and (1) pair of black
silk elastic waist pants. In good to fine condition.
$300 - $500

1672. Liza Minnelli black blouse with black dress coat
and orange pants by Halston. (1970s-1980s) Vintage original
bespoke (3) piece ensemble including (1) black silk pullover
top with deep v-neck and unique ruffle detail, (1) black knit
silk long-sleeve collarless sweater and (1) pair of bright orange
silk elastic waist pants. Sweater retains the internal Halston bias
label. Exhibiting minor soiling and wear. In good to very good
condition. $400 - $600
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1674. Liza Minnelli black and color dot satin
ensemble by Halston. (ca.1980s) Original
(4) piece ensemble including (1) jacket with
short collar, bias long-sleeves, 2-hip slash
pockets, (1) pair of matching elastic
waist pants with snap front closure,
(1) matching sheer short sleeve
blouse, lined in nude mesh and
with snap back closure and
(1) matching long and wide
scarf-wrap. Jacket retains
the internal Halston bias
label. In fine condition.
$600 - $800

1676. Liza Minnelli black pants with pink top by
Halston. (1970s) Vintage original bespoke (2) piece
ensemble including (1) pink pastel pullover v-neck longsleeve tunic with snap cuff closures and (1) black wool
pants with front zipper closure. Pants retain the internal
Halston bias label. Exhibiting minor staining and seam
separation. In very good condition. $300 - $500

1675. Liza Minnelli black satin tank top with black
pants and green taffeta coat by Donna Karan. (1980s)
Vintage original (3) piece ensemble including (1) oversize,
open front smock-style coat in kelly green satin, (1) black
satin tank top and (1) black zipper front pants. Pant and
tank top retain the internal Donna Karan bias labels. In
very good to fine condition. $400 - $600

310-859-7701
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1678. Liza Minnelli ivory lace
blouse with black tie and
black slacks ensemble by
Isaac Mizrahi. (ca. 1990s-2000s)
Original (2) piece ensemble
including (1) ivory starched lace
blouse with ¾-length sleeves,
short collar, oversize black satin
tie at neck, button front closure
and (1) pair of black raw silk
zipper front pants marked size
10. Both retain the Isaac Mizrahi
bias labels. In fine condition.
$300 - $500

1677. Liza Minnelli black blouse with
burgundy velvet pants by Halston.
(1970s) Vintage original (2) piece
ensemble including (1) black silk longsleeve pullover mandarin collar blouse and
(1) pair of crushed velvet wine-colored
elastic waist pants. Exhibiting minor wear
and age. In very good condition.
$300 - $500
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1679. Liza Minnelli (4) of black
sequin garments. (1980s-1990s) Original
collection of (4) black sequin garments
including (1) open front collarless jacket
lined in crimson interior, (1) David
Dalrymple brand pullover tunic with black
iridescent sequins and faceted faux gem
mandarin collar with (1) bugle bead sash/
scarf and (1) Michael Kors brand pair of
elastic waist pants. In very good to fine
condition. $300 - $500
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1681. Liza
Minnelli
ivory
rhinestone ensemble by Isaac
Mizrahi. (1990s) Original bespoke
ivory sequin (3) piece ensemble
including (1) crystal encrusted open
front collarless jacket, (1) matching
tank top-style pleated mini dress with
integral ribbon waist and (1) pair of
matching bikini briefs. Exhibiting
minor soiling and wear. In very good
to fine condition. $400 - $600

1680. Liza Minnelli silver velvet ensemble by Halston. (1990s) Vintage
original bespoke silver velvet (2) piece ensemble including (1) pullover tunic
with mandarin collar, long button cuff sleeves and button front closure and
(1) matching pair of elastic waist pants. Exhibiting wear and some makeup
remnants. In very good condition. $400 - $600

1682. Liza Minnelli sheer
with white sequins and
beading ensemble. (1980s)
Vintage original white sequin
and bugle bead ensemble
including (1) long-sleeve
collarless jacket with single
hook and eye closure at neck
and (1) matching pair of elastic
waist pants. Exhibiting wear
and age. With some missing
sequins. In good to very good
condition. $400 - $600
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1683. Liza Minnelli blue beaded
ensemble by Bob Mackie. (1980s)
Vintage original black silk and blue
bugle beaded (2) piece ensemble
including (1) open front blazer with
integral magenta pocket square
and (1) matching elastic waist
and zipper back closure pants
with bugle bead ribbon on
outer legs. Retaining the
internal Bob Mackie bias
label. Exhibiting minor
theatrical wear and makeup
remnants. In very good
condition. $400 - $600

1684. Liza Minnelli black and
colorful bead tube dress and
black mesh wrap ensemble. (ca.
1990s-2000s) Original (2) piece
ensemble including (1) Fabrice brand
floor-length collarless, sleeveless black
tube dress with multi-color bugle
beaded stripes and spirals and zipper
back closure and (1) Lost River brand
sheer short sleeve open front black mesh
wrap. Retaining the internal maker’s
labels. In very good to fine condition.
$400 - $600
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1685. Liza Minnelli (2) piece black sequined ensemble.
(ca. 1990s) Original (2) piece black silk sequin ensemble
including (1) collarless open front, long-sleeve jacket with
long bell sleeves and (1) matching pair of elastic waist pants.
Pants retaining the internal Michael E. Wallace bias label.
Exhibiting minor wear. In very good to fine condition.
$400 - $600
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1686. Liza Minnelli black silk
ensemble by Donna Karan. (1990s)
Original black silk ensemble including
(1) ankle-length dressing gown with
sash closure and (1) pair of black zipper
front pants. Both retain the internal
Donna Karan bias labels. In fine
condition. $300 - $500

1688. Liza Minnelli black skirt with
pink sweater by Chanel. (1980s)
Vintage original (2) piece ensemble
including (1) pastel pink crew neck
pullover sweater with gathered cuffs,
collar and waist and (1) black knit wool
a-line skirt with zipper side closure.
Sweater retains the internal Chanel bias
label. Exhibiting minor wear. In very
good to fine condition. $300 - $500

1687. Liza Minnelli black
pants with gold coat by Isaac
Mizrahi. (1990s) Original gold
silk oversize pullover smock-style
coat with short collar and ¾-cuff
sleeves and (1) pair of black silk
elastic waist pants. Coat retains
the internal Isaac Mizrahi bias
label. Exhibiting very light age
and wear. In very good to fine
condition. $400 - $600

310-859-7701
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1689. Liza Minnelli (2) dresses by Halston.
(1970s) Vintage original bespoke set of (2)
dresses including (1) black chiffon wrap
around dress with integral caplet and (1) red
silk biased hem floor-length dress with v-neck
and long renaissance sleeves. No Labels present.
Exhibiting minor wear and age. In very good
to fine condition. $400 - $600

1690. Liza Minnelli red mod knit mini dress and ivory mini dress by
Halston. (1970s) Vintage original bespoke set of (2) dresses including (1) ivory
silk sleeveless turtleneck dress zipper back closure and (1) red knit wool sleeveless
vest-style dress with button front closure. Red dress retains the internal Halston
bias label. Exhibiting minor wear. In fine condition. $400 - $600
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1691. Liza Minnelli set of (3) performance costumes from 1993
tour. (1993) Original collection of (3) stage costumes consisting of
breakaway snap together panels and integral dickies assembling to appear
as a tuxedo jacket with flower embellishment. Marked for 1-”Miss Minelli
[sic]”, “Miss Delano” and “Miss Sheridan”. Retaining the Barbara Matera
maker’s labels. Exhibiting minor stage wear. In very good condition.
$400 - $600

www.profilesinhistory.com

1694. Liza Minnelli ornate handembroidered Chinese dress.(1970s-2000s)
Original oversize maroon silk robe with
asymmetrical, Mandarin collar, bell sleeves and
coin button bias front closure. Embellished
with crème silk and thread embroidery at
closure and wide sleeve cuffs in a luck bird and
character motif. Unworn. Exhibiting minor
age. In very good condition. $400 - $600

1692. Liza Minnelli black silk beaded
floral pattern performance tunic.
(1980s) Vintage original bespoke black
pullover silk performance tunic with boat
neck, long-sleeves and ripple hem and bell
sleeves with ripple cuffs. Lined with black
chiffon. No labels present. Exhibiting stage
wear and age. In very good condition.
$300 - $500

1693. Liza Minnelli black sleeveless
sequined tunic by Michael Kors.
(2000s) Original black sequin tank top.
Retaining the internal Michael Kors
bias label and size “10” label. Exhibiting
minor wear with loose hem. In very
good condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1695. Liza Minnelli (3) overcoats by various designers. (1980s-2000s) Vintage and contemporary original collection of (3) designer coats including
(1) black wool size “44” pea coat with button front closure by Celine, (1) navy blue satin size “L” overcoat by Bill Blass, and (1) pink satin fashion coat by
Scaasi Boutique. Exhibiting minor wear and age. In vintage and contemporary very good to fine condition. $400 - $600

1697. Liza Minnelli
black sequin cat suit
by Halston. (1970s)
Vintage original 1-piece
black sequin halter-style
step in stage jumpsuit.
Retaining the internal
Halston bias label.
Exhibiting minor stage
wear. In very good
condition.
$600 - $800

1696. Liza Minnelli black silk mesh sequined tank top tunic. (2000s)
Original black sequin tank top-style tunic with satin stretch ribbon side panels.
No labels present. Exhibiting minor wear. In very good condition. $200 - $300
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1699. Liza Minnelli black
sequin pantsuit by Isaac
Mizrahi. (ca. 2000s) Bespoke
jet-black faceted sequin (2)
piece ensemble including (1)
pullover long-sleeve, collarless
tunic and (1) matching pair
of elastic waist long pants.
Retaining the Isaac Mizrahi
internal bias label. Pants
marked size “6”. Exhibiting
minor wear. In fine
condition. $400 - $600

1698. Liza Minnelli sheer black with leather
sequin sleeveless gown by Isaac Mizrahi. (ca.
2000s) Bespoke pullover tank top-style, black floorlength tube dress with leather laminated sequins
applied from top to hem. No labeling present.
Exhibiting minor wear and some staining. In good
condition. Retaining the Isaac Mizrahi internal bias
label and size label marked “8”. Exhibiting wear and
some loose or missing sequins. In good condition.
$600 - $800

1700. Liza Minnelli copper
sequin ensemble by Isaac
Mizrahi. (ca. 2000s) Bespoke
copper silk with faceted sequin
(2) piece ensemble including (1)
pullover, boat neckline, long-sleeve
tunic and (1) pair of matching
hot pants with tie side closure.
Retaining the Isaac Mizrahi internal
bias labels. Exhibiting minor wear.
In fine condition. $400 - $600

310-859-7701
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1701. Liza Minnelli navy ensemble by
Isaac Mizrahi. (ca. 2000s) Bespoke navy
blue wool (3) piece ensemble including
(1) short collar button front dress with
integral pleated mini skirt, (1) heavy
¾-sleeve, billowy wool pea coat and (1)
silk navy blue with white polka dot scarf.
Dress and jacket retain the internal Isaac
Mizrahi bias labels. Exhibiting wear. In
very good to fine condition. $400 - $600

1702. Liza Minnelli wine and black brocade ensemble by Gianfranco
Ferre. (ca. 2000s) Original wine and black brocaded and beaded (2) piece
ensemble including (1) tank top style mini dress with heavily beaded bodice
and brocade fabric integral skirt and (1) matching open front dress coat with
brocade and quilting and large velvet rose bouquet affixed to left shoulder.
Retaining internal Gianfranco Ferre bias label. Exhibiting minor wear. In very
fine condition. $400 - $600
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1703. Liza Minnelli tapestry skirt and black blouse by
Gianfranco Ferre. (ca. 2000s) Bespoke (2) piece ensemble including
(1) black synthetic long-sleeved blouse with hidden button front closure
and refined black piping at hems and cuffs and (1) quilted tapestry
fabric skirt with gold bullion thread ornamentation and zipper side
closure. Retaining the internal Gianfranco Ferre bias labels. In very fine
condition. $400 - $600

www.profilesinhistory.com

1704. Liza Minnelli sheer black
dress with beaded feather design
by Emanuel Lingaro. (2000s)
Original bespoke black pull on
scoop collar with balloon sleeves
with elastic cuffs and self-fabric
and feather bow embellishment
at the waist. Retaining the
internal Emanuel Lingaro
bias label. Exhibiting minor
wear. In very good to fine
condition. $400 - $600

1705. Liza Minnelli bright pink sparkle ensemble by
Isabell Kristensen Couture London. Liza Minnelli bright
pink sparkle and faux fur ensemble by Isabell Kristensen. (ca.
2000s) Hot pink beaded (3) piece ensemble Including (1)
long-sleeve open front coat with faux pink fur at collar, cuffs
and hem, (1) matching beaded halter mini dress with zipper
back closure and (1) matching self belt. Retaining the Isabell
Kristensen Couture London internal bias label. Exhibiting
minor wear. In fine condition. $400 - $600

1706. Liza Minnelli burlap and fuchsia ensemble
with hot pants by Isaac Mizrahi. (ca. 2000s) Bespoke
long-sleeve pullover burlap knee-length, v-neck dress
with fuchsia satin collar and cuffs, crystal button front
closure. Includes a pair of matching fuchsia satin hot
pants. Retaining the Isaac Mizrahi internal bias label and
size label marked “S”. Exhibiting minor wear. In fine
condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1808. Liza Minnelli long black knit sweater
by Giorgio Armani. (ca. 2000s) Original black
wool and cashmere long-sleeve sweater with
2-hip pockets, zipper front closure. Retaining
internal Giorgio Armani bias label and size tag
marked “48”. Exhibiting minor wear. In very fine
condition. $200 - $300

1707. Liza Minnelli black jacket with crimson
satin dress ensemble by Christian Dior. (ca.
2000s) Elegant (2) piece ensemble includes (1)
strapless silk, acetate and satin size 38 tube dress
with Queen Anne neckline and button and zipper
side closure and (1) black wool size 48 doublebreasted car coat with oversize rounded notched
lapel, ornate gold metal and onyx colored button
front closure and 2-hip pockets. Retaining internal
Christian Dior bias labels. Exhibiting some fabric
pulls and rubbing to the dress. In very good to fine
condition. $400 - $600

1709. Liza Minnelli sheer silver iridescent (5) piece
layered ensemble worn to the premiere of Sex and
the City 2. (2010) Original bespoke (5) piece iridescent
pewter ensemble including (1) pullover collarless tunic with
mutton chop sleeves, (1) matching pair of elastic waist pants,
(1) matching open front collarless jacket with mutton chop
sleeves and (2) matching scarves with 1-long and 1-short.
Exhibiting minor wear. In very good condition. $400 - $600
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1710. Liza Minnelli 2014 Academy Awards ceremony blue satin
pantsuit ensemble by Halston including a second alternate
ensemble. (2014) Bespoke royal blue satin pantsuit with buttonless,
pullover shoulder slung long-sleeve blouse and matching elastic waist
pants. Highly visible worn by Liza Minnelli on the red carpet and during
the broadcast of the 2014 Academy Awards Oscar ceremonies and show.
Unlabeled. Exhibiting minor wear and some light rubbing to areas. In
very good to fine condition. $400 - $600

1711. Liza Minnelli amethyst knit ensemble by Halston. (2015) Bespoke
amethyst purple wool (3) piece knit ensemble including (1) long-sleeve cardigan
sweater with button front closure, (1) floor-length open front wrap sweater and
(1) long shawl with fringed ends. No labeling present. Components worn by
Liza Minnelli at the 2015 Los Angeles Italian Film Festival. In fine condition.
$400 - $600

310-859-7701
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1712. Liza Minnelli lot of (20) assorted personal wear and stage hats. (1980s-2000s) Vintage and contemporary performance and daywear hats in a
variety of styles and materials by an assortment of hatters including Kokin, Scala, Morrison, Scott, Herbert Johnson,Woody Shelp and others. All exhibit wear.
In vintage and contemporary very good condition. $200 - $300

1713. Liza Minnelli lot of (10) Halston hats. (1980s-2000s) Vintage original contemporary bespoke Halston hats including (1) black sequin newsboy
cap (2) black iridescent bugle bead newsboy caps, (2) crème felt hats with tan ribbon hatbands, (1) sueded brown sunhat, (1) purple sueded sunhat, (1) gray
wool sunhat, (1) blue wool sunhat and (1) white wool baseball cap. All retain the internal Halston bias label. Exhibiting minor wear and age. In vintage and
contemporary fine condition. $200 - $300

1714. Liza Minnelli (15) assorted personal hats. (1970s-2000s) Collection of (15) vintage and contemporary hats and caps of multi-colors, materials
and makers including 1-red bowler signed on the interior, “Liza” and makers including Gianni Versace, 3-fur caps including a Eric Javits, Olney, Stetson, Olé,
Madaraff and others. Exhibiting minor wear and age. In vintage and contemporary fine condition. $200 - $300
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1715. Liza Minnelli collection of (6) multi-color scarves. (1970s-2000s) Vintage and contemporary collection of (6) assorted multi-color scarves of a
variety of materials and brands. Labels removed. Exhibiting minor wear and age. In vintage and contemporary good to fine condition. $200 - $300

1716. Liza Minnelli collection of (8) red scarves. (1970s-2000s) Vintage and contemporary collection of (8) assorted red scarves of a variety of materials
and brands. Labels removed. Exhibiting minor wear and age. In vintage and contemporary good to fine condition. $200 - $300

1717. Liza Minnelli collection of (9) yellow and green scarves. (1970s-2000s) Vintage and contemporary collection of (9) assorted yellow and
green scarves of a variety of materials and brands. Labels removed. Exhibiting minor wear and age. In vintage and contemporary good to fine condition.
$200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1718. Liza Minnelli collection of (10) pink and red scarves. (1970s-2000s) Vintage and contemporary collection of (10) assorted pink, red and maroon
scarves of a variety of materials and brands including Donna Karan, Kenneth Cole,Yves Saint Laurent and others. Exhibiting minor wear and age. In vintage
and contemporary good to fine condition. $200 - $300

1719. Liza Minnelli collection of (9) orange and gold scarves. (1970s-2000s) Vintage and contemporary collection of (9) assorted orange, gold, and
gem tone scarves of a variety of materials and brands including Turnbull & Asser, Damiani, Gai Mattiolo, Tie Rack and others. Exhibiting minor wear and
age. In vintage and contemporary good to fine condition. $200 - $300

1720. Liza Minnelli collection of (11) ivory and white scarves. (1970s-2000s) Vintage and contemporary collection of (11) assorted white and ivory
scarves of a variety of materials and brands including Esteban, Olem,V. Fraas for Bloomingdales and others. Exhibiting minor wear and age. In vintage and
contemporary good to fine condition. $200 - $300
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1721. Liza Minnelli collection of (12) black scarves. (1970s-2000s) Vintage and contemporary collection of (12) assorted black and white scarves of a
variety of materials and brands. Labels removed. Exhibiting minor wear and age. In vintage and contemporary fine condition. $200 - $300

1722. Liza Minnelli collection of (11) purple and multi-color colored scarves. (1970s-2000s) Massive collection of purple and multi-color (11)
fashionable scarfs in a variety of materials and styles including scarves by assorted designers and brands. All in vintage and contemporary very good to fine
condition. $200 - $300

1723. Liza Minnelli collection of (35+) assorted scarves. (1970s-2000s) Massive collection of multi-color (35+) fashionable scarfs in a variety of
materials and styles including scarves by designers and brands including Jackie Spade, Loewe, Zetha, 525 America, Atira’s Fashions, and multiple Halston
pieces. All in vintage and contemporary very good to fine condition. $200 - $300

310-859-7701
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1725. Liza Minnelli collection of (5) New York,
New York t-shirts and sweatshirts. (United Artists,
1977) Vintage original collection of (5) moviethemed shirts including (1) heat transfer size “M”
t-shirt and (3) Hirschfeld caricature print t-shirts
(sizes 1-“M”, 1-“L” and 1-unsized). All unworn and
in fine condition. $100 - $200

1724. Liza Minnelli (6) pieces from “The Liza Minnelli Collection”
line. (2010s) Collection of (6) pieces including (4) v-neck, pull-over long-sleeve
polyester and spandex size small blouses with wing collars including 1-black,
1-blue, 1-red and 1-purple, (1) black sequined, knee-length size medium tank
top dress and (1) black velour buttonless size large light coat. All retaining The
Liza Collection internal bias labels. In fine condition. $400 - $600
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1726. Liza Minnelli (7) red “Liza” Andy Warhol print t-shirts.
(ca. 1980s) Vintage original red size “L” short sleeve Gildan brand t-shirts
featuring an iconic Andy Warhol “Liza” portrait image. All shirts unworn
and in fine condition. $100 - $200

www.profilesinhistory.com

1727. Liza Minnelli related (10) assorted t-shirts and Liza signed Stepping Out cap. (ca. 1980s-2000s) Vintage and contemporary Liza-related multicolor and size t-shirts and cap including (1) pink baseball t-shirt, (2) black Luigi Jazz Centers t-shirts, (2) Martha Graham t-shirts, (1) Evening with Liza t-shirt,
(1) Victor/Victoria t-shirt, (1) Arrested Development t-shirt, (1) Kander and Ebb t-shirt and (1) Stepping Out baseball cap signed on the interior, “Liza”. Most
unworn and in vintage and contemporary very good to fine condition. $100 - $200

1728. Liza Minnelli (23) assorted tour and show t-shirts and cap. (ca. 1980s-2000s) Vintage and contemporary (23) Liza-related multi-color and size
t-shirts and cap including (3) black Liza Tour hoodies, (2) black Minnelli on Minnelli at the Palace t-shirts, (13) Liza Latin Tour t-shirts, (2) white Minnelli on
Minnelli t-shirts and (3) Liza Minnelli Tour baseball caps. All unworn and in vintage and contemporary very good to fine condition. $100 - $200
1729. Liza Minnelli related
(10+) t-shirts and sweatshirts
including fleece jacket from
the Rosie O’Donnell Show.
(2000s) Collection of Liza
related shirts including (1) Liza
in Concert from Casino da Póvoa
fabric seat back cover, (1) size
“M” Hirschfield caricature of
Judy Garland t-shirt, (1) yellow
“Liza - It’s OK, I’m with the
Band” sweatshirt, (2) black Liza
Minnelli t-shirts, (1) Martha Graham size “M” t-shirt, (1) long-sleeve Tony Danza Show size “L” t-shirt, (1) gray long-sleeve Rosie O’Donnell Show embroidered
size “XL” sweatshirt, (1) Rosie O’Donnell Show size “M” fleece jacket and more. All in worn and unworn good to fine condition. $100 - $200
1730. Liza Minnelli (25)
assorted tour and show
t-shirts. (ca. 1980s-2000s)
Vintage and contemporary
(25) Liza-related multicolor and size t-shirts and
cap including (2) Liza Tour
caps, (1) Liza’s at the Palace
t-shirt, (1) Liza Latin Tour
hoodie, (2) black Liza’s
at the Palace hoodies, (4)
Minnelli on Minnelli t-shirts,
(1) David Guest Presents Liza t-shirt, (1) Frank, Liza and Sammy t-shirt, (1) Aznevour Concert t-shirt, (1) Liza World Tour 1993 signed, Love, Liza” and (11) Latin
Tour t-shirts. All unworn and in vintage and contemporary very good to fine condition. $100 - $200
1731. Liza Minnelli (26) assorted
concert tour and show t-shirts
and caps with 1-shirt signed
by Liza. (ca. 1980s-2000s) Vintage
and contemporary (26) Liza-related
multi-color and size t-shirts and cap
including (1) Liza Concert hoodie, (2)
black Liza’s at the Palace t-shirts, (2)
black Minnelli on Minnelli t-shirts, (1)
David Guest Presents Liza t-shirts, (1)
Liza in Concert t-shirt, (1) Charles
Azenevour t-shirt, (2) white Minnelli on Minnelli t-shirts with 1-signed, “Love, Liza”, (2) Liza Tour caps and (1) Liza’s at the Palace cap. All unworn and in
vintage and contemporary very good to fine condition. $100 - $200

310-859-7701
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1732. Liza Minnelli (50+)
assorted show t-shirts and
sweatshirts and caps. (ca.
1970s-2010s) Vintage original large
collection of (50+) performance
and show promotional t-shirts and
caps in assorted colors and sizes
including (23) Alan Cumming with
special guest Liza Minnelli t-shirts,
(2) Liza Tour t-shirts, (3) Liza’s at
the Palace, (23) Charles Aznevour
and Liza t-shirts (2) Stepping Out
sweatshirts and (2) caps with
1-signed, “Liza” and more. All unworn and in vintage and contemporary fine condition. $100 - $200

1733. Liza Minnelli personal (4) pairs of velvet pants. (ca. 1970s) Collection
of (4) vintage original pairs of velvet trousers and pants in shades of forest green,
rust, tan, and black in assorted sizes. Exhibiting some minor wear and rubbing.
In overall very good condition. $200 - $300

1734. Liza Minnelli personal (4) Halston shoes. (1970s-1980s)
Vintage original collection of (4) pairs of shoes including (2) pairs of
strapped sandal pumps 1-gold and 1-red, (1) pair of black slip on flats and
(1) pair of red stain high heeled knee-high boots. All retain the internal
Halston imprint. In very good condition. $200 - $300

1735. Liza Minnelli personal (5) sweaters. (1970s-2000s) Vintage and contemporary collection of (5) sweaters including (1) brown ribbed cashmere
cardigan with zipper front closure, (1) navy blue cardigan with button front, (1) purple cashmere turtleneck and matching scarf and (1) pink silk blend
cardigan with button front with matching shell. Exhibiting light wear and minor age. In vintage finer condition. $200 - $300

1736 . Liza Minnelli personal (22) pairs of shoes. (1970s-2000s) Vintage and contemporary collection of (22) pairs of shoes
in multi-colors, various materials and heel styles with designers including Ferragamo, Valentino, Frizon, Bertie, Miss Maude,
Herbert Levine, Chanel, Armani,Yves Saint Laurent, Gucci, and others. In varying degrees of use and wear. In generally good to
very good condition. $200 - $300
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1737. Liza Minnelli personal (24) pairs of
shoes. (1970s-2000s) Vintage and contemporary
collection of (24) pairs of shoes in multi-colors,
various materials and heel styles with designers
including Charles David, Freed, Villon, Berne
Mev, Chanel, Arlene LaMarca, Herbert Levine,
Farragamo, Gucci and others. In varying degrees
of use and wear. In generally good to very good
condition. $300 - $500

1739. Liza Minnelli personal (16) pairs of custom Di Fabrizio brand
dance shoes. (1970s-2000s) Vintage and contemporary collection of (16) pairs
of shoes in multi-colors and open-toe and closed-toe ballroom-style heels. In
varying degrees of use and wear. In generally good to very good condition.
$200 - $300

1738. Liza Minnelli personal (26) pairs of shoes. (1970s-2000s)
Vintage and contemporary collection of (26) pairs of shoes in multicolors, various materials and heel styles with designers including Ramon
Tenza, Charles Jourdan, Ferragamo, Herbert Levine, Valentino, Manolo
Blahnik Christian Dior, Armani, Yves Saint Laurent, Rachel Perry,
Frizon and others. In varying degrees of use and wear. In generally good
to very good condition. $300 - $500

1740. Liza Minnelli personal (15) pairs of custom Di Fabrizio
brand dance shoes. (1970s-2000s) Vintage and contemporary
collection of (15) pairs of shoes in multi-colors and open-toe and closedtoe ballroom-style heels. In varying degrees of use and wear. In generally
good to very good condition. $200 - $300

1741. Liza Minnelli large personal (16) Halston separates. (1970s-2000s)
Vintage and contemporary collection of (16) multi-color and style Halston
separates including (3) cashmere sweaters, (2) turtleneck t-shirts, (1) knit tank
top, (4) pairs of pants, (1) blazer, (2) button front long-sleeve t-shirts and (3)
pullover long-sleeve t-shirts. All exhibit light wear and age. In very good to fine
condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1742. Liza Minnelli (5) fur accessories. (1960s-1970s)
Vintage original collection of (5) natural fur fashion wraps from
assorted sources. Exhibiting minor wear and age. In very good to
fine condition. $400 - $600

1743. Liza Minnelli personal natural
white fox jacket. (1970s-1980s) Vintage
original natural white fox jacket with shawl
collar and lapel and hook and eye front
closure. 33 in. long, 33 in. sleeve, bust 18
in., hem 37 in. Exhibiting age, wear and a 2
in. tear in the right under arm. Exhibiting
only light wear. In fine condition.
$200 - $300
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1744. Liza Minnelli personal
white fox stole. (1970s-1980s)
Vintage original natural white fox
stole measuring 43 in. long with
extremities present. Exhibiting
minor age and wear. With red
staining to left hind paw. Exhibiting
only light wear. In fine condition.
$300 - $500

1745. Liza Minnelli personal
natural red fox scarf. (1970s-1980s)
Vintage original natural fox scarf.
Extremities present. With button
fastener on nose and faceted crystal
brooch on the posterior. 52 in. long.
Exhibiting only light wear. In fine
condition. $300 - $500

310-859-7701
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1746. Liza Minnelli personal natural red fox
¾-length coat. (1970s-1980s) Vintage original
natural red fox coat with shawl lapel and open
front closure. Length 37 in., 31 in. sleeve length,
bust 21 in. hem is 56 in. Exhibiting minor age and
wear and some rips to hide. In good condition.
$1,000 - $2,000

1747. Liza Minnelli personal brown broadtail
jacket with silver fox sleeves. (1970s-1980s)
Vintage original Gianfranco Ferre brand crushed
brown velvet ¾-length collarless coat with brown,
black and gold applique overall and snap front
closure and brown self-ribbon tie at neck. Featuring
natural silver fox skirt at hem. Exhibiting only light
wear. In fine condition. $1,000 - $2,000
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1748. Liza Minnelli personal black broadtail coat
with fox sleeves. (1970s-1980s) Vintage original
New Yorker brand crushed black velvet floor-length
collarless broadtail coat with hook and eye front closure
and natural black fox long-sleeves. Exhibiting only
light wear with 3.5 in. tear in the back of the left sleeve.
In good condition. $1,000 - $2,000

1749. Liza Minnelli personal black velvet floral
coat with fox cuffs. (1970s-1980s) Vintage original
Valentino brand black velvet floor-length Christmas
coat with black poinsettia applique overall, short
standing collar, square faceted button front closure
and black fox fur cuffs. Exhibiting only light wear. In
fine condition. $3,000 - $5,000

310-859-7701
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1750. Liza Minnelli personal black velvet cape
with brown fox trim. (1970s-1980s) Vintage original
Halston brand cape of black velvet with lush brown
fox trim at all edges. Retaining the internal Halston
bias label. Exhibiting only light wear. In fine condition.
$1,000 - $2,000

1751. Liza Minnelli personal brown suede
poncho with brown fox trim. (1970s-1980s)
Vintage original DM Italian furs brand chocolate
suede poncho with fringe button front closure and
brown fox fur at collar and edges with snaps to create
actual sleeves. Exhibiting only light wear. In fine
condition. $3,000 - $5,000
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1752. Liza Minnelli personal gold sequin
jacket with black fox trim. (1970s-1980s)
Vintage original Adrian Landau brand black
velvet coat with gold sequin and bugle bead
embellishment and plush black fox trim at collar,
closure and ultra-wide cuffs. Exhibiting only light
wear. In fine condition. $800 - $1,200

1753. Liza Minnelli personal black velvet coat
with black fox collar. (ca. 1990s) Vintage original
Halston Three brand black velvet floor-length robestyle coat with black fox fur at extra wide lapel and
collar. Retaining the internal Halston Three bias
label. Exhibiting only light wear. In fine condition.
$800 - $1,200

310-859-7701
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1754. Liza Minnelli personal
red fox three-skin stole.
(1970s-1980s) Vintage original
red-dyed 3-fox skin stole with
extremities present. 115 in.
overall length. Exhibiting only
light wear. In fine condition.
$600 - $800

1755. Liza Minnelli personal
black mohair poncho with brown
fox. (1970s-1980s) Vintage original
J. Mendel brand black mohair thigh
length poncho-style coat with slit sides
and brown fox fur at cuffs, collar and
button front closure. Exhibiting minor
wear and age. In very good to fine
condition. $1,000 - $2,000

1756. Liza Minnelli personal
black velvet short jacket with
fox. (1970s-1980s) Vintage original
Gianfranco Ferre brand black
velvet, long-sleeve split cuff cropped
coat with fox fur at the hem of
the garment. Zipper front closure.
Exhibiting minor wear and age. In
very good to fine condition.
$600 - $800
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1757. Liza Minnelli personal pastel
mink ¾-coat with knit sections.
(1970s-1980s) Vintage original
Gunther Jaeckel brand natural mink
coat with cowl neck and hook
and eye and zipper front closure.
With tufts of fur intersected by
macramé panels. 36 in. long,
sleeve length 24 in., bust 18
in. 47 in. hem. Retaining
Liza’s monogram,
“LAM” embroidered
on interior. Exhibiting
minor wear. In vintage
very fine condition.
$500 - $700

1758. Liza Minnelli personal ranch
mink three-tier coat. (1970s-1980s)
Vintage original BeNobel natural ranch
bred mink 3-tier floor-length coat with
short collar, long-sleeve with mock caplet
and layered tiers and hook and eye front
closure. 58 in. length, 28 in. sleeves, 18 in.
bust and 92 in. hem. Exhibiting minor
age and wear. In fine condition.
$2,000 - $3,000

1759. Liza Minnelli personal black
broadtail vest with black fox.
(1970s-1980s) Vintage original LMH
BeNobel brand crushed black velvet
waist-length vest with zipper front closure
and plush black fox fur at collar and
armholes. Exhibiting only light wear. In
fine condition. $2,000 - $3,000

310-859-7701
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1762. Liza Minnelli personal
ranch mink ¾-length coat.
(1970s-1980s) Vintage original
natural ranch bred mink collarless
coat with long-sleeves with elastic
cuffs and hook and eye front closure.
36 in. long, 31 in. sleeve, bust 20 in.
and hem 54 in. Exhibiting minor
age and wear. In fine condition.
$400 - $600

1760. Liza Minnelli personal ranch
mink floor-length coat. (1970s-1980s)
Vintage original Maximillian New York
brand natural ranch bred mink coat with
short collar, ¾-sleeves and hook and eye
front closure. 58 in. length, 25 in. sleeves,
bust 20 in. and hem, 76 in. hem. Exhibiting
minor age and wear and approx. 5 in. tear in
left breast and arm. In very good condition.
$3,000 - $5,000

1761. Liza Minnelli personal brown
suede coat lined with ranch lunar mink.
(1970s-1980s) Vintage original brown suede
floor-length coat with shawl lapel and button
front closure. Lined with ranch lunar mink.
45 in. length, 29 in. sleeve, bust 17 in. and
hem 63 in. Exhibiting wear to the lapel
closure and rubbing to the suede surfaces.
Otherwise in good condition. $800 - $1,200
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1763. Liza Minnelli personal
black jersey cape with brown
mink
trim. (1970s-1980s)
Vintage original black jersey
knit asymmetrical cape with
brown mink trim at all
edges. Exhibiting minor
wear. In fine condition.
$400 - $600

1765. Liza Minnelli personal dyed
black ermine coat with sable collar.
(1970s-1980s) Vintage original black dyed
ermine coat with Russian sable collar, split
bell cuffs, over-wide lapel and hook and
eye front closure. 62 in. long, 35 in. sleeves,
bust 24 in. and 84 in. hem. Exhibiting
minor age and wear. In very good to fine
condition. $3,000 - $5,000

1764. Liza Minnelli
personal multi sequin
jacket with feather trim.
(1970s-1980s)
Vintage
original Bill Blass brand
gold sequin encrusted
jacket with long-sleeves
and snap front closure.
With earth-tone feather
embellishment at collar,
closure, cuffs and hem
and with faceted crystal
ornaments throughout.
Exhibiting minor age and
wear. In very good to fine
condition. $600 - $800

310-859-7701
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1766. Liza Minnelli personal natural Russian sable
coat. (1970s-1980s) Vintage original natural P. Dellera
brand Russian sable calf-length coat with oversize
peaked collar, bell cuffs and hook and eye front closure.
48 in. long, 32 in. sleeve, 24 in. bust and 92 in. hem.
Exhibiting only minor wear and age. In fine condition.
$5,000 - $7,000
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1767. Liza Minnelli personal natural
white mink coat. (2002) Bespoke
Dennis Basso brand natural white mink
floor-length, open front coat with hook
and eye front closure. Interior lining
features embroidered heart with, “Liza
and David 3/16/02”. Created for Liza’s
2002 wedding. 56 in. length, 30 in. sleeve,
21 in. bust, 83 in. hem. Exhibiting minor
wear. In fine condition.
$8,000 - $12,000
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1768. Liza Minnelli “Sally Bowles” gray
lamb coat with raccoon trim from
Cabaret. (Allied Artists, 1972) Vintage original
1930s-style lamb fur floor-length coat with
raccoon collar, lapel and closure. With hook
and eye front closure. Highly visible in the
restaurant scene when Sally Bowles (Liza)
shows off her new coat to Brian (Michael
York), exclaiming, “Isn’t it fabulous? I feel
just like Kay Francis!” The coat later plays a
significant role in the story, as Sally sells it, her
most valuable possession, in order to pay the
doctor to terminate her pregnancy. Interior
lining exhibits soiling, loose central seam,
and added seam for custom fit. Rips present
in hide. In production used good condition.
$2,000 - $3,000
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1769.
1770.
1771.
1772.
1773.
1774.
1775.
1776.
1777.
1778.

1779.
1780.

Liza Minnelli collection
of (7) Minnelli on Minnelli
souvenirs including Liza
signed poster. (19992000) Collection of (7)
souvenirs: (5) Minnelli on
Minnelli including 2-t-shirts
(size L and XL), 1-show CD,
1-Teddy bear in show t-shirt
and 1-Liza signed show
poster. Also includes (2)
buttons 1-Liza’s at the Palace
and 1-Liza at the Sands. All
in fine condition.
$100 - $200

Liza Minnelli Liza’s at the Palace (8) show souvenirs. (1989) Liza’s at the Palace collection of (8) souvenirs including (1) size large
t-shirt, (1) DVD, (1) Blu-ray, (1) CD, (1) show program, (2) buttons and (1) logo shopping bag. All in fine condition. $100 - $200
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1781.
1782.
1783.
1784.
1785.
1786.
1787.
1788.

1789.
1790.
1791.
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Liza Minnelli Liza in Concert
and Minnelli on Minnelli (4)
souvenirs including Liza
signed poster. (1985-2009)
Collection of (4) Minnelli on
Minnelli souvenirs including
(1) size XL t-shirt, (1) CD, (1)
program and (1) poster signed
by Liza. All in fine condition.
$100 - $200

Liza Minnelli Liza’s at the Palace (8) show souvenirs. (1989) Liza’s at the Palace collection
of (8) souvenirs including (1) size large t-shirt, (1) DVD, (1) Blu-ray, (1) CD, (1) show program,
(2) buttons and (1) logo shopping bag. All in fine condition. $100 - $200
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